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PREFACE 
Alaskan coal, the principal source for power Dr. Scott L. Huang, Acting Dean, School of 
generation in interior Alaska, is also finding mar- Mineral Engineering, University of Alaska 
kets abroad. Alaska's huge coal resources can Fairbanks, welcomed the participants. Speakers at 
meet Alaska's future energy needs as well as those the opening ceremonies were Joan Wadlow, Chan- 
of Pacific Rim Nations. cellor, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Glenn Olds, 
Commissioner, State of Alaska, Department of 
This volume contains 20 of the 28 papers Natural Resources, Paul Fuhs, Commissioner, State 
presented at the two-day conference, "Focus on of Alaska, Department of Commerce and Eco- 
Alaska's Coal '93," held in Anchorage at the Hotel nomic Development. Dr* Victor Der, Director, 
Captain Cook on May 5-7, 1993. "Focus on Office of Advanced Technology Development, 
Alaska's Coal '93" is the fourth in a series of U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C., 
conferences. 'Tocus on Alaska's Coal 1975" and presented the keynote address. Luncheon speakers 
"Focus on Alaska's Coal 1980" were held in were Samuel Dunway, who discussed land permit- 
Fairbanks, and "Focus on Alaska's Coal '86" was ting, and Robert Stiles, who summarized develop- 
held in Anchorage. Their proceedings have been ments in the Mental Health Trust Lands litigation. 
published. The banquet speaker was Jim Burling, Pacific 
Legal Foundation, Sacramento, CA. 
The principal objective of tbe 1993 confer- 
ence was to provide a forum for the review of The technical sessions were preceded on 
knowledge gained on Alaska's coals since the May 5th by a "Short Course on Small Scale Coal 
1986 conference. Highlighting developments dur- Combustion" taught by Mike Mann, EERC, Uni- 
ing the past six years were: versity of North Dakota. The conference was 
sponsored by the University of Alaska's School of 
1. Selection of the Healy Clean Coal Plant for Mineral Engineering and Alaska Section of Socl- 
funding by the U.S. Department of Energy. ety of Mining and Exploration of AIME. 
2. Laboratory research into hot-water drying as a 
means of upgrading low-rank coal by the Min- 
eral Industry Research Laborato~y. 
3. Pilot scale testing of hot-water drying and 
combustion tests of hot-water dried Usibelli, 
Beluga, and Little Tonzana coals by the Uni- 
versity of North Dakota. 
4. Evaluation of Deadfall Syncline coal as a source 
of fuel for Northern Alaska's villages and coal 
mine development by Arctic Slope Consulting 
Engineers. 
5. Alaskan coal research efforts of the U.S.G.S., 
principally the efforts of Ron Molter, Gary 
Stricker,and Romeo Flores, 
Successful completion of this volume was 
made possible by many individuals. Special thanks 
are due to Carol Leaky and Nancy Mighells for 
their patience and word processing skills in pains- 
takingly formatting these proceedings, and to Cathy 
Genaux for compiling the fmal manuscript. Our 
sincere appreciation is extended to the program 
committee members and to the speakers and par- 
ticipants for their valuable contributions to making 
"Focus on Alaska's Coal '93" a success. 
The School of Mineral Engineering intends 
to organize another coal conference at an appropri- 
ate time, in the coming years, toreview knowledge 
of future exploration, mining, and utilization of 
Alaska' s coal resources. 
In all, there has been a significant addition July 1, 1994 P. Dharma Rao 
of new howledge on Alaska's coals over the past Fairbanks, Alaska Daniel E. Walsh 
seven years, as is evident from the contents of this 
volume. 
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MINING CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
AT THE DEADFALL SYNCLINE 
Steve W. Denton 
Dentun Civil & Minera1,Ward Cove, AK 
ABSTRACT 
ASCG, Incorporated, a subsidiary of Arctic 
Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC), has been con- 
ducting pilot scale mining and basin wide exploration 
on ASRC land in the Deadfall Syncline (DFS) area 
since 1984. This effort has identified the presence of a 
large deposit of high quality bituminous coal, with 
adequate measured reserves to support the develop- 
ment of a coal mine producing 1 to 2 million tons of 
cleancoal per year. During the course of the exploration 
and mining activities, there has been an ongoing study 
of the engineering, environmental, infrastructure and 
market requirements for development of a major rnine 
at the Deadfall Syncline. Although there are some 
obvious obstacles facing development at the DFS, there 
are positive aspects of the deposit which favor its 
development. 
Coal seams identified by exploration drilling 
are consistent in quality and thickness over broad areas. 
Both underground and surface mining methods are 
being investigated for large scale production from the 
DFS. Many of the commonly regarded impediments to 
development in the Arctic, such as permafrost, weather 
and remoteness, are less severe and may even hold 
opportunities for improved efficiency in mining at the 
DFS. Permafrost, while making surface construction 
expensive on the Arctic Coastal Hain, is not a serious 
problem for surface activities in the dry foothills region 
where the DFS is located and may improve ground 
control for undergound mining. Winter, though long, 
is moderated by proximity to the ocean and is less 
severe than found further inlad, the effects of which 
can be further moderated by underground mining. 
Remoteness, while making transportation and project 
support more costly, does not carry with it the problems 
of proximity to National Parks, Preserves or critical 
followed by a discussion of the engineering challenges 
and opporimities involved in large scale development 
of the deposit. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Deadfall Syncline (DFS) is located within 
the Western Arctic Coal Field in northern-Alaska. The 
Western Arctic Coal Field (WACF') is bordered on the 
west by the Chukchi Sea, on the south by the Delong 
Mountains and extends eastward to include the 
Kukpowruk River drainage. Most of the potential coal 
resource within the WACFis located on lands owned by 
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC). DFS has 
been identified as an area containing mineable reserves 
of high quality bituminous coal in close proximity to the 
Chukchi Sea. Geology and reserves are detailed in a 
paper by Teresa A. Imm and J.E. Callahan, presented at 
the Focus on Alaska's Coal '93 titled, Coal Exploration 
and Reserve Evaluation, Western Arctic Alaska (not 
submitted for publication). 
The WACF has been studied at various times 
since the beginning of this century. Detailed evaluation 
of the resource began in 1982 with a State funded 
exploration and resource evaluation program, which 
identified the DFS as the most promising coal reserve 
for development to supply domestic and small commer- 
cial use throughout the Arctic and Western Alaska. 
Since then, exploration, pilot scale mining and prelimi- 
nary feasibility analyses funded through a combination 
of State, North Slope Borough and ASRC sources has 
identified the DFS as a significaot resource with poten- 
tial to supply not only local needs but also large scale 
export markets. 
habitat areas, which are commonimpediments to devel- Pilot scale mining was initiated in 1986, with a 
OPment in other remote areas of Alaska. shallow underground test mine producing approxi- 
mately 100 toas of coal for home heating in Arctic 
This p a p  will present a brief history of pilot coastal communities. Pilot scale mining has grown and 
Scale mining activity that has occurred at the Deadfall now produces approximately 400 tons annually along 
Syncline coal &posit in Northwest Alaska since 1986 the west limb outcropof thesyncline, from DFS 4 seam, 
using mechanized surface mining techniques. Current 
mining activity is serviced by an airstrip, 20 person 
camp andequipment maintenance facilities. Pilot scale 
mining activities, though small and relatively ineffi- 
cient, have provided invaluable experience and resulted 
in the conclusion that large scale mining, using high 
efficiency mining methods, should be feasible. The 
geologic, environmental and social aspects of mining in 
the DFS will provide many challenges to the potential 
developer, but also present some unique opportunities 
for mining in the area 
Exploration drilling at the DFS through the mid 
1980's was targeted, primarily, at shallow auger and 
rotary borings near known coal outcrops. This data was 
used to develop a general geologic model for the syn- 
cline and identify prime targets for more detailed re- 
serve drilling. Exploration drilling on a thick coal seam 
near the syncline axis was initiated in 1991 in an area 
dubbed the Kuchiak Block, after Kuchiak Creek, which 
roughly parallels the syncline axis. This two year 
drilling program identified a thick coal seam, K3 seam, 
of high quality coal apparently continuous along the 
syncline axis to a depth of at least 800 feet with good 
lateral extent K3 seam is currently the focus of mine 
design aml feasibility analysis. 
QUALITY 
Table 1 lists the average proximate analysis for 
DFS4 seam and K3 seam for 1991 exploration borehole 
samples (both core and cutting chip samples) taken 
from holes reaching below the surface weathering zone. 
The above analysis is typical of quality found in thick 
coal seams, which have been sampled by exploration 
dsllling, near the lower part of the coal bearing forma- 
tion. Channel samples taken of DFS4 seam from the 
active mine in 1987 and 1991 average 3*3 percent ash 
across the full depth of the seam. Therefore, actual 
quality of the coal is anticipated to be slightly better than 
indicated by exploration borehole samples. Samples 
taken in the southwest portion of the syncline indicate 
slightly lower rank and heating value as one progresses 
strati graphically upward. 
Grindability of the coal is good, with values of 
50 to 60 typical of the samples tested. Slagging tem- 
peratures typically are below 2400 "F, which is lower 
than what is associated with similar coals mined in the 
contiguous United States and more in line with typical 
slagging temperatures of low rank coals. This could be 
a problem for boilers designed to burn coals with high 
slagging temperatures, but would be a beneficial char- 
TABLE 1 
Deadfall Syncline Proximate Analysis 
Parameter 
Volatile Matter, % 
Fixed Carbon, % P I 
Heating Value, BTU/lb E 
Total Sulfur, % a 
Source: Mineral Industry Research Laboratory Report No. 93(presently unpublished), April 
1992, Dedfall Syncline Coal: Quality and Reserves. 
acteristic for use in slagging type combustors. K3 seam foot highwall at DFS4 seam pit, would contain 10 to 15 
exhibits free swelling indices of up to 5 with an average beds of claylsilt stone, sandstone and coal pebble con- 
of 2.4. Ingeneral, the quality of DFS coals indicate they glomerate from a few inches to several feet thick. This 
would be superior fuel for steam generation and may be complex bedding should not present any serious im- 
attractive as blend coals for metallurgical coke produc- pediment to surface mining. However, assuming the 
tion. condition persists throughout the syncline, it is ex- 
pected to complicate roof control for underground 
GEOLOGY mining. 
The DFS is a canoe shaped synclinal structure 
with bedding dip of approximately 8 degrees near the 
axis outcropping of K3 seam, at the northeast end of the 
syncline. Bedding dip at the outcrop increases as one 
progresses along the limbs of the syncline. The site of 
present mining activity is located approximately three 
miles along strike from the syncline axis, where bed- 
ding dip is 20 degrees. 
At least 7 mineable coal seams, ranging from 4 
to 18 feet thick, have been identified by drilling to date. 
Coal seams are typically separated by thick sections of 
sedimentary rock, up to several hundted feet thick. The 
stratigraphic thickness between seams and the moder- 
ate coal dip at outcrops limits the potential for large 
open pit mining. However, the 10% strike lengthof coal 
outcrop and a broad section of diplslope orientedcoal in 
K3 seam near the syncline axis provide a good potential 
for low ratio reserves amenable to surface mining at a 
rate of i to 2 million tons per year from multiple 
locations. 
Coal dip and thickness are within the range 
typically encountered in high efficiency mechanized 
underground mining in the Western United States and 
other locations throughout the world The thickness, 
absence of partings, apparent continuity and simple 
geology in the major coal seams provide favorable 
conditions for underground mining to produce a clean 
raw coal product witbout waste rock dilution. Based 
upon the geology and resources indicated at the DFS a 
m b g  rate of 4 to 5 million tons per year from com- 
bined surface andunderground operations appears to be 
a reasonable expectation. 
Overburden materials at DFS range from mas- 
sive beds of well cemented sandstone, to poorly a- 
mented clay and silt stones. Overburden bedding has 
been observed in the current open pit to be complex and 
lenticular, with beds pinching out over several hundred 
feet Of strike length. A typical section, through the 40 
CLIMATE 
A visit to the DFS in early spring, during start- 
up of the camp, drives home the most severe aspect of 
the climate quite vividly. The pit, camp and the interior 
of rooms and equipment cabs are all packed full of 
drifted snow. Although snow removal will be a con- 
stant headache for mine operation in the area, it will not 
represent quite such a formidable task when dealt with 
on a daily basis during year round operations. Use of 
good engineering practice, such as elevated roads with- 
out berms, can mitigate much of the difficulty resulting 
from the nearly constant wind and frequent ground 
blizzards of the area. 
Temperatures at the DFS area are moderated by 
proximity to the ocean and temperatures less than -30 "F 
seldom occur. The average daily temperatures are 
below freezing for 9 months per year* This will increase 
operating costs for heating of mine facilities, but will 
decrease maintenance cost for haul roads. Both the Red 
Dog zinc and the Usibelli coal mines operate year round 
in temperatures as cold or colder than anticipated at 
DFS and thus temperatures are not expected to be a 
serious impediment to year round mining. Under- 
ground mining would be relatively immune to the 
effects of surface temperature. Activities requiring 
personnel to work outdoors, such as surveying, can be 
seriously hampered by the coldtemperatures and windy 
conditions. However, modern surveying techniques 
like the Geodetic Positioning System can be used to 
greatly reduce the unpleasantness of such tasks. 
Daylight extremes inthe Arctic will necessitate 
provisions for extra area lighting capability in the 
winter. During the nearly 4 months of continuous 
summer daylight, productivity and efficiency of all 
surface operations will increase. Scheduling can be 
used to take advantage of increased summer productiv- 
ity to yield savings in operations during the summer 
which benefit most from the long daylight, while mini- 
mizing the impact of lower productivity during the 
winter, when usabie daylight is reduced to approxi- 
mately 5 hours. 
PERMAFROST 
The most unique aspect of operations resulting 
from the climate will be dealing with permafrost, which 
is expected to extend to depths below 1000 feet, Fom- 
nately, the majority of DFS is located in rolling hills 
adjacent to the Arctic coastal plains, where the effects 
of permafrost are minimized, with respect to construc- 
tion of surface facilities. The area is characterized by 
frequent, dry hogback ridges, resulting from differen- 
tial erosion of tbe sedimentary rocks. These rock rubble 
covered ridges are often continuous for several thou- 
sand feet at a time and wide enough for siting of roads 
and other surface facilities. Using the ridges for loca- 
tion of surface facilities should permit employment of 
conventional low cost conshuction methods. 
Ice rich surface soils between the dry ridges are 
typically less than 20 feet deep, but will require special 
handling during surface mining operations. Because 
the volume will be small, ice rich materials could be 
buried under overburden during backfilling to prevent 
thawing or mixed into overburden without serious 
effect on spoil stability, evenif it thaws. Ice rich surface 
soils will need to be stripped in advance of the highwall 
to prevent material from flowing into the pit during 
thawing conditions. Highwalls cut in the active mining 
pit have undergone several freezeJthaw cycles with no 
apparent reduction in highwall stability. 
Blasting of the frozen overburden has been 
highly successful using small diameter boreholes, rela- 
tively confined conditions and a powder factor less than 
1.0 pound per cubic yard. It is anticipated that large 
scale mining could achieve acceptable blasting with 
practices typical for mining in non-permafrost sedi- 
mentary formations. Ingeneral, the effect of permafrost 
on the cost of surface mining is expected to be negli- 
gible. 
The permafrost, which is expected to have 
pockets of fi-ee water, will necessitate some changes 
over conventional techniques for underground mining. 
The use ofwater for dust control may not be practical for 
mjning in permaftost and dry dust control methods may 
have to be utilized. Permafrost is expected to increase 
the strength of roof rock, which should be beneficial for 
roof control in conventional or continuous room and 
pillar mining, but codd be a serious impediment to 
longwall mining. Permafrost materials, if they have 
significant ice content tend to behave plastically, which 
would promote creeping collapse of the roof behind a 
longwall face. This could result in excessive pressure 
on the face and shields and render long wall mining 
practically infeasible. However, the discontinuous 
nature of bedding may create adequate weakness in the 
roof rock to promote proper caving. In is  probable that 
room and pillar mining will precede longwall mining 
until adequate knowledge of frozen rock behavior is 
gained. 
REMOTENESS 
Perhaps the greatest impact to cost of opera- 
tions will be tlle remoteness of the DFS, which is 
located approximately 40 miles from Point Lay, the 
nearest community. Point Lay currently does not have 
any facilities designed for provision of services to 
industrial activities in the area. The mine will therefore 
need to be self sufficient. Spare part inventories will 
need to be large enough to remove reliance upon supply 
from traditional sources, which could be cut off com- 
pletely during periods of inclement weather and at a 
minimum will need lead time for supply of even routine 
materials. Additional storage capacity for bulk com- 
modities, such as explosives and fuel will need to be 
adequate to accommodate nearly a full year's require- 
ments. 
Camp facilities will need to be constructed with 
self sufficiency in mind. Facilities for personnel should 
include adequate recreational amenities to maintain 
employee moral and an airstrip adequate for large 
freight hauling aircraft. 
The remote and relatively pristine nature of the j 
area i s  expected to result in opposition to the mine 
during permitting. However, because of the mine's 
remoteness, it can be operated to minimize impact on 1 
local residents. The DFS is not located within any I 
critical habitat, such as a catibou calving area, and is 
approximately 50 miles Erom the nearest wilderness 
i 
area, the Noatak National Preserve. Use of the area 
I 
offshore from DFS by beluga whales has been identi- 
fied by local residents, who hunt the whales, as an area 
of major concern, which may necessitate timing restric- 
tions on shipping, if the coal is taken offshore from 
DFS. In summary, although permitting a mine at DFS 
will likely face opposition and some significant hurdles, 
there do not appear to be any fatal flaws precluding 
permit procurement, 
One of the key elements of maintaining effi- 
ciency in operations in remote mining operations is 
incorporation of flexibility in mining methods and 
equipment selection, which will be especially impor- 
tant at the DFS. Equipment currently used for mining, 
a large backhoe excavator and ripper dozer, provide a 
small equipment compliment capable of performing a 
wide variety of tasks, though perhaps not the most 
efficient equipment for all tasks. 
The same principle should be employed when 
mining is expanded. It may be necessary to sacrifice 
some efficiency in mine design and equipment selec- 
tion in order to provide flexibility. This could mean 
scheduling production to maintain large coal invento- 
ries to accommodate interruptions in new coal produc- 
tion, development of multiple production areas to miti- 
gate unforeseen environmental or geologic conditions 
and standardization of equipment to be used for differ- 
ent tasks to provide interchange ability and avoid exces- 
sive reliance upon any single production unit, 
The limited availability of labor skilled in the 
areas required for mining is commonly cited as an 
impediment to development in remote parts of Alaska. 
However, because of the need for self sufficiency and 
The experience gained throughemployment dmingtmm- 
Alaska pipeline construction, there is a fairly high 
percentage of personnel with heavy equipment operat- 
ing experience in the North Slope Borough. Therefore, 
finding qualified local personnel for &ace mining 
operations is not anticipated to be a serious problem. 
Conversely, there is virtually no experience base in 
Uderground mining and the operator of an under- 
ground mine will need to institute an aggressive train- 
ing program to develop a trained local work force. 
Experience to date has shown that work at the 
mine is desirable for local resi&nts and jobs at a DFS 
mine would be in high demand at local communities. 
Current mining activity experiences a high rate of turn- 
over, which stems primarily from the short duration of 
the work and the inability to offer permanent positions 
to employees. Local residents also treasure subsistence 
activities as part of their lifestyle. A mine that offers 
permanent positions on a scheduled rotation, which 
would provide time off for subsistence activities, should 
find little diff~culty attracting hard working local per- 
sonnel for production and maintenance positions at the 
mine. 
RECLAMATION 
Mining has only recently progressed to the 
point where backfilling of open cuts could begin and 
rigorous investigation of revegetation techniques was 
possible on backfilled mine spoils. However, past areas 
used for camp sites have exhibited good natural. inva- 
sion of native plants. Grass seed broadcast along the 
edge of the existing runway several years ago has 
survived and is doing well without subsequent mainte- 
nance. From this experience, it appears thatreestablish- 
ment of vegetation on back6lled mine spoils is techni- 
cally feasible and the test plots recently established 
should yield the information necessary to design a 
successful revegetation strategy. 
The two other major areas of reclamation, 
back6lling and drainage control, are expected to be 
similar to methods employed at other rhines aud in 
many respects, may be less costly. Because of the low 
mean annual temperature, the permafrost condition of 
backfilled spoils is expected to be reestablished, which 
would promote long term bacmll stability. Because 
much of the surface disturbance will be located on the 
rubble strewn ridges, which serves as the available 
topsoil in the area, the surface of backElled areas is 
expected to be quite resistant to erosion and rill and 
gully formation. 
The DFS is located within an area described as 
an Arctic desert, with rainfall at less than 10 inches per 
year. The w o s t  condition, which tends to inhibit 
ground water flow, means volumes of water whichmust 
be handled by surface water treatment facilities will be 
small. Experience with water impounded in the active 
pit, shows quality of water pumped directly from the pit 
frequently meets discharge standards without treat- 
ment. This, coupled with the low quantity of rain and 
ground water anticipated, leads to the expectation that 
water collection and treatment can be performed at 
minimal cost. 
TRANSPORTATION 
The single greatest impediment to develop 
ment of the coal resource at DFS is, most likely, 
transportation of the coal to market. Proximity of the 
area to the coast and favorable terrain for road construe- 
tionlends itself to a wide range of trahsportation options 
born mine to a marine loading terminal. However, 
the Chukchi Sea near DFS is ice free for less than 3 
months per year and is shallow along the coast, requir- 
ing one to go offshore several miles before reaching 
water depths adequate to accommodate Panamax size 
vessels. Overland transportation through the Delong 
Mountains, to deeper water and longer ice free seasons, 
bas been investigated but, as expected, very high pro- 
duction rates are required to justify investment in the 
infrastructure. 
However, the potential for shipment from the 
coast near DFS has not yet been fully investigated. 
Detailed bathymetry is needed to conclusively deter- 
mine the offshore distance whichmust be traversed and 
&tailed studies of ice movement are necessary for 
design of any offshore structures. Ledyard Bay, which 
is located adjacent to DFS, does not exhibit the massive 
pressure ridging typical of other areas along the Arctic 
coast. This points to the possibility that conventional 
pile supported structures may be feasible for continuous 
offshore transport, which would reduce transfer termi- 
nal construction and operating costs and minimize 
impacts to beluga whales, an area of concern when 
considering lightering type of operations. The expand- 
ing use of ice breakers may provide an opportunity to 
extend shipping seasons to an acceptable length. 
The long period during winter when the ground 
and ocean are frozen provide opportunities for some 
unique approaches to transportation, not yet fulIy inves- 
tigated. The Arctic winter period is frequently used as 
the period for overland shipment of bulk commodities 
with minimal road construction cost and environmental 
disruption. This principle may also be applicable to 
offshore shipment of coal. An ice road across Ledyard 
Bay to an offbhore island constructed for coal stockpil- 
ing and ship loading is an option deserving investiga- 
tion for economic and technical feasibility, since it 
would virtually eliminate potential impact on whale 
migration. Furthermore, the annual maintenauce cost 
of such a system would be the cost of ice road construc- 
tion, a definable and low risk cost component. 
CONCLUSION 
The Deadfall Syncline coal basin contains mine- 
able coal seams of adequate thickness, quality and 
tonnage to make it an ataactive resource for energy 
consumers throughout the Pacific Rim and Western 
Alaska. The geology and geogaphy of the area are 
favorable for large scale, high efficiency surface and 
underground mining with minimal impact on the envi- 
ronment. There are many environmental, social and 
economic factors challenging the resources and ingenu- 
ity of a potential developer of the deposit Most of these 
factors have the potential to become assets in the design 
of coal mining operations at Deadfall Syncline. Using 
the knowledge gained from pilot scale mining'at h a d -  
fall Syncline and other successful mining operations 
under equally challenging conditions, the author is 
optimistic about the potential for economically viable 
production of coal from the Western Arctic Coal Field. 
Dan Graham 
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., Healy, AK 
WHJ3RE IT ALL BEGINS ... 
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc, operates two mine 
sites in the Nenana Coal Field. Both mines are located 
in the Hoseana Creek basin just north of Denali Na- 
tional Park near the town of Healy. They are supported 
by a shoploffice facility located at the confluence of 
Hoseana Creek and the Nenana River. 
All reserves on Usibelli leases lie within the 
Usibelli Group, which consists of 5 formations ranging 
in age from Upper Oligocene (33 MY) to mid-Upper 
Miocene (6 MY). The Gold Runpass mine reserves are 
from the Heal y CreekFormation, which is the basement 
formation in the Group. The Poker Flats mine reserves 
are in the Suntrana Formation, which holds the bulk of 
the reserves in the valley. The Sanctuary, Lignite and 
Grubstake formations contain no currently mineable 
reserves within the leases. 
Tbe deposits in this area have been structurally 
altered by two main events. The dominant event was 
the uplift of the Alaska Range, with more localized 
complexities caused by the igneous inhusion know as 
Jumbo Dome. The result has been a trend of east-west 
anticlindsyncline structures plunging westward and 
associated faulting, both major (regional effects) and 
minor (limited to one or two properties). 
SO WHY ALL OF THE EXPLORATION? 
Since the inception of Usibelli Coal Mine in 
1943, the dominant market for the coal produced has 
been interior Alaska. Current customers include the 
city of Fairbanks, Golden Valley Electric Association, 
the University of Alaska Fairbanks, and the military 
bases of Clear, Eilson and Fort Wainwright. Through 
the seventies and hto  the eighties, this lead to sales of 
between 600,000 and 800,000 toas per year (see Fig. 1). 
In 1986, UCM started shipments of coal to the Korean 
Power Company (KEPCO) via Suneel Shipping Corn- 
PanY in Seward, which average roughly 700,000 tons 
Pr Year. This increase in sales effectively reduced the 
Tons Sold 
FIGURE 1 - Sales - 1977 through 1997, 
mine's reserve life by one-half. This led to a "revital- 
ized" exploration program starting in 1986, which con- 
tinues today. The early years of this program included 
intense fieldprograms, while the more recent years have 
been spent compiling this information and moving into 
mine planning and permitting. 
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
The planning and development process used by 
the mine ranks properties or mining units into a 5 stage 
ladder, beginning with a literature search and conclud- 
ing with a permitted property with respect to fhe Alaska 
DNR - Division of Mining's Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) program standards. 
The stages include (1) lease-wide or basin-wide litera- 
ture search, (2) field mapping and confirmation, (3) 
broad-spaced drilling program(s) , (4) fill-in or detailed 
drilling aud data gathering, and (5) mine planning and 
permitting.l In the standard sequence of events, a 
property may take from 8 to 11 years to complete the 
process. The philosophy adopted by the engineering 
department is to keep future mine properhes "spread- 
out" by holdhg the majority of properties in stage IT and 
minimize the number of properties that are brought into 
the higher andmore expensive stages, particularly stages 
IV and V, while maintaining enough permitted reserves 
to meet future sales. The details of each stage are 
discussed below. 
Stage I 
The literature search or regional appraisal por- 
tion of development an essential starting point for any 
development program that is to maintain integrity and 
proceed in an informed manner. In 1988, an appraisal 
was conducted on all of the Hoseanna Creek Leases 
held by UCM to better define the status of our reserves. 
All available information was compiled on each prop 
erty. The level of development for each was determined 
and a reserve calculation was done using the data 
available and a uniform list of criteria. This took nearly 
1 full year to complete with the results compiled into a 
single report. 
Stage 11 
Once the office research is complete, the next 
and least expensive information available is field con- 
firmation of data through mapping. Tbis can include a 
variety of 0bse~atiofIS including mapping outcrops, 
formation contacts, measured sections with lithology 
definitions, strikWp measurements and fault linea- 
tions. UCM contracted the services of a UAF Ph.D. 
candidate who spent several summers collecting geo- 
logic &ta (as well as other data related to his thesis) and 
compiled all geologic data on 17'=200' scale topogra- 
phy maps, These maps have proven to be an excellent 
tool for calculating initi J reserve estimates and plan- 
ning for drilling andlor geophysical programs at later 
stages. The total time involved for this stage is a 
function of climate, area to be covered and the number 
of geologists employed. As a general rule, 1 to 2 years 
should be expected, with the emphasis on two years as 
fewer geologists may take more time, but could resultin 
more consistent data. 
deposits at this stage, while other costs are a function of 
the deposit. In general, drilling conducted at this stage 
does not have specific drill targets, Maximizing the 
depth of these initial holes can be highly beneficial, 
limited by either the physical limits of the drill or other 
limits deemed practical by the envisioned mining 
method. However, it has proven useful in the past to 
have preliminary holes extend several hundred feet 
below practical mining limits in an effort to better and 
more fully define the geologic structure. Good downhole 
geophysical logging is another must for drilling pro- 
grams at this stage. Anyone who has tried to perform 
correlation exercises from a pure geometrical vantage 
point in a structurally complex region can testify as to 
how futile this can be. A natural or induced gamma log 
can define a seam signature that greatly aids correlation 
exercises. Fairly user-friendly and portable' logging 
instruments are available for sale or lease, or the logging 
services can be contracted. Whichever method is cho- 
sen, the added cost greatly increases the usefulness of 
the drill information. Finally, depending on the drill 
methodchosen, chip samples andlor core samples should 
be collected to give a preliminary indication of coal 
quality. Fifty million tons of 1 : 1 steam coal isn't worth 
much if it doesn't have good combustion characteris- 
tics. 
Site-specific items that affect costs which need 
to be considered include access, transportation modes 
and living q u m r s  for work crews. These costs are 
greatly reduced when activities are conducted near 
existing mine sites as opposed to remote locations. The 
time frame for all of the above activities will generally 
range fiom 1 to 2 years, including office time to compile 
data and generate updated reserve information. 
Stage IV 
Stage III 
The broad-spaced drilling program (and the 
potential for surface geophysical assistance) is the first 
stage at which major costs are incurred Thus, wise use 
of information gathered in the fust two stages can 
greatly reduce the risk and expense incurred at this 
stage. In some deposits, however, this may be the first 
stage at which any significaut datacan be gained, which 
may lead to higher costs and risks as more drilling may 
be needed 
There are rules and costs that apply to all 
Once a company has advanced to this stage of detailed 
drilling and data gathering, a strong commitment has 
been made. Once we bring a property to this point, we 1 
have basically committed the property to full develop- / 
ment within a reasonable time h e .  It is not cost 
effective to force propeaies into this stage of develop- 
ment just to have them wait in line for 10 or 15 years i 
prior to starhng a permit process. Costs incurred here 
may be viewed more as a development cost to be 
returned, rather than pure exploration costs that are 
sunk, in the final cash flow (barring any fatal flaws 
which have gone undetected). 
I 
Activities at this stage include specific drill 
targets with variable and fairly well defined depths to 
better define structure, a concentrated effort on cod 
quality gathering, potential geophysical work to help 
delineate limits and structural complexities (if appli- 
cable), and geotechnical and hydrological data gather- 
ing. An excellent method to achieve all of the above is 
reverse circulation drilling for a majority of the work, 
supplemented by some form of coring. In addition, test 
pits may be appropriate. The timeline for this work may 
again vary, but 1 and more likely 2 years should com- 
plete this stage of development. In the end, a final 
geologic model should be prepared and ready for mine 
planning. A major portion of baseline data needed for 
permitting should also have beencollectedintbis stage. 
Stage V 
The final stage combines amultitude of profes- 
sional skills to bring a property through the mine &sign 
stage and prepare a SMCRA permit application. (Other 
permits obviously apply, but the SMCRA permit from 
DOM tends to determine the critical pathof the project.) 
This is the final stage for test pits to confirm drilling and 
productperformance. Hydrologic andgeotechnical stud- 
ies are finalized and a final mine plan is produced. 
From this mine plan, reclamation plans are produced 
and bonding amounts calculated. A bit of crystal-balI 
technology and voodoo science combine to predict and 
compare pre- to post-mining hydrology and vegetation 
conditions. If all goes well, it may take 2 years, several 
copier toner cartridges and a good supply of 4" 3-ring 
binders to produce a "complete" permit application 
After submining a permit application to DOM, 
it takes on the average 2years to receive apermit to mine 
on the property. This appears to be a fairly rigid 
average, with a standard deviation of only 1 to 2 
months2, regardless of the applicant history, property 
size or location, All totaled, this gives a range of 8 to 
1 1 years from the time a property is first investigated to 
the time the frrst shipment of production coal is able to 
be removed 
T'FE NUTS & BOLTS OF PAST 
EXPLORATION 
drilling and recently included beta site testing of 
NanoTEM (geophysical) as an exploration tool in coal 
exploration. Here is a brief description of what has and 
hasn't worked in the past. 
Beginning with the early 2970's, extensive 
mud-rotary drilling was conducted throughout UCM 
leases. Although the drillers' logs from this drilling are, 
for the most part, wortbless, downhole geophysical logs 
were conducted on all drillholes and have proven to be 
very valuable. The logs included gamma, density and 
resistivity logs, with the first two being the most useful 
for seam correlation. Several holes were twinned with 
core holes to obtain quality information, as no useable 
chip samples could be obtained from the mud-rotary 
drilling. Later in the 70's and into the early So's, 
straight air-rotary drilling was conducted for flll-in 
drilling. These produced better defined drillers' logs, 
but produced no quality information and no geophysi- 
cal logs were run. Correlations in complex areas can be 
frustrating without the aid of the geophysical logs, but 
some of these holes have helped aid surface geophysical 
workin complex areas and structural definitionin "non- 
complex" regions. 
Beginning with the 1986 program, reverse cir- 
culation (RC) drilling was used. Advantages of RC 
drilling includes excellent lithology pattern defmition, 
accwate depth records of formation changes and con- 
tacts, representative quality data, and excellent produc- 
tion rates. For gathering quality data, the drill rig is 
stopped upon contacting a target coal seam and the 
cyclone anddrill pipe are washedout. The process takes 
about 5 minutes. Whendrilling resumes, all cuttings are 
easily collected in 5 gallon pails. They are then run 
through a splitter, bagged, tagged and sent to the lab for 
a proximate analysis, giving representative quality data 
of the entire interval drilled. Reducing contamination 
from sloughing of the overburden greatly depends on 
the drill bit. Bits with Little or no reaming cutters work 
best, if the formation allows it. After drilling, a portable 
logger is used with a radium source to produce simple 
gamma-gamma logs. The logs are run in either open- 
hoIe, through the drill steel, or, in areas of a weak top 
layer, a combination of the two. Once complete, the 
holes may be back€illed or used as piezometer installa- 
tiom if the hole stays open long enough to allow an 
installation. 
A gradual progression of exploration tech- 
aqws has been used over the years on UCM leases. To furher improve coal qualiry information, 
Shpping short of a chum drill, explorationh~ spanned some wireline diamond mdng has b&n conduaed in 
from mud-rotary drilling through reverse circulation the late 8OYs/early 90's. Howeva, the need for and 
amount of coring required has been greatly reduced by 
the RC drill data. It should be noted that there was a 
three-fold increase between the cost of RC drilling and 
coring during a recent program. 
Additional techniques used for drilling to im- 
prove results while reducing costs include angle drill- 
ing, hinged drill beds and seasonal drill programs. 
Angle drilling has proven highly effective near a major 
fault area where the coal beds roll from a 7 degree dip 
to 80 degree dip over a relatively short (50') horizontal 
distance. Angle drilling has also been useful on ridge 
tops or ridge lines where making a drill pad down the 
outslope is not practical. When using this method, it is 
imperative that the driller or rig geologist be prepared to 
make several downhole measurements of the dip and 
direction of the hole for accurate data calculations, One 
major drawback of this method has been the inability to 
conduct geophysical logging in an angled hole. In other 
areas where the outslope makes drill pad construction 
marginal at best (specifically on north facing slopes), 
the use of a hinged leveling bed allow versatility in drill 
site location without the need for of dozer preparation 
and the often disastrous mistake of removing the tundra 
mat. The drill carrier parks facing downdip and the bed 
~f the drill is leveled via rams mounted behind the 
carrier cab. We have set up on slopes up to 14 degrees 
with few problems encountered. Where access has 
been a problem, particularly in permafrost areas, sea- 
I sonal programs may be required. Drilling in April has 
I (  ' proven to greatly improve certain logistical problems. 
Temperatures reach marginal freezing to above Beez- 
ing during the day while refreezing at night. It is also a 
good relief from the contour maps you have been 
staring at on the computer screen all winter. 
A fioal drill technique used with good success 
in shallow holes has been auger coring. A 5 foot core 
barrel replaces the cptting head or plug bit in the center 
of the auger stem and is retrieved at the end of each 
auger run An adjustable rod attaches to the core barrel 
to allow adjustment of the barrel with respect to the 
auger face. When used for geotechnicalhydrological 
Eeld programs, soft soils had near 100% recovery, 
pemafiost zones were cored with ice lenses in tact, and 
excellent coaVfootwal1 interface samples were extracted. 
While drill rates were relatively slow, it has had the best 
record for extracting solid geotechnical samples and 
data that I have seen in sedimentary formations. After 
testing, the samples may also be used for chemical 
analysis of the different lithology packages. 
Geophysical techniques have been reconsid- 
ered as of late as a more cost-effective way to perform 
better structural definition without spending big dollars 
on drilling or as a way to help reduce drilling costs. The 
first technique used in the recent past was a black-box 
technology that uses elecuotellurics, or ET. This meth- 
odology, in short, reads transient currents set up in the 
earth by solar radiation, translates it to a "pitch" or 
sound for vatylng resistivities at depth, and is recorded 
by the geologist/geophysicist wearing headphones. The 
point data is treated as a drillhole in modeling. After 
being highly sold on the method and cost savings early 
on in the program, subsequent drilling on old ET sites 
has cast a gray cloud over the data that was collected. 
One big bonus for this method is that it only works on 
bright sunny days with little or no cloud cover. If only 
that were true for drilling, eh? 
Another method that has been studied for use at 
UCM, but not yet tried, is VLFiEM. It has been used 
in coal mines in the western US to define faults and 
subcrops. It is a simple method, requiring little,training 
and minimal ground preparation. The cost of purchas- 
ing the equipment is also relatively low. One catch to 
this methodis the need to know the maintenance sched- 
ule of the transmitting sites in the area, namely Wash- 
ington and Hawaii. Also, the data from VLFlEM is two 
dimensional in the horizontal with no ability to record 
the vertical depth of the change. We anticipate running 
a trial of this method sometime in 1994 or 1995 to help 
locate future drill targets. 
A final geophysical method that was tried at the 
mine (as a beta site) was N~IIoTEM.~ In short, it is a 
shallow transient electromagnetic method that maps 
resistive anomalies. It contains its own transmitter and 
receiver loops for creating and recording field decay. 
Althoughthe initial tri J had poor results, modifications 
to the system and retests performed during the spring 
and summer of 1993 showed great improvements and 
encouraging results in the first several hundred feet of 
the surface. Field work for NanoTEM is more involved 
than a VLFEM survey, Two to three field hands are 
required as well as fairly flat terrain. Working in 
wooded areas is possible, but would be much more 
cumbersome than working on the open tundra. Another 
requirement is a fairly distinct difference in resistivities 
between the target and the host. Data produced is in 
section beneath the line of testing. The accuracy re- 
quired will determine station spacing. A sample of the 
data produced in the final 1993 test is included in Figure 
2. This shows an area where the coal has been faulted 
aod a void zone exists. 
CONCLUSION 
The success and future survival of any com- 
pany inproduction must include planning for the future. 
To make the most informed decisions, information 
must be compiled in a presentable and meaningful 
form. Methods of obtaining and adding to the informa- 
tion is constantly changing. To stay competitive, a 
company must keep up with the latest technology. 
Usibelli Coal Mine strives to meet all of these goals 
through and in its exploration program. 
These stages are adapted in part by those defined by 
Dell Adams, Consolidation Coal Company, whom 
the author wishes to thank. 
From a speech by Sam Dunaway, DOM Surface 
Mining Manager, 1993 Focus on Alaska Coal Con- 
ference 
3NanoTEM is a method exclusively designed and used 
by Zonge Engineering of Tucson, Arizona. 
FIGURE 2 - Sample of NanoTEM data from Usibelli Coal Mine Exploration, 1993, 
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CAST BLASTING AND PBSPLITTING 
AT USIBELLI COAL MINE, INC. 
Alan E. Renshaw 
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., Healy, A K 
INTRODUCTION blast hole. The final step is to stem the top of the drill 
hole with the desired amount of drill cuttings. 
This paper discusses cast blasting and 
presplitting at Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. (UCM), with Once the pattern is drilled out and loaded, it is 
respect to the techniques used and design consider- tied together with a surface delay system. The proper 
ations, UCM is located within me Alaska Range near delay sequence is set U p  So that the material will cast in 
the tom of Healy, about ten miles northeast of Denali the intended direction. 
National Park's main entrance. 
The cast blasting technique is easy to explain. 
UCM was founded in 1943 and produces ultra- By overloading the blast area, relative to standard 
low flllfur subbituminous coal for domestic and expod blasting, the material is Cast across the pit into the 
markets. me domestic market consists of about 800,000 desired location. If e v e w n g  is done right, it is pos- 
tons per year supplied to six interior &aska power sible to achieve a 60 to 70% cast ( 60 to 70% of the 
plants, and approximately 700,000 tons per yea are material is removed by explosives instead of by ma- 
shipped through the port of Seward to the Republic of chinery). 
Korea, 
Presplithg is a method ofhighwall control that 
BLASTING GENERAL minimizes backbreak Born the production cast blast. 
Basically, presplitting involves a single row of holes 
Annually, UCM produces about 1.5 million drilled along the back perimeter of the area to be 
tons of coal while excavating over 10 million bank excavated. The holes are spaced and loaded to achieve 
cubic yards of spoil. Roughly 6.5 million lbs. of a blasted plane of broken rock and a split, which forms 
, I explosives are used to blast the overburden and coal. along the length of the presplit line. The presplit line is 
I I 
I !I 
shot in before the production cast blast is even driUed. 
A frozen gravel layer at the surface is drilled When the production shot takes place, it should break 
and blasted by conventional blasting methods and back to the presplit line leaving a safe and well defined 
prestripped with a truck and shovel operation. Tlis fust highwall. 
lift usually averages 20 to 40 feet deep. Additional 
I sandstone overburden is then blasted and also removed PRESPLITTING - SPECIFIC DESIGN 
with trucks to achieve the desired bench volume for our CONSlDERATIONS AT UCM 
dragline pit. 
We have tried many different combinations of 
Once the prestripped material is removed, the hole spacing with varying amounts of powder. The best 
cast blast pad is prepared. Each blast hole is staked by results, which we have achieved for our geology, will 
the blasting engineer sothat the drill pattern matches the be discussed 
design. After a blasthole is drilled, the holeis dewatered 
by using a Legra blast hole dewatering pump. A 10 mil Drill spacing in our frozen ground is 15 feet on 
plastic blast hole liner, which is used to protect the centers, and these holes are drilled at a 20 degree angle 
explosive from getting desensitized by water, is low- from the vertical. We use 18 feet spacing in our -0- 
ered into the hole. Next, aone Ib. cast primer with a 350 zen material and these holes are usually drilled at a 15 
millisecond (mjs) insert delay is lowered to the mid- degree angle; the drilling angle is based on geotechnical 
point of the blast hole. The explosive, which is 65% considerations. Drill holes are driUed with a 10 5/8 inch 
ANFO and 35% emulsion, is then bulk loaded into the diameter bit. 
We have found that using air gaps, with 180 
lbs. of explosives at the bottom of the hole and a 75 Ib. 
charge placed half way up the hole, works best. 
We have tried not stemming the hole and found 
that all the explosive gases vented out and poor 
presplitting was accomplished. By using 16 fi. of stem- 
ming from our drill cutting, we get our best results, This 
appears to be proper coni5nement of the explosive 
gases, in that the gases can readily split to the adjacent 
hole rather than blow out the stemming. 
Note that 180 Ibs. of explosives in a 10 5/8 inch 
diameter hole only takes us a few feet of bore hole; the 
remainder of the drill hole is filled with air. The upper 
charge and the stemming are held in place by aninflated 
air bag. This is technically called air gap presplitting. 
Presplitting is thought to be a combination of the 
explosive's shock energy and the explosive's gas en- 
ergy working together. As adjacent holes shoot, the 
shock waves start the cracking, but it is believed that the 
gas pressure from the explosives over come the com- 
pressive strength of the rock causing a split to occur 
along the path of least resistance, which should be the 
adjacent hole. 
It works best to drill andshoot the presplit holes 
before the production portion of the shot i s  even drilled. 
This way, the presplit gases are not tempted to split in 
the undesired direction of the production shot. 
Another observationthat we have noted, which 
gives better results, is to not use delays between or in 
the psesplit line, Wider cracks appear, hole to hole, 
when all are fired at the same time. It seems logical to 
visualize the gases from each hole going half the dis- 
tance and meeting with the gases from the adjacent 
holes on both sides. Whendelays are used, the gases are 
expected to split all the way to the next hole, one after 
the other, which makes it easier for the powder to blow 
out Ule stemming. Also, by not using delays in a presplit 
shot, you minimize the cap scatter that is associated 
with m/s delays. 
Presplitting is considered by many to be too 
costly and therefore not worth the effort. I'd challenge 
that. It can be economical when you consider what the 
Presplitting adds to the ploduction blast. The zone 
h e e n  the presplit line and the last row of production 
blast hole is added material that contributes in the total 
'Olume being blasted. It is also important to remember 
that we are dealing with highwalls that often exceed 
several hundred feet in height, andit's the rock fall from 
these highwalls that is the number one cause of fatal 
accidents in open pit mining. PrespJitting will produce 
the safest highwalls possible. 
CAST BLASTING - SPECIFIC DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS AT UCM 
The first consideration that usually comes to 
mind when cast blasting is how much powder should be 
used. The amount of explosive will depend on rock 
type, but a typical powder factor range for cast blasting 
is 1.0 to 1.7 Ib./cubic yard. By only looking at pwder 
factors you do not consider the strength in a given 
explosive, A better measure is using energy factors. 
For example, when heavy ANFO is used in a mixture of 
35% emulsion to 65% ANFO, you will have about 
40% more energy by volume than straight ANFO. At 
UCM we use an energy factor of 470 Kcallcubic yard. 
When casting it is also important to remember that the 
primary goal is to blast the rock across the pit; our 
secondary goal is to fragment the remaining rock that 
must be handled by equipment. It has been observed on 
high speed camera, that only the first three rows really 
cast rock; the remaining rows start to stack up. This 
suggests that we shoulduse a high heaving explosive on 
the outside rows, and a high shock energy explosive 
capable of good fragmentationon the inner rows. ANFO 
happens to be a very good heaving explosive, but due to 
its light relative density a lot of extra drilling is needed 
to obtain the same energy factors. Due to limited angle 
drilling capability at UCM, we have compromised by 
using a higher shock energy explosive in order to 
spread out our drill patterns. In our front rows, we use 
a higher energy f a c t .  and decrease it towards the back 
rows near the presplit line. 
At UCM we have found that midhole priming 
is giving us advantages over top or bottom priming. We 
think that having the powder column initiate from the 
middle of the hole helps the highwall face achieve 
maximum flex before the explosive gases have a chance 
to vent. This appears to help the middle of the highwall 
blow out first and then the top and bottom of the 
highwallis draggedalong withit. Another slight advan- 
tage of midhole priming i s  that the powder column is 
completely initiated in half the time that it takes com- 
pared to top or bottom priming. This may allow the 
explosive gases to produce a better cast. 
We use a 10 518 inch drill bit and drill at a 15 
to 30 degree angle from vertical depending on the 
highwall geotechnical considerations. It becomes im- 
practical to bulk load an angle hole greater than 30 
degrees because the explosive will not slide down the 
drill hole. Our main drill is a Driltech D60K, which is 
capable of drilling up to a 30 degree angle hole. 
However, beyond 20 degrees there is a substantial 
decrease in drilling rate. 
A staggered drill pattern has proven to be 
superior over a square pattern. The number of rows will 
vary from 5 to 7 depending on the overburden depth. In 
the front row we reduce the burden to 2 3  of the normal 
butden in order to assure that the toe of the highwall is 
displaced. If the toe of the cast blast does not move, then 
there is real trouble. Instead of the explosive energy 
casting the rock across the pit, it sends the energy wave 
in the wrong direction, causing it to crash through the 
presplit line and mahng a mess of the highwall. If there 
is agolden rule for cast blasting it is , "Thou shalt make 
sure that the toe in row one is sent flying across the pit!" 
The burden and spacing are adjusted to maintain the 
desired energy factor, We use a spacing to burden ratio 
of at least two. The geometry of the burden and spacing 
is important arad will vary with your material. 
It is crucial not to blast into our coal; we have 
found that we need to keep the bottom of our drill holes 
10 to 15 feet above the hanging wall. In doing so, we 
have been able to properly fragment our overburden 
while leaving our coal seams virtually untouched. 
Stemming is also a very importantpatameterin 
cast blasting. It is better to use a littte too much 
stemming than not enough. If there isn't enough stem- 
ming the cast will tend to shoot up instead of out, which 
will result in a low casting percentage. In order to 
minimize pad preparation after the cast blast, we inten- 
tionally try to shoot ina flat blasted profile. This is done 
by varying the amount of stemming from row to row. 
We use 18 feet of stemming in the front row and 
increase it to 22 feet in the back row. 
Timing is the key between a good and bad cast. 
We are still trying to optimize our timing sequence. The 
goal is to get the rock masses working together by 
taking advantage of inertia. If the timing is too slow 
between rows, energy will be lost as the first row is 
trying to break away (in tension) from the second row. 
If the timing is too fast, energy will be lost when the 
back row shoots into the front row before it has proper 
time to move. When the timing is just right the rock 
mass moves across the pit in perfect harmony. For a 
rough rule of thumb on time delays, from row to row, 
start out with 5 d s  per burden foot between rows one 
and two, and increase it up to 10 m/s per burden foot 
between the last two rows. At UCM, we generally have 
130 mls between rows one and two, and increase it to 
200 mfs between the final back rows. Scaled,distance 
laws will determine the number of holes you can shoot 
in an 8 m/s period. At UCM, we put a 9 d s  delay 
between each hole and each drill hole has a 350 m/s in- 
hole delay to prevent cutoffs. 
CONCLUSION 
At UCM we have been able to accomplish an 
effective cast blasting and presplitting program, which 
has proven to be a cost effective way to move material. 
When all the blasting parameters are correct and work- 
ing together we achieve very satisfying results. 
Dorothy (Dot) J. Helm 
University of Alaska, Palmer Research Center, Palmer, AK 
Usibelli Coal Mine began reclaiming land in 
1972, five years before it was required by the Surface 
Mining Control andReclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA). 
Every year s i n e  they have reclaimedland disturbed by 
themselves or prior mine operators. During the summers 
of 1985 and 1989 selected reclamation areas were 
surveyed to determine what has happened over time on 
several sites. 
The short-term goal of Usibelli's reclamation 
is to stabilize the site while the long-term goal is the 
reestablishment oflocal species. The short-term stability 
goal is addressed by seeding with grass andlegume seed 
mixes and fertilizing. Results of various grass trials in 
the early 1980's at Usibelli were reported by Mitchell 
(1987). Local woody species are being reestablished by 
transplanting of young plants from native vegetation 
(Jackan 1987) or by depending onnatural seeddispersal. 
This study was intended to identify what species of the 
original seeded, species survived, what local species 
were colonizing these sites, and what site characteristics 
were associated with these successes. 
Some of the original seed mixes contained over 
20 plant species until it could be learned what species 
would grow in the area. The major species included red 
fescues (Festuca rubra), other fescues (Festuca spp.), 
two bluegrasses (Poaspp.), Manchar smooth bromegrass 
a (Bromus inerrnis), meadow foxtail (Alopecuris 
i prateme), reed canarygrass (Phalaris a n d  inacea), 
Y timothy (Phleum pratense), crested wheatgrass 
i (Agropyroncristat~n), annual and perennial ryegrasses (Lolium spp.), alfalfas (Medicago spp.), clovers i (Trifolium spp.), other legumes, and canola (Brassica campemis), The yellow-flowered caaola is used as a 
marker to detect shipping in the aerial seeding. Over 45 
cultivars of these species have been used at one time or 
another between 1972 and 1989. Reclamation at Usibelli 
Coal Mine preceded the release of most cultivars 
eveloped from Alaskan collections that are used in 
reclamation t A y .  
It precedes much of the other reclamation work 
that has been performed in Alaska. Only a few of the 
original species in the seed mixes survived very long- 
red fescue, brome, foxtail, Kenhlcky bluegrass (Poa 
pratensis), and some alfalfa The original reclamation 
work performed at Usibelli Coal Mine not only has 
helped Usibelli improve their reclamation but has 
provided background work for many other reclamation 
projects. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
Usibelli Coal Mine is located near Healy, 
Alaska, and mine sites occupy the Healy Creek and 
Hoseanua Creek Valleys. Much of the parent material 
in the area consists of sandstones and gravels. Streams 
inthe area are actively downcutting, which has resulted 
iniaunstable s lop .  Redamationin the area must stabilize 
slopes that nature has not yet stabilized . The area is 
windy and can be hot and dry, especially early in the 
growing season. Summer precipitation may iuclude 
thunder showers and heavy downporn which result in 
gullies where slopes are not adequately protected by 
vegetative cover. 
PROCESS 
Reclamation takes place as soon as a pit is 
mined (Jackson 1987). The pit is bacmlled, regraded, 
and aerially seeded and fertilized. Aerial seeding reduces 
compactionby heavy equipmentonthe site and facilitates 
seeding large areas in rough terrain. Many sites are 
furrowed across the slope to reduce runoff and soil 
erosion. Tracks of heavy machinery may also increase 
moisture catchment and increase seed germination aad 
plant establishment (Jackson 1987). Another technique 
usedin the past was to terrace the slopes, which resulted 
in more moistrue at the base of the slope. This created 
wetter sites, which formed the habitat for species that 
would not be able to colonize drier sites. 
Young individuals of woody plants such as 
alder (Alms sinuata) and white spruce (Picea glauca) 
were obtained from nearby native vegetation and 
transplanted with their root ball to the reclaimed site, 
By transferring the soil with the plant, the workers were 
able to keep the soil microorganisms that help in nutrient 
absorption. Associated plants frequently came with the 
target plant. In recent years this program has been 
expanded to include paper birch (Betula papyrifera) 
seedlings. Unrooted cuttings and fresh catkins with 
seeds of willows such as feltleaf (Salix alaxensis) and 
others have been placed around ponds and other moist 
sites . The deeper root systems of woody plants help 
hold the soil in place like rebar while grasses and 
colonizing mosses stabilize the surface soils, Both 
grasses and woody plants are needed for stabilization. 
RESULTS 
Vegetative cover may be variable during the 
seeding year depending on rainfall and temperatures 
whileplants are becoming established. Ingoodmoisture 
years, initial establishment may be lush in areas. During 
dry years with grasshoppers, some areas have had to be 
reseeded. Yellow flowers of canola dominate the 
seeded area during the establishment year, but this 
annual plant does not reseed itself. The second year 
may have a flush of growth, which is partly dependent 
on the iaitial fertilizer applications. After that living 
grass cover may decline, which permits increased native 
colonization. Litter and roots are still present from the 
I, initial flush of growth to bind the soil. The original 
, l lJ 
I seeded cover may lose much vigor, but native 
colonization becomes more noticeable during years 5 
through 9 depending on site conditions and distance to 
native vegetation. Where the surface has been furrowea 
better grass growth occurs in the troughs where the 
moisture is greater. Native colonization may occur 
either on the ridges of the furrows where there is less 
competition or it may occur in the troughs where 
moisture is better. 
Some of the study areas included sites at Gold 
Run Pass dating back to the late 1970's. The Gold Run 
Pass area is near tree line, and nearby vegetation is 
dominated by glandular birch (Betula glandulosa) and 
ericaceous shrubs such as bog blueberry (Vacciniurn 
uligi nosum) and Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum) 
as well as grasses and sedges. Over 30 native plant 
colonizing species have been identified in the Gold Run 
Pass area, including 25 on one site alone. Several of 
these have flowered and set fruit an important step in 
establishing a self-sustaining community, Some of 
these are species associated with organic soils, but are 
colonizing these mineral soils; Labrador tea and bog 
blueberry. Several species of willow have been found, 
including some with catkins. Seedlings of four species 
of trees have been found including paper birch, balsam 
poplar (Populus balsamifera), aspen (Populus 
tremuloides), and white spruce. This is particularly 
interesting since none of the broadleaf trees (birch, 
poplar, aspen) occur in native vegetation above these 
sites. The seeds apparently are lofted from lower 
elevations by winds under pamcular weather conditions 
or carried by animals. 
Many species of mosses usually associated 
with various successional stages have been found in the 
Gold Run Pass as well as other areas. The rhizoids 
(root-like structures) of mosses help stabilize surface 
soils. This binding is so strong that when mosses are 
dug up, a substantial amount of soil clings to the 
rhizoids. 
These smaller plants colonize some of the sites 
where the grass cover is beginning to deteriorate. 
However, other plants may colonize the sites with tall, 
dense grass cover near the active areas on Poker Flats. 
Alder is found in many moist areas. Raspberry (Rubu 
s idaeus) and wild rhubarb (Polygonurn alaskanum) are 
colonizing amidst tall grass cover on slopes at Poker 
Flats at alower elevation than Gold Run Pass. The wild 
rhubarb has become particularly vigorous on many 
portions of the outslope. 
Agravel cut on an access road to the Poker Flats 
area illustrated the effect of aspect on native plant 
species colonization. This was seeded with a grass mix 
in 1977 and young white spruce individuals from nearby 
native vegetation were transplanted at the same time. 
The site consisted of north- and south-facing slopes. 
Twelve years after planting the two slopes haddramatic 
differences in cover and species composition. The 
north-facing slope was covered with alder with some 
white spruce and Labrador tea Labrador tea was 
present innearby vegetation, but the adjacent vegetation 
was dominated by glandular birch, paper birch, and 
white spruce. Although Labrador tea usually occurs in 
relatively undisturbed communities, it can colonize 
recent disturbances as indicated by vegetation in this 
gravel cut and sites in Gold Run Pass. 
The south-facing slope of the gravel cut was 
very open after 12 years with very little evidence of the 
initial grasses. Some white spruce transplants were still 
growing. Although other spruce had died, several of the 
native species that came in with the transplants were 
alive andexpanding. These included lowbush cranberry 
(Vaccinium vitis-idaea), bearberry ( Arctostaphylos 
spp.), Labrador tea, and the lichen, Stereocaulon 
paschale . 
Not only has the aspect affected the native 
colonizers, it has affected the see&d species success. 
Different grass communities developed on different 
slopes and substrate s on a dump in the Poker Flats area, 
even though all sites were seeded with the same seed 
mix. Depending upon where mining is occurring, some 
of the overburden is sandstone while some is gravel, 
thus creating different growth media. Approximately 
five years after the site was first seeded, the south- 
facing slope on sandstone had somewhat open vegetation 
dominated by Manchar brome but Arctared red fescue, 
meadow foxtail, axrd Nugget Kentucky bluegrass were 
present. The north-facing slope on sandstone had very 
dense cover but was dominated by foxtail with some 
brome and red fescue, Both the south- and north-facing 
slopes on gravel were dominated by red fescue. Foxtail 
was not observed on the gravel substrate. 
Some of the oldest and harshest sites o c m d  
at Vitro in Healy Valley. Hot , dry winds blow off the 
Alaska Range during the summer. Not only do these 
winds makeit W c u l t  for plants to become established, 
but the loose sandy soil is eroded wherever grass cover 
is not protecting the soil. University research plots that 
had been seeded and fertilized in 198 1 and half fertilized 
again in 1984 had been pictured in Figure 3 of Mitchell 
(1987). These plots were revisited in 1989. The once- 
fertilized portion was barely visible while the twice- 
fertili&portionhadsubstantially more cover, although 
much of it had low vigor. This points out the need to use 
j fertilizer to help grasses become established. 
i Not far from Vitro, but also in the Healy Valley, is one of the fust reclamation projects by Usibelli Coal 
1 Mine. Portions of the site are barely discernible from 
1 
the surrounding native vegetation 17 years after 
reclamation. Permafrost material had been pushedover 
the north-facing side of a slope in 1972 and the area 
seeded, Hence good moisture and seed source were 
present. Little evidence of grass remained on the slope 
17 years later, although it was seeded like other areas. 
However, the seeded area could be distinguished at the 
base of the slope, but feltleaf willow was colonizing the. 
site and was large enough to serve as moose browse. 
Grass seedings provide opportunities for wildlife 
diversity in an area dominated by woody vegetation, 
either forests or shrublands. The grasses provide 
extensive cover for voles, which can be food for raptors. 
Hence grass seeding may increase the raptors in an area 
(Elliott 1984). Ptarmigan and caribou are frequently 
seen in the Gold Run Pass area, moose are seen in the 
Poker Flats area, and bears and moose have been 
observed near the active mining. 
Although grasses are the most visible part of 
reclamation in the short term at Usibelli Coal Mine, 
many native species are colonizing the area in the long 
term and the older sites are becoming more similar to 
native vegetation, 
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HEALY COAL - AN ELECTRIC UTILITY PERSPECTIVE 
Dan Berg and Frank Abegg ID 
Golden Valley Electric Association, Znc., Fairbanks, AK 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes how Healy coal's physi- 
cal and chemical characteristics influence the operation 
of acoal-&ed power generating station. Golden Valley 
Electric Association (GVEA) operates Healy Unit $1, a 
25 MW mine-mouth power plant. It consumes 160,000 
tons of Healy coal each year generating electricity for 
interior Alaska. A 50 MW plant addition, the Healy 
Clean Coal Project (HCCP), is being designed now with 
anticipated operation by 1996. The Healy plant's exist- 
ing coal handling system must be upgraded to serve 
both plants, and the new system will incorporate equip 
ment changes to minimize past coal handling problems. 
Studies on Healy coal flowability were performed to 
optimize storage bunker design. 
Healy Unit #1 has a boiler fueled with pulver- 
ized coal. GVEA installed a baghouse in 1979 to reduce 
the boiler's particulate emissions. Recent stack testing 
revealed relatively low emission rates of sulfur dioxide. 
(SO,), nitrogen oxides (NO,) and particulates (TSP). In 
, I fact, there is evidence that some of the SO, is being 
I 
1 1 '  ; absorbed by the coal ash. 
Healy fly ash characteristics and marketing 
potential are also discussed in the paper. Today electric 
utilities are developing markets for fly ash to reduce its 
disposal cost. Fly ash is used throughout the world as 
a cement additive and in road foun&tions. Alaska is 
beginning to realize its potential uses, The recently 
completed Bradley Lake Hydro project used Healy fly 
ash as a pozzolan to reduce cement requirements. GVEA 
is also cooperating with the University of Alaska and 
the AlaskaDepartmentofTransportation to establishits 
value as a road sub-base material. 
HEALY PLANT COAL HANDLING SYSTEM 
GVEA's Healy #1 plant receives mine run coal 
from the Usibelli Coal Mine (UCM). Coal is delivered 
daily in 95 ton Dresser Model 325M HaulPak trucks 
and unloaded near the plant's coal crusher intake hop- 
per. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the existing system. 
A John Deere 850B dozer is used to spread, 
1 
contour the coal pile, and push mine run coal into the 
intake hopper. This hopper has a slotted beam-bar 
sloped grizzly with six inch openings. Vibrating pan 
feeders at the base of the hopper feed the coal to the coal 
crushers. Jeffrey model 45FT crushers reduce the coal 
size to 314" minus and discharge it onto belt conveyor 
#I.  This conveyor is 24 inches wide, equipped with 20 
degree idlers, and is inclined at 14 degrees from hori- 
zontal. It spans a distance of over 415 feet to climb a 
height of 100 feet. The coal is discharged through chute 
work to the plant's storage bunker # lA or onto con- 
veyor #2, an inclined belt, to feed into storage bunker 
#1B. 
Each bunker has a &sign capacity of 195 tons. 
However, actual working capacity is only about 160 
tons each, due to the coal's sloped cone at the top (each 
bunker has a single fill point), A Galigher coal sam- 
pling system is located between belt conveyors #I and 
#2. The design capacity for the existing coal handling 
system is 200 tons/hour with both crushers operating. 
Only one crusher is normally operating with the other 
a s h e r  as spare. The present coal handling system 
capacity is operated near 125 tons/hour, and Unit #1 
bums 500 tons of coal daily. The plant bunkers can be 
filled within a 4 hour period This schedule allows the 
coal crew sufficient time to perform routine mainte- 
nance and cleanup during a single work shift. 
COAL HAMILING PROBLEMS 
The existing coal handling system encounters 
operating problems primarily due to large chunks of 
mine run coal, the coal's high moisture content, and 
arctic weather conditions. 
Mine m coal is delivered to the plantuncrushed 
and normally ranges in sizes from 36 inches to fines. 
The largercoal chunks are either brokenup by the dozer 
or set aside to weather and break up into smaller pieces 
on their own. 'kis sorting process is time consuming 
for the coal operator and increases the coal loading time. 
The large chunks that do pass through the grizzly will 
slow the crusher's output; since they operate best crush- 
ing 4 inch coal to 3 1 4  minus. Tramp iron from mine 
equipment and large rocks can also cause problems. 
18 
They can jam inside the crusher and cause internal 
damage, requiring downtime for repairs. This prob- 
lem does not occur very often, but it is worth men- 
tioning because of its impact on the coal handling 
equipment, 
Healy's ambienttemperaturesrange between 
+85 'F in the summer to -60 'F in the winter. Arctic 
sub-zero temperatures create severe operating con- 
ditions for the coal handling system. The coal's 
moisture content aggravates system operation, when 
the coal sticks and freezes to cold metal surfaces. 
Summer rains and winter snow storms also increase 
the coal's surface moisture. Snow falls in this area 
are usually followed by wind, which will drive the 
snow into the coal pile and create snow drifts in the 
storage yard. 
The existing reclaim hopper has shallow 
angles; so the coal often freezes and sticks to the 
corners and sides of the cold steel hopper wall and then 
decreases flow to the crushers. This condition also 
occurs on the crusher's discharge chutes. The Coal 
bridges across the hopper or crusher outlet unless it is 
manually removed, which can be time consuming and 
hard work. During snow, cold and wet coal conditions, 
the coal can bridge over in less than an hour of operating 
time. This coal flow problem seriously impacts the 
operating capacity and reliability of the entire coal 
handling system. 
Coal flow is also a problem in the boiler's 
storage bunkers. The crushed coal freezes together 
inside the bunker, and then bridges across the bunker 
outlets. Coal also freezes to the metal walls of the 
bunker, hindering its flow downward though the 
bunker's discharge outlet. Vibrating thumpers are 
mounted on the walls of the bunker to keep the frozen 
coal flowing. These vibrators help to a degree; but they 
also tend to pack the coal tighter and increase the 
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FIGURE 1 
Diagram of Existing Healy Plant Coal Handling System 
problem. Eventually, the coal must be manually dis- 
lodged by inserting steel rods and air lances through 
poke holes near the bunker's outlet. This work is 
physically demanding and requires quick action by the 
crew before the boiler runs out of coal. 
PLANNED COAL HANCLING 
IMPROVEMENTS 
The HCCP plant addition provides aa oppom- 
nity to improve the existing coal handling system and 
minimize future coal handling problems. HCCP and 
Healy #1 will consume 1,800 tons/day of coal corn- 
pared to Healy #l's 500 tons/&y. The most cost 
effective system would utilize as much of the existing 
facilities as possible. 
Stone & Webster Engineering Company 
(SWEC) began theirinvestigation by defining the avail- 
able capacity of the Healy #1 bunkers and HCCP coal 
silos. Healy #l's bunkers can hold approximately 320 
tons of coal, which is enough to operate the boiler for 
about 15 hours at a burn rate of 21 tondhow. The Healy 
#1 bunkers must be filled at the beginning of the day 
shift (8 AM) aad then topped off by the end of the shift 
(6 PM) to keep the plant operating continuously over- 
night. HCCP's silos are being designed to store up to 22 
hours of cod for its boiler; so they will only need to be 
filled once each day. To fill all the coal silos and 
bunkers in a single 10 hour shift, SWEC determined that 
the new conveying system would operate 9.25 hours per 
day. The mode of operation required double filling of 
the existing Healy #1 bunkers and a single filling of 
HCCP's coal silos. At the maximum combined coal 
burning rate of 75 tons/hour, aminimurn conveying rate 
of 240 t o ~ o u r  would be required: 
Coal Burned Daily: 75 tons/hr x 24 W d a y  = 1,800 tons 
Coal Conveying Time: 1,800 tons / 240 tonslhr 
= 7.50 hours 
S tartup/Shutdown/Cleanup =m hours 
Total Daily Coal Handling Time 9.25 hours 
Major equipment maintenance could be performed 
after h o w .  
SWEC then reviewed the drawings and ob- 
tained field information on the Healy #l's existing 
equipment. They re'commended the following modifi- 
cations and component replacements to achieve the 240 
tonslhour coal handling capacity: 
* Install Pre-Crusher: Install a primary stage crusher in 
the coal yard to reduce the mine run coal to 4 inch 
before entering the existing crushers. This equipment 
addition could increase the existing crusher capacity 
from 150 tonlhour to 240 ton/hour. At present, the 
crushers are the bottleneck because too much size 
reduction is required. Field tests confirmed that pre- 
sizing the coal could increase existing crusher capac- 
ity to at least 217 tonshour. UCM is providing a 
Stamler feeder breaker as the primary crusher. 
* Mobile Equipment: Use a front end loader to transfer 
coal from the yard stockpile to the primary crusher. 
The existing dozer would be used to maintain the 
stockpile area, not move coal to the crushers. 
* Modify Yard Hopper: The new primary crusher 
discharge would elevate the coal enough to raise the 
hopper and make its sides a steeper angle. This chauge 
would reduce the coal buildup problem. 
Variable Belt Feeders: The existing vibrating pan 
feeders are each rated at 100 tonskour. Vibrating 
feeders are very susceptible to slugging of the coal 
flow and can even cause plugging in the crushers. 
SWEC recommended replacing them with variable 
speed belt feeders. These feeders have superior flow 
control compared to vibrating pan feeders. This 
control is critical, when operating coal belt conveyors 
near &sign capacity. 
* Install Magnets: Magnets above the hopper belt 
feeders wouldcatch the trampiron before it enters and 
damages the coal crushers. 
* Upgrade Crusher Motors and Drive: Continuous 
operation of the existing crushers at higher flow rates 
requires increasing the crusher motor size from 100 
HP to 150 HP and upgrading the drive belts and 
sheaves. 
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* Upgrade Belt Conveyor: The existing conveyor belt 
is designed to handle 200 tons/hour, Good engineer- 
ing practice requires limiting capacity to less than 
95% of a belt's maximum rated loading to account for 
surges in flow, belt misalignment, etc. SWEC's 
computer modeling identified three possible upgrades 
for conveyor #I (see Table 1). Case #2 was selected 
as the best choice. It requites upgrading the conveyor 
belt strength, increasing the conveyor drive motor 
h o q w e r ,  increasing the gravity takeup counter 
weight, and increasing the angle of the existing 20" 
TABLE 1 
Healy Conveyor Belt Upgrade Options 
Desien Case 
Troughing Angle (degrees) 
Idler Diameter (inches) 
Belt Speed (ftfmin) 
Length (feet) 416 416 416 416 
Lift (feet) 100 100 100 100 
Minimum Operating Temp. ('F) 30 30 30 30 
Max. Capacity @ 100% (tonlhr) 216 264 274 305 
Design Capacity @ 93% (tonlhr) 200 245 255 284 
Brake Horsepower (1 00% load) 4 55 5s 62 
Motor Horsepower 
Tight Side Tension T1 (lbs) 
Slack Side Tension T2 (lbs) 
Size of Gravity Takeup (lbs) 
Note: Above design calculations based on Conveyor Equipment 
Manufacturers Association (CEMA) standards. 
troughmg idlers to 35'. 
* Mocllfy Galigher Coal Sampler: The existing sampler's 
cutter hopper outlet needs to be increased to allow 240 
tonslhour flow rate. 
* Install W A R  Liners: Slick TIVAR liners on the 
metat walls of the crusher hopper, crusher discharge 
chute, and Galigher sampler chute would minimize 
the buildup of wet and frozen coal. 
* -1 Dust suppression System: Dust control will be 
m e d  to capture coal dust at each m f e r  point. 
Baghouses at the crusher building and HCCP storage 
Silo area will remove the coal dust from the ventilation 
system, 
Figure 2 shows the proposed coal handling 
system for both plants. The system modification pack- 
age was awarded to Mid-West Conveying Company. 
They have been released for engineering and detailed 
&sign; fabrication and installation of the new system 
will begin once all of the necessary permits are received 
for HCCP. The above changes can be accomplished in 
stages to minimize Healy Unit #l's downtime. 
In an effort to minimize future coal flow prob- 
lems, SWEC studied Healy coal's flow properties to 
optimize HCCP's coal silo design Jenike & Johansoa, 
material handling specialists, performed tests to deter- 
mine silo discharge dimensions necessary to maintain 
flow. Wall fiction angles were determined on different 
wall materials. The test results are shown below for a 
3 ft. opening using staiuless steel wall material and 
using a TIVAR coating: 
Wall Material &p- (NO,), and particulates (TSP) exiting the stack. Test 
304 #2B finish stainless steel 19" to 23" results verified that the boiler operates well within its 
WAR-88 27" to 34" permit: 
W A R  (an ultrahigh molecular weight poly- 
ethylene) allows the hoppr to be 10 degrees less steep 
and still achieve mass flow. its use also increases the 
silo's storage capacity without increasing height or 
outside dimension. The HCCP silos will have a 1/2" 
TNAR liner on their discharge cone. This thickness is 
expected to have a ten year wear life. Its use should 
improve coal flow, and the large 3 ft. outlet should 
eliminate coal bridging problems experienced in Healy 
#1. 
HEALY BOILER EXHAUST EMISSIONS 
GVEA pedormed emissions source testing on 
Healy #I boiler in 190. It was required by the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation as a condi- 
tion of the plant's operating permit. m e  test measured 
the amounts of sulfur dioxide (SO,), nitrogen oxides 
Regulated Emissions (Ibs/hour) 
A m d ~  
Particulate (TSP) 6 74 
Sulfur Dioxide (SO,) 76 199 
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 210 570 
The baghouse on the boiler outlet is very eel- 
cient; it removes over 99% of the particulate before 
reaching the stack. Healy #l does not have a scrubber 
to chemically remove SO, from the exhaust. All of the 
SO, gas produced inside the boiler is emitted, when the 
coal's sulfur oxidizes. Nitrogen oxides form in the high 
temperature zone ofthe flame. Healy #1 's coal burners 
are the original equipment installed 25 years ago. Modern 
coal-fired boilers equipped with Low NO, bumers and 
sulfur scrubbers would have much lower SO, and NOx 
emissions. 
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FIGURE 2 
Diagram of Updated Healy Plant Coal Handling System 
The emission source test results documented 
lower SO, emission rates in the stack than were ex- 
pected. The SO, emissions should be directly related to 
the sulfur content of the coal. According to the test 
results, either the coal used during the test had a lower 
than normal sulfur content or sulfur compounds were 
retained somewhere inside the boiler. Healy coal has a 
very low sulfur content, ranging between 0.15% and 
0.3% (as received). It also has a high percentage of 
calcium in its ash. 
We suspectedthat the calcium rich fly ashmight 
be capturing some of the SO, gas as it passed through 
the dust covered filter bags in the baghouse. In August, 
1992 a second source test was performed, and sufficient 
data was collected to construct a sulfur balance for the 
Healy #l boiler. Emissions monitoring was performed 
by EMC Analytical, Inc. The coal and ash samples were 
aaalyzed by Hazen Research, Inc. SWEC prepared the 
test program and the final report. Table 2 shows the 
analysis of coal burned, Table 3 a typical By ash 
analysis, and Elgure 3 the actual and expected SO, 
emission levels during the tests, 
A sulfur mass balance compared the coal's 
sulfur content to that found at the following boiler 
locations: a) SO, in the stack gas, b) sulfur products in 
the boiler bottom ash, and c) sulfur products inbaghouse 
flyash. Table 4 summarizes this data 
The test verified that actual SO, emissions were 
less than expected. Only 91 % of the available sulfur in 
the coal was ernittedup the stack; the bottom ash and fly 
ash retained 9% of the sulfur. There was equal capture 
of the sulfur in the fly ash and bottom ash, indicating 
that the baghowe was not a major influence. Even 
though the calcium levels in the ash provides an alkali 
to sulfur molar ratio of 6 to 1, conditions needed to 
promote these reactions were not present. 
FLY ASH UTILIZATION 
Waste reduction and recycling are becoming 
priorities for electric utilities today. Even substances of 
seemingly little value can be candidates for recycling. 
For more than a h a & ,  GVEA has promoted the use of 
fly ash as a resource in Alaska. In many other states, it 
is used as an aggregate to pave highways and airport 
runways, as an insulation in industrial buildings, and as 
an excellent concrete-like fill materjal for roadway 
foundation construction. 
Healy #1 produces about 30 tonslday of fly ash. 
Pozzolanic, Inc. markets fly ash from plants in Alaska 
and the Northwest. They currently market Healy #1 fly 
ash as an industrial pozzolan; it has been approved by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as a qualified source 
of Class C structural grade fly ash. Table 5 shows its 
typical characteristics. 
The University of Alaska Institute of Northern 
Engineering received a grant from the Alaska Science 
and Technology Foundation in 1990 to study fly ash. 
GVEA and the Alaska Department of Transportation 
are assisting the University by providing financial sup 
port, fly ash, and testing facilities. The project's objec- 
tives are to develop engineering criteria and design 
methodologies for utilizing Alaskan coal ash as a con- 
struction material. Their research will test fly ash as an 
admixture in concrete mixes to promote strength, dura- 
bility and workability and as a source material that is 
stabilized with cement and used as a high strength, 
light-weight and insulating layer in roads. This re- 
search project should be completed this year. 
Healy fly ashis beginning to gain acceptance as 
structural fill. Thousands of yards of Healy fly ash were 
mixed with concrete in the construction of Bradley 
Lake Hydro, which was recently built near Homer, 
Alaska. Pozzolanic, Inc. markets fly ash as a ready 
mixed flowable fill (RFF), which is a blend of cement, 
fly ash, sand and water. It is a low strength, flowable 
material requiring no subsequent vibration of tamping 
to fill excavations, such as bacfilling sewer trenches, 
bridge abutments, building excavations, etc. RFF is a 
high density backfill and reduces costly maintenance of 
roadways due to settlement. It can also be re-excavated 
easily. Healy's fly ash is also being used on the North 
Slope oil field as a drill well cement. 
SUMMARY 
This paper has examined some the aspects of 
handling, burning, and ash disposal of Healy coal at 
GVEA's mine mouth power plant. Coal is plentiful in 
Alaska and the United States. It is competitively priced 
and can be purchased under stable, long term contracts. 
Healy coal has a very low sulfur content, so it requires 
less scrubbing to meet today's pemtted SO, emission 
limits. However, coal-fired power plants are expensive 
to build today and require more labor and equipment for 
fuel processing and ash disposal. Material hadling 
systems need to be designed efficiently to minimize 
TABLE 2 
Healy Coal Analysis (8192) 
Proximate (%I As Received 
Moisture 25.60 - 
Ash 11.06 14.87 
Volatile 34.72 46.67 
Fixed Carbon 2 8 6 2  38.46 
Total 100.00 100.00 
Sulfur 0.22 0.30 
Btunb 7,533 10,125 
MMF Btuflb 8,554 - 
MAF Btu/lb - . 
Air D I ~  Loss (%) ' - - 
Ultimate 1%) 
Moisture 25.60 - 
Carbon 44.29 59.63 
Hydrogen 3.49 4.69 
Nitrogen 0.67 0.76 
Sulfur 0.22 0.30 
Ash 
Oxygen 
Total 
TABLE 3 
Healy Fly Ash Analysis (8192) 
Elemental Analvsis of  AS^ 1%1 
SiOz 
A2203 
Ti02 
Fe203 
CaO 
MgO 
Na02 
KzO 
pzos 
so3 
Air Dm 
Ash Viscositv C a l c u l a  
Base Content (96) 26.84 
Acid Content (%) 73.16 
Dolomite Ratio 67.82 
Base/Acid Ratio 0.37 
Silica/Alumina Ratio 3.75 
T250 Temperature (OF) 2,448 
Equivalent Silica Content (%) 69.65 
Ash Type Lignite 
operation and maintenance costs. 
During the past twenty years, the United States 
has changed its position twice on fuel preference for 
electric utilities and industry, depending on global 
events. In the 1970's, it discouraged the use of oil, 
natural gas, and nuclear energy; coal was preferred. 
Then in the 1980's, it switched back to n a W  gas. 
Today, the utility industry burns coal to provide over 
60% of U.S. electric energy demand. The Department 
of Energy's Clean Coal program should provide the 
technologies needed to make coal an acceptable fuel 
choice in the near future. 
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Healy #1 Boiler Sulfur Dioxide Emissions (8192) 
TABLE 4 
Healy #1 Sulfur Balance (8192) 
I 
I .  
i l j  l 
Test # # 1 
- - #2 - #3 
Plant Load (MW) 25.1 25.0 24.8 
Excess Air (%) 19.5 11.0 28.5 
Sulfur In (Lb/Hr) 
' - CoalBurned 77.52 73.15 80.00 
Sulfur Out (LbIHr) 
- Stack Exhaust 70,69 72.48 85.14 
- Baghouse Flyash 3.50 2.86 3.77 
- Bottom Ash 3.25 4.33 4.55 
Total 77.44 79.67 93.46 
Sulfur Balance 100.2% 108.8% 1 16.7% 
Average 
TABLE 5 
Hedy #1 Fly Ash Pozzolan Characteristics 
TEST PARAMETER 
Healy #I 
Rv Ash 
ASTM C 618 Requirements 
Class c 
Fineness: 12.5 34 34 (max % retained an #25 sieve) 
P~zz~lanic A tivity Index: 108.8 
% of control at 28 days) 75 75 
Soundness: 
(max % expansion or contraction) 
Chemical Composition: 
Silicon Dioxide Si02 (%) 38.12 - 
Ahminum Oxide AI 0 (96) 17.77 - 
Iron Oxide F ~ O ,  '(4) -  7.38 - - 
Total SiQ+A12Q+FqQ (min 8) 63.27 70 50 L 
: 
Sulfur Trioxide SQ (mar 56) 1.34 5.0 5.0 I 
Moisture Content (ma %) 
Loss-on-Ignition (max 96) 2.3 6,O 6.0 
Specific Gravity 2.56 - 
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ABSTRACT 
The Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) is a new 
50 MWe nominal pulverized coal-fired power plant to 
be constructed near Healy, Alaska Power plant tech- 
nologies will include an entrained combustion system 
developed by TRW Applied Technologies Division in 
conjuction with an activated fly ash recycle flue gas 
desulfurization system developed by Joy Technologies 
Inc. The integration of these technologies is expected 
to result in significantly lower emissions of SO, and 
NO, than previously achieved in conventional pulver- 
ized coal fued power plants. This paper will present a 
current description of the integrated technologies and 
status of the HCCP 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1989, the Department of Energy (DOE) se- 
lected the Healy Clean Coal Project to participate in its 
Clean Coal llxhnology (CCT) Program. The CCT pro- 
gram is a government and industry co-funded technol- 
ogy development program aimed at demonstrating new 
and innovative coal utilization processes in a series of 
large scale showcase facilities. HCCP was selected for 
Participation because the technologies being demon- 
strated have the potential to achieve significant reduc- 
tions in emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO,) and oxides 
of nitrogen (NO,). 
bustion system developer. Joy Technologies is the ad- 
vanced flue gas cleanup system developer. Stone and 
Webster Engineering Corporation prepared the proposal 
to the DOE and is providing project engineering and 
design services. 
HCCP DEMONSTRATION GOALS 
The primary goal of the HCCP is to demon- 
strate a new design featuing integration of an advanced 
combustion and heat recovery system coupled with both 
high and low temperature emission control processes. 
The HCCP technology suppliers believe the demon- 
stration technology can achieve NO, and SO, emis- 
sion levels significantly below current New Source 
Performance Standards for new utility coal-fired units 
(Table 1). Control of these pollutants is expected to be 
achieved by integrating the TRW entrained slagging 
combustors with Joy Technologies' back end spray 
dryer absorber featuring a sorbent recycle system (Fig- 
ure 1). 
CONTROL OF OXIDES OF NITROGEN 
To understand the NOx reduction technologies 
being demonstrated it is important to understand the 
NO, generation mechanisms. 
Mechanisms of N* Formation 
Key project participants include the DOE, pro- NO, formed as a result of coal combustion is 
Viding about half the project funding, the Alps& In- typically referred to as thermal NO,, fuel NOx, or 
dustrial Development and Export Authority, the plant prompt NO, depending on the formation mechanism. 
owner, providing the remainder of the funding, and 
Golden Valley Electric Association, the plant operator. Them al NO, is produced when atmospheric 
Usibelli Coal Mine will supply the cod. TRW AP- nitrogen and oxygen combine at temperatures normally 
plied Technologies Division is the advanced COY corn- over 1700 degrees F, Production of thermal NO, is an 
exponential function of flame temperature and a Iioear 
function of the time the combustion gas is at the flame 
temperature. thermal NO, mechanism follows the 
Zeldovich reactions: 
At temperawes above about 3000 degrees F produc- 
"n of thermal NO, becomes significant. The reverse 
reactions are not favored in the presence of molecular 
Oxygen. In a typical combustion zone where excess air 
is Present the NO formed is essentially fixed. 
Fuel NOx is produced by the oxidation of the 
chemically bound nitrogen present in the fuel. Sign& 
cant factors governing this mechanism are the amounll 
of chemically bound nitmgen in the fuel and the de- 
gree the fuel is mixed with air in the early stages of 
combustion when fuel bound nitrogen is released. It is 
governed by the amount of oxygen available dur- 
ing the combustion process. 
Coal, when decomposed dwing combustion, 
releases fragments composed of hydrogen, carbon and 
TABLE 1 
HCCP %get Emission Lev& 
Proposed PSD 
- - &get 
NO, 0.5 Ib/MMBtu 
-
0.35 Ib/MMBtu - 
 so^ 70% Removal 80% Removal 90% Removal 
0.2 lb/MM13tu 
PM 0.03 IbdMMBtu 0.02 Ib/MMBtu 0.015 lb/MMBtu 
Figure 1: Process Flow Dipgram 
nitrogen substructures. In fuel rich combustion zones, 
gas phase nitrogen components react in several steps 
to various amine species: NH,. Subsequent reaction of 
these amines is the most important aspect of NO, con- 
trol. 
h a fuel rich environment where excess oxy- 
gen is scarce, the arnines combine with NO or other 
amines in a reaction converting the fuel bound nitro- 
gen to molecular nitrogen (N,). In an excess air envi- 
ronment and with adequate mixing of fuel and oxygen, 
amines react with oxygen to form fuel NO,. 
Prompt NO, is produced by the reaction of 
disassociated nitrogen, either from air or the fuel, com- 
bining with hydroxyl radicals from the fuel according 
to the mechanism proposed by Fenimore: 
A final set of reactions important in NO, control are 
those leading to the destruction of NO. These reac- 
tions take place in a fuel rich environment and convert 
NO ta other nitrogenous species. 
Figure 2 excerpted from Song et a1 (1) sum- 
marizes five major reaction paths for fixed nitrogen 
formation and conversion in coal-air combustion. 
To summarize, maintaining temperatures near 
or below 3000 degrees F during fuel-lean combustion 
or by operating under fuel rich conditions, with little or 
no 0, mitigates production of thermal NO,. Fuel NO, 
may also be reduced by burning coal under fuel rich 
conditions. Prompt NO, is minimized by combustion 
in a fuel-lean atmosphere where hydroxyl radicals for 
the decompsition of the fuel are scarce. Finally, NO 
destruction to other nitrogenous species occurs in fuel 
rich environments. 
HCCP Control Technology for NO, 
The TRW system uses a staged combustion 
process to establish environments unfavorable to the 
production of oxides of nitrogen. The process employs 
three main components including a precombustor stage, 
a main (slagging) combustor stage and a short slag re- 
covery duct connecting the combined combustor stages 
to the boiler. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the 
components. 
Additional NO, control takes place just down- 
stream of the combustion system in the boiler furnace. 
The precombustor will burn approximately 20 
- 50 percent of the total coal consumed by HCCP at 
substoichiometcic conditions to boost the temperature 
of the combustion air supplied to the slagging combus- 
ThmalNOx ----a. 
Fuel NOx -- - 
Prompt NOx - - 
N2 Production 
-- NOX 
Conversion 
Figure 2: Reaction Paths For Fixed Nitrogen in Coal Combustion 
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tors well above the temperatures normally supplied by 
the combustion air heaters. The temperature of the air 
is increased to a value necessary to achieve optimum 
slagging performance of fuel in the main combustor 
stage. 
Downstream of the burner, air is added in a 
mix aanulus to produce a fuel-lean mixture of com- 
bustion products. This mixture is then ducted to the 
main (slagging) combustor stage. 
TRW tests have measured very high NO, lev- 
els in the combustion products stream. However, when 
additional fuel is combined with this combustion prod- 
uct stream in the main slagging combustor, a fuel-rich 
combustion environment conducive to N0,'destruc- 
tion reactions is established. The resulting NO, in the 
gas stream exiting the TRW combustion system to the 
furnace is negligible. 
y STEAM DRUM 
SUPERHEATERS 
The key component of the TRW Entrained 
Combustion system is the slagging combustor. It con- 
sists of a water-cooled cylinder with a tangential air 
inlet and a key slotted baffle located about two-thirds 
of the way down the combustors longitudinal axis. Pre- 
heated air enters the cylinder shaped main combustor 
tangentially imparting a swirling motion to the com- 
bustion products. 
TO 
CONVEC1 
PASS 
COMBUSTOR -I 
SECTIONAL 
SIDE ELEVATION 
SLAG 
RECOVERY 
DUCT 
FRONT 
ELEVATION 
Figure 3: HCCP Boiler Arrangement and Entrained Combustor Installation 
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The portion of the pulverized coal not used in 
the precombustor stage is introduced axially through 
multiple ports into the main combustor stage where it 
is mixed with the preheated gas entering from the pre- 
combustion stage. Air inlet and baffle combination 
promotes efficient mixing/combustion reactions and 
internal slag flow pattern. The coal is burned at high 
temperatures and in a fuel-rich (substoichiometric) con- 
ditions. 
Actual total air provided is nearly 90 percent 
of the theoretical air required for complete combus- 
tion. Ash contained in the coal is released in drops of 
molten slag as the coal particles burn. The swirling 
motion resulting from the tangential entrance of the 
precombustor exhaust gases causes the molten slag to 
collect on the walls of the main combustor. Slag re- 
moval at this stage accounts for about 80 percent of the 
total coal ash. The slag nearest the water cooled wall 
solidifies to protect the combustor walls from erosion 
and corrosion. Slag nearest the combustion zone re- 
mains fluid and flows by aerodynamic and gravitational 
forces through the key slot aad into a slag tap located 
just downstream of the baMe into the slag recovery 
stage. Heat transferred to the combustor cooling sys- 
tem is recovered iu the power generation cycle. 
The main slagging combustor converts solid 
fuel components to a hot partially oxidized fuel gas in 
an environment conducive to destroying the complex 
organic fuel bound nitrogen compounds that could eas- 
ily be oxidized to NO, in the presence of excess oxy- 
gen. 
g a p  Recovery Stape 
The slag recovery stage located beneath the 
slotted outlet of the main combustor directs the molten 
slag into a water-filled slag recovery tank for subse- 
quent removal to disposal. The partially oxidized fuel 
g S  is ducted into the furnace section of the boiler for 
&I combustion. 
Combustion 
When the exhaust gases leave the slagging 
combustor, coal has been mixed with 70 to 90 percent 
of the theoretical air necessary to complete combus- 
tion. Hot swirling gas entering the furnace is rich in 
-n monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (%). 
The final stage of combustion takes place in 
the furnace section of the boiler as entering fuel gases 
mix with air added via the "NO, ports" at a low sec- 
tion of the furnace. 
Delaying addition of combustion air to the main 
combustor exhaust gases entering the furnace until the 
gases are sufi3ciently cooled (by radiation and convec- 
tion to the furnace water walls) allows final combus- 
tion to occur at temperatures below the 3000 degrees F 
thermal NO, threshold. This results in a second stage 
of NO, reduction. 
CONTROL OF SULFUR DIOXIDE 
Mechanisms of Sulfur Dioxide Formation 
Sulfur dioxide (SO,) formation from coal com- 
bustion is solely dependant on the sulfur content in the 
fuel. Formation of SO, during the combustion process 
results from oxidation of sulfur or conversion of hy- 
drogen sulf~de (%S) in the fuel: 
HCCP Control Technology for SO, 
The SO, removal process at HCCP integrates 
SO, removal features of the entrained combustion sys- 
tem, a Joy spray dryer absorption system and a baghouse 
collector in a three stage process. 
The first stage of SO, removal takes place in 
the furnace as flue gases pass through the furnace to 
the spray dryer absorber. 
Reactive material needed for this process and 
the back-end SO, removal process (second stage re- 
moval) is produced by i ~ ~ c i n g  pulverized limestone 
(CaCO,) into the main combustion stage exhaust gas 
stream in the slag recovery duct. While passing into 
the furnace, most of the limestone decomposes to flash 
calcined lime: 
CaCO, + heat + CaO + CO, 
The mixture of lime (CaO) and ash (not removed by 
the combustors) is called Rash Calcined Material 
CFCM). 
Reductions in the furnace are achieved by op- 
timization of conditions under which SO, will absorb 
aud react with FCM. Limestone calcination occurs at 
the outlet of the combustors where gas temperatures 
produce a soft burnt highly reactive finely divided flash 
calcined material. When limestone is added and flash 
calcined with the final air for combustion at the com- 
bustor furnace interface, the resulting FCM is thor- 
oughly mixed with the hot products from the combus- 
tor. SO, removal is achieved by the thorough mixing 
of the highly reactive FCM with the flue gas stream. 
Entrained particulates leaving the furnace con- 
tain a highly reactive FCM with minimum ash content 
and a high percentage of available calcium oxide and 
minimum dead burn of rhe limestone. 
Buny for a time causes a reaction between the slaked 
hydrated lime and the fly ash to occur increasing the 
total surface area and reactivity of the sorbent particles. 
This slurry is further activated by abrasive grinding in 
a vertical tower mill. This process provides conditions 
for slaking of the calcined lime and increases the sur- 
face area of the lime particles. The reactivated FCM 
slurry is transported to the SDA where the SO, removal 
process occurs. 
Flue gas exiting the boiler at about 300 degrees 
F enters the top of the SDA and is distributed through 
scrolled dispersers. At the discharge of the dispersers, 
the flue gas is mixed with an atomized spray of the 
reactivated FCM. As a result of thorough mixing of 
the flue gas and slurry spray, SO, in the flue gas stream 
reacts with calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH),) to form hy- 
drated calcium sulfite(CaS0, 2H20) and hydrated cal- 
cium sulfate (CaSO, 2$0). Simultaneously, the sen- 
sible heat of the gas causes the water in the slurry mist 
to evaporate leaving a dry particulate residue suspended 
in the treated gas sfream. The gas stream exits through 
the angled bottom of the SDA vessel. The flue gas 
Second stage of SO, removal is accomplished stream transports reaction products and FCM to the 
in the Joy spray dryer absorber (SDA) using reactivated baghouse for collection and further reaction. Particu- 
flash calcined material (FCM). late fall out from the bottom of the SDA is collected 
and conveyed to the fly ash silo. 
Flue gas exiting the boiler contains fly ash, 
FCM, NOx and SO,. This gas enters the FGD system Third Stape of S02Conm 
through comcting ductwork for secondary treatment. 
A third stage of SO, removal occurs in the 
Downstream fabric filters located in the baghouse as FCM deposited on the filter bag surfaces 
baghouse remove fly ash and FCM from the flue gas reacts with SO, in the flue gas stream. 
stream. The particulate is periodically removed from 
the fabric filters and stored in a fly ash-FCM surge bin. The bags in the baghouse are periodically 
Part of this material is transferred to the Joy FCM reac- cleaned by pulses of low pressure air. Particles broken 
tivation system for reactivation and used as a sorbent loose from the filter bags by a reverse flow of air fall 
in the SDA. The remaining portion is transferred to a into a lower compartment hopper and are subseq1~ntly 
fly ash storage silo for disposal. Figure 4 depicts the conveyed to the fly ash silo. 
flue gas desulfurization system. 
CONTROL OF PARTICULATE MATTER 
FCM produced by flash calcining limestone 
contains unreacted lime, dead burned lime and calcium Particulate Mattes (PM) emissions associated 
sulfate. The calcium sulfate reaction products form a with the combustion process result from ash enmined 
hard deposit on the surface of the lime W c l e s  n e  and transported to the exhaust stack by the flue gas. 
Joy FGD system reactivates the umackd lime for sub- PM emissions reduction at HCCP integrates features 
sequent use as a sorbent SDA, of the TRW entrained combustion system and the Joy 
flue gas desulfurization system. PM emissions are re- 
A heated slurry of fly ash containing fhe FCM duced as a result of the slagging design of the main . 
solids is prepared in a mixing tank. Heating the FCM combustor, which removes 80 pereent of the ash in the 
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1 coal as slag. The remaining ash is collected in conven- combustors. Pilot tests demonseated overall SO, re- 
tional design fabric filter collectors located in the moval exceeding 90% at atomizer feed solids rates up 
baghouse. Fly ash is also collected in the hoppers at to 50% by weight 
the bottom of the furnace, boiler bank and the SDA. 
Engineering1 Design, Permitting, Construction 
HCCP PROJECT STATUS 
Technology Testing 
Prototype tests conducted at TRW's Cleveland 
Test Facility have conhrmed operability and perfor- 
maace of a small scale slagging combustor unit. De- 
sign Verification Tests have confirmed performance of 
the full sized precombustor stage as well as the associ- 
ated one-third scale direct coal feed system. 
SO, removal tests using 200-mesh top size 
limestone, conducted by TRW have displayed SO, lev- 
els consistent with expectations. Pilot tests at Niro con- 
m e d  the reactiviw of the FCM generatedin the TRW 
ATOMIZER 
HEAD 
TANK 
-
Engineering and &sign is approximately 75 
percent complete. All major equipment procurements 
have been placed. 
The Prevention of Significant Deteriorizatioa 
Permit has been issued by the Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation (ADEC). Other permits 
are in the review process. 
Construction is ment ly  scheduled to begin 
in the Spring of 1994. Start of the demonsbation phase 
is scheduled to begin September 1996. Commercial 
operation is schedule to begin after the demonstration 
test program. 
CLEAN 
2% '".'t 
9 
MILL 
' CLASSIFIER 
'uAST E 
A% TO 
DISPOSL 
MIX TANK 
REJECTS .-yel %REEN 
PUMP FEED TANK 
Figure 4: Joy Recycle/Reactivation SDA System 
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CONCLUSION Process will display SO, reduction by lime- 
stone injection into the furnace with coal con- 
The HCCP team participants look forward to raining wide ranges of sulfur. 
the successful operation of the project and expect the 
project to demonstrate: REFERENCES 
Economical and environmentally acceptable 1) 
commercial operation 
2) 
Emissions significantly below the current New 
Source Performance Standard limits for new 3) 
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A STUDY OF NON-EVAPORATNE, HOT WATER DRYING OF 
THREE ALASKAN LOW-RANK COALS 
Daniel E. Walsh, Hong Chu Owens, J.R. Mokka, P.D. Rao, 
MIRL, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 
ABSTRACT 
Over a period of four years (1989-1993) the 
Mineral Industry Research Laboratory (MIRL) Univer- 
sity of Alaska Fairbanks, has investigated the effects of 
temperature, residence time, and particle size on the 
degree of low-rank coal (LRC) upgrading for a non- 
evaporative drying process, hot water drylng (HWD). 
Three Alaskan LRCs were used in this study: Usibelli 
coal (Seam No. 4) from the Nenana coal field, Little 
Tonzona coal from near McGrath, and Beluga coal 
from the Beluga-Yenm field on the west side of Cook 
Inlet. Replicated, factorial tests were conducted The 
discussionis basedon the results of analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) of the experimental data. Within the tested 
particle size range, there was no significant effect due to 
particle size and no interaction effects between the 
factors were significant. Experimental results indicate 
that most of the low-rank coal upgrading via HWD 
occurs rapidly within the first 10-20 minutes of resi- 
dence time. Thereafter, the upgrading process slows 
downandover 100 minutes of additional residence time 
are required to produce similar percentage increases in 
coal properties to those achieved in the first 10-20 
minutes. The properties of the hot water dried products 
were very sensitive to process temperature. Calorific 
value, carbon and oxygen contents, and equilibrium 
moisture level all appear to change linearly with tem- 
perature within the 275' C to 325' C range. 
Alaska, generally known for its oil wealth, also 
has large resources of coal. The most readily acces- 
sible, economically recoverable coals are of subbitumi- 
nous 'C' rank Usibelli Coal Mine, Alaska's only 
current operating coal mine, has an annual production 
of about 1.4 million (MM) metric tons (mt). Half of this 
the contained coal. The Little Tonzona coal deposit, 
which lies 80 miles east of McGrath on Doyon, Ltd. 
lands, is being considered for use in power generation 
at McGrath. 
The U.S. Department of Energy, under the 
Clean Coal Technology Program, selected Healy, Alaska 
as the site for a cogeneration plant that will use about 
300,000 tons of coal per year. It is envisioned that, by 
the turn of the century, process heat from this operation 
will be utilized to reduce the moisture of raw coal for 
export markets. 
Coals from Usibelli Coal Mine and the Beluga 
field are of subbituminous 'C' rank and typically have 
calorific values of 8,000 B U b .  The moisture of these 
coals measures about 28%. Little Tonzona coal is also 
of subbituminous 'C' rank, but slightly more lignitic. 
The combination of high moisture and a low heating 
value has restricted most low-rank coal (LRC) usage 
worldwide to mine-mouth power generation, which, in 
turn, has limited export sales of Alaskan coal to only 
0.75 MM tons per year. This comes at a time when 
Australian coal exports have topped 100 MM tons per 
year, and the steam coal ma,rketis expected to more than 
double in this decade. Given economic methods to 
reduce moisture and enhance quality, Alaskan LRCs 
can participate in the Pacific Rim coal market. 
The most desirable qualities of Alaskan LRCs 
are their low sulfur (typically 0.2%), ash (about 8%), 
and sodium contents plus a relatively high calcium 
concentration within the ash that assists with reactive 
sulfur capture. Since the principal impediment to the 
export growth of these coals is their high moisture 
content, the thrust of current Alaskan coal drying re- 
search is to produce a stable product with low equilib- 
rium moisture. 
is exportal to Korea while the remainder supplies heat 
and power for interior Alaska. The Beluga coal field, 
adjacent to Cook Inlet, is readily accessible to ice-free 
tidewater. BothFlacer Dome, Inc, andDiarnond Alaska Numerous conventional, low-temperature, 
Coal Co. have been enensively drilling and evaluating evaporative technologies are a~ai1able . l .~~~~ Most of 
this field and now await the availability of markets for these use hot furnace gases or superheated steam to 
evaparate moisture. The final moisture content achieved 
in the product is dependent upon particle size and 
residence time. Typical driers utilizedinclude fluidized 
bed driers, Parry driers and rotary driers. These pro- 
cesses are quite economical due to the low temperatures 
employed and are preferred when the dried coal is used 
immediarely. LRC dried at such low temperature tends 
to reabsorb moisture, heat spontaneously and ignite, 
and can be very dusty. Such problems can be mini- 
mized by coating the dried coal with an agent such as 
residual oil or by briquetting. The AMAX drying plant 
near Gillette, Wyoming attempts to dry subbituminous 
coal to between 10% and 15% moisture, and stabilize 
the product by coating with residual fuel oil, 
'Incooperation with Dr. Warrack Willson (Man- 
ager, Fuel and Process Chemistry Research Institute, 
EERC, University of North Dakota), the Mineral Indus- 
try Research Laboratory (MIRL), University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, began conducting hydrothermal drying stud- 
ies. Under Dr. Willson's direction, Li7 studied hydro- 
thermal treatment of LRCs &om h e  Usibelli Coal Mine 
and the Beluga coal field. Muchof his work focused on 
the preparation of coal-water fuels. Later, Rao, et a1.' 
investigated the hydrothemal treatment of lump coals 
from UsibelIi Coal Mine and the Beluga coal field to (1) 
determine the quality of product that can be prepared, 
and (2) delineate petrographic changes accompanying 
hydrothermal treatment that will eventually influence 
the mechanical properties, surface area and product 
Moisme reabsorption tendencies can be pre- reactivity. Both of these studies, Li7 and Raos, utilized 
vented by drying coal at higher temperatures. Subject- a 7.6 liter autoclave system for the hydrothermal drying 
ing LRCs to a temperature exceeding 240' C results in studies, whichinvestigateddrying temperatures of 275' 
changes in their basic chemical properties that induce - 325' C. Though the autoclave system worked well, 
decarboxylation, thereby reducing the coals' ability to residence time at temperature was not control1able due 
bind Product stability, especially with respect to the long heat-up and cool-down times inherent to the 
to spontaneous combustion and the production of fines, system. Hence, the focus of this present study was to 
needs to be evaluated for candidate coals. explore the effects of residence time on hydrothermal 
drying using a tubing reactor system,g The effects of 
Several processes have been developed for feed coal particle size and process temperature were 
high-temperature drying. Examples are the Koppleman, also studied. 
Ihe DK the Fleissner, the Evans Siemon, the University 
of North Dakota, the Bechtel hydrothermal, the PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
SaskatchewanPower, and the Institute of Gas Technol- 
ogy processes. These operations use water or steam at The coals tested were subbituminous 'C' coals 
higher fcmperames, generally exceeding 230' c, and &om Alaska; Usibelfi coal (Seam No. 4) &om the , Pressure. Other ~romdures, including the WECO Po- Nenana coal field, Little Tonzona coal from near 
cess, utilize superheated steam and the Hitachi a d  McGrath, and Beluga coal from the Beluga-Yen- 
Mitsubishi processes carbonize the at 400' to field on the west side of Cook Inlet Bulk samples were 
450' C. collected at the sites and transported to MIRL where 
they were crushed and screened into size fractions. 
Hydrothermal Treatment of Coals Prior to hot water drying (HWD) tests, raw coal analy- 
ses were run on each coal. These are shown in Table 1. 
In 1921, Fischer and Schrader fxst studied 
hydrothermal treatment of coals. Their procedure in- Hot water drying tests were conducted using a 
volves subjecting coals, in the presence of water, to a reactor systemsimilar to the one designedby Y~utchef'f.'~ 
temperature of 320' to 400' C in an autoclave. With The system provides excellent isothemality and accu- 
Koppleman's process, utilized in the K-fuels system, rate residence time measurements. The reactor consists 
LRCs are treated, under high pressure, at temperatures of three components: 1) a stainless steel tubing 
of 500" to 600' C; this operation liberates moisture as n-d~f~~~actor ,  2) a fluidized s a d  bath used for heating 
well as light hydrocarbon gases and liquids. The hot the reactor, 3) an agitation device. 
water drying process developed by the University of 
North Dakota and Bechtel employs temperatures under Two identical tubing bombs were used as 
400' C, and the gases liberated consist principally of m . i ~ ~ ~ a c t o r ~ .  Each microreactor had a 75 ml capacity 
coy7 and was made of 28 rnrn outside diameter, stainless 
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steel tubing. Two Swagelok threaded plugs capped the 
end fittings. A 6 mm hole was bored at the midpoint of 
the tube reactor and tubing was welded in a vertical 
position to support a tee-valve assembly and a 3,000 Psi 
Bourdon gauge. The tubing bomb fitted into a holder 
which was connected to a vertical oscillation device. 
The reactors could be removed from the holder quickly, 
so that a rapid quench was attainable. 
The d p g  tests were arranged according to a 
randomized, replicated, factorial &sign (Table 2). The 
three factors were process temperature, particle size 
and process residence time. The three temperature 
levels of 275' C, 300' C, 325" C were chosen for this 
study. Residence times were chosen between 1-120 
minutes according to different feed particle sizes. For 
Usibelli coal, the first coal studied, four particle size 
me, the reaction vessels reached their desired process 
temperature within a short time (average 4 mins), with- 
out decreasing the sand bath temperature below the 
desired process temperature. 
The tubing reactor was immersed in the fluid- 
ized sand bath and the thermostat controller was reset to 
the &sired process temperature setting, When the 
gauge pressure reading reached the saturated steam 
pressure corresponding to the desired process tempera- 
ture, the clocking of residence time was begun. After 
the required residence time, the reactor was quickly 
taken out of the sand bath and quenched in water and the 
hydrothemally dried product was taken out of the 
tubing reactor and separated from the process water. 
The products were centrifuged to reduce surface mois- 
ture prior to analysis. 
Table 1. Raw coal analyses of the three low-rankcoals used in hydrothermal drying tests. (All data 
expressed on a dry, ash-free basis except for equilibrium moisture, which is expressed on 
a raw coal basis).g7 11 
Beluga 
Little Tonzona 
Equilibrium 
Moisture 
24.4 
27.4 
fractions were used; 6.4 mrn x 4.8 rnm, 4.8 mm x 2.4 
mm, 2.4mm x 1.2 mm, 1,2 rnrn xO.6 mm. Basedon the 
results of this particle size test series, only iwo size 
fractions of Beluga coal (4.8 x 2.4 mm and 1.2 x 0.6 
mm) and one size fraction of Little Tonzona (L.T.) coal 
(4.8 x 2.4 rnm) were studied. 
The hydrothermal drylng tests were conducted 
by charging the tubing reactor with 22-24 gm of raw 
coal. Deionized water was added until all the material 
was immersed in water. About 85% of the reactor 
volume was occupied by coal and water. 
The flddized sand bath was preheated to alevel 
2r C higher than the desired process temperature. By 
Setting the temperature higher thaa the desired tempera- 
Calorific 
Value 
B tu~lb 
11730 
11930 
1 1095 
'Ihe feed and various product samples were 
analyzed for heating value, equilibrium moisture (EBM), 
proximate analysis, audultimate analysis in accordance 
with standard ASTM methods. Improvements in prod- 
uct quality were evaluated on the basis of equilibrium 
moisture reduction and other characteristics, expressed 
on dry ash-free basis. 
RIESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques were 
applied to the data analysis in this study. The ANOVA 
results were used to determine the significance of factor 
levels at a 95% family level of confidence. The differ- 
ence between factor levels was also determined at a 
Table 2. Experimental designs.9.11 
Particle Size Fraction 
6.4 mm x 4.8 m 
4.8 mm x 2.4 mrn 
2.4 mrn x 1.2 mm 
1.2 mm x 0.6 m 
4.8 mm x 2.4 rnm 
TEMPERAWRE=275", 300" and 325'C 
-1 
120 90 60 30 1 
Usibelli 
15 2o I 
Beluga 
60 25 15 5 1 ) Little Tonzona 
95% family level of cor&knce. SPSSx software (4.01 
4.1 version) on the University of Alaska Vax com- 
puter network was used for the analysis of variance. 
Where a confounded nature of the experimental de- 
sign existed, i.c. unequal sample sizes (not all particle 
sizes were processed at all residence times), a regres- 
sion approach was used for analysis of variance, 
According to the ANOVA results, no interac- 
tion effect among the three factors (particle size, 
process temperature and residence time) was signifi- 
cant, nor was there a sigmcant effect due to particle 
size. Because of the non-significance of particle size, 
Tables 3-5 shows the average proximate and ultimate 
analyses of the hot water dried products calculated 
over particle size ranges for Usibelli and Beluga coals. 
W l e  sulfur values of the hot water dried products 
were not measured in this study, previous work has 
shown that HWD does little to affect the low sulfur 
values of these raw coals.7. l 1  
ture content within the HWD design parameters tested. 
Particle size could possibly influence the product proper- 
ties via heat transfer. Stanmore and Boyd1 studied the 
thermal conductivity of Victorian coal. They stated that 
3 mrn coal particles require about 10-15 seconds for the 
core temperature to reach the surrounding temperature 
within a temperature range of 200' C to 225" C. Virtually 
all the resistance to heat transfer was found to be a 
function of conduction within the coal. With a decrease 
in coal particle size, the time required to bring the feed 
coal particle up to process temperature decreases. 
Experimental results from this study indicate 
that for feed coal under 114 inch ia size, heat transfer 
during HWD was not a determining factor within a e  
tested particle size fractions. Because of the non-signifr- 
cane of particle size, this factor was dropped from the 
ANOVA regression model design and the ANOVAs 
were r a n  as two factor models using only temperature 
and residence time, 
Effect of Particle Size Effect of Residence Time 
ANOVA results show that within the particle The effect of residence time was determined 
size ranges studied, panicle size does not have a over a range of 1 minute to 120 mutes .  figures 1-3 
significanteffect on thepmducts' calorifc value, total shows the influence of residence time, avaaged o v a  the 
carbon content, oxygen content or equilibrium mois- different temperature levels, on me product properties of 
Table 3. Averaged analyses of hot water dried 6.4 rnm x 0.6 mm coal, No. 4 seam Usibelli Coal 
Mine. (All data expressed on dry, ash-free basis except equilibrium moisture, which is 
expressed on raw coal basis.9 
PROCESS TEMPERATURE-275'  C 
Residence E~uilibrium Volatile Fixed C a l d t c  
Time, ~oisture Matter Carbon Value 
minutes 9% % % Btunb C, % 0, % 
120 13.1 47.0 53.0 12690 73.9 20.4 
90 13.4 47.6 52.4 12570 73.4 20.8 
80 13.2 47.6 52.4 12645 73.7 20.3 
60 13.6 47.5 52.5 12560 73.0 21,l 
45 14.0 50.5 50.5 12490 72.8 21.0 
40 14.0 48.9 51.1 125 15 72.7 21.4 
30 14.2 49.5 50.5 12405 72.6 21.4 
20 14,2 48.8 512 12335 72.1 22.1 
15 14.8 51.4 48.6 12320 71.7 22.2 
10 14.7 50.2 49.8 12270 71.8 22.2 
5 16.5 52.1 47 9 12055 72.3 21.4 
1 17.6 53.3 46.7 1 1805 71.1 22.8 
PROCESS TEMPERATT-JRE=300' C 
Residence Equilibrium Volatile F~ed Calorific 
tme, Moisture Matter Carbon Value 
minutes 
120 
PROCESS TEMPERATUR&32S0 C 
Residence Equilibrium Volatile Fwd Calorific 
Tune, Moisaue Matter C&mn Value 
minut~s % % 96 B t d b  C, 8 0, % 
120 8.5 43.5 56.5 13540 77.9 16.0 
90 9 2  42.4 57.6 13305 77.9 16.1 
80 8.4 46.5 535 13480 77.8 15.8 
60 9.1 45.5 54.5 13355 77.2 16.6 
45 9 2  45.7 54.3 13230 76.3 17.5 
40 10.0 46.8 53.2 13275 77.3 16.4 
30 9.7 46.0 54 .O 13130 76.3 17.6 
20 10.5 47.8 522 13100 76.1 17.9 
15 10.9 47.6 52.4 13005 76.1 17.6 
10 10.8 47.4 52.6 12885 75.3 18.5 
5 13.9 48.7 51.3 12475 74.8 18.9 
1 15.4 50.4 49.6 12230 73.2 20.6 
PROCESS TEMPERATtJRE=275' C 
Residenee Equilibrium Volatile Futed 
Time, Moishue Matter Carbon 
Caloritc 
minutes % 
Value 
60 
% 5% Btuhb 
10.3 
C, % 
45.9 
0, % 
30 
54.1 
11.4 
12690 
47.3 
74.7 
52.7 
18.7 
5 13.0 49.5 50.5 12500 74.0 19.6 
1 14.6 50.7 12280 72.5 49.3 
21.0 
12085 71.5 22.1 
PROCESS TEMPERATURE=30oo C 
Residence Equilibrium Volatile Fmed 
Time, Moisaue 
Calorific 
Matter 
minutes % 
Cadmn Value 
% 
60 9.6 44.0 % 
Btwlb C, % 0, % 
30 56.0 13070 9.6 44.9 55.1 76.9 16.6 
5 12.0 12820 48.0 
75.4 
52.0 
18.1 
1 13.5 12445 50.8 
73.9 
49.2 
19.7 
12305 72.3 21.3 
PROCESS TEMPERATURE=325' C 
b i d -  Equilibrium Volatile Fured 
T% Moisture 
Cala1c 
Matter 
minutes 
carbon 
% 
Value 
9% 
60 
% BwIb 
8.2 
C, % 
41.5 58.5 
0, % 
30 8.6 13605 44.3 
78.8 
55.7 
14.6 
5 9.7 13260 46.0 
77.3 
54.0 
16.2 
1 12.2 47.8 12720 75.0 52.2 
18.6 
12460 73.3 20.3 
Table 5. Averaged analyses of hot water dried 4 3  mm x 2.4 mm, Little Tonzona Coal . (All data 
expressed on dry, ash-free basis except equilibrium moisture, which is expressed on araw 
coal basis).ll 
PROCESS TEMPERATURE=275' C 
Residence Equilibrium Volatile Fuced Calorific 
Tme, ~oisture Matter Carbon Value 
minutes % 5% 9% BtuIlb C, % 0, % 
60 18.2 47.5 52.5 12335 - - 
PROCESS TEMPERATURE=300° C 
Residence Equilibrium Volatile Fixed Calwiflc 
T I ,  Moisture Matter Carbon Value 
minutes 96 I 95 Btdlb C, % 0, % 
60 15.4 44.6 55.4 12605 - - 
PROCESS TENPERATURE=325" C 
Resideace Equilibrium Volatile Fixed C a l d c  
Time, Moisture Matter Carbon Value 
minutes % % % BWb C, % 0, % 
60 15.1 42.8 57.2 12725 - - 
- - 
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figure 2. Hot water dried Beluga coal parameters versus residence time; (a) Catorif- 
ic value, (b) % Carbon, (c) % Oxygen, (d) Equilibrium moisture. Data are 
mean values averaged over process temperatures and error bars repres- 
ent the 95% family confidence intenral of the mean using the Scheffe' 
method. 
(a) Raw Coal = I 1,095 Btwlb 
Residence Time, minutes 
Residence Time, minutes 
(b) Raw Coal P 66.5% 
76 
Figure 3. Hot water dried L.T. coal parameters v e w s  residence time; (a) Calohf- 
ic value, (b) % Carbon, (c) % Oxygen, (d) Equilibrium moisture. Data are 
mean values averaged over proces temperatures and error bars repres- 
ent the 95% family confidence intewal of the mean using the Scheffe' 
method. 
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calorific value, carbon content, oxygen content, and between process temperature and the product proper- 
equilibrium moisture. ties are shown in Figures 4-6; plots of mean values for 
Since there was no interaction of temperature 
and residence time the change of coal properties at 
different process temperatures follows the same trend 
over residence time factor levels, although the curves 
shift upwards or downwards with increasing tempera- 
ture. Expenmental results indicate that upgrading reac- 
tions occur rapidly within the fmt 10-20 minutes of 
HWD. Thereafter, the upgrading process slows down, 
and over 100 minutes of additional residence time are 
required to produce similar percentage increases to 
those achieved in the first 10-20 minutes. 
The various mechanisms of LRC upgrading 
have been noted by Stanmore and Boyd1: 
1) shrinkage of the coal structure, 
2) the differential thermal expansion of coal and 
water, coupled with a lowering of the viscosity 
of water at high temperatures, 
3) the carbon dioxide evolved from decarboxyla- 
tion forces water from the pores, 
4) the surface nature of the coal changes from 
hydro@lic to hydrophobic above 250' C. 
The thermal expansion of water and the coal 
shrinkage rate are controlled by the heat transfer rate. 
Because of the high heat transfer rate within the co J 
particle and lower water viscosity at high temperature, 
the effects of mechanisms (1) and (2) take place very 
rapidly at the beginning of process and then play a 
: 
minor role withincreasing residence time. Further slow 
and continuous improvement of coal propeaies is due 
i to the increase of decarboxylationover longer residence 
i timesa. In other words, the upgrading of LRCs during the beginning of the HWD process is affected by all four mechanisms mentioned above. hterupgrading is most 
I affected by mechanisms (3) and (4), and the rate of change in coal properties slows down, i.e. the curves of Product properties versus residence time tend to level 
temperature factor levels averaged over residence times. 
All four properties appear to change linearly with 
temperature -witbin the 275" C to 325" C range. For 
Usibelli coal, the calorific value was increasedby 2-495, 
for each 25" C increase between 275' C and 325' C. 
Similarly total carbon increased by approximately 2- 
3%, oxygen content decreased by roughly 8- 13% and 
the equilibrium moisture level decreased by about 15- 
20%. Comparing the properties between raw coal and 
the 275' C products mean values shows that the calo- 
rific value increased by 6%, carbon content increased 
by 4% oxygen content decreased by 12% and the 
equilibrium moisture level decreased by 45%, The 
other two low-rank coals show similar upgrading after 
HWD (Figures 7 and 8). 
Process temperature has been fdund to be a 
significant factor controlling the shrinkage of coal 
structure and the differential thermal expansion of coal 
and water. With increasing process temperature, the 
effect of the thermal expansion of water and coal 
shrinkage increases, which undoubtedly will increase 
the water loss and assist the upgrading process. Higher 
temperatures also help to lower the water viscosity so 
that the resistance to the flow of water through the 
porous coal will decrease. 
During the HWD process, the degree of decar- 
boxylation increases with increasing process tempera- 
ture. The following two points have been noted by 
Tao&, et aL2, as coal quality changes believed to affect 
the calorific value of coal after heat treatment: 
1) Elimination of oxygen from the coal. Oxygen 
escapes in the form of gases such as CO or CO,; 
causing a calorific value decrease or increase 
respectively. 
2) Eliminationof hydrogen from the coal. Hydro- 
gen escapes in the form of % or hydrocarbon 
gas such as CH,, causing reduction of the calo- 
rific value. 
- - 
off. 
A significant decrease in the oxygen content 
and equilibrium moisture level was observed from 
Effect of Process Temperature experimental results. These are due to the loss of 
oxygen-containing functional groups such as carboxy- 
The properties of the products were very sensi- lic acid, and the degree of decarboxylation increases 
to the process temperature. The relationships with increasing process temperature. No significant 
I 
250 275 360 3i5  350 
Process Temperature. C 
(c) Raw Coal = 23.8% 
Process Temperature, C 
Figure 4. Hot water dried Usibelli coal parameters veaus pmess temperature; (a) 
Calorific value, (b) % Carbon, (c) % Oxygen, (d) Equilibrium moisture. 
Data are mean values averaged over residence times and error baa rep- 
resent the 95% family confidence interval of the mean using the Scheffe' 
method. 
(a) Raw Coal = 1 1,930 Btullb (b) Raw Coal = 68.9% 
250 275 300 325 350 
Process Temperature, C Process Temperature, C 
(c) Raw Coal = 23.8% (d) Raw Coal = 24.4% 
250 275 300 325 350 
Process Temperature, C 
250 2?5 300 325 350 
Process Temperature, C 
figure 5. Hot water dried Beluga coal parameters versus process temperature; (a) 
Calorific value, (b) % Carbon, (c) % Oxygen, (d) Equilibrium moisture. 
Data are mean values averaged over residence times and error bars 
represent the 95% family confidence interval of the mean using the 
Scheffe' method. 
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Figure 6. Hot water dried L.T. coal parameters versus process temperature; (a) 
Calorific value, (b) % Carbon, (c) % Oxygen, (d) Equilibrium moisture. 
Data are mean values averaged over residence times and emr  bars 
represent the 95% family confidence intenral of the mean using the 
Scheffe' method. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of hot water dried coals' parameters as a function of 
residence time for the three low-rank coals; Beluga, Usibelli and Little 
Tonzona. Data are the same as shown in figures 1-3, with error bars 
omitted. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of hot water dried coals' parameters as a function of 
process temperature for the three low-rank coals; Usibelli, Beluga 
and Little Tonzona. Data are mean values averaged over common 
residence times (1,5,30 and 60 minutes). 
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change in hydrogen content was apparent from the rative drying at ambient or highs kmPerames) have 
product analyses. on EBM determination using ASTM procedures?" 
Vitrinite Reflectance A supplemental study was initiated to look 
more closely at EBM measurements. For each of the 
Vitrinite material (ulminite, telecollinite, three coals, additional HWD tests were run on 4.8 x 2.4 
mrn and minus 0.21 mm size fractions. All tests were desmocollinite) in low rank malS is present in several at MO' for residenee times. EBMs 
forms as precursors to vitrinite in high rank coals. 
Ulminite is gelified plant tissue in which cell structure were then determined for the products after the follow- 
can be seen. TelecoWte is completely gelified struc- ing pre-treatments: 
tureless plant tissue. Bothof these macerals canexist as 
thick bands. Desmocollinite is also a completely geMed 1) Roducts stored moist, 
struc&ueless material but is found as a g m d  mass 2) Products air-dried at 20' C for 48 hours, 
embedding other macerals such as exinites and 3) Products air-dried at 107' C for 1.5 hours. 
inatinites. k S ~ o c 0 W t e  is generally of lower reflec- 
tance than ulminite. Following pre-treatment, EBMs were run on: 
Although vitrinite reflectance is not the best 
indicator of rank for low rank coals, it is a very good 
indicator of s t r u c ~  changes accompanying thermal 
treatment of coals. In this a d y  alminite telecolhite 
were chosen as indicators. Mean maximum reflectance 
was measuredin oil. Ulminite reflectance values of the 
raw coals and the dried products are shown in Tables 6- 
8. IJlminite reflectance is found to be very sensitive to 
process conditions. Ulminite reflectance for Usibelli 
coal increased from 0.30% inraw coal to 0.72% for coal 
treated at 325. C for 40 minutes. These changes in 
ulminite reflectance are indicative of induced coalifica- 
tion, i.e. rauk progression, by the HWD process. The 
HWX) process accomplishes in minutes what requires 
I 
i million of years in the natural world The data showed 
t h a t r e f l m  for Usibelli coal of 0.48 can be achieved 
by a treatment time of 40 minutes at 275' C or 10 
minutes at 300' C. Treatment times can therefore be 
dramatically reduced by increasing the temperature of 
treatment. The other two low-rank coals show similar 
reflectance changes. In Wgure 9, the linear relationship 
that exists between dry, ash free carbon, and ulmiaite 
reflectance of the raw coals and their hot water dried 
products can be seea 
P Equilibrium Moisture Determination 
+ Over all of the three coals' hot water dried pmducts, EBM values demonstrated a much larger 
miability than other measures of product quality. This 
.;: suggested a larger degree of experimental aror existed 
incietermixdng EBM values and hence, the question was 
' 
aSked, 'What impact does sample handling (i-e. e v a p  
1) 4.8 x 2.4 mm raw coal, 
2) 4.8~2.4mmhotwaterdriedcoal, 
3) Size fractions of crushed, 4.8 x 2.4 mm hot 
water dried coal, 
a) 0.85 x 0.42 mm 
b) 0.42 x 0.21 mm, 
c) 0.21 x 0.1 1 mrn, 
d) -0.11 mm. 
4) 4.8 x 2.4 mm hot water dried coal pulverized to 
minus 0.21 mm, 
5)  Minus 0.21 rnm, hot water dried coal. 
Table 9 shows the results of this series of tests, 
and indicates that while air-drying at 20' C has little 
impact on EBM values compared to stored-moist prod- 
ucts, 107' C drylng displays a more noticable effect. 
Individual size fractions of crushed, 4.8 x 2.4 rnm, hot 
water dried products, shows no significant differences, 
but minus 0.2 1 mm, hot water dried products appear to 
have decidedly lower EBMs than 4.8 x 2.4 mm prod- 
uct.. This may indicate, that at smaller particle sizes 
than studied in the main body of this project, i.e. 1.2 x 
0.6 mm coal, that particle size begins to have a signifi- 
cant impact on hot water dried product quality. More 
work is recommended in this area. 
Hot Water Dried Product Quality 
The previous discussion has described the ef- 
fects of HWD residence time and temperature on tfie 
parameters of the coal products characterized in this 
study. However, no coal is marketed on a dry, ash-free 
basis. Marketed coals contain moisture and ash which 
Table 6. Ulminite reflectance of 1.2 mm x 0.6 mm, raw and 
hot water dried Usibelli coal. 9 
Table 7. Ulrninite reflectance of 1.2 mm x 0.6 mm, raw and 
hot water dried Beluga coal. 
Proms Temperam 
' C  
275 
300 
325 
Residence Time 
Minutes 
1 
5 
10 
40 
1 
5 
10 
40 
1 
5 
10 
40 
Process Tempe- 
'C 
275 
Ulminite Reflectance 
- 
R-, oil 
0.34 
0.37 
0.42 
0.48 
0.39 
0.43 
0.48 
0.57 
0.44 
0.47 
0.60 
0.72 
Raw Coal 0.30 
Residence Tune 
Minutes 
1 
5 
30 
60 
Ulminite Reflectance 
- 
R-, oil 
0.41 
0.48 
0.59 
0.64 
1 
300 5 
30 
60 
1 
325 5 
30 
60 
fi- 
0.5 1 
0.54 
0.70 
0.84 
059 
0.71 
0.86 
0.94 
Table 8. Ulminite reflectance of 4.8 rnm x 2.4 mm, raw and 
hot water dried Little Tonzona coal.11 
determine their as-shipped calorific value and in the 
crudest sense their economic value, though contempo- 
ray environmental regulations will certainly cause 
sulfur values to have increasing pricing significance. 
Process Temperature Residence Time M t e  Reflectance 
- 
'C  Minutes R-, oil 
HWD, as investigated by this study, is seen to 
I hold promise for permanently reducing the moisture 
I levels of Alaskan LRCs and thereby increasing their 1 marketability by: 
275 
300 
325 
1) reducing transportation costs, 
2) increasing calorific values, 
. 3) reducing moisture readsorption and the 
attendant spontaneous heating. 
In some instances, HWD may also reduce boiler fouling 
ash levels by leaching alkali cations.12 
HWD can be applied to low-rank coals to 
* SUWsfuUy reduce its equilibrium moisture level and 
? b a s e  their c a l a c  value. Table 10 compares raw 
I ~~~ coal to its hot water dried products produced at 
the various process temperatures at a 10 minute resi- 
dence time.g After only a 10 minute residence time, a 
very significant improvement in coal quality was 
achieved. Ashlevels remain essentially unchanged; the 
apparent increase in ash levels above that of the raw coal 
being due to the dramatic decrease in equilibrium 
moisture (42% - 57% decrease). Calorific values in- 
creased from 19% to 31% on an equilibrium moisture 
basis. After aninitial increase above the raw coal level, 
volatile matter changed little, while there was a steady, 
gradual increase in fixed carbon levels. This leads to an 
increase in the fuel ratio (fixed carbon: volatile matter). 
The fuel ratio is an empirical ratio developed in Europe 
over 50 years ago as an indicator of the fuel's combus- 
tibility. Many coal users consult it when buying coal to 
assue high enough reactivity to achieve nearly com- 
plete carbon burnout The higher the fuel ratio, the 
lower the volatile content, which is indicative of a 
mama1 that is difficult to ignite and requires longer 
residence times for complete carbon burnout. It is 
important to note that, while the fuel ratio generally 
increases with increasing HWD temperature, even at 
1 
5 
15 
25 
60 
1 
5 
15 
25 
60 
1 
5 
15 
25 
60 
0.27 
0.35 
0.40 
0*43 
0.56 
0.34 
0.40 
0.50 
0.63 
0.78 
0.42 
0.52 
0.63 
0.63 
0,78 
Raw Coal 0.18 
65 70 75 80 
Dry, Ash free Carbon, % 
Figure 9. Relationship between ulminle reflectance and carbon content 
of raw and hydrothermally treated coals. Solid symbols indic- 
ate raw coal values. 
the highest ternpetalme tested, 325' C, it remained well 
below the nominal 1.6 suggested as a cut off point for 
many combustion applications. 12-13 
In contemplating the industrial scale produc- 
tion of hot water driedlump coal from raw Usibelli coal 
or other low-rank coals, a cost-benefit analysis of oper- 
ating parameters vepus product marketability wouldbe 
helpful. While lower process temperatures would al- 
low lower process pressures and eaable lower capital 
costs to be realized, higher temperatures obviously 
produce a higher quality coal product. Process resi- 
dence time and reactor volume would also need to be 
considemi Induced walification is seen even at the 
lowest temperature (275' C) and a short residence time 
(10 minutes), yielding a hot water dried Usibelli prod- 
uct with a 42% lower equilibrium moisture level and a 
19% higher calo-c value. Detailed studies will be 
required to demonstme that hot water dried lump coal 
has the physical and oxidative stability to withstand the 
rigors of tramportation. 
Finally, it is worth noting that microreactor 
HWD tests seem to predict pilot plant performance 
well. At EERC, University of North Dakota, a series of 
HWD tests were performed processing Beluga coal in 
a 200 kg/hr pilot plant." At EERC, coal was ground to 
minus 420 microns, giving a mass mean diameter of 
about 90 microns. Ground coal was mixed with water 
to prepare a dilute feed slurry, with a solids content of 
around 40%, which was fed to heat exchangers by 
positive rnlacement pumps at pressures slightly above 
the saturated steam pressure at the selected tempera- : 
tufe. The preheated slurry entered the topof a dawnflow 
reactor which was externally heated by electtical resis- i 
tauce heaters. The residence tim at a nominal slurry 1 
flow rate of 200 kglhr at reaction temper- was j approximately 10 minutes in the pilot plant. Following + 
pressure reduction, the hot water dried Beluga coal was I physically dewatered using a continuous solid bowl 
cenlrifuge and concentrated to its lka l  concentration in 
preparation for characmization, rfieological analyses, i 
and combustion testing as a coal water fuel. I 
Table 9. Comparison of equilibrium moistm values for the three low-rank coals 
given HWD feed size and post HWD matment. 
Stored Airhied Air Dried 
watjlLl!ux 
1. Raw Coal 
k 4.8 x 2.4 rnm 
8. -0.21 mm 
Hot Watea Dried M 
A. 4.8 x 2.4 mm feed 
B. Crushed4.8 x 2.4 mm after HWD 
1) 0.85 x 0.42 mm 
2) 0.42 x 0.21 mm 
3) 0.21 x 0.11 mm 
4) -0.1 1 mm 
C. Pulverized 4.8 x 2.4 mm after 
HWD (all -0.21 mm) 
D. 4.21 rnm feed 
Stored Air Dried Air Drind 
~~~ 
L- 
Stored Air Dried Air Dried 
w m m  
Pilot plant results are shown in table 1 1. These 2) 
results can be compared to those of Table 10, also for a 
10 minute residence time, but from microreactor HWD 
tests at MIRL using Usibelli coal. Results indicate a 3) 
good agreement between pilot plant and bench scale 
tests. Figures 7 and 8 indicate that Beluga coal may 
yield hot water dried products, which are more highly 
upgraded than those from Usibelli and Little Tonzona 
coals, at a given process temperature, especially at 
longer residence times, Li7 previously noted this dis- 4) 
tinction between Usibelli and Beluga coals in his auto- 
clave study of hot water drying. 
5 )  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Theobjective of this study was to determine the 
degree of upgrading experienced by three Alaskan low- 
rank coals as a function of particle size, residence time 
and process temperature during a non-evaporative dry- 
ing process, hot water drying. The conclusions of this 6) 
research are summarized below: 
1) The particle size of the feed coal, within the 
range of 6.4 mm to 0.6 mm has no significant 7) 
influence on the degree of upgrading for the 
temperatures and residence times evaluated. 
There exists no significant interaction between 
process temperature and residence time. 
The degree of upgrading with respect to calo- 
rific value, total carbon content, oxygen con- 
tent, and the equilibrium moisture level is af- 
fected by both process temperature and resi- 
dence time. 
Process temperature has a greater influence 
than residence time on LRC upgrading. 
The upgrading reactions take place rapidly. 
Most occur in the first 1@20 minutes of resi- 
dence time, and the rate of upgrading decreases 
thereafter, although significant upgrading can 
still take place given long enough residence 
time. 
Beyond 40-60 minutes, the curves of upgrad- 
ing, response variables versus residence time 
tend to level off. 
All four of the upgrading, response variables 
(calorific value, carbon content, oxygen con- 
tent, and equilibrium moisture level) increase 
Table 10. Improvement in Usibelli coal quality after hot water drying 
(equilibrium moisture basis). 9 
HWD PROCESS TEMPERATURE, * C 
(1 0 minute residence time) 
- I i a G Q a l  3.75 700 325 
Equilibrium moisture, % 25.3 14.7 12.1 10.8 
Ash, 4.7 6.0 5.9 5.9 
Volatile matter, %I 36.5 39.8 40.5 39.4 
Fixed carbon, % 33.5 39.5 41.5 43.9 
Fuel Ratio 0.9 1 .O 1.0 1.1 
Calorific Value, BtuAb 8,200 9,730 10,190 10,730 
or decrease linearly with process temperature 
within the remperaturerangeof275" C to325-C. 
8) Vitrinite reflectance increased significantly 
from the raw coal to the hot water dried prod- 
ucts, indicating significant structural changes; 
i.e. induced coalification has occurred during 
the hydrothermal drying process. 
9) Hot water drying holds promise for perma- 
nently reducing the moisture level of low-rank 
coals, thereby enhancing its marketability by 
reducing transportation costs, increasing its 
calorific value and reducing moisture 
reabsorption tendencies. 
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BACKGROUND 
Oil importing nations have grave concerns 
regarding the security of oil supply and the volatility of 
oil prices from OPEC. Many, like Japan and Korea, 
have included the reduction of the dependence on 
imported oil as a key objective of their long term 
national energy policy planning. Given the enormous 
quantities of heavy oil consumed by utilities alone, 
early retirement of oil-fired units and replacement with 
other generating options, i.e., coal, gas, and nuclear, are 
being considered. 
Of all the coal-based alternative fuels, coal- 
water fuels (CWFs) appear the most promising. The use 
of bituminous coal-water fuels is being aggressively 
pursued in China, Italy, Japan, Korea and Russia to 
i produce a low cost, more secure supply of quasi-liquid 
fuel that can be substituted for heavy oil in industrial 
and utility boilers. 
The magnitude of the alternative oil market can 
be gauged by the consumption levels of heavy oil for the 
production of electricity in Japan, Korea and Taiwan 
alone. In 1990, the utilities in these countries consumed 
about 200 million barrels of oil, the equivalent of about 
80 million tons of CWF."n1" 
L 
In some cases it may be possible to convert oil- 
designed boilers to dry bulk coal-firing. However, the 
*u 
cost for adding all the dry coal preparation and handling 
equipment and particulate controls is high. Conse- 
" quently, despite the strong desire to reduce dependency 
on imported oil, the rapidly increasing energy require- 
. -, ments are Likely to preclude retiring oil-fired capacity in 
the near future. 
4- 
+; Replacement of imported oil with CWF would 
F eliminate concerns over stability of price and supply, $ 
- and provide a low-cost alternative to retirement of oil 
% ' d& 
firedcapacity. Retrofitting an oil-designed boiler to fire 
CWF will be far cheaper than converting the facility to 
dry bulk coal. C W  operation woulduse all the existing 
oil infrastructure, and apart from burners, which may 
have to be redesigned, only minor modifications would 
be necessary to the fuel handling system. The only 
requirement would be some sort of particulate control 
system, such as a baghouse or ESP. Thus, with minimal 
retrofitting CWF will provide low-cost life extensions 
for oil-fired boilers. 
Perhaps the most attractive feature of CWF is 
that its price would be based upon relatively stable coal 
prices prevailing in the international steam-coal market 
and the cost of producing the fuel, not upon volatile 
international crude oil prices. Since the international 
steam coal market is served by major producers from 
around the world, consumers would not be subject to the 
high level of uncertainty regarding fuel cost and stabil- 
ity of supply, which exists in the OPEC dominated oil 
market. 
Another atuibute of CWF is that it is non- 
hazardous and would produce no long term negative 
environmental impacts should a major spill occur. There 
have been three major oil spills since December 1992, 
involving over 128 million gallons of oil, which have 
provoked a strong reaction from environmentalists to 
mandate improved tanker safety and which may lead to 
increased oil transportation costs. 
Since CWFis simply coal dispersed in water, it 
is non-hazardous and represents no environmental threat 
in the event of a spill. Therefore, CWF can be trans- 
ported in single hulled tankers likely to be retired from 
oil service when the requirement for double hulls is 
enforced. This should result in future transportation 
costs for CWFs becoming substantially lower than for 
oil. 
BITUMINOUS CWF 
Today's international coal-water fuel industry 
is based on the use of finely ground, high quality 
bituminous coals formulated into dense CWFs with 
solids content of around 69%. Because of their low 
inherent moisture, bituminous coals can be used di- 
rectly without moisture reduction to prepare CWFs. 
However, due to their rheological properties at the high 
solids concentrations, bituminous CWFs require the 
use of costly, proprietary additives. 
The high costs of additives and bituminous 
coal, when compared to the relatively low cost of fuel 
oil, have led to the decline of interest in CWF in North 
America. For instance, Canada, which was acknowl- 
edged as a worldleader in CWF technology in the early 
1980s, has no CWF producers today. However, in 
countries with few indigenous energy resources and a 
high dependency on imported oil there are concerns 
over security of oil supply and the drain on hard cur- 
rency for imported oil. In these countries, notably 
Japan, a CWF industry is developing rapidly. 
Japan, the world's largest coal importer, has 
closed its direct liquefaction project in Australia and is 
now concentrating on bituminous CWFS.'~) Signifi- 
cantly, Japan has reached an agreement with a number 
of Chinese firms to build several CWF production 
plants in China. A nominal 250,000 tpy plant in 
Yanzhou has been producing CWF for use in Japan 
since Fall of 1992.(5) The combined output from Japa- 
nese plants located abroad and those located in Japan 
using imported bituminous coal are expected to exceed 
7 MM tpy before the turn of the century.'-) The bullish 
position taken by Japan, stems from extensive testing of 
CWFs in a 75 MWe unit and a 650 MWe unit at the 
Nakoso power station.(" As a world leader in bitumi- 
nous CWF technology, Japan has become the major 
player in an emerging CWF market. It is important to 
note, that Japan has initiated an R&D program for the 
use of low-rank coal upgraded by hydrothermal treat- 
ment as a CWF feedstock,@) 
An Italian firm, Snmprogeni, is the leading 
developer of bituminous CWF technology in Europe. 
Snamprogetti openeda500,OOO tpy CWF plant using its 
patented, "Reocarb" technology on Sardinia this year 
andis involved in the largest single CWF project todate 
in a joint venture with Rus~ia,'~) When fully opera- 
tional, 5 MM tpy of bituminous CWF will be produced 
in Belevo. Russia and transported 260 km by pipeline to 
Novosibirsk to power five 220 MWe generators.'" 
LOW-RANK COAL-WATER FUEL 
(LRCWF) 
Until recently, the high inherent moisture in 
low-rank coals (LRCs) has precluded the use of these 
cheaper, more reactive coals to produce CWFs. To 
prepare concentrated LRCWFs, the inherent or equilib- 
rium moisture must be reduced to levels similar to those 
for bituminous coals. Presently, the most promising 
method for effecting a permanent moisture reduction in 
LRCs is hydrothermal treatment, commonly called hot- 
water drying (HWD).'B.lo.ll) HWD is an advanced tech- 
nology, developed at the Energy and Environmental 
Research Center (EERC) in Grand Forks, ND, USA. 
HWD features high-temperamrdpresswe, nonevapo- 
rative drying, which irreversibly removes much of the 
inherent rnoi~ture."~,~~) LRCWFs are non-toxic, easily 
transportable quasi-liquid fuels that avoid the stability 
problems of dust generation and spontaneous combus- 
tion normally associated with LRC in its dry bulk form. 
HWD is accomplished by ueating a slurry of 
pulverized LRC at high pressure and temperature in 
water. Sufficient residence time is provided to ensure 
that the interior of the largest particle reaches the 
desired temperature. Following HWD, the system 
pressure is reduced and excess water is removed by 
filtration or centrifugation leaving a LRCWF.(lO.ll) 
HWD is similar in many respects to pressure cooking, 
retaining most of the desirable characteristics of LRC. 
Water is removed via expansion and expulsion 
by carbon dioxide (CO,). Devolatilized tars and oils, 
being hydrophobic, are retained on the coal surface in 
the pressurized aqueous environment, giving a uniform 
tar &stribution that seals most of the micropores mini- 
mizing water reabsorption,"') By retaining most of the 
volatile matter in the form of tars, the high reactivity of 
LRCs, as well as most of the energy value, is preserved. 
HWD can be viewed as induced coalification which 
occurs in seconds rather than millenia required to con- 
vert LRC to bituminous coal in nature. However, since 
LRCs retain some of their oxygen functionality after 
HWD, they have significantly different properties than 
bituminous coals when slurried. Many hot-water dried 
LRCs are inherently stable and exhibit pseudo-plastic. 
shear thinning, rehology . Consequently, no stability 
enhancing or viscosity breaking additives are usually 
required. Typically the only additive recommended for 
LRCWFs is a biocide to prevent biological growth for 
fuel that is to be stored for some period of time before 
use, ("All) 
The technical feasibility of HWD has been 
demonstrated in a nominal 7.5 tpd pilot plant at the 
EERC.''l) m e  unit has operated for over a thousand 
hours with LRCs from around the world, As a general 
rule, the increases in energy density for LRCWFs 
versus coal water slurries prepared from untreated coals 
are 30% for subbituminous coals, about 50% for lig- 
nites, and well over 100% for brown coals, peat, and 
bioma~,(~.~o.~~) 
Derating of Oil-Designed Boilers for CWFs 
In addition to costs for the conversion of oil- 
fired units to CWF, i.e., new atornizers/burners, addi- 
tional soot blowers, and particle collection devices, a 
major concern of potential CWF users is the extent of 
any &rating. In converting from oil to CWF-firing, it 
has been assumed that significant derating will occur. 
Derating is a complex phenomenon, dependant on coal, 
i ash andCWFproperties, as well as, boiler design. Until 
significant practical experience has been gained, there 
is little data to provide concrete examples of actual 
derating. Instead, there is a wealth of data generated 
from a variety of test combustors using bituminous 
CWFs exclusively that have been used to develop a 
I number of derating models. While many of the models 
i are proprietary, one developed by SAIC using the Bums 
and Roe boiler code has been widely reported."2-1" 
Derating factors include, fouling, slagging, 
carbon burnout and erosion. Fouling and slagging are 
determined by ash chemistry and maximum boiler 
temperatures. Carbon burnout is determined by coal 
reactivity, boiler temperature and residence time, at- 
- omization and agglomeration. Erosion, which is re- 
, garded as the most serious cause of derating, is a 
function of ash composition, ash particle size distribu- 
2. tion (PSD), unburnt coal and vel~city.(l~.'~' 
- .  
4F. 
$ In the SAIC code, the calculated derating is 
usually based on ash PSD and the resulting velocity 
*. limits Ash PSD is more complex than just the maxi- 
@ mum particle size determined by the size of the ground 
coal.("JS' To achieve the current defacto standard CWF 
of around 69%. by weight, finely ground bituminous % 
coal dispersed in water, costly, proprietary additives are 
~rguired yielding a slurry that tends to be dilatent, i.e., 
shear thickening.(I4) This characteristic has contributed 
to the need for significant expenditures to develop 
atomizers which will produce droplets ideally only 
slightly larger than the finely ground coal. However, 
since most bituminous coals go through a plastic stage 
when heated, they still tend to agglomerate producing 
particles many times larger than the ground c ~ a l . ( I ~ . ~ ~ )  
Agglomerates lead to poor carbon-burnout and large 
ash particles, both of which contribute to lower boiler 
efficiency.(14) 
The SAIC derating model suggests that if, in 
the absence of slagging or fouling, the ash composition 
and PSD allow a boiler to be operated at velocities used 
for oil firing, up to 120 ftlsec, derating should be less 
than 1S%,(1Z.13) However, if ash properties indicate that 
velocities must be reduced by about third or more to 
avoid excessive erosion, derating will be from 20% to 
over40%.~~2~~3~0bviously s ch severe derating will not 
encourage many boiler operators to switch from oil to 
C WF. 
The perception that CWF applications in oil- 
fired boilers necessarily means a substantial derating is 
supported by recent tests in the U.S. using CWFs made 
from relatively unreactive bituminous coals. As an 
example, Penn State researchers have made extensive 
boiler tests with CWF made from a Pennsylvania bitu- 
minous coal with a fuel ratio of around 1.7 in their new 
15,000 lb steam/hr, oil-designed boiler. To date no 
attempts to operate using CWF alone have been suc- 
~.essful.('~) At least 23.7% natural gas is required to 
obtain acceptable performance, and even with this fuel 
support, the best carbon-burnout achieved to date is 
only about 95%.(16) Due to the fact that much of the 
funding and equipment used in these CWF tests comes 
from the State, Pennsylvania bituminous coals are the 
mandated feedstocks. Unfortunately, these coals usu- 
ally lack the inherent reactivity to produce premium 
CWFs. 
Another example of poor boiler performance is 
the recent testing performed for DOE and Jim Walter 
Resources by Energy and Environmental Research 
Corp. in a fire-tube boiler at the University of Ala- 
bama.(l') CWF was made from reject, low-volatile 
bituminous coal fines from the JWR coal preparation 
plant, and the results were similar to those at Penn State. 
The boiler could not be operated with CWF alone, but 
required natural gas assist. The maximum boiler load 
achieved was 80% a 20% derating, even though the 
CWF accounted for only 62% of the energy input with 
the balance being natural gas."7) 
These examples imply that conversion from 
oil-firing to CWF-firing will require auxiliary fuel, 
yield carbon burnout of less than 95%, and result in 
deratings of over 20% However, in reality, the poor 
performance was mainly due to the choice of the coal 
feedstock. Since, burning CWF is, in reality burning 
coal, the choice of a coal with low reactivity will 
inevitably result in poor performance in oil-designed 
boilers and advanced combustors. A more reactive 
coal, such as ahigh volatile bituminous coal, with a fuel 
ratio (fixed carbon/volatile matter) below 1.6 or virtu- 
ally any LRC, all of which have high reactivity, should 
significantly improve combustion performance. 
The most well documented, extensive test of 
CWF in an oildesigned boiler was the CWF demon- 
strationat thecharlottetown powerstation, PEI, Canada, 
1986-87."s.1Q The demonstration was a joint project of 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Maritime Elec- 
tric Co., Ltd., Cape Breton Development Corp. and the 
New BrunswickElectric Power Co. The Charlottetown 
boiler was a 20 MWe wall fired unit designed for oil 
with tube spacings of only 25 mm. The only modifrca- 
tions that were necessary were to add new burners, 
whichcould be operated witheither oil or CWF, another 
soot blower and a baghouse.(18) 
The CWF used in this tests was prepared by the 
Cape Breton Development Co. at their Victoria CWF 
Plant in Sydney, Nova Scotia. It was prepared from a 
beneficiated highvolatile bituminous coal. CWFspeci- 
fications were 69% solids, less than 4% ash, heating 
value of 10,500 Btdb and a viscosity below 1,000 
Two independent studies predicted that the unit 
would suffer nearly a 50% &rating whenit was switched 
1 I from oil to CWF.(Is' However, actual operation showed 
' 1' the unit could readily obtain 95% of the full load 
' I! capacity of 20 MWe.(I8) The maximum output obtained with CWF was 19.5 MWe with a boiler efficiency of I' 83.2%. compared with 85.4% on oil, a derating of less 
I than 3s."" A key finding was that the bulk density of 
i( the ash produced with CWF was only about a third of 
I that from fly ash produced from the same coal burned as 1 '  a pulverized coal:1s) 
LRCWFs do not require costly additives and 
have pseudoplastic flow behavior, which means that 
they are shear thinning and easily a t~ rn i zed . ( ' ~+~~ .~~)  In 
addition, LRCs have no tendency to agglomerate and, 
in fact, tend to blow apart when heated.'I4) These 
characteristics produce a fuel that burns rapidly and 
completely. In all combustion tests, both at the EERC 
and at other combustion test facilities, LRCWFs burned 
significantly better than comparable bituminous 
CWFS.(''.'~) Recent tests run in the GM Allison's coal- 
fired turbine simulator, with 5,000 gal. batches of 
LRCWFmade from subbituminous coal hot-water dried 
in the EERC pilot plant, demonstrated the superiority 
of LRCWFs over commercial bituminous CWFs. (I9) 
Carbon burnout obtained using a LRCWF with a mass 
meandiameter of about 15 microns was over 99% under 
all operating conditions. Carbon burnoutobtained with 
commercial bituminous CWFs withsimilar PSDs, even 
under optimum operating conditions, was 4-5% lower:ig) 
It is notable that with the correct choice of a 
feed coal, a CWF can be formulated that requires no 
auxiliary fuel, has carbon utilization at over 99% and 
results in a derating only a fraction of that calculated 
from mathematical models. This suggests that because 
of their higher reactivity and small ash size, CWFs 
produced from LRCs can be used in oil-fired boilers 
with little derating. 
CWF Costs 
Coal-water fuel costs are site and coal specific, 
especially for LRCWFs. Coal specificity determines 
the optimum HWD temperature for each LRC. As little 
as a 15 "C change in the temperature can cause as much 
as a 20% change in capital costs, due to the higher 
pressures. 
The data used to develop CWF costs for a hot- 
water dried LRC were generated using EERC's HWD 
and combustion pilot plants using subbituminous coal 
from Placer Dome U.S. Inc.3 Beluga field west of 
Anchorage, Alaska:l1) This particular coal field is 
considered by many to be the world's largest and least 
expensive source of ultra low sulfur coal (less than 0.2% 
on a dty basis) near tidewater. Beluga LRC was treated 
by HWD and concentrated into a LRCWF with energy 
densities approaching 7000 Btu/Ib."l) It burned readily, 
giving over 99.8% carbon burnout with virtually no 
fouling; SO, emissions were far below compliance 
Preliminary cost estimates to assess Beluga 
LRCWF competitiveness with heavy oil and bitumi- 
nous CWF in Japan are presented in Table 1. HWDI 
LRCWF costs have been estimated for Beluga LRC to 
range between $1.15 - $1.85 per MM B tus depending 
mainly on the size of the LRCWF production facility. 
With Beluga mining costs originally estimated at 
between $0.45 - $0.65 per MM Btus, and pipeline and 
marine transportation costs ranging from $0.88 to 
$1.04 per million Btus, the costs of a Beluga CWF are 
estimated to be between about $2.48 - $3.54 per MM 
Btus, CIF Japan.(11Lo) Currently, this is well below the 
reported heavy oil price of $4.60 per MM Btus, and is 
competitive with bituminous CWF.'S6.11.Z0) Compa- 
rable cost numbers were repotted by Bechtel National, 
Inc., in a study for the North Dakota Lignite Energy 
Council on preparation and transportation of hot- 
water dried North Dakota lignite.(21) 
CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following are a list of conclusions regard- 
ing the use of CWF produced fiom hot-water dried 
LRCs as an oil substitute: 
! Too much attention has been placed on increasing 
i the solids concentration of CWFs rather than 
I focusing on combustion characteristics. I Coal selection is critical in preparing CWFs with good combustion characteristics. 
A key to rapid ignition and carbon burnout is the 
reactivity of the feed coal, which is a function of 
the volatile matter content. 
As a general rule of thumb, coals with fuel ratios 
(Fixed CarbonNolatile Matter) above 1.6 will not 
produce good CWFs. 
It has been shown via a commercial demonstration, 
that a high volatile bituminous coal can be formu- 
lated into a CWF that can be substituted for oil with 
a derating of less than 5%. 
Predicted derating of boilers converting from oil- 
firing to CWF-firing using current models are far to 
severe. With the proper coal selection, a derating of 
only a fraction of the calculated value is possible. 
CWFs are being produced in China and transported 
for use in Japan at prices well below those for heavy 
oil. 
It appears that LRCWFs can be produced in Alaska, 
by hot-water drying, and transported to Japan at 
prices comparable to or below those for bituminous 
CWFs. 
Due to the higher reactivity, low-rank coals are 
prime candidates to produce premium CWFs. 
A commercial demonstration of LRCWF in an oil- 
designed boiler is a critical need. 
Based on the promising preliminary process 
economics and the enormous market potential for CWFs 
made from hot-water dned Alaskan coals, the next 
critical step in developing an Alaskan CWF industry is a 
TABLE 1. Estimated casts for Beluga LRCWF made at the mine in a 1 MM tpy plant. 
- 
Mining 
HWD/LRC WF Production 
Cost Estimate 
($/MM Btus) 
JdX m 
Pipeline - Mono Buoy 0.24 0.24 
*- Marine Transportation* 0.64 0.80 
LRCWF Cost USD CIF Japan 2.48 3.54 
v 
, + *Shipping costs have decreased atad if new double hulled requirements are enacted for oil carriers, could be 
reduced further. 
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Pacific Rim u tili ty boilers in Japan, Taiwan and 
Korea consumed about 200 million barrels of high 
sulfur heavy oil in 1990. Low-Rank Coal-Water Fuel 
(LRCWF) is a product which is designed to replace 
heavy oil in utility and industrial boilers. Although 
heavy oil use is increasing in the Pacific Rim; there are 
plans in all three countries to gradually retire boilers 
which use heavy oil. A market can be developed for 
LRCWF by convincing the owners of the scheduled-to- 
be- retired boilers to convert them to use LRCWF. This 
would allow for a practical demonstration of the quali- 
ties of LRCWF while extending the life of the heavy oil 
boilers. Similar markets exist in Hawaii and Alaska. 
Rural Alaska also offers some opportunities to use 
LRCWF to replace diesel fuel. Alaska LRCWF faces 
competition in two major areas: the development by 
Japan of bituminous, or high rank, coal-water fuel, and 
a decision by the Japanese to begin to investigate 
LRCWF. A successful introduction of LRCWF could 
prompt users to assess the performance of Alaska low- 
rankcoal in bulk fom. A brief review of the steam-coal 
export market is given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Low-Rank Coal-Water Fuel (LRCWF) is rela- 
tively unique in world energy markets because it seeks 
to replace a petroleum product, heavy oil andlor diesel 
fuel, with a fuel developed from another energy source, 
coal. In order to clarify marketing goals, it should be 
noted at the onset, that LRCWF is not intended to 
compete with lump coals, either bituminous or subbitu- 
minous. LRCWF is designed to replace heavy oil and 
bituminous coal water fuels (CWFs) in existing oil- 
fired boilers. CWF is an attractive substitute for heavy 
oil primarily because it is based upon relatively stable 
coal prices and the cost of producing the fuel, not on 
volatile cntde oil prices. In addition, the large and 
diverse number of establishedcoal suppliers guarantees 
secure supplies. 
THE MARKET 
'Ihe first market comparison must be made 
between the expected cost of LRCWF and the current 
and expected export prices of crude oil and heavy oils. 
Prices for crude oil and residuals (heavy oil) are both 
important because although Japan uses residual fuels in 
its utility and industrial boilers, it also directly fires 
crude oil in some boilers. The price of LRCWF is site 
and coal specific but for Beluga coal, from the Beluga] 
Yentna coal field, Alaska, it is estimated to range 
between $2.48 and $3.54 per million BTU, ClF Japan 
('.2.3.4). The high sulfur fuel oil market price in Japan, as 
cited by Nagata in September 1992, for example, was 
$4.60 per million BTU with crude oil selling for $1 7 per 
barrel (3. The price of crude oil is expected to follow a 
trend of gradual increase while continuing to undergo 
fluctuations. The level is expected to edge up to 
between $21-$22 per barrel through 1995 and reach 
$25-$26 per barrel in 2000 (5). Clearly, a market 
opportunity exists to replace heavy oil with LRCWF. 
PACIFIC RIM MARKETS 
The most likely large export market for an 
Alaskan LRCWF would be for Pacific Rim utility and 
industrial boilers. The magnitude of the potential 
i market for CWF can be gauged by the consumption 
! levels of heavy oil by utilities for the production of 
I electricity in Japan, Taiwan, and Korea In 1990, Japan 
required 141 million barrels of heavy oil for its oil-fired 
utility plants (Q. Taiwan's electric utility used 27 
million barrels of heavy oil in 1990 and estimates this 
level of consumption of heavy oil will continue through 
the decade Korea's consumption of heavy oil for 
power generation in 1990 was 32 million barrels for a 
combined three-nation total of 200 million barrels ! 'the equivalent tonnage of CWF from low rank coal 
would be about 80 million tons per year. Capturing just 
1 percent of that figure would more than double Alaska's 
current coal exports of about 750,000 tons per year 
The use of heavy oil in boilers is not limited to 
. power utilities. While electric utility use of heavy oil in 
Korea in 1990 was 38 million barrels, total use was 
more than 122 million barrels ('), leaving an additional 
84 million barrels of consumption, primarily in indus- 
* trial boilen. Similarly, Japan has more than 2,000 fk industrial boilers operated with heavy oil (I) ,  adding 
8 Substantially to consumption totals. 
-Sd, 
THE CHALLENGE 
The major marketing challenge facing LRCWF 
is to developa way to offer ownersof oil firedutility and 
industrial boilers an opportunity to test the fuel in a 
6 
manner which does not &tract from their current boiler 
use. Pacific Rim nations have developed long-term 
plans to reduce dependency on heavy oil by retiring oil- 
fired boilers and replacing them with other generating 
options such as coal, natural gas and nuclear 6v7 '). 
However, oil-fired facilities continue to be added to 
meet increasing energy requirements. Heavy oil use in 
Korea has increased dramatically over the past several 
years. Oil use for Korea Electric Power Co. (KEPCO) 
rose from 32 million barrels in 1990 to 38 million 
barrels in 1991, and increased to 53 million barrels in 
1992 (lo). KEPCO's heavy oil use is expected to peak in 
1993 at 65 million barrels before gradually declining to 
57 million barrels in 1995 ("). 
A component of the LRCWF marketing effort 
should incorporate an effort to identify those oil-fired 
boilers which have been targeted for retirement. The 
owners of the boilers should then be approached with a 
proposal to test LRCWF in those boilers. A very 
attractive aspect of LRCWF would be that consumers 
would not have to retire their oil-fired plants, and could 
look toward low cost retrofitting for LRCWF-firing and 
extended life for the boilers. Reduced dependency on 
oil could be accomplished without the high cost of 
constructing new plants or retrofitting existing plants to 
utilize pulverized coal. 
WESTERN HEMISPHERE MARKETS 
Hawaii 
Hawaii generates much of its electric power 
with heavy oil, and may be the first to feel the expected 
increases in fuel prices due to regulatory requirements, 
such as the use of double hulled tankers (Oil Pollution 
Act of 1990), as well as increased liability insurance 
requirements. Hawaii has initiated efforts to expand 
coal-fired power generation. Contacts with two utilities 
in Hawaii have demonstrated an interest in LRCWF. It 
is believed that marketing LRCWF to Hawaiianutilities 
can proceed at a pace faster than that with Pacific Rim 
countries because there are no language or cultural 
barriers to be overcome. 
Mexico 
Mexico is in the process of building new coal- 
fired generating capacity as rapidly as possible, particu- 
larly on its west coast. Since Mexican coals are so high 
in ash (38-~WO), the current Mexican government phi- 
losophy is to avoid expanding or opening new domestic 
coal mines, but instead increase port capacity and 
import foreigncoals. Contacts indicate Mexican power 
generation officials are interested in LRCWF as an oil 
substitute in existing units. LRCWF marketing efforts 
should continue to develop these contacts. At this point 
it is considered likely that Mexicanutilities will want to 
test LRCWF once. it is available in supplies large 
enough for meaningful tests. 
MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES IN 
ALASKA 
Virtually all of Alaska's more than 200 rural 
villages use diesel fuel for space heating and togenerate 
electricity. Use of diesel for energy is both expensive 
and potentially hazardous. Since 1980, the State of 
Alaska, through a program now known as Power Cost 
Equalization WE), has provided financial assistance 
in the form of rate relief to rural utilities dependent on 
fuel oil as a means to generate electricity [I2). In FY 
199 1, the PCE program served 67,223 rural residents in 
160 communities. Fuel oil consumed just by electrical 
utilities participating in the program was 23.5 million 
gallons at prices of up to $1.94 per gal10n''~). This does 
not account for heating use or industrial users such as 
mining, timber and fish processing. More than $19.6 
million was spent by the State to subsidize rural electric 
rates in FY 1991 (I3). Until recent years, the PCE 
program was an adequate solution to assist rural com- 
munities. However, declining state oil revenues are 
threatening the program's future. 
Rural Alaska also faces severe and immediate 
problems with bulk fuel storage facilities in many rural 
communities. 'Ihese communities, primarily located in 
western and northern Alaska, are dependent on bulk 
fuel storage because the vast majority of fuel must be 
delivered by barge during a very brief ice-free stupping 
season and stored throughout the year (I4). 
A total of44communi ties were surveyed by the 
Alaska Energy Authority and consultants, and detailed 
engineering studies were prepared for 32 of the commu- 
nities, The total estimated cost for complete repair and 
renovation of deficient diesel storage facilities in the 32 
communities is $47 million (14)'. The AEA has indicated 
it believes the cost to repair deficient facilities in rural 
communities state*ide ranges from $200 million to 
$300million. Thecost of environmental remediation of 
extensive contamination was not included because it 
was not possible at the time to quantify the level ofeffort 
which may be required. In many instances, the 
remediation costs may far exceed repair costs (14). 
The State of Alaska, through AEA, has a policy 
of diesel replacement wherever possible. There are 
many alternatives to oil, such as wind, hydro, solar. 
natural gas, and geothermal. However, detailed studies 
have shown in most cases those alternatives are not 
practical because of the surrounding environment or 
cost. CWF may be a viable alternative because it 
addresses both economic and environmental problems 
for rural Alaskan communities. The use of CWF could 
save from 25 percent to 35 percent in fuel costs alone. 
When considering increased operating efficiency and 
mitigation of environmental expenses, the savings be- 
come even greater. 
In most rural applications, standard thermal 
power and heating equipment can be used in conjunc- 
tion with existing fuel handling equipment to address 
power and heating needs using CWF. Although the 
capital cost is higher for thermal equipment than stan- 
dard diesel equipment, thermal equipment has a much 
longer life, thus eliminating any disadvantage in a 
plant's life cycle cost. The ability to take advantage of 
standard equipment makes CWF very attractive from a 
maintenance and reliability stand point. 
Research is underway to develop an internal 
combustion engine capable of running solely on CWF. 
LRCWF produced at EERC has proven that an internal 
combustion engine can run efficiently and cleanly on 
CWF. Tests of a low ash, LRCWF in a General Electric 
diesel engine gave equal or better carbon burnout than 
the commercial bituminous CWF (15). 
TECHNOLOGY LICENSING 
It is obvious that Alaska cannot begin to sup- 
ply all the LRCWF that could be in demand if wide- 
spread oil substitution takes place. However, substan- 
tial revenues can still be generated through licensing the 
technology in areas where Alaskan LRCWFs are un- 
economical. Licensing the technology presents a world- 
wide market opportunity. 'This opportunity may be 
most pronounced in developing nations where LRCs 
are the primary energy source. 
COMPETITION 
While resource-rich countries such as the United 
States, Canada, and Australia have no immediate need 
for the widespread use of alternative sources of energy, 
Pacific Rim countries such as Japan, Korea, and Tai- 
wan, which have few natural energy resources, are 
actively pursuing the goal of reducing their dependence 
upon imported oil. To achieve that objective, the 
energy mix in those countries is being changed to 
include alternative fuels as an energy option to oil (x6.70  
Of all the alternative coal-based fuels, coal water 
fuels are the most promising. 
Today's coal-water fuel industry is based on 
the use of bituminous coals formulated into CWFs 
using costly, proprietary additives (3*4). The high costs 
involved when coupled with the relatively low cost of 
fuel oil have led to a decreased interest in CWFs in 
North America. Canada, the world leader in CWF 
technology in the 1980s, has no bituminous CWF 
producers today (I6). However, in countries where fuel 
oil prices are much higher and where there are concerns 
over security of oil suppliers or the loss of hard currency 
for imported oil,, a CWF industry is developing. Japan 
is aggressively pursuing the use of bituminous CWF as 
a direct replacement for oil. In addition to its own in- 
country CWF production capacity and plant construc- 
tion programs, Japan is a joint venture partner in the 
ownership of CWFplants currently either in production 
or under construction in Mainland Similarly, 
South Korea's largest oil refiner is investigating the 
construction of a CWF plant @). 
The estimatedcost of Japan's bituminous CWF 
is $3.26 per million BTU; which is approximately in the 
middle of the cost estimate range for LRCWFt3n4). The 
$3.26 figure should be viewed as a reasonable estimate 
of what Pacific Rim markets expect to pay for CWF, 
before adding any premium for such benefits as supe- 
rior combustion, lower inherent sulfur and less boiler 
tube fouling. 
To date, Pacific Rim countries have shown 
little interest in LRC because of perceived poor quality. 
Japan, in particular, appeared to place its initial depen- 
dence on bituminous coal for its CWF production, 
ignoring the superior combustion characteristics of 
LRC and LRCWF. This reliance, however, is in a state 
of change. A joint venture effort led by JGC Corpora- 
tion surveyed processes to determine whlch was the 
most suitable to produce CWF from low-rank coal (I7). 
The joint venture selected the hot water drying (HWD) 
method developed by the Energy and Environmental 
Research Center of the University of North Dakota as 
the best and most appropriate low-rank coal up-grading 
process (17). JGC Corporation has installed a benchscale 
test plant in its Kinuura Laboratory and is constructing 
a 1,100 pound-per-hour pilot plant in the Onahama 
Plant of its joint venture partner, JapanCOM Company. 
The pilot plant is scheduled to begin operation in rnid- 
1994, Assessment of a commercial scale plant is 
scheduled to begin in mid- 1994(17). It would appear that 
the uncontested window of opportunity for Alaskan 
LRCWF has been defined. 
Another competitor of LRCWF is a liquid fuel 
product called Orimulsion, which is also used as a 
substitute for heavy oil. Orimulsion is produced in 
Venezuela by emulsifying a natural occurring bitumen 
material richin heavy hydrocarbons with 30% water'''). 
In mid-1991, commercial contracts totaling 4 million 
tons per year had been signed with large utility and 
industrial users (la). Additional boiler conversions to 
Odmulsion fuel are planned in the United Kingdom, 
Spain, Sweden, Japan, and Canada. 
Compared to CWF, Orimulsion has a higher 
energy content and usually a lower ash content. How- 
ever, Orimulsion has a very high sulfur content of 2.8 
percent (I8); compared to a sulfur content of 0.1 percent 
in Alaskan LRCWF (I9). Initial use of Orimulsion in the 
United Kingdom has demonstrated higher emission 
levels of sulfur dioxide, The cost of emissions control 
equipment needed for air quality compliance can be a 
significant cost component in conversion to Orimulsion 
and may limit its use in many applications. Addition- 
ally, Orimulsion has significant heavy metals in its ash 
which may require that it be treated as hazardous waste, 
further limiting the attractiveness of the fuel (18). 
Although viewed as a competitor, Orimulsion 
should also be recognized for the positive effect it may 
have on LRCWF because of its role in demonstrating 
that a coal-like liquid fuel can be used successfully in 
heavy oil boilers. LRCWF marketing efforts can point 
to the success of Orimulsion as a reason a utility or 
industrial user should consider the testing and use of 
LRCWF. 
LRCWF'S ENVIRONMENTAL PREMIUM 
The environmental impact of oil spills and the 
requirements of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, including 
the requirement for double hulled tankers, will enhance 
the attractiveness and competitiveness of LRCWF. 
Any marketing effort should stress the 'envi- 
ronmentally benign" aspects of the fuel should a spill 
occur, whether on or offshore. With a spill on land, the 
coal could be reclaimed by hand tools or heavy equip 
ment after the water has evaporated or been absorbed by 
the ground. Offshore or fresh water spills also pose no 
environmental threat. The coal particles will disperse 
with the current, settle out, and mix with bottom sedi- 
ments. Since the coal is inert and the sulfur is insoluble 
in water, there is no acid leaching and no harm is posed 
to sea life of any kind. 
ALASKAN LRCWF DEMONSTRATION 
PROJECT 
As soon as data are developedon the properties 
of the LRCWFs from each test coal, site specific pro- 
cess economics will be developed. Specific test data 
will include coal preparation steps, preferred HWD 
operating parameters, LRCWF rheology, all the com- 
bustion parameters, and emission control and waste 
disposaUutilization options. These results will be used 
with input from consulting engineers, Alaskan native 
corporations, DEC and other state agencies as required, 
and potential coal suppliers and LRCWF users to de- 
velop coal and site specific process economics. 
In addition, pipeline, overland, and marine 
transportation issues will be addressed as part of the 
ongoing economic assessment for each coal. Site 
specific transportation alternatives, i.e., pipeline versus 
rail versus truck haulage where applicable, will be 
evaluated. The lowest cost option will be integrated 
with the process economics to determine required sell- 
ing costs for both the export and Alaskan markets. 
These economic data will become the basis for market- 
ing the technology, and developing the financial back- 
ing for a 1 million ton per year commercial LRCWF A consonium led by Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc, production facility in Alaska. 
and the University of North Dakota's Energy & Envi- 
ronmental Research Center is seeking public sector 
partial funding for a low rank coal water fuel commer- 
cial demonsttation project in Anchorage. Other consor- 
tium members include Placer Dome US Inc., Cook Inlet 
Region Inc., International Coal Reparation Consult- 
ants Ltd., Major International, Environmental Services 
Ltd., and Tyonek Native Corp. Affiliates include the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks (Mineral Industry Re- 
search Laboratory) and the University of Alaska An- 
chorage (Center for International Business). 
The LRCWFdemonstration project will last 36 
months. Prior to initiation of the project, it is the intent 
of the LRCWF Consortium to engage an end user as a 
consortium member. The extent of end user participa- 
tioncould range from an agreement to purchase LRCWF 
to equity participation in the project. The first 18 
months will be devoted to completing design and per- 
mitting activities, receiving equipment and supplies, 
and completing construction or refurbishing. After a 
shakedown period, demonstration runs will begin with 
Usibelli coal and conclude with three months of test 
runs using Beluga and Little Tonzona coals. Marketing 
during the first 18 months will concentrate on develop 
ing agreements with potential users to test the fuel in 
their boilers and to purchase LRCWF upon completion 
of a successful demonstration project. 
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
It is the intent of the LRCWF Consortium to 
continue to operate the test facility upon completion of 
the demonstration project. Other Alaskan coals, as well 
as coals from around the world, could be tested for 
LRCWF applicability. In addition to the demonstration 
of the technical and economic feasibility of CWF pr+ 
duction, the facility would offer many opportunities for 
University of Alaska involvement for teaching, train- 
ing, and research, Teaching and training could cover a 
broad range of interests, from graduate education to 
nondegree technical training. Research activities would 
be morespecifically directed at unit processes of HWD, 
combustion engineering, and international marketing. 
On a graduate level, the University of Alaska's 
mineral preparation engineering (MPR) program would 
likely be the largest beneficiary of the CWF demonstra- 
tion project. This program has in the past produced and 
continues to produce masters students with expertise in 
coal preparation, including coal drying. The facility 
would become a practical laboratory for MPR students, 
who could research both practical problems encoun- 
tered during the demonstration project and longer term, 
basic research directed towards future LRCWFprocess 
development. 
Likewise, undergraduate students from many 
disciplines could use the facility for field trips, senior 
projects and laboratory sessions. A very exciting aspect 
of the university's interaction with the demonstration 
project, as wellas that of the Alaskan native corpora- 
tions such as Doyon Ltd., is nondegree technical train- 
ing in the areas of coal beneficiation and power plant 
operation and maintenance. This may become a more 
important part of the facility's educational function, 
should rural Alaska communities begin the transition 
I 
from dieseVelectric generator sets to coal-fired power 
generation. 
Of the 29 new plants, representing more than 
15,000 M, to be built in Korea by the year 2006, only 
two plan to use LRC (lo). These plants, Samchonpo #S 
and #6, will generate 550 MW and will each consume 
about 1.2 million tpy of LRC. 
Korean Electric Power Co. (KEPCO) will ac- 
commodate LRC in boilers designed to operate with 
coals containing between 7,700 to 10,300 BTU per 
pound, down from the usual range of 9,500 to 11,300 
BTU per pound (lo). For Alaska to be successful in 
winning Samchonpo contracts, the bids must be com- 
petitive and will be based on the going Australian steam 
coal price. That price, as the basis for negotiation, will 
be decreased in direct proportion to the heat content of 
STEAM (THERMAL) COAL EXPORT the coals. 
MARKET 
Although LRCWF is intended as a substitute 
for heavy oil in existing oil-fired boilers, its successful 
use may prompt users to assess the performance of 
Alaska low-rank coal in bulk form. Therefore, a brief 
review of the steam coal export market is appropriate. 
It is expected that the steam coal demand for 
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan alone will exceed 100 mil- 
lion tons per yew by the end of this century (see Table 
A below fi 6. 7. lo). However, within this predicted 
growth, representing tens of thousands of megawatts of 
new boiler capacity, currently mere are concrete plans 
to design only two facilities for LRC firing. 
KEPCO has indicated that Alaskan LRC should 
expect stiff competition from LRCs from China, Indo- 
nesia, and Russia (lo). However, Russia and China are 
not expected to become immediate competitors due to 
eachcountry 's infrastructure problems and overwhelm- 
ing need for domestic power. The threat of Indonesian 
LRC is real, however, because that country is rapidly 
expanding its port and mining capacity. Indonesian 
coal may also have environmental qualities equal to or 
better than Alaskan LRCs. KEPCO has invested in at 
least on Indonesian LRC property. In any event, KEPCO 
indicates the expected share for Alaskan LRC would be 
around40percent. a figure which woulddouble the size 
of Alaska coal exports (lo). 
1 TABLE A. Current and projected steam-coal imports 
MM tons % % /year 
2000 
Increase 
36.9 265 14 
74.8 116 8 
27.4 110 8 
139.1 141 
" I 1995 
MM tons 
Korea 10.1 
Japan 34.7 
Taiwan 13.0 
Total 57.8 
-
M M  tons 916 %/year 
Increase 
24.0 137 19 
5 1.5 49 8 
21.6 16 11 
97.1 68 - 
Without a significant change in the perception 9. NEDO, New Energy and Industrial Technol- 
of LRCs by Pacific Rim coal importers, LRCs will ogy Development Organization: Annual Re- 
largely be excluded from this rapidly expanding steam port, March 1991. 
coal market. Demonstration of the economic viability 
of prducing clean* low power from LRCWFs at 10. K.S. Yang, ''Long-Tem Coal Supply Plan to 
a commercial scale wiI1 be the most effective method 
for moving Alaska decisively into the emerging inter- Korea," Report from Alaska State Office, 
national CWF trade. LRCWF represents the quickest Seoul, Korea, Sept. 29, 1992. 
way of significantly increasing the size of Alaskan coal 
exporn. It also offea the prospect of overwming fie 11. 1nja.i Kim, ShindoCorporation, Seoul, Korea 
perception of many Pacific Rim coal importers that communication to T.J. Kim, Sun Eel Ship- 
LRCs are low quality fuels. As LRCWF users become ping, April 30, 1992. 
familiar with the superior combustion performance, 
they may want to assess LRC performance in dry bulk 12. Power Cost Equalization Program Manual - 
form. This, in turn, could lead to widespread accep By AEA & APWC, January 1990. 
tance and use of LRCs in the rapidly expanding steam- 
coal market. 13. Power Cost Equalization Program Fiscal Year 
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APPLICATION OF CORRELATION MODELS FOR PREDICTING HEAT 
CONTENT OF ALASKAN COALS 
Olayinka I. Ogunsola, Michael Downing, and P.D. Rao 
MIRL, Universiy of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 
ABSTRACT Alaskan coals are very reactive and are, therefore, 
excellent feedstocks for utilization in gasifiers and 
other advanced coal utilization technologies. 
This paper discusses the results of a study 
aimed at evaluating the reliability of some existing Heat content, that is, the quantity of heat per 
models derived from ultimate and proximate analyses u ~ t  mass of coal (which is commonly called calorific 
data in predicting the heating value of Alaskan coals. value or heating value) is an important parameter for 
assessing the economic value of coal. Price of coal is 
About 247 coal samples fiom the coal now commonly quoted in dollars/Btu ($IBtu). Coal 
mines in Alaska were used in the study. The proximate buyers and users depend on calorific value in order to 
and ultimate analyses data obtained from Previous design andlor modify their plant for efficient operation. 
studies were used. The reliability of these models were Calorific value is, therefore, an important measure of 
compared and constfasted with each other. coal quality and is usually required along with other 
important properties of coal (such as elemental and 
Models derived from ultimate analysis were proximate analyses) by respective coal buyers and 
better than that derived from proximate analysis in users. 
predicting the heating value of the Statewide, Northern, 
and Southern coals, while they were comparable in Calorific value, and these other coal properties 
predicting the heating value of the Interior Alaskacoals. are generally determined by analytical techniques, ~h 
In gened, the heating value was predicted to within less adventof a d v ~ d i n s ~ m e n t a t i ~ n h a s m a d e ~ p r o x i -  
than about 100 CaVg. mate and ultimate analyses of coal quicker and cheaper 
to obtain than determining its heating value. In view of 
INTRODUCTION this, theoretical computation of heating value from the 
elemental composition appears to be economically jus- 
Alaska's coal resources account for about half tifiable. Many theoretical equations have been pro- 
of the United States coal resource base(I). These coals posed for predicting the heating value of solid and 
are of Cretaceous and Tertiary age(2) and are mainly of liquid fuels"-l3). Some of these equations are more or 
subbituminous A to high volatile A bituminous ranks. less empirical correlations and are most suitable for 
predicting the heating value of liquid fuels ( b q g l l ) .  Mott 
The bulk of Alaska's coals are found in the and Spner("proposed an equations for predicting the 
Northern Alaska basin where more than 4 trillion tons heating value of low-rank coals, that is, coals with more 
of coal are deposited ('1. Coals in the Northern Alaska than 15% oxygen content on adry, ash-free basis. This 
are mainly subbituminous and bituminous(''. The next equation was later modified by Given and co-workers 
largest coal deposits of Alaska are located in the Cook "). Equations have also been proposed for predicting 
Inlet-Susitna Basin, with estimated reserves of aver 1 heating value from the proximate analysis of coal "3. 
trillion tons, most of which are low-rank ('I. While all these equations have been used for predicting 
heating value of coals from many parts of the world, 
Alaskan coals are generally very low in sulfur including coals in the lower 48 states of the U.S. (4), 
and moderately low in ash. They are therefore, excel- Europe(1o), South Africa(I0), and Australia(l0JQ, they have 
lent candidates for clean power generation. Low foul- not been applied to Alaskan coals. The Pennsylvania 
- inghlagging potential is expected as a result of the low State University coal databank were used for the previ- 
ash content. SOx emissions are also expected to be ous studies on U.S. coals. At the time those studies were 
below Environmental Protection Agency @PA) ac- conducted, Alaskan coals were not included in the 
ceptable limit of 0.4 lb. SOJ106 Btu. In addition, Pennsylvania State University coal databank. 
I 73 1. 
6 
-. 
This paper presents the results of the first study Q = 80.3C + 339/T + 22-53 - 34.70 
to apply some existing correlation equations to Alaskan 
[Eq. 21 
coals. Q = 80.3C + 339H + 22.5s - 36.60 + 0. 17202 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS [E¶31 
Q = 78.34C + 3398 + 22.1s - 33.00 + 152 
Coal Samples and Data Used [Eq. 41 
The Mineral Industry Research Laboratory 
(MIRL), University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) has 
been actively involved in characterizing Alaskan coals 
for many years. The MIRL coal analysis databank was 
therefore used for this study. Coalsranging from lignite 
to high volatile bituminous were used in the study. 
These samples represent coals from the major Alaskan 
coal fields. For the purpose of this study, the coal fields 
were classified into three regions, Northern region, 
Interior region, and the Southern region. The Northern 
region can be considered to consist of coal fields north 
of the Brooks Range. The major fields in this region 
considered in this study include mainly the Deadfall 
Syncline coal field and the Cape Beaufort coal field. 
The Interior region coal fields include main1 y the Nenana, 
Little Tonzona, and the Jarvis Creek coal fields. This 
region falls between south of the Brooks Range and 
north of the Alaska Range. The Southern region, which 
falls south of the Alaska Range, consists mainly of the 
Kenai, Beluga, Yetna and Susitna coal fields. 
Data on about 247 well characterized samples 
from the various fields were obtained from MIRL 
databank. The data of importance to this project were 
the proximate and ultimate analyses, and heating value. 
The data were divided into two sets. Table 1 gives the 
ultimate analysis and the measured heating value, while 
Table 2 summarizes the proximate analysis and the 
measured heating value. 
Application of Existing Correlation Equations 
Derived from Ultimate Analysis Data 
The aim is to assess the suitability of existing 
correlation equations in pwhcting heating value of 
Alaskan coals from the ultimate analysis. The follow- 
ing equations, expressing the heating value, Q (CaVg) 
in terms of the elemental compositions in weight per- 
cent on dry, ash-free (daf) basis was used. 
The first four equations are based on Dulong's 
law, which states that the heat generated by a fuel during 
combustion is approximately equal to the sum of the 
heats generated by i ts component elements. Equation 1, 
proposed by Francis and Lloyd($), is one of the earliest 
expression of Dulong's law. Modifications of this 
equation by Mott and Spo~ner(~) ,  who made empirical 
correlations for the finite enthalpy of decomposition of 
coal, yielded equations 2 and 3. Equation 3 was 
proposed to take care of low-rank coals with oxygen 
content greater than 15%. Equation 4 was proposed by 
Given andco-w~rkers(~) whoexplicitly includedethalpy 
of decomposition as a separate term. Equation 5 is 
empirically derived by Boie (" for solid and liquid fuels. 
The value of Q was computed for all the samples 
listed in Table 1 using the above-listed equations. The 
predicted heating value in each case was then compared 
with the measured value given in Table 1. The closer 
the value of predicted heating value, Q to the corre- 
sponding measured value, Qm, the better is the equa- 
tion. 
Application of Existing Correlation Model Derived 
From Proximate Analysis 
This approach is relatively newer than via 
ultimate analysis. The first equation relating heating 
value to components of the proximate analysis was 
proposed by Goutal (reported by &nest & Fyans(14))who 
expressed heating value Q (CaVg) in terms of fixed 
carbon F and volatile matter V, contents in weight 
percent on moisture-free basis. This is written as: 
where a is a coefficient which varies with the volatile 
matter content of the coal. Variation of Goutal coeffi- 
cient "a** with volatile matter content is illustrated in and the mean of the absolute relative differences by 
Table 3. The value of Goutal coeffkient is obtained 
based on the dry ash-free volatile matter while the N 
Goutal equation (Eq. 6) itself uses volatile matter and 4'1: z l&vQ 
fixed carbon contents on moisture free basis. Goutal i= 1 
[Eq. 81 
equation implies that a constant correlation of 82 calo- 
ries per percent of fixed carbon exist (I4? However, the m e  statisba for b e  dismbution of q are a e  mean 
contribution of. volatile matter to the heating value difference 
depends on the volatile matter content since 'a' varies 
with volatile matter(l4)# stressing the empirical nature of s='E6 
the equation. Another observation from Goutal formu- N i=l 
[ ~ q .  91 
las is that the cornlation is forced to pass Ulmugh the uld and shndard deviation of the differenas 
origin ignoring the possibility that the natural correla- 
tion intercept could be higher. 
N 
The Goutal equation was applied to the proxi- m = [ k . ~ ( 6 i - & ) * ] ~ ~  IQ.IOI 
mate analysis data shown on Table 2 to obtain predicted I= 1 
heating value for each of the coal samples. The calcu- 
lated value Q was again compared with corresponding 
measured value, Qm. Table 4 summarizes the results obtained. The 
mean difference values in Table 4 show that the heating 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the ultimate and proxi- 
mate analyses and measured heating value of the coal 
samples used in this study, As mentioned earlier, 
Equations 1-5 were applied to the ultimate analysis data 
on Table 1 while Equation 6 was applied to the proxi- 
mate analysis data on Table 2 to estimate the heating 
value of the coal samples. The performance of each 
equation in predicting the heating value of Alaskan 
coals was determined by subjecting the results to statis- 
tical analysis. 
I Prediction Using Ultimate Analysis Data 
'Ihe five existing equations (Eq. 1-5) relating 
heating value with elemental compositions of coal (C, 
H, N, S, 0) obtained via ultimate analysis yielded 
heating values that were compared with corresponding 
. measured value. 
Denoting the difference of the measured and 
ulated heating values for sample number i by 6,= 
Q ,  we define the mean of the absolute differences 
1 N A = R  2 161 r ~ q .  71 
i= 1 
value of Alaskan coals can be predicted by Eq. 2,3, and 
4, to within the acceptable interlaboratory variation of 
measured heating value (55.5 CaYg) recommended by 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 
The value of mean difference obtained for Eq. 1 (due to 
Francis and Lloyd (6)) and from the Boie empirical 
formula (Eq. 5) are higher than the the ASTM accept- 
able experimental difference. The results of the calcu- 
lated meandifference 0(6;), show that the heating value 
of all the Statewide samples can be predicted to within 
about 3.5 CaVg by the theoretical formula derived by 
Mott and Spooner (5 )  for low rank coals (Eq. 3). 
Considering only the mean of absolute relative 
difference values, shown in Table 4, it appears that Eq. 
3 (proposed by Mott and Sp~oner('~)) is the best of all the 
equations (with At value of 1.10,%) in predicting the 
heating value of Alaskan coals. This is followed by Eq. 
4 (proposed by Givenet al.(4)). Eq. 1 is the poorest (with 
Ar value of 2.0%) in predicting the heating valuof the 
Statewide set of samples. 
A comparison of the Ar value obtained for 
Equation 5 in this study with those reported by Boie, et 
al. and Ringen, et al. suggests that Eq. 5 better 
predicts the hating value of Alaskan coals than Wyo- 
ming coals. Ringer et al. ('1 reported Ar ialue of 1.86% 
for 54 Wyoming coal samples when Eq. 5 (due to Boie, 
et al. o, was applied. This is higher than the 1.68% 
obtained in this study for Alaskan coals. Also, applica- 
tion of Eq. 5 to western Canadian upgraded low rank 
coals by Friesen and Ogunsola(19 yielded a higher Ar 
value than obtained in the present study. Again, this 
implies that Eq. 5 gives a better prediction of Alaskan 
coals than it is of western Canadiancoals and Wyoming 
coals. Similarly, Eqs. 1-4 predict the heating values of 
Alaskan coals better than those of western Canadian 
coals. dr values for Eq. 1-3 were reported to be greater 
than 2% for western Canadian coals(15). Results ob- 
tained by Given et al.(')who applied Eq. 4 to 1004 coals 
from the lower 48 yield relatively poorer prediction for 
those coals than for Alaskan coals. The value of the 
mean difference reported by Given et al. for coals 
from the various provinces in the U.S. as well as all the 
coals together varies from about 31.5 CaUg for all 
lignite samples to about 62 CaVg for all coal samples. 
Also, about 71 CaVg was obtained for all coals from the 
Eastern province. These values are much higher than 
the 9.5 CaVg obtained for Alaskan coals. 
Inorder to evaluate the difference (if any) in the 
predictability of the heating value of coals from the 
different regions, the Statewide coal samples were 
separated into three groups based on the three different 
regions. Eq. 1-5 were then applied to the elemental 
analysis data set in each region. Table 4 shows, values 
of the mean absolute difference, mean absolute relative 
difference (Ar), the mean difference (6-)), and the stan- 
dard deviation of relative difference {q) obtained by 
subjecting the measured and calculated heating values 
for each formula to statistical analysis. 
From the results, it appears that the heating 
values of the Northern coal samples are better predicted 
by d l  the five equations than those of the Interior coals 
which in turn are better predicted than those of the 
Southern coals except for Eq. 1 and 2 which give a better 
prediction for of the Southern coals than the Interior 
coals. The reason for the better prediction of the heating 
value of the Northern region coals is probably because 
of the less variation in the elemental composition of 
these co Js compared to the Interior and Southerncoals. 
This is supported by the results obtained by Given and 
his co-workers(*,when Eq. 4 was applied to 10014 coal 
samples from the lower 48 states. In general, the 
performance of each of the five formulae in predicting 
the heating value of the Northern coals is about two 
times better as that of the Interior and Southern coals. 
The heating values of the statewide coal samples are 
even better predicted than for both the Interior and 
Southern coal samples (see Table 4). In summary, the 
order of predictability for the Northern coals, is: 
For the Interior coals, the order is: 
Eq. 1 c E q . 5  cEq.  2 cEq.  3 = E q . 4  
and for the Southern coals the order is: 
Eq. l < E q . S < E q . 2 < E q . 4 < E q . 3  
For the Statewide samples, the order is: 
Eq. l < E q . 5 c E q . 2 < E q . 4  c E q . 3  
Figures 1 and 2, which are plots of measured 
versus predicted heating value for Eq. 3 and 5, pictori- 
ally illustrates the superiority of Eq. 3 (the best) over Eq. 
5 (the poorest). Although it appears that 4 . 3  (due to 
Mott and Sp~oner'~)), which was developed for low- 
rank coals (co als with > 15% oxygen content), is better 
than most of the other formulae for predicting the 
heating value of low rank coals in the Interior and 
Southern Alaska. It is not as good as Eq. 4, proposed by 
Givenet al.(4), particularly for the Interior Alaskan coals 
(see Figs. 1 and 3 and Table 4). The difference between 
measured and calculated heating value by Eq. 4 is 
pictorially illustrated in Fig. 3. Notice the difference in 
the degree of scatter in the data of the different sets of 
coal. 
Predictions of Heating Value from Proximate 
Analysis Data 
In order to evaluate the reliability of predicting 
the heating value of Alaskan coals from the proximate 
analysis data (fixed carbon, volatlle matter, and ash 
contents), Goutal formula (Eq. 6), which utilizes fixed 
carbon and volatile matter, was applied. This equation 
was forced to pass through the origin, hence there is no 
intercept. 
Table 5 shows the mean difference, mean of 
absolute relative difference, and average absolute dif- 
ference Results presented on Tables 4 and S provide a 
basis for comparing and contrasting the use of existing 
equations derived from ultimate analysis and proximate 
analysis data for accurate prediction of the heating 
value of Alaskan coals. From the results on Tables 4 
and 5, it is obvious that all the formulae derived from 
ultimate analysis data (Eq. 1-5) are better than the 
Goutal formula (Eq.6) derived from the proximate 
analysis data in predicting the heating value of the 
statewide coal samples used in this study. For example, 
the worst model (Eq. 1) obtained from the ultimate 
analysis, which predicts the heating value of the state- 
wide samples to within 2%, is better than the Goutal 
formula (Eq.6). Hence, prediction of heating value of 
statewide sample set is more reliable using the formulae 
derived from ultimate analysis than from the proximate 
analysis. On regional basis, the formula derived from 
proximate analysis appears to predict the high rank 
coals of the Northern region better than it does for the 
lower rank coals of the Interior and Southern Alaska. 
The Northern coals can be predicted to within 6% while 
those of the Interior and Southern regions can respec- 
tively be predicted to 12% and 14%. Extent of predict- 
ability of Eq. 6 is pictorially illustrated in Figure 4. 
Although, the results obtained in this study 
suggest that the heating value of Alaskan coals can 
better be estimated from the ultimate analysis than from 
the proximate analysis data, it is recommended that 
correlation models obtained from proximate analysis 
be used to estimate the heating value of coals, particu- 
larly from a new field. It is more economical to use 
equation involving proximate analysis to estimate the 
thermal quality of a new field during exploration since 
it is cheaper to obtain proximate analysis than ultimate 
analysis. Besides, proximate analysis of coal must be 
done before ultimate analysis and heating value can be 
reported on the conventional dry, ash-free basis. So, 
just obtaining the proximate analysis can reasonably 
(within less than 100 CaVg) estimate the heating value 
on any basis of choice. Whereas, if you determine the 
heating value either experimentally or by calculation 
from the ultimate analysis, you still need to determine 
the proximate analysis. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this study has been application and 
evaluation of appropriate models for estimating the 
thermal quality of Alaskan wals from proximate and 
ultimate analyses data. 
About 247 coal samples from the major coal 
fields in the Northern, Interior, and Southern Alaska 
were used in the study. The fields of study include those 
from the Deadfall Syncline, Nenana, Jarvis Creek, 
Little Tonzona, Beluga-Yetna, Kenai, Chicnuk, and 
Matanuska. Five existing formulae (Eq. 1-5) derived 
from ultimate analysis data and one derived from fixed 
carbon and volatile matter (Eq. 6) were applied to 
Alaskancoals todetermine their reliability in predicting 
the heating value of these coals. 
From the results, the heating value of Alaskan 
coals could generally be predicted to within 100 CaUg 
of the average value by the existing formulae derived 
from ultimate analysis. The Goutal formula (Eq. 6), 
derived from proximate analysis was off by more than 
10 percent. for the statewide, Interior, and Southern 
coals. 
The accuracy of prediction was found to vary 
with equation and coal region. For example, the North- 
ern coals were best predicted by all the models. How- 
ever, Eq. 2 was the best for the Northern coals. 
In spite of the relatively better accuracy exhib- 
ited by equations derived from the elemental analysis 
data over that derived from the proximate analysis in 
predicting the heating value of Alaskancoals, the Goutal 
formula (Eq. 6) obtained from fixed carbon and volatile 
matter can still be used to estimate the thermal quality 
of a new coal field.. This is because of the economic 
advantage that would be derived from using proximate 
analysis data over those of ultimate analysis. For 
example, proximate analysis has to be done in order to 
report ultimate analysis andlor heating value on the 
conventional dry, ash-free basis. This is particularly 
attractive for assessing the thermal quality of a new 
exploratory coalfield. 
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Table 1 : Ultimate Analysis and Measured Heating Value of Alaskan Coals 
Samples Used 
Region 
-------- 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
D r y ,  Ash Free- 
I Total 
I c H N 0 Sulfur 
(wt. ,010) (wt. ,Oh) (wt. ,%) (wt. ,%) (wt. ,010) 
------I - ----- -I----_ ---CI*- I------ 
68.68 5.18 0.89 25.07 0.18 
70.47 5.01 0.79 23.48 0.25 
70.38 5.23 0.88 23.05 0.46 
70.54 5.43 0.92 22.73 0.38 
69.81 5.34 1.74 22.60 0.51 
69.51 5.16 0.81 24.24 0.27 
69.67 5.16 0.89 24.03 0.25 
68.97 5.21 0.82 24.69 0.31 
66.21 4.93 0.45 27.55 0.87 
68.73 5.20 0.75 25,09 0.23 
70.29 5.45 0.90 22.96 0.40 
68.40 5.54 0.94 24.84 0.28 
69.54 5.60 0.93 23.37 0.56 
68.60 4.97 0.93 25.30 0.20 
72.90 5.56 1.15 20.18 0.21 
71.01 5.24 0.96 22.54 0.25 
70.69 5.1 5 0.81 23.06 0.29 
71.21 5.09 0.83 22.62 0.25 
70.77 5.13 0.78 23.08 0.23 
69.54 5.49 0.87 23.78 0.33 
69.63 5.56 0.90 23.44 0.46 
69.76 5.30 0.84 23.54 0.56 
69.59 5.12 0.83 24.18 0.27 
70.09 5.34 0.83 23.50 0.24 
70.39 5.44 0.89 22.84 0.44 
69.62 5.20 0.87 23.82 0.49 
70.64 5.22 0.85 22.96 0.33 
70.00 5.22 0.87 23.39 0.53 
70.35 5.1 6 0.90 23.00 0.59 
69.70 5.14 032 23.64 0.60 
70.67 5.01 0.94 22.97 0.41 
69.43 5.44 0.98 23.57 0.59 
68.49 5.15 0.85 25.19 0.32 
68.66 5.24 0.88 24.93 0.28 
70.1 1 5.17 0.85 23.59 0.29 
69.97 5.07 0.77 23.92 0.27 
69.69 5.33 0.87 23.63 0.49 
70.75 5.36 0.91 22.31 0.67 
69.85 5.42 0.89 23.53 0.32 
-- 
Heating 1 
Value 
Callg 
----*--- 
6736 
6771 
6687 
6655 
6663 
6526 
6546 
6495 
6077 
6486 
6642 
6574 
6579 
6529 
701 5 
6769 
6603 
6623 
6603 
6584 
6596 
6652 
6658 
6643 
6626 
6636 
6685 
673 1 
6682 
6672 
6681 
6623 
6627 
6653 
6575 
6556 
6569 , 
661 9 
6622 
Table 1 : (Cont.) 
D r y ,  Ash Free- 
I Total Heating I 
I c H N 0 Sulfur Value 
Region (wt.,%) (wt. ,%) (wt.,%) (wt.,%) (wt. ,010) Callg 
-I------*--*---- -----I- -- ---- .II------. --I-.--- ---I---- 
Interior 69.25 5.30 0.85 24.36 0.25 6727 
Interior 65.73 5.22 0.86 27.90 0.29 6659 
Interior 69.29 5.43 0.88 24.11 0.28 6709 
Interior 67.24 5.54 0.91 25.93 0.38 601 6 
Interior 73.81 4.19 1 .I4 20.43 0.43 6799 
Interior 74.33 3.66 0.92 18.86 2.23 681 8 
Interior 71.09 4.82 0.59 22.01 1.49 6781 
Interior 69.43 4.83 1.09 24.08 0.57 6693 
Interior 71.73 3.42 0.76 21.30 3.21 6703 
Interior 70.83 5.02 1.13 21.53 1.49 6906 
Interior 73.17 4.72 0.55 21.23 0.33 7042 
Northern 84.18 4.96 1.43 9.05 0.37 81 23 
Northern 84.1 5 4.76 1.57 9.12 0.40 81 24 
Northern 83.1 1 5.30 1.27 10.02 0.31 8112 
Northern 83.1 3 5.29 1.50 9.74 0.34 8117 
Northern 82.79 5.18 1,48 10.17 0.39 81 29 
Northern 82.82 5.36 1.57 9.88 0.37 81 34 
Northern 82.97 5.38 1.39 10.03 0.23 81 34 
Northern 83.1 5 5.25 1.48 9.82 0.30 81 43 
Northern 82.58 5.56 1.67 9.72 0.47 81 36 
Northern 83.70 5.04 1.53 9.54 0.20 8097 
Northern 80.75 5.50 1.71 11.56 0.49 7932 
Northern 80.64 5.32 1.51 12.01 0.53 7953 
Northern 82.78 4.68 1.41 10.93 0.20 7862 
Northern 80.41 5.34 1.61 12.19 0.46 7876 
Northern 83.78 5.06 1.44 9.42 0.31 8058 
Northern 82.93 5.20 1.78 9.79 0.30 8087 
Northern 83.38 5.08 1,41 9.80 0.33 8092 
Northern 83.1 9 5.04 1 .SO 10.04 0.24 8058 
Northern 82.34 5.34 1.73 10.13 0.46 8061 
Northern 82.81 5.46 1.52 9.85 0.36 8144 
Northern 83.32 5.45 1.25 9.75 0.23 8221 
Northern 83.29 5.55 1.23 9.65 0.28 8226 
Northern 82.85 5.56 1.26 10.08 0.24 81 99 
Northern 82.86 5.52 1.17 10.26 0.20 821 0 
Northern 83.04 5.61 1.36 9.75 0.24 8229 
Northern 83.54 5.75 1.48 9.01 0.21 8259 
Northern 83.98 5.34 1.68 8.70 0.30 8259 
Northern 83.45 5.52 1.74 8.98 0.31 8254 
Northern 83.27 5.53 1.26 9.75 0.19 8257 
Northern 83.45 5.46 1.38 9.49 0,21 61 98 
Northern 83.70 5.24 1.40 9.05 0.61 81 72 
Table 1: (Cont ) 
Dry, Ash Free- 
I Total 
I c H N 0 Sulfur 
Region (wt.,%) (wt.,%) (wt.,%) (wt.,%) (wt.,%) 
-------- ------- ------- ---_*-- -_---__ 
Northern 82.92 5.46 1.80 9.48 0.34 
Northern 83.28 5.29 1.30 9.76 0.38 
Northern 82.76 5.67 1.58 9.73 0.25 
Northern 81.83 5.60 1.75 10.60 0.22 
Northern 83.60 5.25 1.54 9.32 0.29 
Northern 83.94 5.31 1.47 8.95 0.32 
Northern 83.53 5.41 1.18 9.68 0.21 
Northern 82.91 5.70 1.58 9.36 0.45 
Northern 83.50 5.17 1.39 9.7 0.24 
Northern 03.77 5.14 1.44 9.19 0.46 
Northern 83.64 5.09 1.42 9.6 0.25 
Northern 84.76 5.38 1.43 8.13 0.29 
Northern 84.1 1 5.49 1.43 8.75 0.23 
Northern 83.99 5.36 1.42 8.98 0.26 
Northern 85.1 8 5.26 1.46 7.84 0.27 
Northern 83.44 5.38 1.28 9.66 0.23 
Northern 82.87 5.17 1.25 10.42 0.28 
Northern 83.24 4.94 1.17 10.37 0.28 
Northern 83.64 4.65 1.24 10.25 0.22 
Northern 83.43 5.41 1.19 9.73 0.25 
Northern 84.40 5.29 1.38 8.58 0.34 
Southern 70.48 5.38 1.04 22.91 0.19 
Southern 70.58 5.45 1.04 22.71 0.21 
Southern 71.22 5.32 0.97 22.29 0.20 
Southern 69.80 5.56 0.99 23.37 0.28 
Southern 67.59 5.1 1 0.79 26.35 0.16 
Southern 67.16 5.24 0.73 26.35 0.08 
Southern 70.77 5.42 1.07 22.55 0.20 
Southern 67.55 5.68 1.05 25.33 0.39 
Southern 71.38 5.06 1.25 21.88 0.43 
Southern 70.25 5.76 1.12 22.69 0.1 8 
Southern 72.05 5.34 1.08 21.36 0.18 
Southern 71.09 5.54 1.31 21.76 0.30 
Southern 69.1 1 5.1 1 0.91 24.53 0.34 
Southern 70.30 6.03 1.02 22.44 0.21 
Southern 68.40 5.51 1.16 24.65 0.28 
Southern 69.42 5.29 1.14 23.81 0.35 
Southern 70.40 5.16 1,09 23.09 0.27 
Southern 70.01 5.25 0.79 23.74 0.21 
Southern 70.08 5.09 0.73 23.74 0.26 
Southern . 71.93 530  1.00 21-57 0.20 
Southern 69.40 5.49 1.28 23.57 0.26 
Heating ( 
Value 
Callg 
-1---1-- 
81 77 
81 58 
81 69 
81 79 
81 88 
81 91 
81 81 
81 84 
8053 
81 33 
81 15 
801 9 
8259 
8212 
81 79 
8083 
794 5 
7896 
7858 
821 4 
81 51 
671 8 
6759 
6792 
6674 
6593 
6576 
6793 
6556 
6869 
6733 
681 1 
6866 
6526 
6787 
6471 
6477 
6546 
6751 
6458 \ 
6924 
6607 
Table 1: (Cont.) 
D r y ,  Ash Free- 
I Total Heating I 
I c H N 0 Sulfur Value 
Region (wt. ,010) (wt. ,%) (wt. ,010) (wt. ,%) (wt. ,%) Callg 
- - - -- 
Southern 69.79 5.56 1.13 23.27 0.25 6691 
Southern 70.29 5.08 1.03 23.47 0.1 3 6700 
Southern 70.39 5.32 1.21 22.77 0.30 671 0 
Southern 70.26 5.31 1.02 23.20 0.20 6661 
Southern 70.79 5.35 1.09 22.61 0.1 6 6662 
~outhhn  70.54 5.07 1.19 23.00 0.20 66 74 
Table 2: Proximate Analysis and Measured Heating Value of Alaskan Coal 
Samples Used 
Region 
-------- 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
lnterior 
Interior 
lnterior 
- Moisture Free Basis- ,Dry, Ash Free- 
I (wt.,%) I (wt.,%) 
I Fixed Volat~le 1 Fixed Volatile 
Ash Carbon Matter Carbon Matter 
----* ----I- -I--- ------ ".------ 
15.52 38.28 46.20 45.31 54.69 
8.97 40.94 50.09 44.97 55.03 
7.20 44,17 48.63 47.60 52.40 
12.26 41.00 46.75 46.73 53.27 
12.14 39.06 48.80 44.46 55.54 
10.25 42.81 46.94 47.70 52.30 
8.55 44.36 47.09 48.51 51.49 
4.19 42.90 52.90 44.78 55.22 
8,91 43.52 47.57 47.78 52.22 
7.85 41.47 50.68 45.00 55.00 
8.44 44.02 47.54 48.08 51.92 
8.01 44.01 47.98 47.84 52.16 
9.06 43.25 47.70 47.56 52.44 
17.26 36.37 46.37 43.96 56.04 
12.51 39.22 48.27 44.83 55.17 
13.18 43.30 43.52 49.87 50.13 
10.74 44.03 45.23 49.33 50.67 
9.77 44.38 45.85 49.19 50.81 
11.96 42.08 45.96 47.80 52.20 
9.60 42.16 48.24 46.64 53.36 
8.98 43.36 47.67 47.64 52.36 
10.15 42.84 47.01 47.68 52.32 
10.25 41.99 47.46 46.79 53.21 
13.95 40.14 45.91 46.65 53.35 
7.62 41.65 50.73 45.09 54.91 
7.96 43.50 48.54 47.26 52.74 
11.22 41.73 47.05 47.00 53.00 
12.56 43.23 44.22 49.44 50.56 
10.30 41.50 48.20 46.27 53.73 
8.09 40.97 50.91 44.58 55.42 
11.25 42.07 46.68 47.40 52.60 
7.72 48.45 43.73 52.50 47.50 
16.72 36.67 46.61 44.03 55.97 
11.41 43.01 45.58 48.55 51.45 
12.69 44.34 42.96 50.78 49.22 
4.08 48.65 47.28 50.72 49.28 
6.34 46.97 46.57 50.15 49.85 
11.70 41.77 46.53 47.30 52.70 
7.98 44.08 47.94 47.90 52.10 
9.48 43.02 47.51 47.53 52.47 
I Heating 
I Value 
(Cal/g,ddf) 
----- 
5549 
5968 
6027 
5773 
5795 
6002 
61 52 
5822 
6036 
5977 
6092 
61 72 
5988 
5480 
5924 
5784 
6042 
6329 
6096 
5969 
6058 
5968 
6046 
5618 
6100 
61 53 
5976 
5853 
5939 
61 06 
5931 
6285 
5647 
6118 
5853 
6823 
6596 
5848 
6023 ' 
5907 
Table 2. (Cont.) 
-Moisture Free Basii- ,Dry, Ash Free- 
I (wt. ,%) I (wt. ,Yo) ) Heating 
I Fixed Volatile 1 Fixed Volatile I Value 
Region Ash Carbon Matter Carbon Matter (Cal/g,daf) 
--1--1 ----- ----- ----- ------ ----*-- "---_- 
Interior 13.25 39.65 47.1 0 45.71 54.29 5742 
Interior 8.44 42.59 48.98 46.52 53.48 6098 
lnterior 13.05 41.49 45.46 47.72 52.28 5717 
Interior 11.07 40.98 47.94 46.08 53.92 5925 
lnterior 1 1.56 40.58 47.86 45.88 54.1 2 5901 
Interior 9.87 42.95 47.18 47.65 52.35 6022 
Interior 9.89 42.85 47.26 47.55 52.45 5971 
lnterior 12,09 41.45 46.46 47.1 5 52.85 5847 
I Interior 9.00 42.09 48.90 46.25 53.75 6059 
lnterior 11 .OO 40.75 48.25 45.79 54.21 5906 
Northern 8.48 55.12 36.40 60.23 39.77 7490 
Northern 9.33 56.27 34.40 62.06 37.94 7376 
1 
I Northern 3.87 61.20 34.93 63.66 36.34 7828 
I 
Northern 4.93 62.39 32.68 65.63 34.37 7661 
#,II,I 1 Northern 6.21 61.35 32.44 65.41 34.59 7589 
~llll'l $1 Northern 2.42 62.96 34.63 64.52 35.48 7993 I Northern 5.78 58.38 35.84 61.96 38.04 7647 Northern 7.10 58.77 34.14 63.26 36.74 7537 
r 1 
1 
Northern 3.52 60.57 35.91 62.78 37.22 7893 
Northern 2.79 59.91 37.30 61.63 38.37 7981 
Northern 8.87 55.30 35.83 60.68 39.32 7413 
Northern 4.11 59.42 36.47 61.97 38.03 7861 
Northern 7.47 59.02 33.51 63.78 36.22 7522 
Northern 2.70 62.20 35.10 63.93 36.07 7869 
Northern 3.76 58.86 37.38 61.16 38.84 7869 
Northern 4.98 62.24 32.78 65.50 34.50 7657 
Northern 4.04 67.23 28.73 70.06 29.94 7796 
Northern 2.53 62.62 34.84 64.25 35.75 8051 
Northern 4.48 59.42 36.10 62.21 37.79 7884 
Northern 5.39 64.12 29.49 67.77 32.23 7645 
Northern 3.17 60.10 36.73 62.07 37.93 7701 
Northern 4.31 60.76 34.93 63.50 36.50 7820 
Northern 5.97 63.46 30.57 67.49 32.51 7638 
Northern 3.85 63.24 32.91 65.77 34.23 7785 
Northern 3.38 61.22 35.40 63.36 36.64 791 1 
Northern 5.69 58.93 35.38 62.49 37.51 7672 
Northern 3.00 60.60 36.40 62.47 37.53 7978 
Northern 3.58 60.17 36.25 62.40 37.60 7793 
Northern 3.66 58.66 37.68 60.89 39.1 1 7914 
Northern 3.38 62.34 34.27 64.52 35.48 7859 
Northern 4.15 60.45 35.40 63.07 36.93 7813 
Northern 14.11 52.92 32.97 61.61 38.39 6824 
84 
.... 
-- 
- - 
Table 2. (Cont.) 
,Moisture Free Basis, ,Dry, Ash Free, 
1 (wt.,%) I (wt.,%) 
I Fixed Volatile 1 Fixed Volatile 
Region Ash Carbon Matter Carbon Matter 
------1- ---- ------ ----- ------ .------- 
Northern 15.83 53.89 30.29 64.03 35.97 
Northern 15.64 52.94 31.42 62.75 37.25 
Northern 5.81 59.45 34.74 63.12 36.88 
Northern 3.13 60.30 36.57 62.25 37.75 
Northern 9-82 56.70 33.48 62.87 37.13 
Northern 13.48 58,69 27.83 67.83 32.17 
Northern 5.41 60.68 33.91 64.15 35.85 
Northern 3.53 58.33 38.13 60.46 39.54 
Northern 2.57 59.75 37.68 61.33 38.67 
Northern 4.04 58.43 37.54 60.89 39.1 1 
Northern 11.80 59.48 28.72 67.44 32.56 
Northern 6.27 59.34 34.39 63.31 36.69 
Northern 4.37 59.41 36.22 62.12 37.86 
Northern 3.20 58.91 37.89 60.86 39.14 
Northern 16.29 50.59 33.12 60.43 39.57 
Northern 4.95 56.53 38.52 59.47 40.53 
Northern 4.40 57.14 38.46 59.77 40.23 
Northern 6.70 57.73 35.57 61.88 38.12 
Northern 8.64 54.72 36.64 59.89 40.11 
Northern 13.43 52.65 33.92 60.82 39.1 8 
Northern 12.42 52.22 35.36 59.63 40.37 
Southern 6.07 41.92 52.01 44.63 55.37 
Southern 8.01 43.33 48.65 47.10 52.90 
Southern 9.63 46.68 43.68 51.65 48.35 
Southern 29.23 33.77 37.00 47.72 52.28 
Southern 14.21 42.92 42.87 50.03 49.97 
Southern 18.79 36.03 45.18 44.37 55.63 
Southern 13.67 41.14 45.19 47.65 52.35 
Southern 4.74 40.76 54.50 42.79 57,21 
Southern 6.58 45.67 47.75 48.89 51.1 I 
Southern 3.44 40.54 56.02 41.98 58.02 
Southern 16.63 42.47 40.90 50.94 49.06 
Southern 12.68 42.56 44.76 48.74 51.26 
Southern 11.23 42.29 46.28 47.64 52.36 
Southern 12.63 41.35 46.01 47.33 52.67 
Southern 17.37 35.42 47.21 42.87 57.13 
Southern 5.09 48.34 46.57 50.93 49.07 
Southern 21.56 37.85 40.58 48.25 51.75 
Southern 8.43 45.01 46.56 49.15 50.85 
Southern 6.36 47.04 46.60 50.23 49.77 
Southern 6.38 45.69 47.94 48.80 51.20 
Southern 8.25 43.59 48.16 47.51 52.49 
( Heating 
( Value 
(CaUg,da9 
------ 
6646 
6765 
7704 
7955 
7263 
6799 
7676 
7967 
8044 
7868 
6934 
7647 
7862 
7966 
681 8 
7774 
7896 
7521 
7463 
681 8 
6947 
631 1 
621 7 
6031 
4676 
5756 
551 2 
5762 
6286 
6346 
6349 
5459 
581 6 
5793 
6002 
541 7 
6464 
5248 
6100 
6359 
6273 
61 77 
Table 2. (Cont.) 
- 
Moisture Free Basis- ,Dry, Ash Free- 
I (wt. ,%) I (wt. ,%) ( Heating 
I Fixed Volatile ( Fixed Volatile 1 Value 
Region Ash Carbon Matter Carbon Maner (CaVg,daf) 
--I---- --I_ ---- ----- ------ 1--1-c --I*-- 
Southern 21.55 34.16 44.29 43.55 56.45 5441 
Southern 14.50 40.84 44.66 47.77 52.23 5681 
Southern 11.40 41.16 47.44 46.45 53.55 5867 
Southern 18.32 35.69 45.69 44.06 55.94 5251 
Southern 27.82 32.51 39.67 45.04 54.96 4610 
Southern 24.91 32.08 43.01 42.72 57.28 4778 
Southern 24.97 33.87 41.17 45.13 54.87 4778 
Southern 7.59 44.54 47.87 48.20 51.80 6203 
Southern 15.57 39.48 44.97 46.76 53.24 5446 
Southern 13.17 36.35 50.48 41.86 58.14 5716 
Southern 15.69 36.21 48.11 42.94 57.06 5733 
Southern 18.26 36.66 45.07 44.86 55.14 5337 
Southern 35.60 28.74 35.64 44.63 55.37 4133 
Southern 28.31 34-94 36.75 48.74 51.26 4725 
Southern 29.07 31.01 39.92 43.72 56.28 4804 
Southern 18.78 37.34 43.88 45.98 54.02 5327 
Southern 16.18 39.79 44.01 47.48 52.52 5561 
Southern 13.06 40.37 46.56 46.43 53.57 5679 
Southern 17.64 38.58 43.79 46.84 53.16 5314 ' 
Southern 37.28 35.14 32.29 56.03 43.97 4986 
Southern 23.83 34.19 41.99 44.88 55.12 4999 
Southern 20.10 35.88 44.05 44.88 55.12 5300 
Southern 18.36 34.67 46.97 42.46 57.54 5728 
Southern 9.56 43.09 47.33 47.65 52.35 5930 
Southern 10.87 42.73 46.40 47.94 52.06 5932 
Southern 7.14 40.51 52.35 43.62 56.38 6070 
Southern 9.92 43.35 46.73 48.12 51.88 5926 
Southern 12.39 42.53 45.08 48.55 51 -45 5758 
Southern 13.53 37.02 49.46 42.81 57.19 5868 
Southern 9.75 44.80 45.45 49.64 50.36 5917 
Southern 13.97 40.40 45.63 46.96 53.04 5746 
Southern 8.45 40.76 50.79 44.52 55.48 5815 
Southern 31.68 33.37 34.95 48.85 51.15 4595 
Southern 29.94 34.31 35.75 48.98 51.02 4600 
Southern 8.34 38.49 53.16 42.00 58.00 5754 
Southern 10.51 41 .S4 48.15 46.20 53.80 5319 
Southern 10.06 36.02 53.92 40.05 59.95 5395 
Southern .11.63 39.06 49.31 44.20 55.80 5582 
Southern 29.40 33.62 36.98 47.62 52.38 4666 
Southern 16.44 41.32 42.24 49.45 50.55 5778 
Southern 16.84 39.41 43.74 47.39 52.61 5791 
Southern 10.10 43.61 46.29 48.51 51.49 6092 
Table 2. (( 
Region 
------I- 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
- Mois 
I 
I 
Ash 
;ture Free Basis, 
(w t . ,010) 
Fixed Volatile 
Carbon Matter 
------ ----- 
38.25 42.12 
37.07 39.46 
36.35 39.62 
36.55 39.99 
30.19 44.32 
29.70 45.20 
30.21 45.75 
29.10 45.15 
40.32 46.21 
27.1 1 37.74 
29.53 40.09 
29.61 46.04 
34.64 46.89 
35.74 43.49 
36.65 51.94 
31.54 47.28 
36.22 27.97 
35.1 1 47.44 
32.02 46.90 
35.40 39.61 
38.99 47.37 
40.76 51.48 
38.21 43.58 
39.62 47.23 
35.89 41.46 
38.99 40.86 
38.75 43.74 
43.31 48.59 
36.48 41.84 
37.01 42.41 
37.25 46.96 
33.48 41.42 
31.44 38.32 
29.54 38.04 
33.73 34.33 
39.61 44.14 
42.09 44.04 
42.53 48.94 
37.00 40.18 
34.93 50.42 
26.07 35.46 
43.67 46.10 
,Dry, Ash Free, 
I . (wt.,%) I Heating 
I Fixed Volatile I Value 
Carbon Matter (Cal/g,daf) 
------ ----me- -I---- 
47.60 52.40 5502 
48.44 51.56 4936 
47.85 52.15 5045 
47.76 52.24 5074 
40.51 59.49 4512 
39.65 60.35 4559 
39.77 60.23 4655 
39.20 60.80 4426 
46.60 53.40 5868 
.41.80 58.20 4061 
42.41 57.59 4365 
39.13 60.87 4757 
42.49 57.51 5076 
45.10 54.90 5160 
41.37 58.63 51 71 
40.01 59.99 5068 
56.17 43.83 4923 
42.53 57.47 4984 
40.57 59.43 4986 
47.20 52.80 4916 
45.15 54.85 5671 
44.19 55.81 5725 
46.71 53.29 5917 
45.62 54.38 5597 
46.40 53.60 5287 
48.82 51.18 5441 
46.98 53.02 5509 
47.13 52.87 5996 
46.58 53.42 5077 
46.59 53.41 5131 
44.24 55.76 5262 
44.70 55.30 4976 
45.07 54.93 4514 
43.71 56.29 4566 
54.91 45.09 4737 
47.30 . 52.70 5668 
48.87 51.13 5744 
46.50 53.50 5848 
47.94 52.06 5076 \ 
40.97 59.03 5506 
42.37 57.63 4254 
48.65 51.35 6059 
Table 2. (( 
Region 
-I----- 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
Southern 
>ant.) 
Moisture Free Basis- ,Dry, Ash Free- - 
I (wt. $0) I (wt.,%) 1 Heating 
I Fixed Volatile 1 Fixed Volatile I Value 
Ash Carbon Matter Carbon Matter (CaYg,daf) 
- -  - - --I--- - ---- ------ 
18.85 41.30 39.85 50.89 49.11 5550 
29.92 30.43 39.65 43.42 56.58 4705 
28.10 34.41 37.49 47.86 52.14 4740 
22.84 38.21 38.95 49.52 50.48 5077 
32.34 31.04 36.62 45.88 54.12 4406 
17.75 53.18 40.15 64.66 35.34 5820 
39.02 28.32 32.66 46.45 53.55 3886 
40.02 24.51 35.47 40.87 59.13 4080 
19.49 37.64 42.88 46.76 53.24 5282 
16.20 39.01 44.80 46.55 53.45 5585 
10.08 42.15 47.78 46.87 53.13 5770 
9.13 42.09 48.78 46.32 53.68 5854 
7.39 43.22 49.39 46.67 53.33 5573 
25.36 32.77 41.88 43.90 56.10 4791 
18.10 38.24 43.66 46.69 53.31 5297 
20.85 38.69 40.47 48.89 51.11 5325 
11.53 45.79 42.68 51.76 48.24 5896 
28.55 30.16 41.27 42.21 57.79 4644 
27.86 30.82 41,32 42.72 57.28 4733 
26.01 33.19 40.80 44.86 55.14 4808 
36.87 27.96 35.17 44.28 55.72 4090 
10.63 43.82 45.55 49.03 50.97 5905 
7.84 43.41 48.75 47.10 52.90 5948 
12.07 39.82 48.10 45.28 54.72 6027 
16.68 40.96 42.36 49.16 50.84 5595 
15.40 39.74 44.86 46.97 53.03 5612 
16.89 38.47 44.63 46.29 53.71 5829 
20.88 36.88 42.24 46.61 53.39 5589 
21.41 37.23 41 3 6  47.37 52.63 5355 
11.92 39.24 48.85 44.56 55.44 5527 
7.70 44.68 47.63 48.41 51.59 5539 
7.92 41.24 50.84 44.79 55.21 5839 
30.97 30.30 38.75 43.89 56.11 4372 
27.94 32.48 39.57 45.08 54.92 4626 
28.05 33.67 38.29 46.79 53,21 4779 
40.55 27.05 32.40 45.50 54.50 3817 
10.47 41.42 48.1 1 46.26 53.74 5875 
12.24 42.50 45.27 48.42 51.58 6004 
8.10 43.02 48.88 46.82 53.18 6113 
TABLE 3 
Some Values of the Goutal Coefficient "a" for selected values 
of the volatile content (VP)14 
NOTE: In anthracitic coals, a value of a = 82 is 
employed and is considered constant. For 
coke samples, the value of a = 0 is recom- 
mended. 
TABLE 4 
Summary of Statistical Results for Predictability of Heating Value by Models 
Derived from Ultimate Analysis 
Formula: 
Average Heating Value (CaVg) 
Mean Absolute Difference (CaVg) 
Mean of Absolute Relative Difference, & (%) 
Mean Difference, G (CaVg) 
Standard Deviation of Relative Difference, o 
Average Heating Value (CaPg) 
Mean Absolute Difference, A (Callg) 
Mean of Absolute Relative Difference, Ar (%) 
Mean Difference, S (CaVg) 
Standard Deviation of Relative Difference 
Average Heating Value (CaVg) 
Mean Absolute Difference . A (CaVg) 
Mean of Absolute Relative Difference, AT (%) 
Mean Difference, 6 (CaVg) 
Standard Deviation of Relative Difference 
Average Heating Value (CaVg) 
Mean Absolute Difference, A (CaVg) 
Mean of Absolute Relative Difference, Ar (%) 
Mean Difference, 6 (CaVg) 
Standard Deviation of Relative Dierence 
TABLE 5 
Summary of Statistical Results for Predictability of Heating Value by Model [Eq. 61 
Derived from Proximate Analysis 
Region 
Average Measured Heating Value (CaVg) 
Mean Absolute Difference, A (cdg) 
Mean Absolute Relative Difference Ar, (%) 
Mean Difference, 6 (CaVg) 
Standard Deviation of Relative Dierence, a 
Northern State- 
Goutal Interior Southern wide 
Fig. 1 : Measured vs. Predicted Heating Value 
Derived from Ultimate Analysis of Alaskan Coals 
- 
Obtained by Equation #3 
- .= 
I 
6000 1 I 1 1 I 
6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 850 
Measured Heating Value (CaVg) 
Fig. 2: Measured vs. Predicted Heating Value 
Derived from Ultimate Analysis of Alaskan Coals 
Obtained by Equation #5 
6000 1 I I I I 
6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 
Measured Heating Value (CaVg) 
Fig. 3: Measured vs. Predicted Heating Value 
Derived from Ultimate Analysis of Alaskan Coals 
Obtained by Equation #4 I .# 
5 I = Bituminous 
I I 
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I 
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Fig. 4. Measured vs. Predicted Heating Value 
Derived from Proximate Analysis of Alaskan Coals 
Obtained by Equation #6 
-- 
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CAN COAL REPLACE OIL IN RURAL ALASKA? 
Dale R. Letourneau, P.E. 
Arctic Slope Consulting Group, Inc.. Anchorage, AK 
ABSTRACT HISTORY 
Before the discovery of major oil and gas re- 
serves in Alaska, coal was of prime importance as a 
fuel source. The lower costs associated with oil and 
gas use spurred conversion, away from coal for power 
generation and heating, in locations where they were 
readily available. The low initial cost of diesel gener- 
ating plants allowed the electrification of many remote 
villages. 
Fuel cost has since become a major compo- 
nent of the cost of living for most Alaskans. The State 
of Alaska has recognized this overwhelming depen- 
dence on oil and is seeking price stable alternatives. 
Coal has been targeted as a replacement as it is Alaska's 
most abundant energy resource. 
Many rural Alaskan communities are located 
in proximity to mineable coal deposits and most of 
Alaska's major communities are located along navi- 
gable waters, providing an economic means of trans- 
port. The environmental risks associated with ship- 
ping a solid fuel, such as coal, are lower than with liq- 
uid fuels. 
Funding from the State of Alaska has allowed 
ASCG INC. to investigate the feasibility of coal-fired 
electric generating and heating plants at a number of 
western Alaskan communities. Funding from the North 
Slope Borough allows continuing demonstration of coal 
mining in the amic,as well as for delivery of coal mined 
to nearby villages for domestic space heating. 
Economic comparisons of the cost to generate 
electricity with coal in targeted western Alaska loca- 
tions, using conventionally designed and constructed 
plants, has not shown the conversion from oil to be 
justified. Coal is being successfully mined in the arc- 
tic on a demonstration basis. The use of coal for do- 
mestic space heating in the villages has had measured 
acceptance. 
Before the arrival of western man, Native Alas- 
kans had already been using coal for heating in areas 
where it was readily available. Western man "discov- 
ered" coal in Alaska at Cape Beaufort in 1826. Ini- 
tially, small amounts of Alaskan coal were mined for 
use by whalers and aboard ships. The gold rush cre- 
ated increased coal demand to power dredges and 
riverboats, thaw gravel, and heat buildings. The ma- 
jority of this demand was imported from the Lower 48 
and Canada, with some coal supplied from local 
s0UTces. 
The 1920's saw surveys of the National Petro- 
leum Reserve No.4 (NPR4) and the western arctic re- 
gion by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). 
During this same era, oil was discovered in California. 
Its availability began the conversion of mining equip- 
ment to gasoline power. 
In the ensuing decades, numerous mapping and 
reconnaissance surveys were conducted by the USGS 
and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) to quantify the 
coal potential of the western arctic. One such survey 
was conducted in 1946 and 1947 to identify potential 
coal deposits for heating use in local villages. Local 
coal was to replace coal, which was being imported 
from the Lower 48 and supplied to villages under a 
program started by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) 
in the 1890's. 
In the 1950's, while efforts to quantify the coal 
potential of Alaska by various agencies of the Federal 
Government were continuing, the BIA started install- 
ing bulk fuel oil tanks in schools and converting to oil 
heat. The availability of fuel oil in the villages prompted 
conversion to oil heating in homes, initiating the de- 
cline of residential coal use (Table 1). 
The oil embargoes of the 1970's caused dra- 
matic oil price increases that had large impacts on oil 
TABLE 1 
BIA Coal Shipments To Western Alaska 
A one time shipment of 1000 tons was 
made to St. Paul in 1963. 
'Ihree tons were delivered to the Seward 
peninsula in polypropylene bags in 1986 
dependent rural Alaska. Energy cost became an over- 
whelming part of the cost of living. m e  State of Alaska 
was driven to seek relief from oil price volatility by 
identifying alternative energy sources. 
Beginning in 1980, the Alaska Power Author- 
ity (APA) commissioned a series of studies to assess 
alternative energy sources available to rural Alaskans. 
One such study for the City of Kotzebue (Arctic Slope 
Technical Services, et al., 1982) assessed the feasibil- 
jty of whd, hydroelectric, geothermal, and coal as en- 
ergy sources. Coal was identified as having the most 
potential as a replacement for oil in this particular lo- 
cation. 
In order to tap the enormous potential of the 
western Alaskan coals, a number of APA studies con- 
centrated on assessing the development of this resource. 
An early study, which focused on western Alaska 
(Dames & Moore, 1981). assessed the following: 
(a) Resource Availability 
The resource assessment identified three coal 
deposits with potential to serve the needs of western 
Alaska. These were the North Slope coals, the coals of 
the Seward Peninsula, and the coal deposits along the 
Kobuk River. 
(b) Feasibility of Use for Heating and Electrical Gen- 
eration 
ing all the villages of the study area: 
The conclusions reached were that due to 
the quality of the coals and quantity of the 
reserves, a centrally located western arctic 
mine was most economic. The deposit 
should be surface mined, have reserves of 
60,000 to 100,000 tons per year for 20 
years, and the coal should have a heating 
value of 10,000 BTUnb minimum. 
2. Local and subregional versus regional util- 
ity companies: 
The local case provided independent plants 
in each village. 7'he regional utility cases 
provided for larger centrally located plants 
interconnected via transmission lines. 
Small coal fired plants (less than 500 kW) 
were found to be uneconomic. The high 
cost of transmission lines made local power 
plants with interconnections no more than 
30 miles long the best generation option. 
3. Transportation modes: 
Roads from the local coal deposits versus 
barge transportation from a centrally lo- 
cated mine were considered. Barges were 
found to provide the most viable uanspor- 
tation option. The mine should be located 
within reasonable distance of the coast (20 
miles). 
(c) Marketability Study 
The marketability study of western arctic coal 
focused on defining the market opportunities for this 
coal, estimating the cost of coal as a fuel in compari- 
son to oil, and examining the social and environmental 
impacts which mining would have in the western arc- 
tic. The results of this phase were that the coal located 
at Cape Beaufort was the most economic source to serve 
western Alaska. Small scale mines serving a domestic 
market (100,000 tonslyr or less) were found to be only 
marginally economic, To be able to compete interna- 
tionally, a mine must have a production level of at least 
2,000,000 tonstyr. 
RECENT DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 
3% 
The feasibility assessment phase of the study Following these studies, the State of Alaska, tL 
,PT compared: the North Slope Borough, and the Arctic Slope Regional 
2 + Corporation began a cooperative effort to demonstrate 
$ 4  1. Mining local coal deposits versus mining the potential of western arctic coal and at the same time 
." 
a single large deposit capable of supply- serve a portion of the energy needs of western Alaska. 
~ h ;  1 Three projects were initiated; two of which opened 
, * demonstration mines to supply coal for domestic heat- 
, ,;#$ 
1 .t ing, and a third to determine the feasibility of develop- 
;@] I ing of a full scale mining operation. 
. ior  , 
TASK 
Determine feasibility of a 
western arctic coal industry 
Demonstrate feasibility of 
mining coal and its use for 
domestic heating 
Demonstrate feasibility of 
mining coal and its use for 
domestic heating 
b 
PROJECT 
Western Arctic Coal 
Development Project 
Western Arctic Coal 
Demonstration Project 
Atqasuk Coal Project 
<&I : 1 Western Arctic Coal Development Project 
SPONSORS 
Alaska Native Foundation & 
Department of Community 
and Regional Affairs 
North Slope Borough 
North Slope Borough 
Phase I 
This project consisted of three phases, beginning in 
1984. Phase I evaluated the potential of two regional 
deposits to serve the power and heating needs of west- 
ern Alaska. Of the Cape Beaufort and Deadfall Syn- 
cline coalfields, the latter was selected as the most prom- 
ising minesite. This was concluded based on the higher 
quality and mineability of the Deadfall Syncline coal. 
despite Deadfall Syncline's location several miles from 
tidewater. 
Phase II 
The project's Phase I1 performed a market evaluation 
to identify potential end users of the coal. It also col- 
lected the field data and performed the necessary in- 
frastructure and impact studies required to evaluate 
commercial feasibility of a mine at the Deadfall Syn- 
cline. This phase identified a potential instate market 
of 500,000 tonlyr, given conversion by the military, 
industry, and the 130 communities considered candi- 
dates for conversion. A base case 50,000 tonlyr mine 
was used to determine infixstructure requirements and 
transportation costs. 
(, : , I 1 !  At the base case production level, cost of delivered coal 
was determined. Table 2 compares the delivered cost 1 . !  of coal and fuel oil in the listed communities for use in 
! ' *  
residential heating. 
The large gap between coal and diesel costs, 
especially apparent in Nome and Kotzebue, provided 
the incentive for pursuing a conversion in those com- 
munities. Also apparent from the table, is the shrink- 
ing of the cost gap the more southerly the community. 
The incentive for conversions in communities located 
closer to the source, of oil and further from the coal 
source is reduced by the increase in the shipping costs 
for coal. 
After comparing the costs of power generation 
and heating with both fuel types, it was concluded that 
coal fired generation and district heating could be jus- 
tified in the larger communities. In smaller villages, 
those requiring less than 500 kW of generation, a cen- 
tral coal fired generating and heating plant was found 
to be uneconomic. However, the use of coal in stoves 
and furnaces for heat is advantageous in those smaller 
communities. 
TABLE 2 
Residential Heating Delivered Fuel Cost, 
1986$ 
Diesel l2lamm ifdMHu 
Kotzebue 4.5 11.6 
Nome 4.7 1 10.95 
Bethel 5.04 8.99 
Dilllngham 5.17 7.76 
Dutch Harbor 5.21 5.73 
Kodiak 
Phase III 
Phase 111 of the project tested coal stove per- 
formance and proceeded with conceptual engineering 
and cost estimates for power plants in three western 
Alaska locations. It also considered a number of other 
production scenarios at the Deadfall Syncline mine and 
calculated mining costs and delivered coal prices for 
these cases. 
Coal stoves 
Testing of residential coal stoves found the 
units to be 64% efficient in converting the heating value 
of the coal into beneficial home heat, Given the low 
sulfur content of the coal being supplied for the coal 
stove program, the sulfur emissions from the coal stoves 
was found to be less than the emissions from a diesel 
fuel fired furnace. While oil produced 76.7 lbs of SO21 
yr, the coal stoves produced only 6.9 lbdyr. 
I Power Plant Feasibility 
To aid ~n determining viability of coal fired 
power plants supplied from the Deadfall Syncline, coal 
cost at various production rates were projected. These 
cost are shown graphically in Figure 1. 
Conceptual plant designs and cost studies were 
performed for the cities of Kotzebue and Nome, and 
for the Red Dog mine. These locations were selected 
for their proximity to the Deadfall Syncline coal mine 
and for their large cost gaps between coal and oil. The 
size of the load base in these locations also fit the guide- 
lines established in the previous studies. 
Designs and cost estimates of conventional 
Rankine cycle, coal-fired, generating plants, with par- 
tial district heating systems were prepared (SFT Inc., 
1992). The expected number of plant staff required 
.. the and level of operating and maintenance expenses 
were estimated. These are summarized in Table 3 and 
"mpared to similar data for existing oil fired plants. 
g 
6 The cod fired plant figures represent redun- 
dant boiler, single turbine plants with a capacity to meet 
existing as well as projected load growth over the 10 
& year study term. The data for diesel-fired power plants / f is based on costs to expand the existing diesel plants 
/ # Blumph~y, 1993). 
Additional diesel plant capacity costs are those 
incremental costs to replace retired units or add new 
units to an existing plant in order to meet the expected 
load growth, These projects usually involve a retrofit 
of an existing facility, which utilizes the existing infra- 
structure to the maximum extent. 
The heat rates given show the efficiency ad- 
vantage diesel generation has over a conventional steam 
cycle, coal plant. The diesel plants exhibit overall effi- 
ciencies in the 32% to 38% range, versus the calcu- 
lated efficiencies of 21% for the coal fired plants. The 
simplicity of construction and operation of the diesel 
plants is reflected in the installed cost per kwh and in 
the number of operating staff required. 
The coal plant staff includes four shifts of me- 
chanical, electrical, and operating staff to provide 24 
hour, seven day per week coverage, Five day per week 
supervisory and administrative staff positions are also 
included. Possible reductions in these numbers could 
be garnered through integration of the coal plant with 
the existing diesel plant. 
Before an economic comparison could be car- 
ried out, the cost trend of diesel fuel was projected 
(Analysis North, 1991). The predicted prices of utility 
and residential oil are shown below in Table 4. 
Figure 2 compares the projected trend in die- 
sel fuel costs with expected coal costs in Kotzebue and 
Nome. The steady increase in oil price is accompa- 
nied by coal prices which drop over time. The reduc- 
TABLE 3 
Power Plants For Nome, Kotzebue, and Red Dog 
i2uLebs 
Technology Selected: Stoker Boiler Steam Cycle 
Construction Method On-Site, Stick-Build 
Heat Rate: 16,250 BTUkWh 
Capital Costs: 3,300 to 5,400 $lkW 
Staffing Levels: 22 
Additio~al Capacity: 740to lOOO$/kW 
Heat Rate: 8.900 to 10,500 BTUkW 
Staffing: 6to9 
FIGURE 1. Mining and Transportation Cost of Deadfall Syncline Coal at Omalik Lagoon and Delivered 
to a Western Alaskan Community 
FIGURE 2. Diesel Versus Coal Cost at Kotzebue and Nome. 
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TABLE 4 tion in coal price is due to predicted increases in mine 
Delivered Diesel Prices (1991$/Gallon) production. Using these costs, an economic analysis 
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&me lees ZW 2QU of generating the electrical and heating needs ofthe 
Utility .89 .94 1.13 1.3% study locations for the next 35 years was made. The 
Retail 1.67 1.72 1.91 .,% present value of costs to supply the same amount of 
KQW~E energy from coal, as compared to diesel, are reflected in nble 5. 
Utility 1.05 1.1 1.29 1.1% 
Retail 1.7 1.75 1.94 .7% The present value of fuel costs are positive, 
showing coal to have a long term fuel component cost 
TABLE 5 
Power Plant Economics 
Present Values, 1991 M% 
lLQBkm 
Fuel 14 15 44 
Labor -20 -23 -26 
Capital -27 -26 -53 
Recovered Heat 2 2 d 
Net Benefit -33 -34 -4 1 
advantage over diesel. The negative labor figures re- 
flect the higher staffmg level estimated for the coal 
plant. The capital numbers indicate the high cost of a 
complete new coal plant to meet the same load, which 
could be met by an incremental addition to the existing 
I diesel plant. 
The cost of recovered heat is negative in 
Kotzebue and at Red Dog due to the need to burn addi- 
tional fuel to meet the heating needs over and above 
that which could be recovered fiom the condenser in 
the generation cycle. To meet the heating needs in these 
locations, steam would be extracted from the turbine 
before it has reached the final stages. This extraction 
requires additional he1 be burned to meet both the steam 
and electrical loads on the plant. 
In considering the impact of each cost compo- 
nent, if one assumes that the labor deficit can be elimi- 
nated by refining the actual number of staff required to 
operate a coal plant, Table 5 still shows insufficient fuel 
savings accruing to recover the capital required to build 
the coal fired plant. Without a significant reduction in 
coal plant capital costs in conjunction with an increase 
in the fuel component savings from coal use, the use of 
coal will not offer the cost advantages to the investor 
and consumer necessary to warrant its construction. 
The gap between coal and diesel fuel cost is 
initially small, and does not become significant until 
well in the future. The fact that a significant gap oc- 
curs later lessens the present value impact of the use of 
coal. Coal used in rural plants such as these must there- 
fore be sourced from mines with sufficiently high pro- 
duction volume at the outset, to provide immediate cost 
savings. 
Figure 3 relates the cost components of a die- 
sel and coal generated kilowatt-hour (kwh) of elec- 
tricity purchased by a typical western Alaskan con- 
sumer. The values are based on actual and estimated 
costs for the City of Nome projected to 1995. 
In relative terms, the plot shows the effects of 
the lower efficiency and higher operating costs of a coal 
fired plant. Despite coal's lower raw energy cost, pro- 
ducing electrical energy with coal results in a higher 
net cost per kwh to the end user. Thus, a coal fired 
plant as conceived here would result in a net increase 
in Power Cost Equalization (PCE) payments by the 
State of Alaska. 
FIGURE 8 Cost Components of a Coal and Dbel Generated Kilowatt-hour of ~iectricity 
in a V p h l  Western Alaskan Community. 
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COAL i S DIESEL 
Viability of coal fired plants will require each 
of a number of cost factors to improve. Lower capital 
costs, higher plant efficiencies, and realistic staff lev- 
els must all be realized in order for coal to become 
Alaska's premier fuel resource. 
Western Arctic Coal Demonstration Project 
The Demonstration Project was initiated in 
1986 by the North Slope Borough. Success of the 
project has prompted continuing yearly programs, and 
the project has progressed through eight phases. The 
purpose of the project i s  to promote the following: 
Demonstrate the feasibility of mining and 
transporting coal in the arctic 
Reaquaint the North Slope Villagers with the 
use of coal for home heating 
Provide a cost effective, alternative fuel 
source. 
The project funding provides for a yearly, small 
scale, coal mining operation at Deadfall Syncline, with 
bagging and transporting of the coal to the villagers of 
Point Lay, Point Hope, and Wainwright. In addition to 
the mining, a number of coal stoves are installed in the 
homes of selected villagers each year, The funds for 
mSning and transportation of the coal, as well as for the 
caal stove installation are provided by the North Slope 
Borough, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, the re- 
gional native corporation and landowner of the coal 
resource, donates the coal to the project. From 1986- 
1991, the project has produced the statimcs shown in 
Table 6. 
Coal Quality 
Coal was initially mined using a combination 
of blasting and underground rnining methods. This shal- 
low depth coal resided in the freeze/thaw zone, and the 
coal produced fractured easily. The resulting coal was 
sized too small for effective use in stoves. In addition. 
coal was delivered to the villagers in 150 lb. bags, This 
size proved too large for household use. Acceptance 
of stove use by villagers was low as a result. 
Changing the mining method, using different 
blasting techniques, and screening the coal at the 
minesite improved the size quality of the coal. A shal- 
low surface operation using only heavy equipment, re- 
placed earlier methods. These changes, along with 
packaging the coal in 60 lb. bags, improved coal ac- 
ceptance. 
By Phase I1 of the project, some villagers ad- 
mitted to being totally dependant on coal for their heat- 
ing needs. Average oil displacement has reached 100 
gallons per home per month. 
A combination of cat train, f l o w n  vehicle, 
and helicopter was used in the initial phases to trans- 
port coal from the mine to the project villages. The 
most cost effective method of transport employed has 
been the cat train from the Deadfall Syncline mine to 
the coast at Omalik Lagoon, and barge transport from 
Omalik to the three participating villages. 
Opera ring Season 
TABLE 6 Original mining and transportation operations Statistics of the Western Arctic Coal 
Demonstration Project were carried out in the late fall and winter, With the 
switch to barge transport, the later phases have adopted 
Phase 
I 
ML CQal 
Sbves Mined 
Xeaf lnstalled(Tonsl 
1986 100 
I1 1987 14 
111 1988 15 347 
250 
IV 1989 11  380 
V 1990 . 7 400 
VI 199 1 8 300 
Average Cost of Stove Installation: 
a spring mining and cat train operation. Barge trans- 
Qg port from Omalik Lagoon to the villages occurs in the 
(%Tron) late summer. 
5550 
291 559 0 Stove Use 
1028 
1652 Surveys are distributed by the project to the 
1336 villagers involved to assess acceptance of the coal 
stoves. The results of these surveys indicate the accep- 
53420 tance of the stoves has grown over the life of the projecL 
The later surveys show that of the people involved in 
the program: 
> 33% use their stoves daily (a fire at least 
once per day) 
> 20% use theirs periodically (fires 2 to 4 
times per week) 
> 21% supplementally (only during a power 
outage or oil shortage) 
> 26% did not use theirs at all 
Of those surveyed, 10% use their coal stoves for their 
total heating needs, 
Atqasuk Coal Project 
The Atqasuk coal project has similar goals to 
the Western Arctic Coal Demonstration Project in that 
a local coal source is mined and distributed to nearby 
homes for domestic heating needs. The project was 
initiated at the request of the village of Atqasuk, after 
they observed the benefits of the ongoing Western Arctic 
Roject. The villagers of Atqasuk were also well aware 
of the resource potential they had within walking dis- 
tance of their village. 
In 1987, the North Slope Borough provided the 
funding for a demonstration mining operation using the 
Meade River coal mine as the resource. This mine had 
served as the coal source to Barrow, 70 mile to the north, 
in the 1940's. The mine lies within the NPRA, and the 
Bureau of Land Management is the resource owner. 
Existing statutes allow mining of up to 250 tons of coal 
per year for space heating by locals under a demon- 
stration pennit. 
Coal stove installation and drilling and blast- 
ing operations are performed in conjunction with the 
Western Arctic Coal Demonstration Project. Due to 
the quantity mined and its proximity relative to the us- 
ers (less than two miles), transportation of the coal is 
by Caterpillar DJB (articulated dump truck). Statistics 
for the Atqasuk project are shown in nble  7. 
Coal is mined by surface methods, with blast- 
ing of the overburden and ripping the coal with a bull- 
dozer to minimize fines production. Coal is transported 
to the village, where it is screened and stockpiled. 
Coal is bulk delivered to each program resi- 
dent by pickup truck, where it is stored in a coal crib 
constructed by the project. Acceptance of the coal has 
been similar to that by the villagers of the Western Arctic 
Coal Demonstration Project. 
A coal stove complaint registered by the users 
in Atqasuk with the use of stoves has been that heat 
from the stove fails to reach throughout the entire house, 
Relocating the stove and fans have been proposed as 
solutions to improve heat distribution throughout the 
residence. 
CONCLUSION 
The use of coal has a historic precedence in 
Alaska. Large Alaskan coal resources and their wide- 
spread distribution would lead one to believe that its 
use could be expanded, even though coal use has been 
superseded by the convenience of imported oil and the 
economics of local gas. 
Programs funded by the State of Alaska and 
the North Slope Borough are promoting the use of west- 
em arctic coal both as a local fuel and as an export 
commodity. These programs have demonstrated the 
ultimate feasibility of mining and transporting coal in 
the arctic and its use as a home heating fuel. 
The replacement of oil fired generation in west- 
ern Alaska with power plants fired with western arctic 
coal has been shown to be uneconomical using present 
technologies and construction practices. Although coal 
generation provides a cheaper energy component, its 
higher capital and operating costs combine to far out- 
strip any energy cost savings. The cost of coal gener- 
TABLE 7 ated power will have to be reduced below the price of Statistics for the Atquasak Coal Project PCE supported oil fired generation in order to attract 
Phase 
1 
BL QUl 
Stoves Mined 
h t I n s t a l l e d ( T o n s l  
1987 10 132 
2 1988 10 200 
3 1989 10 250 
4 1990 3 200 
5 1991 3 200 
Average Cost of Stove Installation: 
investment in such conversions, 
The work to date of the Western Arctic Coal 
Programs has been summarized here. Areas requiring 
further study have been identified by these programs 
and will be targeted in subsequent phases. The prom- 
ise coal offers should guarantee the continuance of these 
programs and ensure that this very valuable Alaskan 
resource be utilized. 
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BELUGA COAL, POSITIONED FOR THE 1990S? 
Cole E. McFarland 
Placer Dome U.S., Inc., Sun Francisco, CA 
Placer Dome U.S. Inc. is not new to Alaskacoal Developments in the political/environmental 
mining. The Company formerly operated the Evan and technical domains have focused renewed interest in 
Jones Coal Mine in the Matanuska Valley from 1956 to Beluga coal because of its unusually low sulphur con- 
1967. Placer Dome U.S., throughits subsidiary, Beluga tent, and its marketability has thereby been enhanced. / Coal Company, has held coal leases in the Beluga coal field since 1971. Environmental concerns have resulted in im- 
portant U.S. legislation. The Clean Air Act, which I 
i Placer Dome U.S. remains convinced that limits the SO, and NOx emissions, has already affected Alaska coal will become an important fuel source for fuel consumers and producers. As provisions of this 
the world - but the realization of this has required legislation take effect over the next few years, there will 
patience. Recently, however, some developments have be increasing need to provide fuels which are environ- 
taken place which may amplify interest in Beluga coal. mentally attractive. 
This paper will outline those developments -but first, 
a brief background of the project may be advantageous. SO, emissions are typically controlled by in- 
stalling expensive scrubbers, fuel switching or fuel 
The Beluga coal field is located in south central blending. Beluga coal averages less than 0.2% sulphur 
Alaska, only about 60 miles west of Anchorage. One of content - well below the SO, limits - making it an 
the significant advantages of this coal field is that it is ideal blending source forotherfuels. Blending withlow 
adjacent to tidewater, allowing unusual economies in sulphur coal has enabled plants to minimize derating 
the transportation of this fuel to its markets. In addition, while maintaining, to a considerable extent, their tradi- 
infrastructure from previous timber operations can be tional fuel sources. In most instances, low sulfur 
utilized, including a 1475 foot pier capable of accom- subbituminous coals have been blended with bitumi- 
modating 40,000 Dwt ocean vessels. nous coal to reduce the sulphur content of the mixture. 
However, in a recent development, subbituminous coals 
The coal leases contain an estimated 500 mil- are scheduled to be blended with lignite. 
lion tons of surface-minable coal, which can be subdi- 
vided further into areas of very attractive strip ratios. The government has also installed an incentive 
Exploration and engineering activities have defined program to further encourage emission reductions 
reserves that can be competitive at large production through credits. Holders of these credits can sell them 
levels as well as at low levels - mainly due to the existing to other fuel users which burn coal having higher 
infrastructure. emissions of SO,. 
The evolution of production from the property Not only is the Beluga coal's total sulphur 
. is envisioned to start with an initial long term contract content unusually low, but it also contains inherent 
of a least 1.5 million per year with pmducti0n calcium. During combustion, this tends to tie-up what 
haas@ to 5.0 t o a s  per year or as little sulphur there is in the ash, instead of emitting it to 
by the market. the m;nketing the atmosphere. Beluga coal is also low in nitrogen and 
WP has been local and Pacific Rim utilities and b- at low temperatwe - both atuactjve factors in 
industrial consumers. A study was also performed in limiting NO emissions 
the early 1980's to evaluate the feasibility of using this x 
coal to produce methanol for consumption in Pacific Testing has demonstrated that the coal per- 
Coast states for both power generation and vehicular forms well in conventional applications. It has excel- 
fuels. lent carbon burn-out and the ash has no problem trace 
1 05 
elements; it is also characteristically low in sodium and product was obtained as a by-product of char produced 
has a high fusion temperature. from the coal. A commercial demonstration plant was 
recently completed near Gillette, Wyoming and a num- 
Additionally, omer technologies are expand- ber of subbituminous coals will be tested for these 
ing which favor Beluga Coal, Coal water mixtures products. m e  high volatile content of Beluga coal is 
(CWMs) are moving into commercial status, most beneficial for such a Process. 
notably in Japan and in Russia. Japan is currently in the 
lead, with several separate industrial groups developing 
this technology. Recently a CWM has started to be 
imported by Japan from China. Its principal attraction 
can be viewed as an alternative for petroleum-based 
fuels, inasmuch as 'it is distributed and handled as a 
liquid fuel. CWMs ma& from upgraded low rankcoals 
(LRCWM) may offer a particular opportunity to the 
subbituminous coals of the Cook Inlet area because the 
product could be loaded on ocean tankers close to the 
source of the coal. A paper given recently by the JGC 
Corporation of Japan, a principal developer of CWM 
fuels, reported on hot water drying methods for upgrad- 
ing low-rank coals such as Beluga. 
A coal-methanol fuel is another type of sluny 
which may be appropriate to produce in the Cook Inlet 
area. With the large supply of gas which is available, 
methanol can be easily produced and may serve as a 
carrier fuel for the particulate coal. A program to 
confirm the rheology and pumping characteristics of 
such a fuel is just now commencing. 
At some point in time, gasification of Beluga 
coal may become the preferred fuel source for a Beluga 
power plant if world gas prices rise sufficiently. Al- 
though coal gasification has not proceeded as rapidly as 
had been envisioned only a few years ago, gaseous 
hydrocarbon feedstocks are indeed produced from coal 
in a number of locations, including the U.S., Japan, 
Germany and South Africa. 
SGI International, has recently performed a 
first phase test of Beluga coal in which a liquid fuel 
While the above mentioned developments will 
bring Beluga coal closer to the marketplace, the timing 
of its development remains uncertain. However, it is 
clear that environmental concerns regarding combus- 
tion emissions are causing increased regulations in 
foreign nations as well as in the U.S. and that there are 
consistent growth projections for coal-fueled energy, 
especially in the Pacific Rim. As these events transpire 
and converge with emerging technologies, there is Little 
doubt that Beluga coal is well positioned to respond to 
these international opportunities. 
COAL OCCURRENCES ON NELSON ISLAND, SOUTHWEST ALASKA 
James G. Cloughl, Bruce D. Hickokz, June A. McAtee3, and Agatha John4 
IAlaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, Fairbanks, AK 
2Deceased 
3Calista Corporation, Anchorage and Bethel, AK 
4Toksook Bay, AK 
ABSTRACT 
Lower Cretaceous coals crop out at several locali- 
ties on Nelson Island within fluvial rocks of a nonrnarine 
to marine siltstone-greywacke sequence. The coal beds 
range in thickness from thin coal stringers to a 40 cm 
thick seam (our observations) to a reported 76 cm thick 
coal seam occurrence on the north side of the island. 
Coal comprises less than 1.5% of our four measured 
stratigraphic sections and is generally poor in quality 
! because of many observable ash partings. A sample 
i collected from a 40-cm-thick coal bed on the south side 
I of the island was analyzed and has an apparent coal 
rank of medium volatile bituminous with an ash con- 
tent of 12%, 0.47% sulfur (on an equilibrium moisture 
basis) and a vitrinite reflectance of 0.97. The fluvial 
depositional setting of the coal-bearing section was 
apparently not conducive to the accumulation of thick, 
laterally continuous coal-forming peat swamps. 
power boat was made along the west coast of Nelson 
Island from Toksook Bay around Cape Vancouver to 
lbnunak (fig, 1). Rocks observed along this traverse 
are folded and faulted and appear to be predominantly 
marine shale and siltstone. No coal-bearing rocks were 
observed, although our distance from the'coast varied 
fiom fifty to several hundred meters from shore. The 
brief reconnaissance nature of this examination did not 
allow for a detailed on-foot investigation of the entire 
western Nelson Island coastline. Additionally, signifi- 
cant remnant coastal snowpack on the north side of the 
island, east of the village of Tbnunak, prevented ex- 
amination of a previously reported 76 crn thick coal 
occurrence (Spurr, 1900; Weber, 1944). The purpose 
of our paper is to provide additional information on the 
nature of the coal exposures on Nelson Island includ- 
ing proximate and ultimate analyses. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
INTRODUCTION Reverend Kilbuck, a missionary from the south- 
west Alaska village of Bethel, first reported the 
In July 1992, geologists from Calista Corporation occurence of lignitic coal beds to 76 cm at Kaluyak 
and the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysi- Point (Spurr, 1900). Kaluyak is the Yup'ik Eslurno lan- 
cal Surveys (ADGGS) conducted a reconnaissance field guage name for Nelson Island (spelled Qal yaaq). This 
investigation on western Nelson Island to determine locality may be near the Kaluyut Mountains and our 
the extent and quality of the coal occurrences, Nelson locality 4. In 1944, Nelson Island exposures of coal 
.,. Island is approximately 68 km long by 65 km wide and were examined by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in an ef- 
is located in southwestern Alaska northwest of the fort to evaluate the potential of coal utilization at the 
4 Kuskokwim River mouth. The island is separated from village of lbnunak [Weber, 1944). East of the village 
n the mainland by the Kolavinarak and Ninglick Rivers of Tununak six coal seams, including a 76 cm thick 
and Baird Inlet. The investigation was based from the bed (same thickness reported by Spurr, 1900, and prob- 
village of Toksook Bay and conducted by small power ably the same locality), were evaluated and a plan for 
boat and on foot to explore the exposures along the mining 150 tons of coal annually was developed. The 
mastline of the western end of the island for coal beds. 76 cm coal seam was estimated to contain 550 tons of 
Four sites containing coal were located and examined coal within the initial 30 meter strike interval, however 
\ (fig. I), Wee on the south side of Nelson Island on the the lateral continuity of the coal seam along strike was 
north shore of Kangirlvar Bay (localities 1, 2 and 3) not tested (Weber, 1944). A few tons of coal were mined 
and one on the north side of Nelson Island east of the from this locality prior to a 1954 U.S. Geological Sur- 
village of Tununak on Hazen Bay (locality 4). No coal vey field examination (Coonrad, 1957) but the year(s) 
beds thicker than 40 cm were located. A traverse by when this mining occurred is not known. 
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Figure 1. Locations of coal occurrences investigated (1 -4) and generalized geology 
of western Nelson Island (geology modified from Coonrad, 19571, 
Regional-scale (1:SMXOOO) geologic mapping of sifuated 32 km to the southwest across Etolin Straight 
the Yukon-Kuskokwim region by Coonrad (1957) de- where coal has also been reported (Coonrad, 1957). 
scribed the geology of Nelson Island and provided two Radiometric-age dates for the basalt flows on Nunivak 
locations of coal outcrops on the island. Subsequent Island range from 6 Ma to Holocene (Hoare and oth- 
studies include two measured stratigraphic sections by ers, 1968). 
Lyle and others (1982) and unpublished petroleum in- 
dustry exploration work. Cod-bearfng section 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The western end of Nelson Island contains a Lower 
Cretaceous succession of unnamed graywacke-siltstone 
sedimentary rocks (Coonrad, 1957) which are well ex- 
posed along the coastline but poorly exposed in the in- 
terior of the island (fig. I). This succession consists of 
marine to nonmarine sandstone, siltstone, calcareous 
siltstone, shale, claystone and thin coal beds. These 
rocks are estimated to be as much as 1500 m thick and 
are folded into broad N 70' W trending anticlinal syn- 
clinal structures (Coonrad, 1957). The Cretaceous sedi- 
mentary succession is overlain by up to 60 m of be- 
tween 8 to 20 undeformed holocrystalline olivine ba- 
salt flows (Coonrad, 1957) (fig. 1). Similar sedimen- 
tary and basaltic rocks also crop out on Nunivak Island 
The nonmarine coal-bearing rocks consist of: 1) 
thick intervals (m-scale) of crossbedded fine- to coarse- 
grained sandstone, with minor pebble conglomerate; 
2) interbedded with thick intervals (m-scale) of 
claystone with locally abundant fossil leaf imprints and 
coalified plant debris; 3) thin laterally-discontinuous 
beds (cm-scale) of siltstone and very fine sandstone 
with various amounts of carbonaceous shale; and 4) 
thin coal beds as thick as 76 cm. Lyle and others (1982) 
report the presence of minor thin beds of bentonitic 
mudstone in the nomarine section. Crossbedded sand- 
stone representsdeposition in a fluvial channel setting. 
This sandstone is poorly sorted and compositionally 
immature containing abundant angular to subangular 
quartz, chert, white mica, and volcanic lithic fragments 
suggesting proximity to a volcanic provenance (R. 
Reifenstuhl, 1994, written communication). Lyle and 
others (1982) provide an Albian-age (Early Cretaceous), 
based on palynology, for the coal-bearing strata on 
Nelson Island. This age is similar to the coal-bearing 
fluvial-&ltaic rocks of the Nauushuk Group, North 
Slope of Alaska, .which contains economic deposits of 
bituminous and subbituminous coal (Strichr, 1991). 
MEASURED STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
Locality 1, Kangirlvar Bay 
Ungirlvar Bay stratigraphic section at locality 1 
(fig. 2) was measured on the gently dipping east limb 
of an anticlinal'structure and consists of 33 meters of 
sandstone, claystone and minor coal. The sandstone is 
fairly well indurated and crossbedded whereas the 
claystone is poorly indurated and locally slumped and 
covered. Between 20-22.5 meters above the base a 
frost-disturbed claystone interval is interspersed with 
a highly weathered coal blossom to 30 cm thick. At 23 
meters above the base, a 40 cm thick coal bed was 
sampled (sample 92-IC-303, discussed below). Avery i 
thin 6 cm thick coal stringer which pinches out later- 
ally occurs at 27 meters above the base. 
Locality 2, Kangirlvar Bay 
Section 2 (fig. 3) at Kangirlvar Bay locality 2 (fig. 
I), contains 5.6 m of poorly-indurated claystone. Within 
the claystone are a thin 10 cm thick horizon of high ash 
coal and two beds of carbonaceous claystone to car- 
bonaceous siltstone which pinch-out laterally. A thin 
ripple-laminated fine-grained sandstone bed overlies 
the lowermost carbonaceous claystone bed This sec- 
tion is on the same east limb of the anticline as locality 
1 but is stratigraphically higher. 
Locality 3, Toksook Bay 
Locality 3 (fig. 1) is on the west limb of aa anti- 
cline which is located immediately west of the village 
of Toksook Bay. The 53.5 m thick measured section 
contains a 24 cm thick coal bed at 34 m above the base 
(fig. 4). The sandstone beds in this section are fairly 
well indurated and are crossbedded and represent flu- 
vial channels. Abundant leaf imprints p d  codified 
Figure 3. NELSON ISLAND LOCALITY 2 
Kangir lvar Boy I Figure 2. NELSON ISLAND L O C A L I T Y  1 K~ngi r lvar  Bay 
Section measured west 
t o  eost  dong coast. 
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Locality 4, Hazen Bay 
F ~ g u r e  4 NELSON ISLAND LOCALITY 3 
Toksook Bay 
METERS 
At Hazen Bay locality 4 (fig I), about 18 m of 
Section nemsured w e s t  of 
southwest dipping section is exposed. This section 
v,rrngP of  Toksook Bny 
enst t o  west nlon coast  
contains 5 thin beds of coal ranging from discoatinu- 
Bedding x 320' 27' SW ous 5 cm thick coal stringers to 25 cm of coal (fig. 5). 
The coals are within a nonmarine succession of pre- 
dominantly poorly indurated claystone with 0.5 to lm 
45 sj do thick beds of siltstone to very fme sandstone.' Weath- 
ered claystone covers much of the coal and excavation 
is necessary to examine bed thickness and lateral ex- 
., 
35 - 
tent (fig. 6). A 76 cm thick coal be4 reported by We- 
+ 24 cn boney COAL ber (1944) to be east of our locality 4, was not located 
.. during our investigation. Coastal bluffs immediately 
30 7 east of our locality 4 were covered by snowpack at the 
mostly covered time of our investigation obscuring this thick coal bed. 
COAL QUALITY 
20 2s i 
EXPLANATION A sample of coal (92-SC-303) collected from a 40 
10 - cm thick bed at locality 1 was submitted to the Mberal 
- 
Industry Research Laboratory, University of Alaska 
x I C ~ U Y S ~ ~  Fairbank for proximate and ultimate analyses (reported 
s - e -. crossbedded in table 1). The coal has a calorific value of 12,510 ta r @ .d. ne 
s a g  Ftuv,ul Bmb,  12.14% ash, 0.47% sulfur, 3.92% moisture (all 
o - B!E!l 22z,ne values Equilibrium Moisture Basis), and a vitrinite re- flectance value of 0.97. The aualytical results indicate 
an apparent rank of medium-volatile bituminous coal 
plant debris occur at the top of the sandstone beds and using the Parr formula (ASTM designation D-388-77, 
in the intervening claystone. 1978). The coal is agglomerating and therefore of cok- 
ing quality. 
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Figure 5. NELSON I S L A N D  L O C A L I T Y  4 
Hazen Bay 
5 cn-thick COAL 
25 cm COAL  20 C M  C O A L  stringers 
I' 500 meters >I 
Cross-sec-tion along c o a s t a l  EXPLANATION 
bluff ,  east O F  village o f  
Tununnk, view towards sou theas t .  
18 m o f  section, bedding clips 
towards  southwest .  
coal  and coal str ingers 
C I O Y S ~ O " ~  
s i l t s tone  t o  0 v e r y  f ine sandstone 
Figure 6. Excavation and sampling of 25 cm thick cod bed in coastal bluff at locality 4, east of 
village of Thnunak, western Nelson Island. 
A coal sample from Nelson Island submitted to beds within these sequences represent small crevasse- 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1925 for analytical testing splay and overbank deposits. Coals on Nelson Island 
yielded similar results: 12,930 BWb heating value, comprise less than 1.5% of the measured nonmarine 
14.6% ash content, 0.5 % sulfur and 64.1% fixed car- section and appear to have formed in small swamps 
bon (Cooper and others, 1946). This compares well with marginal to meandering or braided streams. Thick in- 
our Basis 2 in Table 1. Warfield (1967, p. 20) analyzed tervals of channel sandstone and claystone with thin. 
four Nelson Island coal samples collected by the U.S. laterally variable, seams of coal suggest the environ- 
Geological Survey for coking quality and found all ment was not stable long enough to allow for the accu- 
samples to be agglomerating; one fair caking, one good mulation of thick coal-forming peat swamps, possibly 
caking, and two firm agglomerate. due to tectonisrn andlor rapidly migrating fluvial sys- 
terns (G. Stricker, 1994, oral communication). The high 
DISCUSSION volcanic lithic content and immature nature of the sand- 
stone [discussed above] indicates proximity to a volca- 
A total of 11 1 m of nonrnarine stratigrawc sec- nic provenance, further supporting an unstable tectoni- 
tion exposed along the coast of Nelson Island was ex- cally-active setting. The apparent rank of medium-vola- 
amined in detail for coal. Nine thin coal seams of vari- tile bituminous coal determined for a single 40 cm thick 
able quality and extent occur in a fining-upward se- cod bed (sample 92-JC-303) indicates the Lower Cre- 
quence consisting of crossbedded and channeled sand- taceous sedimentary rocks on Nelson Island underwent 
stone, overlain by claystone and then coal. 'Ihin ftne- sufficient pressure-temperature gradients during burial 
grained sandstone, siltstone and carbonaceous claystone to form moderately high rank coal. 
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Table 1. Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of Nelson Island Coal Sample No. 92-JC-303 
1.  Equilibrium Moisture Basis 
2. Moisture Free Basis 
3. Dry Ash Free Basis 
4. Dry mrn Free 
5. Moist, mm-free 
The coal is agglomerating. 
Vitrinite Reflectance ko max : 0.97 
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RESPONSES OF COAL SPLITTING AND ASSOCIATED 
DRAINAGE PATTERN TO SYNTECTONISM IN THE PALEOCENE 
AND EOCENE CHICKALOON FORMATION, 
MATANUSKA COAL FIELD, ALASKA 
Romeo M. Flores and Gary D. Stricker 
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver; CO 
INTRODUCTION western part of the Matanuska River valley (about 10 
krn wide and 70 km long) at the northeast head of the 
coal splitting and associated drainage pattern Cook Inlet. The coal field JS bounded to the north by 
are often results of non-uniform rates of sedimentation thehgh-angle Castle Mountain fault (Martin and Katz* 
controlled by autocyclic processes of depositional en- 1912) and the Talkeetna uplift composed of Jurassic 
~*nmnts. These autocyclic p-sses directly reflect granitic and gneissic basement rocks. To the south, the 
rates of sediment iflux, river discharge, and nature of coal field is bounded by the Chugach uplift, which con- 
topography of the &positional surfaces, topogra- tains Jurassic and Cretaceous greenstone, diorite, and 
phy of the depositional surfaces, however, may be con- interbedded slate and graywacke basement rocks 
trolled by underlying tectonic conditions (e.g., faulting marries and Paynew 1956; Winklet, 1992)- Castle 
arad subsidence). Thus, sy ntectonic conditions may Mountain fault (figs- 1 and 2) was interpreted by 
influence the character of the contemporaneous depo- (1966) to be a right-lateral, strike-slip fault during the 
sitional environments, which in turn affect the lithe- Mesozoic through the early Tertiary and a steep reverse 
logic variations. Tectonic controls to sedimentation in fault from Oligocene time to the present. Detterman 
coal-bearing sequences have been demonstrated by and Others (1976) indicated that the Castle Mountain 
Ferm and Cav- (1969). Padgett and Ehrlich (1979). fault was active for millions of years and have recorded 
FIores (1984), Weiseduh and Fern (1986). and Field- at least sf3veral kilometers of net displacement. Lateral 
ing (1987). In all these studies, differential rates of along the Castle Mountain fault zone 
subsidence have affected contemporaneous sedimen- during the Past fewh~ndred thousand Years has affected 
tation either on a local or regional scale. river channel diversion and capture, and the geomor- 
phology of tributary streams of the Matanuska River 
Tectonic controls, specifically contemporam- (Detteman and others (1976). 
ous growth faulting, affected sedimentation in the Pa- 
leocene and Eocene Chickaloon Formation at Accumulation of a thick (greater than 2,000 
Matanuska coal field, Alaska (Flores and Stricker, 1993) m) interval of Br t iar~  strata (fig. 3) in the Matanuska 
- 
(fig. 1). However, the most significant effect of con- River Valley prompted Payne (1955) to interpret the 
temporaneous syntectonism and deposition in the coal field to have formed in a larger, 50-km-wide, rap- 
@ Qlickalmn Formation is splitting and discontinuity of idly subsiding Uough that extended beyond the present 9 coal beds and coal zones. The= observations are sub- a ~ r e m  Westem h~ndar ies  of h e  Vdle~. Map- 
stantiated by cross sections constructed from 46 mea- ping by C ~ P P ~  (19271, Barnes andpa~ne (19561, Gram 
sured stratigraphic sections in the highwalls of the Evan and Jones (1960), and Barnes (1962) in the Matanuska 
Jones Coal Mine (fig. 2) and isopachous maps con- vaey showed that Tertiary nonmarine clastic sedimen- 
structed from 9 drill holes for the strata near the mine. tary rocks are mainly concentrated along the central 
'Lhe objective of this study, therefore, is to record the P* of the trough- Subordinate m'~Ounts of the Ter- 
effects of contemporaneous tectonism on coal splitting tiary rocks consist of hypabyssal intrusives and 
and drainage pattern in the Chickaloon Formation. volcanics (basalt flow). These Tertiary rocks are flanked 
to the north, south, and east by Jurassic and Cretaceous 
REGIONAL STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY rocks, which are generally marine to nonmarine clastic 
sedimentary rocks intruded by volcanic and plutonic 
The Matanuska coal field is located on the rocks. 
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Landslide deposits Wishbone Formation (Holocene) (Eocene) 
Alluvial and glacial deposits Chickaloon Formation 
(Holocene and Pleistocene) (Eocene and Paleocene) 
Tsadaka Formation 
wgccene) 
Matanuska Formation 
(cretaceous) 
1 Measured section from Strike-slip fault (dashed where projected) Flores and Stricker (in press) 
x Selected measured section for f syncline this study from Flores 
and Stricker (in press) 
Surface mine a (Evan Jones Coal Mine) 
&2 Drill hole from Warfield (1 962) 
and Barnes and Payne (1 965) 
Figure 2- Geologic map of the study area in the Wishbone Hill district of the Matanuska coal field. Map shows 
locations of measured sections in the Evan Jones Coal Mine and drill data along the south limb of the 
Wishbone syncline (WS). 
STUDY INTERVAL 
EXPLANATION 
Conglomerate 
Sandstone 
Mudstone and siltstone 
Coal and carbonaceous shale 
Jonesville 
coal zone 
Premier 
coal zone 
Midway 
coalbed 
Eska 
coal zone 
Figure 3- Generalized stratigraphic column of the Paleocene and Eocene Chickaloon Formation and overlying 
Eocene Wishbone Formation. Study interval is shown on the right. 

LOCAL GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURAL 
GEOLOGY IN STUDY AREA 
The study area (fig. 2) in the Wishbone Hill 
coal district (Barnes, 1962) is marked by the presence 
of two major structural elements: a synclinal fold and 
oblique slip faults. The most prominent structural ele- 
ment in the coal district is the southwest-plunging, S 
55'80'W- striking, asymmetrical, canoe-shaped Wish- 
bone Hill syncline (Patsch, 1981). The Paleocene and 
Eocene Chickaloon Formation is mainly exposed dong 
the northern and southern flanks of the syncline. The 
Eocene Wishbone Formation is exposed along the axis 
of the syncline. Northeast- striking left-lateral oblique- 
slip faults have offset the Wishbone Hill syncline. These 
faults, commonly with an up-to-the-west displacement 
component and steeply dipping to the east (75'-85'). 
can be seen in the highwall exposures of the Evan Jones 
coal mine along the northern limb of the synciine. 
Measured horizontal displacement components range 
from a few centimeters to 120 m and vertical-displace- 
ment components are as much as 15 m. In addition to 
these oblique-slip faults are subsidiary oblique-slip 
faults that splayed from them and served as avenues 
for a gabbroic dike (as thick as 7.5 m) (see fig. 1). 
The left-lateral oblique-slip faults are located 
less than 2 km south of the Castle Mountain fault. AI- 
though previous surficial mapping did not extend these 
oblique-slip faults to the Castle Mountain fault, we in- 
terpret them as splays off the major fault in the subsur- 
face. The orientation of these oblique-slip faults with 
respect to the Castle Mountain fault indicates that they 
probably represent oblique-slip faults rotated as much 
as 30' clockwise from the ideal R' Riedel shear orien- 
tation (Tchalenko, 1970) (fig. 4). The observed arrange- 
ment of the faults does not necessarily conform to those 
predicted by the Riedel model (developed on clay ma- 
terial). Because the rocks are heterogeneous, structures 
were developed sequentially rather than instanta- 
neously, and early-formed structures were rotated dur- 
ing probacted deformation (Christie-Blick and Biddle, 
1989). We suggest that the oblique-slip faults andlor 
their precursors were active during the early stages of 
deformation of the Castle Mountain fault from late 
Mesozoic through early Tertiary time when the 
Matanuska and Chickaloon Formations were deposited. 
Vertical components of movement along these faults 
probably produced differential subsidence and uplift 
of depositional surfaces, which in turn, affected local- 
ization and deflection of drainages as well as creation 
of stable areas un-encumbered by detrital influxes. 
Thickening of rock units on the downthrown sides of 
the faults and corresponding thinning of the same rock 
units on the upthrown sides of the fault as shown in 
figure 5 indicates that growth faulting occurred during 
deposition. 
Figure 5- Photograph of the highwall in the Evan Jones coal mine showing an oblique- 
slip fault with up-on-the-west displacement component. Note overthickened 
units (ChS = channel sandstone) on the downthrown block of the fauIt and 
relatively thinned units on the upthrown block suggesting growth faulting. 
In order to examine more closely the nature of 
coal splitting and pattern of associated drainages, these 
characteristics were examined in a small area (10 sq 
km) where data are abundant and rocks are best ex- 
posed. Six, nearly continuous highwalls in the Evan 
Jones Coal Mine were studied because at that location 
the Chickaloon Formation is approximately 100 per- 
cent exposed and nearby drill-hole data are available. 
FACIES TYPES OF CHICKALOON 
FORMATION 
Flores and Stricker (1993) described the facies 
types of the Chickaloon Formation to include fining- 
upward channel conglomeratic sandstones and sand- 
stones, channel plug deposits, crevasse splay coarsen- 
ing-upward mudstones, siltstones, and sandstones, 
floodplain mudstones and siltstones, and carbonaceous 
shale and coals formed in lowlying mires, 
The channel sandstones represent deposits 
ranging from high- sinuosity (meandering) to low-sinu- 
osity (slightly meandering) streams. The meandering 
channel sandstones are commonly amalgamated with 
channel plug (abandoned) deposits consisting of mud- 
stones and siltstones, The meandering channel sand- 
stones, which are multiscoured and multistory, are corn- 
mon in the intervals between Eska-Premier coal zones 
and Midway coalbed (fig. 6).  This channel-sandstone 
architecture indicates that the river-channel processes 
were predominantly cutting and filling followed im- 
mediately by shifting. The meandering channel con- 
glomeratic sandstones, which are amalgamated with 
channel plugs and are multiscoured and multilateral, 
are mainly found above the Jonesville coal zone (fig. 
6). Amalgamation of the channel sandstones and chan- 
nel plugs suggests that river-channei processes were 
dominated by infilling of channel cut-offs (channel plug 
deposits) and active channels by cutting, lateral filling. 
and shifting (channel sandstones). These channel sand- 
stones are bounded by floodplain mudstones and silt- 
stones and are commonly overlain by coal zones formed 
. in raised mires. Although mires formed on topographi- 
4- cally high meander-ridge belts, the high ash content 
' 3 (as much as 25 percent) and abundant carbonaceous ' " shale interbeds of the mds suggest that the local base + level must have been lowered probably by rapid sub- 
-"; sidence andlor sediment autocompaction to permit 
flooding af the mires. 
* 
(fig. 6). These sequences are thick and laterally juxta- 
posed to narrow, thick, coeval channel sandstones 
(thickness-to-width ratios as much as 1:30). The cre- 
vasse sandstones that cap the coarsening-upward se- 
quences are tabular and commonly burrowed indicat- 
ing deposition in subaqueous floodbasins and/or lakes. 
The channel sandstones are bounded by thick 
interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones that 
commonly contain upright tree trunks (as'much as 6 m 
long) suggesting well-developed levees, which formed 
along the channel margins. The abundance of crevasse 
splay sequences juxtaposed to narrow, thick, coeval 
channel sandstones with well developed levees suggest 
deposition in an anastomosed fluvial system (Smith, 
1983). Thus, the Jonesville coal zone above these flu- 
vial deposits was probably formed on an abandoned, 
low-lying, subaqueous belt of the anastomosed fluvial 
system similar to that found in the Saskatchewan River 
(Smith, 1983). 
$ Crevasse splay sequences are abundant in the $ intaval between the Premier and JonewillecoP zones 
Coal zones in the Chickalwn Formation ate 
therefore interbedded with deposits of the meandering 
and anastomosed fl uvial systems. The high ash con- 
tent and abundant carbonaceous shale and mudstone 
interbeds associated with the coal zones indicate that 
they accumulated in lowlying or topogenous mires. 
Although mires formed in topographically high mean- 
der belts such as that below the Premier coal zone, base 
level must have been lowered periodically to permit 
drowning by detrital influxes. However, such influxes 
were probably short lived, allowing for the reestablish- 
ment of the mires, until a final sustained influx termi- 
nated peat accumulation. Rores and Stricker (1993) 
suggested that the lowering of local base level was due 
to either to autocornpaction of sedments or tectonic 
subsidence. Thus, the vertical repetition of coal zones 
(see fig. 6) in the Chickaloon Formation reflects inter- 
action of autocyclic and allocyclic (tectonic subsidence) 
processes. Syntectonism played an additional role, 
however, in lateral and vertical variations of the coal 
zones. 
RELATIONSHIP OF COAL VARIATIONS 
TO SYNTECTONISM 
Coal variations jn the form of coal splits and 
thickening of intervening detrital deposits in the 
Chickaloon Formation (fig. 6) are well developed in 
the Premier coal zone and in the overlying interval be- 
neath the Jonesville coal zone. In addition, merging of 
coal beds accompanied laterally by "stacking" of chan- 
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Figure 6- Composite vertical-facies association of the study interval in the Chickaloon Formation. 
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Figure 7 - Cross section (see location on fig. 1) showing splitting of the Premier coal zone and growth faulting that localized deposition of the stacked 
sandstones between the Eska coal zone and Midway coalbed. 
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Figure 8 - Cross section (see location on fig. 1)  showing splitting of the Premier and Jonesville cod zones and 
overthickening of the interval between the Premier and Jonesville coal zones. Cross section is restored 
from vertical components of displacement of oblique-slip faults shown at the top. 
nel sandstones is clearly displayed in the intervals be- 
tween the Eska coal zone and Midway coalbed. Pre- 
cise nature of the thickness variations of the strati- 
graphic intervals between these coal zones along the 
Evan Jones Coal Mine highwalls are shown in figures 
7-8. These cross sections are constructed by closely- 
spaced sections that are approximately 15 to 150 m 
apart. 
Figure 7 shows that the Eska coal zone and 
Midway coalbed are thick and merged on the upthrown 
block (west side) of a oblique-slip fault. Here, the coal 
zones are as much as 45-rn thick and include rock part- 
ings on the west or upthrown block and are immedi- 
ately juxtaposed against thick, stacked channel sand- 
stones on the east or downthrown block. The stacked 
channel sandstones on the downthrown block and 
merged coal zones on the upthrown block are shown 
on the sides of a 7-m-wide gap through which the ob- 
I lique-slip fault developed (figs. 9 and 10). Figure 9 
shows the thick (22 m), stacked channel sandstones 
underlain by the Eska coal zone and Midway coalbed 
in the downthrown block or on the east side of the gap. 
Figure 10 exhibits the merged Eska coal zone and Mid- 
way coalbed overlain by a channel sandstone complex 
in the upthrown block or on the west side of the gap. 
The stacked channel sandstones on the downthrown 
block are laterally juxtaposed to the upper part of the 
merged coal zone and coalbed in the upthrown block. 
The stacked channel sandstones on the downthrown 
block are vertically amalgamated with the overlying 
channel sandstones elsewhere above the Midway 
coalbed. This relationship of the merged coal zones 
juxtaposed against stacked channel sandstones reflect 
localization of channeling along the downthrown block 
resulting from contemporaneous subsidence enhanced 
by growth faulting. 
Figures 7 and 8 are oriented normal to the con- 
temporaneous oblique-slip faults and illustrate the dif- 
ferences in thickness of the detrital intervals within the 
Premier coal zone and between the Premier and 
Jonesville coal zones. The thick, merged Premier coal 
zone (fig. 11) is located on the upthrown fault blocks at 
the western part of the cross section. Eastward, on the 
downthrown the fault blocks, the Premier coal zone 
abruptly splits from the merged coal zone 25 m thick 
to an interval 67 m thick consisting as many as 6 coal 
beds that are separated by detrital sediments that range 
from 3 to 18 m thick. This rapid lateral splitting occurs 
within 0.8-km distance of the Jonesville fault. The sedi- 
ments between coal-bed splits comprise fining-upward, 
channel sandstones and coarsening-upward crevasse 
splay sandstones; both facies types are interbedded with 
Figure 9 - A photograph of the outcrop of the Eska (E) coal zone and Midway 
(M) coalbed and associated channel sandstones on the downthrown 
side of the growth fault. Cross section is restored from vertical com- 
ponents of displacement of oblique-slip faults shown at the top. 

floodplain rnudstones and siltstones, which are the 
dominant facies type (fig, 12). Measurements (N=37) 
of trough crossbeds in the channel sandstones show a 
southwest direction of transport, 
Figure 8, oriented normal to the contempora- 
neous oblique-slip faults, exhibits variation in thick- 
ness of the detrital interval between the Premier and 
Jonesville coal zones. The interval thickens eastward 
on the same downthrown block that affected splitting 
of the underlying Premier coal zone. The interval 
abruptly thickens from 25 m to 75 rn within 0.8 krn. 
The interval is dominated by fining-upward anasto- 
rnosed fluvial Channel sandstones bounded by thick 
crevasse splay mudstones, siltstones, and sandstones 
and thick, tree trunk-containing, overbank-floodplain 
sediments (fig 13). Measurements (N=56) of trough 
crossbeds in the channel sandstones exhibit a westerly 
direction of transport. 
son of figures 14 and 15 illustrates varying degrees of 
control by the faults and differential accumulation of 
the sediments. Auniformly thick (average 55 rn) accu- 
mulation of se&ments by the westerly-flowing anasto- 
mosed fluvial system was concentrated along the north- 
ern tier. Conversely, thin (average 39 rn) accumulation 
of sediments of the anastornosed fluvial system over- 
lies the fluvial sediments of the Premier coal zone where 
the zone is thick (average 46 m). This inverse relation- 
ship suggests that the effects of continued subsidence 
due to net displacements of the growth faults were prob- 
ably better recorded where the underlying sediments 
are thin as compared to where they are thick because 
movements may have been masked by greater differ- 
ential compaction of the thicker sediments. Further- 
more, while the Premier coal zone and associated de- 
trital splits show general thickening to the east-south- 
east, the overlying interval exhibits thickening to the 
north and east, and thinking to the west. 
AREAL THICKNESS VARIATIONS OF Figure 16 shows the areal thickness variation 
COAL ZONES AND ASSOCIATED of the detrital intervals between the coal splits of the 
INTERVALS Jonesville coal zone. The total thickness (as much as 51 m) of the detrital splits of the coal zone, like those 
Areal variations of the thickness of the Pre- of the Premier coal zone and the interval between the 
mier and Jonesville coal zones and intervening detrital Premier and Jonesville coal zones, thickens to the east. 
splits and the interval between the Premier and However, the eastward thickening is not as rapid later- 
Jonesville coal zones are shown in figures 14- 16. Fig- ally as that of the underlying detrital intervals. In addi- 
ure 14 shows the areal thickness distribution of the Pre- tion, variable thickening and thinking occur within the 
mier coal splits and intervening detrital intervals. The fault blocks. 
thickest and most widespread coal splits are in the east- 
southeast, where the coal zone and intervening deuital DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
intervals are as much as 75 rn thick. The areal pattern 
conf~rms the data from the cross sections. The pro- Our study shows that the lateral and vertical 
gressive thickening from 10 to 75 m of the Premier wends of thickening of the detrital intervals within and 
coal zone and intervening detritus to the east-southeast between coal zones of the Chickaloon Formation are 
suggests that the series of oblique-slip faults (right-nor- best developed in the Premier coal zone and the inter- 
,- mal dip direction) developed generally active down- val between this coal zone and overlying Jonesville coal 
to-the-east displacement components during deposition zone. Northeast-striking contemporaneous oblique-slip 
of the coal zone. These displacement components, faults with down-on-the-east displacement components 
which formed from differential movements, created a developed growth-fault movements. Differential net $ local topographic low where rapid rate of fluvial chan- displacements along these subparallel faults caused 
' ael-crevasse splay-floodplain sedimentation was di- intermittent subsidence and provided a topographic low 
verted repeatedly to the southwest between pauses of on the downthrown blocks where fluvial sedimenta- 
slow rate of accumulation of peat in low-lying mires. tion was diverted, resulting in coal splitting. Progres- 
sive and rapid thickening of detrital coal splits in the 
Figure 15 displays the areal thickness varia- Premier coal zone to the east-southeast suggests in- 
tion of the detrital interval between the Premier and creased net displacements in the direction of the topo- 
Jonesville coal zones. The areal pattern indicates a graphic low. The western part of the study area is 
general thickening to the east-northeast to greater than upthrown across these faults and was probably affected 
60 rn thick from less than 30 rn to the west. C0mPd- by least-net displacements, serving as a raised platfom 
125 
Figure 12 - A photograph of the outcrop of the fluvial deposits that consist of 
the detrital splits (DS) of the Premier coal zone. 
Figure 13- A photograph of the outcrop of the anastornosed fluvial deposits 
between the Premier and Jonesviile coal zones. Cs = crevasse splay 
channel sandstones; F = floodplain deposits. 
Measured section and interval thickness in meters 
2 1 pocation and data horn Nor# and Stridtw. 1983) 
ND No data 
Figure 14- Isopachous map of the total thickness of the &&rital splits of the Premier coal zone, Chickaloon Formation (Paleocene and Eocene). Contemporaneous 
oblique-slip faults are superimposed. 

X Measured sedion and intervat thickness in meters 
2 t vocation and data from Flores and Stridter, 1993) 
ND No data 
Figure 16 - lsopachous map of the total thickness of the deuital splits of the Jonesville coal zone, Chickaloon Formation (Paleocene and Eocene). 
Contemporaneous oblique-slip faults are superimposed. 
where continuous peat accumulated and was unaffected 
by detrital influxes. Southwesterly-flowing fluvial-cre- 
vasse systems were repeatedly diverted into the topo- 
graphic low, interrupting accumulation of peat in low- 
lying mires that were re-established during pauses of 
detrital sedimentation. The topographic low was main- 
tained with continued increase net differential displace- 
ments of the faults on the north and east during deposi- 
tion of the overlying detrital interval between the Pre- 
mier and Jonesville-coal zones. Deposits of this inter- 
val were formed in a westerly-flowing anastornosed 
fluvial system that mainly drained areas underlain by 
thin deposits of the underlying Premier coal splits; in 
this area, net displacements of the faults were not 
masked by underlying thick deposits. Differential 
growth toward the east-southeast during deposition of 
the Premier coal zone and overlying interval was re- 
duced by a factor of 2 (from 65 to 38 rn thick) suggest- 
ing waning tectonic subsidence through time. 
Active differential growth along the oblique- 
slip faults during deposition of the Premier coal zone 
and overlying interval was followed by &minished ef- 
fect of tectonic subsidence as expressed by less abrupt 
lateral variation of splitting of the Jonesville coal zone. 
Similar thickness variation (38 m) of the Jonesville coal 
zone and underlying interval indicates no differential 
growth along the oblique-slip faults towards the east- 
southeast. However, the variable thickening and thin- 
ning of the Jonesville coal zone anddetrital splits within 
the fault blocks suggest that "scissor" components of 
movement developed following active growth fault- 
ing. Prior to active differential growth along the ob- 
lique-slip faults syntectonism was represented by lo- 
calization of a fluvial channel along adownthrown fault 
block indicated by the channel sandstones in the inter- 
val between Eska coal zone and Midway coalbed. 
Recognition of contemporaneous growth fault- 
ing in the interval between the Eska and Jonesville coal 
zones, therefore, suggests that syntectonism played an 
important role in the geornorphology of the depositional 
surface and nature of the underlying substrate. These 
characteristics, in turn, directly affected coal splitting 
and diversion and localization of associated drainages. 
Furthermore, the upthrown sides of the growth faults 
being topographically high were the most favorable sites 
for accumulation of thick, merged coal zones in the 
ChiclcaIoon Formation. 
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GEOLOGY, MINE DEVELOPMENT, AND MARKETING 
FOR EVAN JONES COAL 
Mike Belowich 
Hobbs Industries, Inc., Anchorage, A K 
INTRODUCTION 
The Evan Jones mine is one of numerous past 
producing coal mines in the Wishbone Hill Coal Dis- 
trict of the Matanuska Coal Field. The Matanuska coal 
field covers an area of about 200 square miles varying 
from 6 to 8 miles in width andextending about40 miles 
in an east-west direction. The coal field is bisected by 
the Glenn Highway and its western end, at Palmer, is 
accessible by the Alaska Railroad. 
The Wishbone Hill district liesonthe northside 
of the Matanuska Valley, northeast of Palmer . The 
district takes its name from the prominent conglomer- 
ate-cappedhill that rises to 2,300 feet with steep escarp 
ments along its central part. This canoe-shaped hill, 
which slopes gently to the southwest, is approximately 
8 miles long by 2 112 miles wide and extends from 
Moose Creek on the west to Eska Creek on the east. 
Access to the Evan Jones Mine within the Wishbone 
Hill district, is via the Jonesville road that exits the 
Glenn Highway at mile 6 1 in the village of Sutton. 'The 
mine is located 2 miles northwest of Sutton via this road 
and another short gravel road that exits to the west 
(Figure 1). 
GENERGL GEOLOGY 
The coal-bearing rocks in the Matanuska Val- 
ley belong to the Paleocene-age Chickaloon Formation 
which has been measured to be at least 3,000 feet thick. 
The main coal measures, however, occur within the 
upper 1,400 feet of this sequence. These coals are 
interbedded with moderately well indurated claystone, 
siltstone, shales, sandstones and thin conglomerates. 
The Matanuska Valley itself is a structural valley that is 
bounded on the north by the large-scale, high angle 
Castle Mountain Fault and the Talkeetna Mountains 
andon the south by many smaller faults and thechugach 
Mountains. 7hese two mountain systems are cored by 
Cretaceous and Tertiary-aged plutonics and volcanic 
rocks. Regional tectonic deformation in response to 
uplift due to these emplaced rocks and subsequent 
faulting has resulted in complex structures in the sedi- 
mentary Chickaloon Formation, These include strong 
folding and steeply dipping strata in many areas. Com- 
I 
plicating this activity was the intrusion of late Tertiary 
hypabyssal igneous rocks (i.e. gabbro, diabase) along 
withsome basalt into the already deformed sedimentary 
assemblages of the valley. 
In general, the eastern part of the Matanuska 
Valley is more structurally complex and contains more 
intrusive activity than the western part. This increased 
deformation and thermal heating of the country rock is 
reflected in a general increase in coal rank as one 
progresses in easterly direction up the Matanuska 
Valley (Metritt and Belowich, 1984) 
The dominent structural feature of the Wish- 
bone Hill district is the Wishbone Hill syncline. This 
canoe-shaped foldextends the full length of the district 
and is cut into segments by several northeast trending 
left lateral, oblique-slip faults (Flores and Stricker, 
1993). 
These faults result from shear related to move- 
ment along the nearby Castle Mountain fault system. 
The Wishbone Hill syncline is an open syncline that 
strikes S 5 5 O - 8 0 "  W and whose axis plunges 10" to 25" to 
the southwest (Patsch, 1981). Dip angles of the strata 
beneath Wishbone Hill range from about 200 to nearly 
vertical. In the vicinity of the Evan Jones mine, these 
dips average about 30". Rgure 2 illustrates in cross 
section the dipping structure of the syncline at the 
location of the new Evan Jones development. 
COAL GEOLOGY 
'ihe coal measures of the Wishbone Hill dis- 
trict, as previously stated, occur in four main groups of 
three or more beds (Barnes and Payne, 1956). An 
additional laterally persistent bed that is not part of a 
group is also included. These coal units are separated 
by relatively thick sections of Chickaloon Formation 
strata composed mainly of interbedded sandstones, 
siltstones, claystones, carbonaceous shale and minor 
thin and discontinuous coal beds or stringers. The 
following names have been applied to the coal units, in 
order from oldest to youngest with average strati- 
graphic thicknesses of the group in parentheses: Burn- 
ing Bed coal group ( 125'), Eska coal group (707, Wd- 
32 
Figure 1 

way coal bed, Premier coal group (175'), and the I Jonesvillecoal gmup (120.) Only one-fifth to one-third I 
of the groups's thickness is coal due to included part- 
I 
ings of sandstone, siltstone, claystone, carbonaceous 
shale and bone coal. 
Over 20 coal seams with thicknesses in excess 
of three feet are known to occur in the Wishbone Hill 
district. Although seams to 23 feet are known, 8 feet is 
the average bed thickness. Thicker beds are composites 
of clean coal benches separated by claystone, coaly 
claystone and bbny coal. In no instance has more than 
12 feet of coal been mined from a single bed (Barnes and 
Payne, 1956). Thick mineable coal seams are located 
throughout the Wishbone Hill Disaict. These thick- 
ened seams are generally located west of left lateral, 
oblique-slip faults which commonly bisect the district. 
Those areas exhibiting thickened coals are generally 
located on the upthrown sides of the fault, while areas 
to the east or downthrown sides exhibit overthickened 
packages of clastic rock assemblages and splitting of 
not only individual coals but entire coal groups (Flores 
and Stricker, 1993). These "growth" faults that charac- 
terize the environment of deposition of the coals were 
also responsible for determining the location of the 
numerous past-producing coal mines that targeted these 
thicker coal areas. 
The coals of the Wishbone Hill Disttict are 
characterized as high volatile B bituminous with heat- 
ing values slightly higher in eastern portions of the 
district, which mimics the trend exhibited for the entire 
Matanuska Valley. Average quality parameters are as 
follows on an as-received basis: Moisture 4.0% - 6.0%; 
Ash 9% - 23%; Sulfur 0.3% - 0.4%; Volatile Matter 
35% - 39%; axed Carbon 37% - 46%; Heating Value 
(BTUflb) 10,400 - 12,000; Ash Fusion 23 10" F - 2968 
F; Hardgrove Grindability Index (HGI) 37-46 (air- 
dried); and Free Swelling Index (FSI) 1-3 (air-dried). It 
is a good steam coal and has beenused extensively in the 
past for power generation. Ash contents, locally, can be 
high due to included claystone and bone partings and 
washing of lhese coals has in the past been necessary to 
produce a higher quality product. 
lease by Placer Dome, U.S. Inc. As much as 18 million 
tons of coal, from the two predominant coal seams on 
the property (3 and 5 seams), are predicted to be 
recoverable on this lease. 
PAST MINING 
The presence of coal in the Matanuska Valley 
was f ~ s t  learned of by prOS~~CtOrS and trackers from 
natives in 1894. The first mining in the valley occurred 
in 1913 at Chickaloon when 1,000 tons was hauled out 
by sled for use by Navy steamships. This early coal 
discovery prompted the building of arailroad spur to the 
Chickaloon mine. In 19 16, when the railroad reached 
the Moose Creek area, the first Wishbone Hill mine 
opened at the mouth of Moose creek. Completionof the 
railroad to Chickaloon in 1917 opened the way for 
development of the Wishbone Hill district, From 19 17 
until the last major Matanuska coal mine was closed in 
1968, a total of nine separate mines were developed on 
Wishbone Hill, although no more than four operated at 
one time. 
The Evan Jones Mine, named after the original 
prospector and first president of the company, was by 
far the district's largest and most consistent producer 
from 1920 until it closed in 1968. Out of approximately 
7 million tons of coal produced from Wishbone Hill, 6 
million tons came from the Evan Jones Mine. In its 
early years, 1920 to 1925, this mine producedcoal from 
the south limb of the Wishbone Hill syncline. In 1925, 
a roughly 2,500 foot long crosscut tunnel was driven on 
the level to the north through the hill to reach the beds 
on the north limb of the syncline. It was from this 
northern limb of the syncline that all subsequent pro- 
duction came. The predominant mining method uti- 
lized by the Evan Jones Coal Company in their under- 
ground operations was conventional room and pillar. 
Some limited experimentation using mechanized min- 
ing methods was attempted (Tucker, 1968) In 1953, a 
surface stripmine that started with a small dragline, two 
bulldozers and a few haul trucks was opened up on the 
north side of Wishbone Hill on Evan Jones property to 
supplement production from their underground opera- 
In terms of coal resources for the dismct, the tion. Production came from the outcroP$ng ~onekille 
best estimate shows that 106 million tons remain in and Premier Group coals that had been mined under- 
place after mining; 52 million tons indicated resources ground. These include No. 3 and 4 seams from the 
and 54 million tons inferred resources (Barnes and Jonesville group and No's 5,6,7, and 8 seams from the 
Payne, 1956). It is presently thought that about half of Premier Group. By 1959, production at the north strip 
the remaining mineable resources of the district are pits was sufficient to warrant termination of the under- 
contained in the old Evan Jones property now under ground mine and it was closed. 
For 40 years, Evan Jones coal was used by the workings from the early 1920s had been bypassed 
Alaska Railroad, but with conversion of locomotives to downdip. With the termination of the Backscatter 
diesel fuel in the mid- 195O's, emphasis shifted to coal- project in June 1991, development work at the new 
fired electrical power generation on military bases near Evan Jones Mine has slowed with no committed end- 
Anchorage. After the bases converted to natural gas in user for the coal. In January of 1992, the State of Alaska 
1963, the domestic market was insufficient for the large Division of Mining issued a decision approving the 
Evan Jones Mine and it finally closed in 1968. Since Evan Jones underground permit application that was 
1934, the earliest date for which records are available, submitted in late 1990. Issuance of the permit is 
2,300 different personnel have worked at the mine contingent on submission of a reclamation bond for the 
(Patsch, 198 1). In 1956, Placer Amex, lnc., (now Placer project. In the meantime, the operation is being per- 
Dome, U.S., Inc.) purchased an interest in the Evan formed under an exploration permit. 
Jones Coal Company. From 1959 to the closing of the 
mine in 1968, it was the managing joint venture partner Underground development todate is comprised 
of the property. The property still maintains one coal of one 350 foot entry (16' by 8') in both rock and coal (2 
lease, which covers a natural mining block of the seam). A 12 foot half round multiplate portal structure 
underground coal reserves. It is this lease that Hobbs daylights this coal to the surface. With a seam dip Of 
Industries, Inc. subleased in August of 1990. 32". the entry is being developed at an angle to bedding 
to allow manuverability for the mechanized mining 
PRFSENT DEVELOPMENT equipment used in the project. Mining equipment being 
utilized at the Evan Jones Mine includes a Joy 12CM5 
the new Evan continuous miner, a Joy 10SC-22 shuttle car, and a Lee 
Jones Mine Was initiated in the SurlUTler of 1990 after Norse m i - 4 3  roofbolter. A Pemco power distribution 
a Court injunction involving the state of Alaska's Men- cenkr convem 480 volts from a 3 0 0 ~ ~  generator into 
tal Health lands blocked further development and per- 120/230/480/1,000 volts and distributes these various 
mitting of Hobbs IIldustries surface coal mine at voltages to run the underground electric mining equip 
Castle Mountain. Coal was needed from the Evan Jones 
,nt, ~~~k~~ with Matanuska Electric Association 
Mine to flllfill ~ 0 n ~ c t U a l  ob igations to supply fuel for (MEA) power is slated for future when the mine 
Slana Energy's Backscatter Radar Power Plant being goes into production. 
constructed near Gulkana, Alaska. The site of the new 
nu"' F ~ .  , mine is on the south limb of the Wishbone Hill syncline Surface facilities at the Evan Jones Mine in- & adjacent to but above the old abandonedcrosscut tuIlIle1 elude two working facility pads for equipment 
rd i  POW. Instead of e x ~ e ~ s ~ ~ e a d t i m ~ - c ~ ~ s u ~ ~ n g  reha- maintenen=, parts/material storage and mine office, a 
."'. wp, bilitation of the existing underground entries Or long settling pond for surface runoff and mine drainage 
'I I 
distance entry through landslide gmv- treatment, a coal storage area, and connecting haul and 
( ' 1  
els* it was decided to trench through fie landslide access roads ( F i g u ~  3). The access road connects 
I gravels and place a portal into seam the directly to a State maintained gravel road and the paved 
* t i81 Group. to an underground mine permit Jonesville road. The latter road terminates at Sutton 
4 , ' / 1 1  
1 4 q  
1 ,  
was also initiated at this time. After facing up in 5 seam where it the ~l~~~ ~ j ~ h ~ ~ ~  . Trucking to a 
in late 1990, development work was terminated due to 
,a1 loadout in palmer via the Glenn H , ~ . , ~ ~ ~  is the 
a stop work Order On S1ana's Bacbcaar Power Plant envisioned route of the Evan Jones coal to prospective 
11 4 project. Before portalling into 5 seam and subsequent end-users. 
i backfilling over the proposed underground entries could 
I ' be completed and land stabilized, an earthquake in MINING PLANS 
1 I April 199 1 caused a landslide that partially buried the 5 
i seam development. Development work and permitting The Evan Jones Mine is envisioned to be a 
1 
.+ I emphasis was then shifted to target the stratigraphically continuous miner operation unless market demand ne- 1 higher but partially mined No. 3 seam coal bed from the cessitates expansion and the use of longwall mining. 
Jonesville Group. In July of 1991. 2 seam, the bed Only continuous mining is envisioned within the present 
1 
I directly below 3 seam (8 - 10'). wasreached. Portalling permit area. Figure 4 shows the proposedunderground 
and underground development work into this seam mine plan submitted by Hobbs Industries in its under- i 
commenced with the intention of flattening the entry to ground mining permit approved by the State of Alaska. 
intersect the overlying and thicker 3 seam once the old Three entries into the underground reserve are depicted. 
Figure 3 
L 
These include an intake and return air entry and a storage capabili ties of the mine. The addition of longwall 
conveyor belt haulage entry. There is presently ongo- mining, projected for the future on the west side of the 
ing discussion of rehabilitating the old crosscut tunnel Jonesville Fault, would easily boost daily production to 
for future use as the main haulage route, possibly with 6,000 tons and annual production to about 1,320,000 
railcars. This change, however, would require a major tons. 
revision to the mining permit and has not yet been 
submitted to the Alaska Division of Mining, MARKETING 
As mentioned previously, the continuous miner 
operation would utilize a Joy continuous miner to mine 
the coal with one or two Joy shuttle cars transporting the 
ROM coal to an advancing conveyor system. This 
system features a Stamler feeder breaker to downsize 
the ROM coal to 6 inch minus for belt haulage purposes. 
The mainline conveyor belt would then take the sized 
coal out of the mine, and after it was elevated above the 
upper development pad, it would drop into a conical 
storage pile on the lower pad. A loader would then take 
the crushed ROM coal and place it into another con- 
veyor, which would load it into a combination crush- 
inglscreening plant. Lump, stoker, and fine coal would 
then result with each of these coals trucked separately 
to the coal storage area near the access road, for storage 
and transport to end-users. There is no washing plant 
contained within this initial mining scenario. With an 
increase in coal demand and concurrent production, a 
washing plant would receive the ROM coal directly and 
eliminate the lower pad screening unit. 
Only one mining sectionis presently planned at 
the Evan Jones Mine, utilizing the continuous miner, 
shuttle cars and belt haulage. Roof control in the 
underground mine would consist of both conventional 
and resin-grouted roofbolts supplemented with mat- 
ting, mesh and timbers, as needed. Given the steep 
operating conditions and off dip advancement of the 
entries, one operating shift is projected to result in a 
conservative daily production of 400 tons of coal. 
Annually, this will result in approximately 122,000 tons 
with 305 operating days per year; another conservative 
estimate. If mining conditions prove to be better than 
anticipated or if less maintenance and down periods are 
realized, this production could be increased. Market 
demand may also play a part in the determination of 
production. This may require additional equipment or 
working shifts. The proposed mine support facilities, 
including screening operations and storage facilities 
should be able to accommodate the base case mine 
production scenario of 122,000 tons per year. An 
additional continuous miner and two daily shifts could 
boost production to 500,000 tons per year, but this 
would probably require upscaling the screening and 
Marketing of the Evan Jones coal should prove 
to be interesting and challenging. It can be safely 
assumed that when coal starts to be commercially 
produced at the Evan Jones Mine, the domestic, in-state 
market will be the first to utilize it. There are presently 
no bituminous coal producers in the State of Alaska. 
The high heating value, low moisture, and low sulfur 
characteristics of the Evan Jones coal will almost cer- 
tainly make it a hit with local homeowners who still 
possess coal stoves left over from the old days or 
possess new coal-burning stoves and now must rely on 
low-rank coal or wood. Residences and businesses 
outside natural gas utilization areas may also become 
markets, since they must now resort to expensive 
heating oils for their heating needs. There also will be 
potential in these remote areas for the placement of 
small package coal heating systems and co-generation, , 
coal-fired, power plants. 
Marketing of the EvanJones coal outside Alaska 
(i.e. Pacific Rim, Hawaii, Mexico) is possible but will 
require some infrastructure development and repeal of 
the Jones Act. Whatever advantage Evan Jones coal 
has, due to a local road network and rail haulage 
possibilities, it is tempered by the lack of a nearby 
shipping port. The cost of shipping coal to Seward has 
proven to be too expensive to compete on the world 
market (example - Wishbone Hill project). However, 
should a new coal shipping port be established in 
Anchorage or nearby Point MacKenzie, this export 
inhibitor will be erased and Evan Jones coal could then 
be economically exported. Only time will tell on this 
front, but in the meantime, Evan Jones coal should 
compete very effectively in in-state residential and 
business heating applications and coal-fwd, co-gen- 
eration, power plants. 
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ABSTRACT 
Interfluve-channel facies in the middle part of 
the Beluga Formation, near Homer, Alaska, contain coal 
beds that are presently considered a viable source of 
coal-bed methane gas and channel sandstones that are 
reservoirs for hydrocarbons in the onshore Kenai Pen- 
insula and offshore Cook Inlet. Lithogenetic associa- 
tions of the interfluve-channel facies of the Beluga 
Formation indicate that the Beluga alluvial plain was 
drained mainly by braided streams flanked by 
floodbasins. Floodbasins were initially drained by cre- 
vasse channels consisting of a type 1 channel sandstone 
(thickness to lateral extent ratio ranging from 1 :SO to 
1 : 2 0 ,  suggesting oblate shape). Continued aggrada- 
tion of crevasse sediments via feeder channels during 
repeated floods promoted further progradation of cre- 
vasse splays into the central floodbasins. Rogradation 
caused feeder channels to merge and diverge and de- 
velop an anastornosed network. As major flow and 
sediment influx were concentrated along one of these 
channels due to stream capture, it was transformed into 
a youthful braided stream forming a type I1 channel 
sandstone (thickness to lateral extent ratio that ranges 
from 1:25 to 1:250, indicating lenticular shape). Pro- 
longed lateral and vertical accretions of coarse detritus 
in this stream resulted in a mature, low-sinuosity, 
brai&d stream forming a type 111 channel sandstone 
(thickness to lateral extent ratio ranges to as much as 
1 :400, indicating elongate shape). Continued occupa- 
tion of this braided stream promoted avulsion and aban- 
donment of adjoining braidbelts, which in turn, were 
overrun by raised mires forming peat on elevated plat- 
forms. 
INTRODUCTION 
lated across long distances. The interpolations, in turn, 
are utilized to interpret the depositional setting for the 
purpose of basin analysis. Small-scale studies 
(Campbell, 1976; Rust, 1978; Stear, 1983; Lawrence 
and Williams, 1987) are limited in areal extent and pro- 
vide only partial knowledge of basinal interfluve-chan- 
nel models. Regional-scale investigations (Nilsen and 
Moore, 1982; Turner and Whateley, 1983; Melvin, 
1987) require interpolation between data that are widely 
separated. The large gaps in data make basin wide in- 
terpretation and cornpacison of interfluve-channel mod- 
els difficult. Both small-scale and regional investiga- 
tions are especially disadvantageous in areas or basins 
where rapid stratigraphic variations (vertical and lat- 
eral) are present. 
In this study. a regional assessment has been 
made during the past 3 years on essentially continu- 
ous, linear exposures along the beach cliffs of Cook 
Inlet and Kachemak Bay, for about 25 km, between 
Anchor Point and McNeil Canyon in the southern Kenai 
Peninsula (fig. I). Here, exposures of the upper part of 
the Beluga Formation are oriented normal to subparallel 
of the axes of northeast-southwest trending anticlines 
and synclines and the Border Ranges fault (Merritt and 
others, 1987). These cliffs provide nearly 100 percent 
rock exposure and represent the most continuous and 
complete records of the upper part of the Beluga For- 
mation in the Cook Inlet basin (see fig. 1). Our experi- 
ence in the Cook Inlet basin, where less than 10 per- 
cent of the Tertiary rocks are exposed, suggest that ex- 
amination and description of vertical and lateral sedi- 
mentologic variation and accurate identification of 
depositional patterns is the most productive method of 
investigation. The stratigraphic variations and deposi- 
tional patterns can then be used to develop predictive 
models for analysis of the basin. 
Interfluve-channel models for a rock unit (for- The focus of this investigation is on the eco- 
mation) have been frequently represented by vertical- nomically imponant interfluve-channel deposits of Ule 
and latera)-fa~ieS atlalysis of OUtCrOp and SubcrClp 10- Cwk Inlet basin. m e  jnternuve deposits contain thick 
calities. Data from these localities are Often i n t e ~  coal beds that were mined intermittently from the turn 

of the century to 1951 (Meyer, 1990, p. 309-320) and 
are presently considered as a viable source of coal-bed 
gas. In addition, the interfluve deposits are associated 
with channel sandstones that serve as reservoir rocks 
for coal-bed gas and hydrocarbons in the Cook Inlet 
basin (Kelly, 1963; 1968; Magoon and Anders, 1990). 
The main objective of this study is to characterize the 
interfluve-channel models of the Beluga Formation near 
Homer (see fig. 1) for the purpose of modeling the seal/ 
source-reservoir facies of nearby oil and gas fields in 
the Cook Inlet basin (Flores and Stricker, 1993). Basic 
data for this study consist of 63 measured sections and 
continuous photomosaics between sections. 
Photomosaics are complemented by outcrop sketches 
to record the variabilities between measured sections, 
Measured sections are about 300 m apart on average; 
however, photomosaics and sketches between these 
measured sections permit a closer control and better 
correlation of facies types. 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The lowland of the Kenai Peninsula (see fig. 
1) is made up of two coal districts: 1) Kenai district, 
which is located north of Clam Gulch and completely 
concealed by glacialand alluvial deposits and 2) Homer 
district, located south of Clam Gulch (Barnes and Cobb. 
1959). The Homer district, includes an area of about 
2849 sq km on the southern Kenai Peninsula. It is 
bounded by the Cook Inlet to the west, Kenai Moun- 
tains to the east, Kachemak Bay to the south, and the 
Kenai coal district to the north. 
The Kenai lowland is the onshore part of the 
Cook Inlet forearc basin (Cook Inlet) of the Alaska- 
Aleutian Range (Kelley, 1985). Based on Bouguer 
gravity mapping, Barnes (1977) outlined a broad struc- 
tural basin in the Kenai lowland with a west and north- 
west dipping paleoslope. Except for minor, gentle 
upwarping resulting from folding and vertical faulting 
(up to 24 m), the Beluga Formation is flat lying to gen- 
tly dipping (Barnes, 1951; 1967). The horizontal beds 
of the Beluga Formation permit the tracing of marker 
beds over long distances. 
Tertiary cog-bearing rock units (fig. 2) exposed 
in the Homer coal district include the middle and up- 
per Miocene Beluga Formation and upper Miocene and 
Pliocene Sterling Formation (Barnes and Cobb, 1959; 
Wolfe and Tanai, 1980). Exposures of the upper part 
of the Beluga Formation (a few hundred meters thick) 
are mainly found along beach cliffs and valley walls of 
large streams (Barnes, 1967). In the subsurface the to- 
tal thickness exceeds 1500 m (Hartman and others, 
1972). Older Rrtiary coal-bearing units are the Oli- 
gocene through middle Miocene vonek Formation and 
the Oligocene Hemlock Conglomerate. These two for- 
mations are present only in the subsurface in the study 
area (see fig. 2). The four coal-bearing formations make 
up the Kenai Group as modified by Fisher and Magoon 
(1978) from the stratigraphic work of Calderwood and 
Fackler (1 972). 
Early investigations of the Beluga Formation 
and its coal deposits (Dall and Harris, 1892; Dall1896; 
Kirsopp, 1903; Atwood, 1909) focused on mapping, 
measuring, and sampling coal beds for resource analy- 
ses. Later works by Barnes and Cobb (1959), 
Calderwood and Fackler (1972), and Adkison and oth- 
ers (1975) established the stratigraphic framework and 
coal quality of the Beluga coals. Recent investigations 
of the Beluga Formation by Sisson (1985) and Merritt 
and others (1987) expanded on the geology of the Bel- 
uga Formation and resource characteristics of the as- 
sociated coal deposits. 
Environments of deposition of the Beluga For- 
mation include braided and meandering fluvial settings 
and alluvial fans (Hayes and others, 1976; Hite, 1976; 
Rawlinson, 1984; Merritt, 1986). Arecent study of the 
Beluga Formation by Flores and Stricker (1992) sug- 
gests deposition in an anastornosed fluvial system and 
proposed a direct relation between thick coals and mires 
formed in this fluvial setting. Paleocurrent analysis of 
the Beluga Formation by Rawlinson (1984) and Kremer 
and Stadnicky (1985) suggest a western transport di- 
rection of its sediments. 
LITHOGENETIC ASSOCIATION OF THE 
UPPER PART OF THE BELUGA 
FORMATION 
The upper part of the Beluga Formation in the 
Homer coal district is composed of interbedded sand- 
stone. siltstone, mudstone, carbonaceous shale, and 
coal. Sandstone is the dominant lithic unit and the car- 
bonaceous shale and coal are the least common units. 
These lithic units are drab-gray in color. The color of 
the Beluga Formation is used to distinguish it from the 
overlying buff to light-brown Sterling Formation 
(Barnes and Cobb, 1959; Wolfe and others, 1966; 
Merritt and others, 1987). However, we find sandstones 
of the Beluga Formation that exhibit buff-yellow color 
Figure 2. Composite stratigraphic column showing the coal-bearing formations of the Kenai Group and the 
study interval in the Kenai Peninsula. 
similar to those of the Sterling Formation and there- posed of medium- to very fine-grained sandstones; 2) 
fore regard this criteria as unreliable. a fine-grained intertluve lithogenetic association, con- 
The upper part of the Beluga Formation in the sisting of mudstones, siltstones, and silty sandstones; 
vicinity of the McNeil Canyon consists of fine-grained- and 3) an organic-rich mire lithogenetic association 
rich (sil&toms and mudsmnes) liaofacies mores and c~misting of carbonamus shales, coals, and moci- 
smc@ 1992). ms area, ae upper 110 m of the ated tonstein partings. In this paper we will follow a 
Beluga Formation is dominakd by thick floodplain or similar scheme of lithogenetic associations but will 
interfluve lithofacies, which grade laterally into thin- lump the organic-rich lithogenetic association with the 
to thick-, narrow-channel lithofacies, Flores and intemuve lithogenetic association because they are 
Stricker (1992) grouped the Beluga Formation into three commonly interbedded. Thus, the upper part of the 
fithogenetic associations (related rocks of the Stme mi- Beluga Formation will be divided into channel and in- 
gin); 1) a coarse-grained lithogenetic a~s~ciation, corn- terfluve lithogenetic associations. 
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CHANNEL LITHOGENETIC ASSOCIATION 
Sandstones, which make up as much as 40 per- 
cent of the upper part of the Beluga Formation in the 
study area, comprise the channel lithogenetic associa- 
tion. The channel li thogenetic association may be clas- 
sified into three types of erosional-based, fining-up- 
ward sandstones on the basis of grain size, nature of 
the basal contact, internal architecture (number of in- 
ternal scour surfaces; interconnectedness of units or 
plumbing; vertical and lateral patterns of sedimentary 
sauctutes within units; extent and hierarchical arrange- 
ment of internal bounding surfaces), and geometry (two 
dimensional). 
Qpe I Channel Sandstone 
Type I channel sandstone (fig. 3) is very fine 
to medium grained, 1.5 to 8 m thtck, and as much as 
150 m in lateral extent. One subtype of the type I chan- 
nel sandstone ranges from 1.5 to 3 m thick and 15 to 30 
m in lateral extent. Thus, this subtype has a height to 
width ratio of 1:5 to 1:20 (fig. 4). A thicker subtype of 
type I channel sandstone ranges from 75 to 900 m in 
lateral extent or a ratio of about 1:10 to 1: 200 (fig. 4). 
'tLpe I chamel sandstone (fig. 3) is oblate in shape and 
the body is depressed at its base and tap. vpe I chan- 
nel sandstones are homogeneous bodies without inter- 
nal scour surfaces. At their bases, they are marked by 
shallow to deep scour surfaces that are overlain by npup 
mudstone and fermginous clasts, and coal spars or a 
basal lag conglomerate (fig. 5). 
Ihe internal architecture of the type I channel 
sandstone is influenced by variations in grain size and 
sedimentary smctures. Channel sandstones of type I 
are fining-upward bodies that &splay, from its base to 
top, either a gradational reduction upward in grain size 
or increase upward of the occurrence of fine grained 
interbeds (figs. 3 and 6). Similar variations in grain 
size are represented laterally. Sedimentary strucms 
in the type 1 channel sandstone consist of trough 
crossbeds (a few centimeters to 0.6 m in height), con- 
volute laminations (up to 1 rn in height), and ripple 
laminations. A vertical profile of sedimentary sfruc- 
tures of the type I channel sandstone consists of trough 
crossbeds that decrease in height upward. Convolute 
laminations accompany the trough crossbeds in its 
lower part of the profile, whereas ripple laminations 
are locally present in the uppermost part of the profile 
(fig. 7). Sedimentary structures of the type I channel ' 
sandstone grade laterally from trough crossbeds in the 
I interior of sand b d e s  into ripple laminations in the 
margins of the body. Patterns of vertical and lateral 
variations of internal architecture occur in both the thin 
and thick type I channel sandstone bodies. 
Figure 3. Type I channel sandstone (I) showing fining-upward characteristic and a 
thinning margin (TM). 
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Figure 4. Diagrams of geometry of the type I, 11, and 111 channel sandstones 
based on the thickness and lateral extent ratios. 
Figure 5.  Lag conglomerate (LG) and basal scour surface of the type I chan- 
nel sandstone. Conglomerate consists of ripup clasts. Handle of 
mattox is about 0.35 rn long. 
Figure 6. Uppermost part of the type I channel sandstones (I) showing grada- 
tional change of grain size (A) and upward increasing siltstone interbeds 
(B). 
Figure 7. Ripple laminations (RL) and small-scale trough crossbeds (SCT) 
characterize the uppermost part of the type I channel sandstone. The 
handle of the hammer is about 0.3 m long. 
Qpe I1 Channel Sandstone 
v p e  I1 channel sandstone (fig. 8) is fine to 
coarse grained, 6 to 10 m thick, and 240 to 1,500 rn in 
lateral extent. Thickness to lateral extent ratios of the 
trpe I1 channel sandstones, are lenticular-shaped bod- 
ies that range from 1:25 to 1:250 (fig. 4). The base of 
these sandstone bodies are shallow to deep concave- 
upward, whereas, the tops are either shallow concave- 
downward or asymmetrical, bi-convex in shape. The 
sandstones are heterogeneous bodies with one internal 
scour surface. Basal scour surfaces are marked by a 
basal-lag conglomerate like that of the type I channel 
sandstones. The type I1 channel sandstones may later- 
ally grade into the type I channel sandstones. 
Like the type I channel sandstones, the inter- 
nal architecture of the type I1 channel sandstones is in- 
fluenced by grain size, internal scour surface, sedimen- 
tary structures. Qpe I1 channel sandstones are gener- 
ally fining-upward bodies; however, the upper part more 
often contains silty interbeds (see fig. 9) than mixed 
grain sizes. Silty interbeds are also formed along the 
margins of the sandstone body. In addition, partition- 
ing of the type I1 channel sandstone by an internal scour 
surface (fig. 10) defines a couple of fining-upward sand- 
stone subbodies. These scour surfaces (basal and in- 
ternal scours) are overlain by basal-lag conglomerates. 
The internal scour surface may be as deep, but not as 
laterally extensive, as the basal scour surface. Also, 
this scour surface extends laterally into the margin and/ 
or to the top of the type I1 channel sandstones, as well 
as into the basal scour surface. 
Sedimentary structures of the type I1 channel 
sandstones are trough and planar crossbeds, convolute 
laminations, and ripple laminations. Trough crossbeds 
are common and range from a few centimeters to 1.2 
rn in height (fig. 11). Planar crossbeds are less corn- 
mon, as much as 0.6 m in height, and grade laterally 
into and overlie, trough crossbeds, Convolute lamina- 
tions are as much as 1.5 m in height and commonly 
formed along steep foresets of trough crossbeds. Ripple 
laminations are present in the uppermost part of the 
sandstone body. Vertical profiles of the sedimentary 
structures contains a set of large-scale trough and pla- 
nar crossbeds with convolute laminations in the lower 
part of the sandstone bodies. These convolute lamina- 
tions are often truncated by the overlying internal scour 
surface. The scour surface, in turn, is overlain by an- 
other set of large- to small-scale (decreasing in height 
upward) trough crossbeds, which grade upward into 
ripple laminations in the upper part of the sandstone 
body. Margins of the sandstone body are also com- 
monly ripple laminated. 
Heterogeneity of the type I1 channel sandstones 
arises from the vertical stacking of dissimilar sets of 
Figure 8, l)qx I1 channel sandstone (11) showing a fining-upward grain size 
with silty and muddy upper part (SM). 
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Figure 9. The upper part of the type I1 channel sandstone shows common 
siltstone interbeds (SI). 
Figure 10. Internal scour surface (IS) defined by a basal lag conglomerate 
(LG) in a type I1 channel sandstone. The Jacob staff is about 1 m 
long. 
Figure 11. Stacked trough crossbeds above and below an internal scour surface 
(IS) in a type I1 channel sandstone. The Jacob staff is about 1 m long. 
Figure 12. Qpe 111 channel sandstone characterized by internal scow surfaces 
(IS) and a fining-upward grain size. Jacob staff at the bottom (middle) 
of the photo is about 1.5 rn long. 
sedimentary structures above and below the internal 
scour surface. In addition, the internal scour surface, 
which displays an uneven relief on the underlying cross 
set, causes random juxtaposition of various crossbeds 
different in types and scales. Stacking of fining-up- 
ward sandstone subboches also imparts textural hetero- 
geneity of the type 11 channel sandstone. 
Type I11 Channel Sandstone 
I)pe 111 channel sandstone (Fig. 12) is fine to 
come grained, 7.5 to 15 m thick, and 1.5 km to 3 km in 
lateral extent. Thus, the thickness to lateral extent ratio 
is as much as 1:400 (fig. 4), and it may be described as 
a elongate-shape body. This type of sandstone body 
has a flat to concave up base and has a flattened top 
compared to type 1 and I1 channel sandstones. 'Qpe 111 
channel sandstone laterally grades into type I1 channel 
sandstone. 
Internal heterogeneity of type I11 channel sand- 
stones is controlled by the grain size, continuity and 
interconnectedness of the internal scour surface, and 
sedimentary structures. Although type I11 channel sand- 
stones are, in general fining-upward, they are partitioned 
by internal scour surfaces into smaller subbodies that 
are fining-upward. The internal scour surfaces may be 
locally overlain by a basal conglomerate, particularly 
in deepest parts of the scour sets. Overall, this imparts 
an apparent random arrangement of conglomeratic 
lenses. 
Numerous (3 or more) internal scour surfaces 
are present in the type I11 channel sandstones. These 
internal scour surfaces are less extensive than the basal 
scour surface. Internal scour surfaces are truncated by 
adjoining and overlying internal scour surfaces. That 
is, the length of an internal scour surface may be short- 
ened by cutting of a succeeding (younger) scour 
surface($). Thus, an internal scour surface overlies as 
well as laterally offsets other scour surfaces. This pat- 
tern of development of the internal scour surfaces, in 
turn, affects interconnectedness of sandstone subbodies. 
Increased interconnectedness reflects heterogeneous 
plumbing af the type 111 channel sandstone due to more 
compartmentalization of sandstone subbodies. 
Sedimentary structures of the type 111 channel 1 i 
sandstone consist mainly of trough and planar crossbeds ! 
(fig. 13), as much as 1.5 and 3 m in height, respec- 
tively. Tabular to wedge shape planar crossbeds are 1 
more common in type 111 channel sandstones than in 
type I and I1 channel sandstones. However, like the 
previous channel sandstone types, convolute (as much 
as 1.5 m in height) and ripple laminations are also lo- 
cally present. Sedimentary structures of type I11 chan- 
nel sandstones consist dominantly of trough and pla- 
nar crossbed sets except for local lenses of ripple lami- 
nations lateral to, and above these crossbed sets. Inter- 
nal scour surfaces divide or compartmentalize iJx sand- 
stone body into subbodies (fig. 14). The subbodies are 
repeated successions containing vertically and laterally 
Figure 13. A large-scale trough (7') and planar (P) crossbeds of a type I11 
channel sandstone. Jacob staff is about 1.5 m long. 
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arranged large- to small-scale crossbed sets separated sets resulting in multiple interconnectedness by the in- 
by ripple laminations and some convolute laminations. ternal scow surfaces. Crossbed sets, which are bounded 
by numerous overlying and laterally truncated internal 
Qpe 111 channel sandstone is more heteroge- scour surfaces, produce an apparent random pattern of 
neous than the other channel sandstone types. This re- sedimentary structures. These characteristics of the 
sults from juxtaposition of various types of crossbed sedimentary structures and internal scour surfaces are 
Figure 14. Comparunentalization of type I11 channel sandstone into three sand- 
stone subbodies by three internal scour surfaces (IS). Jacob staff is 
about 1 m long. 
Figure 15. Thick-bedded, smectitic, heavily-rooted (R) mudstone-dominated 
subtype of the clastic lithogenetic association. Handle of the hammer 
is about 0.3 m long. 
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overprinted by textural variations adding to the hetero- with minor mudstone and siltstone interbeds (fig. 16). 
geneity of the type 111 channel sandstone. 
The mudstone-dominated subtype is the most 
INTERFLUVE LITHOGENETIC common s u b t m  of the clastic lithogenetic association. 
ASSOCUTION This subtype may occur as sequences comprising: I )  
entirely mudstone, 2) mudstone with unorganized silt- 
The intemuve lithogenetic association of the stone interbeds, or 3) mudstone with organized siltstone 
Beluga Formation is composed mainly of clastic and interbeds. These sequences may grade vertically and I 
subordinate organic lithogenetic associations. These laterally into each other. I 
associations are compose as much as 55 percent of the 
I total rock volume. The clastic lithogenetic association The sequence of entirely mudstone ranges from 
J consists of mudstones, siltstones, and silty sandstones. gray to dark gray, has a massive texture, and is smectitic 
Y The organic lithogenetic association, which may be as (weathers with popcorn texture) in composition. Dark- 
/ ) ( I  much as 5 percent of the total rock volume of the Bel- ness of color varies in proportion to the organic con- 
! !I uga Formation, consists of coal and carbonaceous shale. tent, mainly macerated plant fragments, of the mud- 
stone. Organic-marked roots and rootlets, carbonized 
Clastic Lithogenetic Association large leaves and stems, and petrified tree trunks and 
stumps are present in this subtype. Mottled structures, 
The clastic lithogenetic association may be formed in association with plant roots and rootlets, are 
subdivided into subtypes based on dominant lithotype rare. Horizontal and vertical animal burrows are com- 
and vertical sequential arrangement of the rock types. mon and range from pinstripe to tubule shape, Some 
One subtype of the clastic lithogenetic association is MI& thin- to thick-horizontal bedding is defined by 
dominated by mudstone with subordinate siltstone laminae of finely macerated plant fragments and mica- 
interbeds (fig. 15). The: second subtype of the ciastic ceous minerals. Spherical- to irregular-shaped (10 mm 
lithogenetic association is dominated by silty sandstone to greater than 0.3 m in diameter) nodules and concre- 
I 
1 
Figure 16. Silty sandstone interbedded with subordinate siltstones and mud- 
stones. Jacob staff is about 1 .S m long. 
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tions are common diagenetic sedimentary structures 
present in the mudstone dominated subtype. The nod- 
ules and concretions are composed mainly of siderite, 
hematite, and limonite; and many contain nuclei of plant 
fossils. 
The mudstone-dominated subtype locally con- 
tains siltstone interbeds that are unorganized within the 
subtype. Siltstone interbeds are thin to thick (less than 
an 20 mm to more than 0.3 m), and both grade verti- 
cally into, or are in sharp contact with mudstone beds. 
Sedimentary structures of the siltstone range from ripple 
laminations to small-scale (less than 75 mm in height) 
trough crossbeds. Horizontal and vertical animal bur- 
rows are rarely, present. The sedimentary structures 
may be destroyed by large hunk-root and rootlet pen- 
etrations, both of which are abundant. Small leaves 
and twigs are common along bedding planes of the silt- 
stone. The mudstone-dominated subtype is character- 
ized by the unorganized nature of siltstone interbeds in 
vertical profile. 
The silty sandstone-dominated subtype is the 
least common subtrpe of the clastic lithogenetic asso- 
ciation. The silty sandstone subtype comprises both 
fining- and coarsening-upward sequences. Fining-up- 
ward silty sandstone sequences (fig. 17) consist of fine- 
grained sandstone in their lower parts and grade up- 
ward into very fine-grained sandstone in the upper parts. 
These sequences are sharp at the base and gradational 
at the top and range from 0.3 to I rn in thickness. me 
fining-upward silty sandstone sequences contain trough 
crossbeds (less than 150 mm in height) in their lower 
parts and climbing ripple laminations in their upper 
parts. The sedimentary structures are commonly de- 
suoyed by root penetrations. 
Coarsening-upward silty sandstone sequences 
(see figs. 17 and 18) consist of very fine to silty mud- 
stone in their lower parts and fine grained sandstone in 
their upper parts. The coarsening upward sandstone 
sequences have gradational top and bottom, and range 
from a few centimeters to 3 m in thickness, The upper 
part of these sequences locally contain scour surfaces 
that are overlain by muddy, fine-grained sandstone. The 
muddy fine-grained sandstones comprise both single 
and amalgamated bodies (see fig* 19). The coarsening 
upward silty sandstone sequences are ripple laminated 
(wavy to symmetric ripple laminations that are rarely 
draped by mudstone) and burrowed in their lower parts. 
The sequences are scoured in their upper parts, and 
capped by trough crossbedded (up to 150 mrn in height) 
and ripple laminated sandstones. The upper parts of 
the coarsening upward sequences contain sedimentary 
Figure 17. A thin, fining-upward, sharp-based silty sandstone (FU) eroding into an underly- 
ing coarsening-upward (CU) mudstone, siltstone (with ironstone concretion - FE), 
and silty sandstone. Handle of the hammer is about 0.2 m long. 

structures, large roots and rootlets, and upright tree 
trunks and stumps (see fig. 19). 
The silty sandstone-dominated subtype is com- 
monly interbedded with the rnudstone-dominated sub- 
type with siltstone interbeds. This silty sandstone is 
tabular in shape that can be laterally traced in outcrops 
for as much as 100 rn. 
Organic Lithogenetic Association 
Economically, the most important part of the 
Beluga Formation is the organic lithogenetic associa- 
tion, however, it is the least common interfluve 
lithogenetic association. This lithogenetic association 
may be subdivided into coal-dominated and coal-poor 
subtypes, The coal-dominated subtype consists of coal 
beds (see fig. 20). whch occur as a single coal y unit or 
as a stack of coaly units. These coal beds are 
interbedded with strata of coal-poor subtype, which 
consists of carbonaceous shales, carbonaceous mud- 
stones, and tonsteins. 
Coal beds in the coal-dominated subtype are 
dull black in color, with numerous bright, lustrous 
vitrain bands. .The coal beds are woody, consisting 
mainly of flattened coalified tree stumps, trunks, and 
limbs that have retained the original woody grain tex- 
ture Barnes and Cobb (1959). The woody texture im- 
part platy partings that are parallel to bedding. Coals 
of the Beluga Formation in the Homer coal district range 
in apparent rank from lignite to subbituminous B (typi- 
cally C) (Barnes, 1967). although they increase in ap- 
parent rank (subbi tuminous to high volatile bituminous) 
with depth. Vitrinite reflectance (% Ro analysis 
of coals from outcrop yield values ranging from 0.36 
to 0.42 percent and average about 0.37 percent by 
(Merritt and others, 1987), Analysis of Beluga coal 
beds in the Homer coal district, on an as-received basis 
(ASTM, 1991). yield ash content of 3.2 to 22.6 percent 
and sulfur content of 0.1 to 0.7 percent (Barnes and 
Cobb, 1959). 
Barnes and Cobb (1959) reported that coal beds 
in the Homer coal district are lenticular in shape with 
at least 30 coal beds as thick as 1 to 2 m. Our study 
shows that Beluga coal beds range from a few centi- 
meters to 2.5 m in thickness and have an average thick- 
ness near 1 m. Thin coal beds (a few centimeters to 
less 30 centimeters) are traceable laterally from a few 
tens to hundreds of meters. Thicker beds (greater than 
0.6 m) are traceable laterally up to at least a few km. 
The thickness to length ratio, of coal beds we measured, 
ranges from lenticular ( 1 9 )  to elongate (1:1,000 to 
?3,000). 
Figure 20. Thick (average about 1.7 m thick) coal beds (CB) interbedded 
with mudstones, siltstones, and silty sandstones. 

More than two thirds of the total rock volume 
of the organic lithologic association consists of car- 
bonaceous shale (mud mixed with finely macerated 
plant fragments). Laminae loaded with plant leaf and 
stem fragments impart fissility to the shale. Carbon- 
aceous shale beds range from a few centimeters to 0.3 
m in thickness and are commonly interbedded with and 
grade laterally into the coal beds. 
Carbonaceous mudstone, in comparison to the 
carbonaceous shale, contains less organic matter, lacks 
fissility, and is less commonly interbedded with coaly 
units. Carbonaceous mudstone units are commonly 
penetrated by roots. Tonsteins are the least common 
interbeds in the coaly units and consist of airborne vol- 
canic ash (Reinink-Smith, 1990) up to 15 cm in thick- 
ness. Tonsteins are laterally extensive. 
FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE OF 
RESERVOIR AND SEAL/SOURCE FACIES 
In the Beluga Formation, the lithogenetic as- 
sociations of channel-sandstone types (1-111) serve as 
reservoir facies for hydrocarbons. The interfluve clas- 
tic and organic deposits serve as seal facies for hydro- 
carbons and source facies for coal-bed methane gas, 
respectively. Framework architecture of these facies 
within the Beluga Formation is characterized by their: 
1) coarse- and fine-grain size ratio and 2) vertical and 
lateral relationships to each other. This concept fol- 
lows that of Allen' s (1978) alluvial architecture , which 
refers to a large-scale distribution of alluvial sandstone 
bodies within a finer grained sediments and their mu- 
tual relationshps. 
A 3-km-long, continuous outcrop between the 
4 mouth of Diamond Gulch and Point Bluff (shown in 
fig. 21) illustrates the framework architecture of the 
middle part of the Beluga Formation. This outcrop is 3 dominated by the channel sandstone reservoir facies. 
'ihe upper part of the study interval consists mainly of 
at least four distinct channel sandstone bodies of types 
I1 and 111, which average 10 rn thick, and make up the 
servoir facies (see interval B, fig. 21). Qpe I1 chan- 
nel sandstone bodies are as much as 12 m ttuck and are 
laterally extensive for more than 1.2 km. Qpe 111 chan- 
nel sandstone bodies are as much as 15 m thick but are 
, more laterally extensive (>l .S kin) than the type I1 chan- 
nel sandstones (see interval B, fig. 21). These channel 
Sandstone bodies that comprise the reservoir, are 
multlstarey or vertically stacked in which, from bot- 
tom to top, two type 1 channel sandstone reservoirs in 
1 
the lower part is overlain by a type 111 channel sand- 
stone reservoir, three type 11 channel sandstone reser- 
voir, and a type I channel sandstone reservoir in the 
upper part (see interval B, fig. 21). 
Interfluve seal and source facies, which sepa- 
rate and bound the sandstone reservoirs (see interval 
B, fig. 21), are subordinate member sediments in this 
interval of the Beluga Formation. The seal facies im- 
mediately below and above the multistorey channel 
sandstone reservoirs is composed of mudstone, silt- 
stone, and silty sandstone that range from 3 to 4.5 m in 
thickness. Tbis intervening seal facies is up to a meter 
in thickness. The source facies (see coal beds in inter- 
val B, fig. 21), which consists mainly of coal and car- 
bonaceous shale, below and above the multistorey chan- 
nel sandstone reservoirs, ranges from 7.5 to 45 cm in 
thickness and occurs in zones (coal beds that are 
interbedded with thin to thick mudstone, siltstone, and 
silty sandstone). This intervening source facies ranges 
from 12 cm to 2.5 m in thickness. 
Lateral variation of the reservoir facies is well 
displayed by t y p  I, 11, and 111 channel sandstones at 
their northern margins (see upper part of interv al A and 
lower part of interval B, fig. 21). Here the upper chan- 
nel sandstone reservoir facies grades immediately into 
interfluvial mudstone, siltstone, silty sandstone, and car- 
bonaceous shale. The interfluvial sequence, from its 
bottom to top, consists of rippled silty sandstone grad- 
ing upward into rooted mudstone overlain by carbon- 
aceous shale and rooted mudstone and silty mudstone. 
Overall the units may be grouped into fining- and corn- 
ening-upward sequences below and above the carbon- 
aceous shale. However, successively to the north, the 
fining-upward sequence is alternately replaced by a 
coarsening-upward sequence capped by rippled-rooted 
silty sandstone and a fining-upward sequence immedi- 
ately below the carbonaceous shale, which is thicker 
and coaly at this locality. In contrast and in the same 
quence above the carbonaceous shale is locally replaced 
by a small type I channel sandstone. I1 and 111 
channel sandstone reservoirs laterally grade into coars- 
ening-upward sequences of mudstone, interbedded silt- 
stone, and mudstone capped by a rippled silty sand- 
stone, which in turn is overlain by rooted rnudstone 
and siltstone. These sequences are continuous north- 
ward except that thin, discontinuous coal and carbon- 
aceous shale beds begin to occur below and above the 
rippled sandstone and pinch into the sandstone reser- 
voirs. 
The lower part of the study interval (see inter- are vertically and laterally bounded by thick intemuve 
val A, fig. 21) of the Beluga Formation between the seaVsource facies, The reservoir facies is composed of 
mouth of Diamond Gulch and Point Bluff depicts a high type 1, I1 and I11 channel sandstones. ripe I channel 
proportion of interfluve seaVsource facies. Mudstone sandstone (see upper part of fig. 22) ranges from 1 to 
is the most abundant interfluve seal facies and is as 12 m thick and 6 to 950 rn wide. Small sandstone res- 
much as 20 m thick and is commonly interbedded with ervoir laterally merges with the tabular silty sandstone 
coarsening-upward siltstone and silty sandstone and of the interfluve coarsening-upward sequences. A large 
subordinately with fining-upward silty sandstone and type 111 channel sandstone reservoir (see lower left of 
siltstone. These interfluve seal facies are interbedded fig. 23) laterally pinches out southward into rooted 
with coal and carbonaceous shale (source facies) that mudstone and siltstone. T)pe I channel sandstone (see 
are as much as 0.6 m thick. Overall, the interfluve seal upper center of fig. 23) is as much as 2 m h c k ;  how- 
1/11 l and source: facies complex is encased in two tiers of ever, it grades laterally into type I1 channel sandstone 
1 , (  isolated laterally equivalent type I channel sandstone that is as much as 8 m thick. These channel sandstone 
I reservoirs (see upper part of interval A, fig. 21). These types combined are as much as 1.5 km in lateral extent. 
reservoirs are as much as 10 m thick and >1000 rn in Their margins merge with thick, rooted mudstone and 
lateral extent. The upper tier of the type I channel sand- siltstone interbedded with thin coal and carbonaceous 
stone reservoir is internally homogeneous, comprising shale (see upper center of fig. 23). 
mainly trough crossbeds. This reservoir is as much as 
7 rn thick and 300 m in lateral extent. The lower tier of In general, the outcrop collectively represented 
the type I sandstone reservoir is internally heteroge- in figures 22 and 23 may be groupedinto lower, middle, 
neous. The lower 3 to 6 m of this reservoir consists of and upper intervals based on the grouping of the chan- 
trough crossbeds, whereas, the upper 3 to 4.5 m thick nel sandstone reservoir facies and relationships of the 
is ripple laminated. In addition, this sandstone reser- seaVsource and reservoir facies. The lower interval (see 
voir is flanked on both margins by a sharp-based rippled lower part of fig. 22) is dominated by seallsource fa- 
sandstone imparting a winged appearance; however, the cies and encased mainly type I1 and I11 channel sand- 
rippled sandstone at the northern margin is split by stone reservoir facies that are randomly distributed. The 
mudstone that thickens northward (see upper part of middle interval (see upper part of fig. 22 and lower 
interval A, fig. 21). part of fig, 23) is characterized by abundant seaVsource 
facies that surrounds mainly isolated type I channel 
Figures 22 and 23 are cross sections constructed sandstone reservoir facies. Discontinuous sandstone 
along a 7.4-km-long, continuous outcrop north of the reservoir facies is commonly distributed contempora- 
mouth of Diamond Gulch. The stratigraphic interval neous with each other, but laterally separated by the 
is immediately below the interval illustrated in figure seaVsource facies. In addition, the source facies (coal 
2 1. This part of the Beluga Formation is an interfluve- beds) are thicker in the lower interval than In the upper 
dominated interval in which the seal and source facies interval (see lower part of fig. 22 and upper part of fig. 
are abundant. Mudstone, which is as much as 12 m 23). These seaVsource and reservoir facies relation- 
thick, is the seal facies. Subordinate siltstone and silty ships are similar to those described by mores and 
sandstone occur either as unorganized interbeds or as Stricker (1992) of the uppertnost part of the Beluga 
coarsening-upward sequences in the mudstone. A tabu- Formation in the McNeil Canyon area along the north- 
lar-shaped silty sandstone caps the coarsening-upward ern coast of the Kachemak Bay, 
sequence. The source facies consists of coaly units as 
much as 1,2-m-thick single beds or 2.5-m-thick DISCUSSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND 
tiple beds with numerous carbonaceous mudstone and SUMMARY 
shale, and tonstein partings. These interfluve seal/ 
source facies are commonly repeated in cycles verti- Lithogenetic associations and framework ar- 
call y and uninterrupted by channel sandstone reservoir chitecture of the Beluga Formation in the beach-cliff 
facies (see uppermost part of fig. 23). outcrops north and south of Diamond Gulch, west of 
Homer, significantly contribute to our understanding 
Where the reservoir facies is encountered along of the reservoir, seal, and source facies relationships 
the outcrop (see figs. 22 and 23). it is distributed as and their origin. In this area, the general pattern Or 
isolated, discontinuous channel sandstone bodies that alluvial architecture of these facies in the middle paR 
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Figure 22. A cross section north of the mouth of Diamond Gulch showing Ihe stratigraphic framework variations of the middle study interval in the Beluga 
Formation. 

of the Beluga. Formation are illustrated in figure 24. 
Vertically, the sandstone reservoir facies displays a 
nested pattern in which type I1 and 111 channel sand- 
stone reservoir facies are concentrated in the lower and 
upper parts of the study interval. Qpe I channel sand- 
stone reservoir facies is distributed mainly in the middle 
part (see fig. 24). 
Variations in the thickness, width and/or lat- 
eral extent, and internal homogeneityheterogeneity of 
these channel sandstone types reflect the framework 
morphology of fluvial pathways that drained the allu- 
vial plain during deposition of the Beluga Formation. 
In addition, the relationship of these channel sandstone 
types to adjoining intefluve deposits indicates the ar- 
eal arrangement of floodbasinlmires settings that sepa- 
Figure 24 shows that type I1 and 111 channel 
sandstones in the lower and upper parts of the Beluga 
study interval may be grouped respectively into: 1) 
moderately thick and wide and 2) very thick and later- 
ally extensive fluvial channel sandstone bodies. Col- 
lectively, both fluvial channel sandstone bodies sug- 
gest prolonged development in more mobile channels 
along a sinuous fluvial belt. However, the moderately 
thick and wide fluvial channel sandstone represents 
deposition in a less stable fluvial channel as evidenced 
by its scattered distribution in dominantly fine-grained 
inremuve deposits. In contrast, the very thick and lat- 
erally extensive fluvial sandstone indicates prolonged 
occupation of the same part of the alluvial plain, as 
evidence by their multistorey characteristics. The in- 
ternal multiscour nature of type I1 and 111 channel sand- 
rate fluvial pathways in the alluvial plain. stones suggests deposition in a relatively low-sinuos- 
ity cut and fill channels. This mode of channelized- 
As shown in figure 24, type I channel sand- flow aggradation is typical of brajded streams (Smith, 
stone in the middle part of the study interval represents 1970 1971; Schwartz, 1978; Blodgett and Stanley, 1980; 
two morphological styles: 1) thin and narrow, and 2) Friend, 1983). 
moderately thick and wide fluvial channel sandstone 
bodies. Differences in the morphology of the fluvial Interfluve facies interbedded with the various 
channel sandstone bodies reflect the size, mobility, and fluvial channel sandstone types differs in the thickness 
behavior (Friend, 1983) of the cha~elized flow that of associated coal and carbonaceous shale beds. Thick 
formed them. Thin and narrow sandstone (type 1) rep- (greater than 1 m) coal and carbonaceous shale beds 
resents deposits of small, suai&ht, and fixed fluvial are commonly interbedded with type 11 and 111 fluvial 
~hannels- moderately thick ad wide sandstone channel sandstones (see interval A, fig. 2 1). Thin (less 
(type 1) Suggests a deposit of aslightly lw&er* straight- than 0.6 rn) coal and carbonaceous shale beds are corn- 
and fixed fluvial channel. Close association of these ,,dy interbedded w,a typ I nuvial ,-hnnel sand- 
coarsening-u~ward se- stones (see fig. 22). Thick ma1 and carbonacews shale 
quenms suggests deposition in crevasse $plays beds were formed in mires on abandoned, wide fluvial 
in Or floodbasins (Ferm and belts of the braided streams. These abandoned alluvial Cavaroc, 1968; Smith and Smith. 1980; Hares, 1981, ddges of braided sveams permined prolonged accu- 
19'6: Smith 1983). Thus- type I chmn'l sandsmn' mulation of pat jn mires on raised platforms during 
represents floodbasin fluvial channels that were either 
ephemeral (thin and narrow) or perennial (moderately periods of fluvial avulsion (rerouting of active fluvial 
thick and wide). The ephemeral fluvial channels prob- channels). Moreover, accumulation of peat deposits 
ably formed as feeder channels of crevasse splays that on abandoned, topographically-elevated fluvial belts 
broke through levees and spilled into the floodbasins allowed continuous organic deposition interrupted by 
d~~~ floods, During progradation ofacrevasse splay, deuital influxes. In Contrast, the thin coal and carbon- 
a proximal fee&r is transformed into a deeper aceous shale beds were deposited in low-lying mires 
* and larger channel as it served as a major conduit of of floodbasins drained by crevasse and anastomosed 
the splay. Continued occupation of this channel ere- streams. Here the rapid rate of vertical accretion of 
at& a perennial fluvial channel, Where conkmpora- sediments and frequent lateral aggradation by crevasse 
neous feeder channels are aansfomed into major con- Splays into the low-lying mires, resulted in abbreviated 
duits, anastomosed streams are developed as they &m.mulation of peat. However, longer peat accumu- 
merged and diverged. IXs process of anastomosis re- lation may occur on mires formed in large, stable plat- 
sults from crevasse-splay progradation and develop- forms formed on an abandoned crevasse splay-anasto- 
ment of smaller floodbasins between merged crevasse mosed stream complex as typified by those in the up- 
splay channels (Flores. 1986; Flores and Stricker permost part of the Beluga Formation (Flores and 
(1992). Stticker, 1992). 
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Overprinting of local stratigraphic variations 
on the intemuve-channel lithogenetic associations of 
the Beluga Formation, is the regional stratigraphic dif- 
ference attributed to fluvial depositional changes and 
effects of local or regional subsidence. This aspect is 
illustrated in figure 24, in which the Beluga Formation 
may have been deposited, in large part, by braided 
streams as indicated in the lower and upper p m  of the 
study interval. These braided streams alternated in 
draining the Beluga alluvial plain with crevasse splay- 
anastornosed streams as indicated in the middle part of 
the study interval (see fig. 24). The fact that braided 
streams can change morphology, as well as in the mode 
of aggradation, is indicated by variations in the thick- 
ness and lateral extentlwidth of type I1 and I11 channel 
sandstones (see figs. 21 to 23). For example, type I 
and 111 channel sandstones in the lower (A) and upper 
(B) parts of the interval in figure 21, represent a change 
from youthful to mature fluvial belts, respectively. This 
youthful fluvial belt gives rise to the mature belt through 
time as may be controlled by subsidence either due to 
tectonism (regional) or autocompaction of sediments 
(local). Subsidence permits prolonged occupation of 
low-sinuosity fluvial belts and vertical stacking of their 
Braided stream 
deposits. The type I channel sandstone (see A in fig. 
2 1). which was deposited by crevasse splay and anas- 
tomosed streams, represents transient drainages in 
floodbasins. However, stream capture may transform 
some of these transient drainages into youthful braided 
streams. 
Considering the overall interfluve-channel fa- 
c i e ~  variations of the Beluga study interval, the evolu- 
tion of types of streams in the alluvial plain is shown in 
figure 25. The Beluga alluvial plain was drained mainly 
by low-sinuosity braided streams flanked by 
floodbasins (fig. 25A-C), Floodbasins were initially 
drained by crevasse splay-channel systems. This re- 
sulted in breaching of levees of the braided stream dur- 
ing floods, Crevassing may have been developed ar- 
eally either as isolated or multiple breakouts along 
stream margins. Continued aggradation of the crevasse 
sediments via feeder channels by repeated flooding 
promoted progradation of the splays into the central 
floodbasins (fig. 25A). Progradation caused merging 
and diverging of feeder channels and developed an anas- 
tomosed network. Some feeder channels along the 
floodbasin margins deepened and widened into straight 
Elgure 25. Diagrammatic depositional models (A, B, and C) showing evolution of braided streams and inter- 
fluves from the lower to the upper study intervals in the Beluga Formation. 
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to slightly sinuous streams as they became major con- 
duits. As major flow and sediment input were concen- 
trated along one of these channels due to stream cap- 
ture, it was transformed into a youthful braided stream 
(fig. 25B) while the other channels were gradually aban- 
doned and capped by peat-forming mires. Prolonged 
lateral and vertical accretions of coarse detritus in this 
stream resulted in.a mature, low-sinuosity braided 
stream (fig. 25C). This was accompanied by avulsion 
in which the original braided stream was abandoned 
and covered by peat-forming mires. The succeeding 
cycle of anastomosis followed by braiding, occurred 
during the next stream avulsion via crevassing into a 
new floodbasin where rhe fluvial process was repeated. 
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GEOCHEMICAL EVALUATION OF COAL FROM THE TERTIARY 
USIBELLI GROUP, USIBELLI COAL MINE, ALASKA - ONE 
OF THE LOWEST SULFUR COALS MINED IN 
THE UNITED STATES 
Ronald H. Affolter, Gary D. Suicker, Romeo M, FIores, and Richard G. Stanley 
U. S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 
ABSTRACT 
The Nenana coal basin extends 240 km in 
length and 1.5-50 krn in width along the northern foot- 
hills of the Alaska Range in central Alaska. Located at 
the western end of the Nenana basin is the Usibelli Coal 
Mine, approximately 120 km southwest of Fairbanks. 
The Tertiary Usibelli Group consists of coal-bearing 
fluvial and lacustrine sedimentary deposits that were 
derived from the Yukon-Tanana Upland area located 
northeast of the present mine site. To evaluate changes 
in major-, minor-, and trace-element distributions, we 
collected 65 samples from the No. 3 bed from 5 differ- 
ent locations and 128 samples from the No. 4 bed from 
6 different locations. 
thereby enriching the elemental concentrations in the 
upper or lower parts of these beds. 
INTRODUCTION 
More than half the total coal mined in Alaska 
has been produced from the Nenana coal basin, The 
rest has been mined from the presently inactive 
Matanuska coal field (Meyer, 1990). Resource esti- 
mations for the Nenana basin are: 7.2 biliion metric 
tons identified and 12.7 billion metric tons hypotheti- 
cal (Merritt and Hawley, 1986). Resource estimates 
for the two major fields in this basin are 910 million 
metric tons identified and 1.8 billion hypo&ktical for 
the Healy Creek field and 4.4 billion metric tons iden- 
tified and 6.3 billion metric tons hypothetical for the 
Lignite Creek field. When compared to other western U.S. Tertiary 
coals, the No. 3 bed is higher in concentrations of Ca. 
Cr, F, Mn, Ni, Sb, Sc, Sr, V, Y, and 23 and lower in total 
sulfur, organic sulfur, pyritic sulhr, sulfate sulfur, ash. 
and the concentrations of Si, Mg, Na, Fe, 'll, Ag, B, 
Cd, Ce, Ga, Hg, La, Li, Nb, Nd, P, Th, U, and Zn. The 
No. 4 bed is higher in Si, Al, Ca, K, Cr, Cu, F, Mn, Ni, 
Pb, Sb, Sc, V, Yb, and Zr and lower in total sulfur, or- 
ganic sulfur, pyritic sulfur, sulfate sulfur, and the con- 
centrations of Mg, Na, Fe, Ag, B, Be, Cd, Ge, Hg, Li, 
Nb, Nd, P, U, and Zn, 
The No. 4 bed shows a higher concentration of 
elements in the upper part of the bed and a lower con- 
centration near the bottom. Over 60% of all analyzed 
elements are statistically higher in the upper part of the 
bed. The No. 3 bed shows a high concentration at the 
top and bottom and lower concentration in the middle 
part of the bed. This elemental distribution appears to 
be directly related to tectonic changes that occurred in 
the Yukon-Tanana Upland area during the development 
Of the mire. These tectonic changes also altered sub- 
sidence patterns increasing the influx of clastic mate- 
rial and changing the ground water pattern in the mires, 
The Usibelli Coal Mine is located at the west- 
ern end of the Nenana basin and currently supplies fuel 
to a 25-megawatt coal-fired power plant. This power 
plant supplies over half the electrical demand for the 
northern Alaskan railbelt. This mine also supplies coal 
to several cogeneration power plants in Alaska 
(Fairbanks Municipal Utilities, University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Fort Wainwright Army base, Eielson Air 
Force Base, and Clear Air Force Station) (Anonymous, 
1993). It also exports coal to Korea (Bohn and 
Schneider, 1992) and could become a significant ex- 
porter to Pacific Rim countries. Mine production has 
grown from 9,050 metric tons in 1943 to 1.36 million 
metric tons of coal per year in 1993. 
The Usibelli Coal Mine produces a low-ash and 
one of the lowest sulfur coals in the U.S. ( Affolter and 
Stricker, 1987) and in the world (Anonymous, 1993). 
The apparent rank of these coals ranges from lignite A 
to subbituminous B with a mode of subbituminous C. 
Mean heat-of-combustion (Btu/lb) is 8,030 with a range 
of 6,130 to 9.2 10 (Affolter and others, 198 1). 
This paper presents a preliminary evaluation 
of the concentrations of major-, minor- and trace-ele- 
ments of the No. 3 and No. 4 beds from the Usibelli 
Coal Mine. These coals are statistically compared to 
%liar)' coals of equivalent age from the Western United 
States to characterize the potential of these Alaskan 
coals in relation to other minable U.S. coals. Elements 
of environmental concern, according to the 1990 Clean 
Air Act Amendment, are also summarized and com- 
pared to relative concentrations for other US. coals, 
Vertical changes in chemical composition and bulk rnin- 
eralogical determinations were also evaluated on se- 
lected samples. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Nenana coal basin consists of ten coal 
fields @ally or completely separated by erosion. This 
basin extends about 200 km along the northern foot- 
hills of the Alaska 'Range and include, from west to 
east, the Western Nenana, Healy Creek, Lignite Creek. 
Rex Creek, Thtlanika Creek, Mystic Creek, Wood River, 
West Delta, East Delta, and Jarvis Creek coal fields 
(fig. 1). These coal fields are located north of the Alaska 
Range and appear to lie in areas where tributaries of a 
major paleoriver system draining central Alaska flowed 
across subsiding basins prior to the uplift of the Alaska 
Range (Wahrhaftig and others, 1994). Coal is found in 
the Usibelli Group (Wahrhaftig, 1987), a sequence of 
five formations of poorly consolidated continental sea- 
mentary rocks of late Eocene and early to late Miocene 
age (fig. 2). Some of these coal-bearing formations 
have been identified in all the coal fields in the Nenana 
coal basin. 
The oldest stratigraphic unit in the Usibelli 
Group is the Healy Creek Formation (fig. 2). This for- 
mation consists of a fluvial sequence of poorly-sorted 
and basally-scoured lenticular sandstone, conglomer- 
ate, siltstone, and claystone with coals that thicken, split, 
and pinch out abruptly. These sedimentary materials 
were deposited by laterally migrating braided streams 
(Stanley and others, 1989). Because the Healy Creek 
Formation was deposited on a surface having a few 
hundred meters of relief in a slowly subsiding basin, 
Figure 1. Location of the Nenana basin and Usibelli Coal Mine in central Alaska and the distribution of the coal 
fields within the basin. 
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Figure 2. Generalized stratigraphy of the coal-bearing units and related rocks in the Nenana b u  
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the thickness of the formation as well as the number of The Usibelli Coal Mine is currently mining in 
coal beds varies markedly. The pats  accumulated in the Lignite Creek coal field, Poker Flats area, which is 
mires developed on abandoned-braidbelt sandstones. located 4 miles north of the town of Healy (fig. I). Near 
Coals are as thick as 20 m, and have been mined exten- the mine, the coal-beating Suntrana Formation consists 
sively in underground and surface mines. of sandstone, siltstone, claystone, shale, and several coal 
beds. The coal beds, which are subbituminous C in 
Overlying the Healy Creek Formation is the apparent rank, are designated (bottom to top) by num- 
Sanctuary Formation (fig. 2). a thinly laminated shale bers one through six (Wahrhaftig and others, 1969) (fig. 
(possibly varved) 40 m thick. This non-coal-bearing 2). In the study area, the No. 3 and No. 4 coal beds are 
unit, which is assigned to the middle Miocene (Wolfe each overlain by a poorly consolidated fluv~al sand- 
and Tanai, 1980). accumulated in a large shallow lake stone unit and underlain by a carbonaceous shale and 
(Wahrhaftig, 1987). siltstone unit. 
The overlying Suntrana Formation, of middle METHODS 
Miocene age (Wolfe and Tanai, 1980), is as thick as Sampling was accomplished over several field 
400 m and consists of 6-12 fining-upward sequences. Seasons and from various localities within the Usibelli 
'kese sequences consist of basal conglomerates and Coal Mine. In most cases, coal samples were collwted 
fining-upward cross-stratified sandstones, which are from the active face of each bed and were selected to 
overlain by mudstones and commonly are capped by be as fresh and as unweathered as possible. Individual 
coals as thick as 20 m. Stanley and others (1989). have bench channel samples were collected for both the No. 
interpreted fie coarse elastic materials as having been 3 and NO. 4 coal beds. Within the rnlne area the NO. 3 
deposited in brai&d'to meandering fluvial channels and bed ranges from 4.9 to 5.5 m thick (mean=5.2 m) and 
the mudstones having been deposited in flood plains, the NO. 4 bed ranges fr0m 5.8 to 6.7 m thick (mean=6.7 
crevasse splays, and abandoned channels. Coals in the m). Samples were collected in vertical !mC~ssion from 
Suntrana Formation are thicker and more laterally per- the top of the bed to its bBom in 3 k m  hrementf Or 
sistent than coals in the underlying Healy Creek For- less* &Pending on megasco~ic observations- thick- 
mation, Peals accumulated in mires that formed on ness of each Sample was recorded and all partings were 
abandoned braid and meander belts as evidenced by sampled and identified. samples were also taken of 
thick beds directly lying above the fluvialchannel sand- the rocks overlying and underlying the coals. There- 
stones. fore, each face channel that was sampled represents a 
vertical profile (top to bottom) through the individual 
Overlying the Suntrana Formation is the Lig- coal bed. Samples collected consist of 65 samples taken 
nite Creek Formation of middle and late Miocene age from the NO. 3 bed from 5 different locations in the 
(fig. 2). This unit, 150-240 m thick, is a multi-cycled mine, and 128 samples taken from the No, 4 bed from 
fining-upward sequence, similar to the underlying 6 different locations in the mine. The No. 4 bed was 
Suntrana Formation. The Lignite Creek Formation dif- more easily sampled than the No. 3 bed because of 
firs from the Suntrana by its sandstone, which was pri- mining conditions that allowed better access to the No. 
marily deposited in a meandering fluvial system; mud- 4 bed. This easier access resulted in the collection of 
stone, which was primarily &posited in a floodplain more detailed samples and an increased sample den- 
and crevasse-splay environment; and coal, which is sity for the NO. 4 bed. 
thinner (typically less than 1.5 m) and less laterally 
persistent. The pa t s  accumulated in mires that devel- Forms-of-sulfur determinations are reported on 
oped on the floodplains and abandoned meander belts. the as-recehd-basis and were determined either by the 
U.S. Bureau of Mines, the U.S. Department of Energy, 
The uppermost formation assigned to the or by Geochemical Testing, Pittsburgh, PA. Analyses 
Usibelli Group is the non-coal-bearing Grubstake For- of ash content and major-, minor-, and trace-elements 
mation. This dark-gray, laminated shale and claystone were done by ale U.S. Geological Survey, Denver CO- 
sequence is interpreted to have accumulated in a lake Descriptions of the d y t i c a l  techniques and p ~ d u r e s  
formed by the damming of south-flowing streams used by the U.S. Geological Survey can be f0m.I in 
caused by uplift of the Alaska Range (Wahrhaftig, %vanson and Huffman (1976), Baedecker (19871, and 
1987). GolightIy and Simon (1989). Only samples with less 
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than 50% ash content were selected for the summary cantly higher in total sulfur, pyritic sulfur, organic sul- 
tables and statistical comparisons. A common prob- fur, ash, Si, Al, Mg, K, Fe, X, As, Cd, Ce, Cu, F, Ga, 
I lem in statistical summaries of trace-element data arises La, Li, Mo, P, Pb. Sb, Se, Th, U, and Zn. Contents of 
; when the element content of one or more of the samples sulfate sulfur, Ca, Ag, B, Co, Hg, Mn, Nb, Nd. Ni. Sc. ! is below the limit of analytical detection. This results Sn, V, Y, Yb, and Zr are similar for both of the beds. 
in a censored distribution. In order to compute unbi- 
ased estimates of censored data, all less than values 2) Comparison between the No. 3 bed and western 
were reduced by 50% when summary statistics were U.S. Tertiary coals 
calculated. Accuracy of analytical values is reported 
to two significant figures for elements and to two deci- A statistical comparison between the No. 3 bed and 
ma1 places for forms-of-sulfur. In order to make all of western U.S. Tertiary coals shows that the No. 3 bed is 
1 
our comparisons consistent and to reflect the true na- significantly higher in Ca, Cr, F, Mn, Ni, Sb, Sc, Sr. V, 
ture of the chemistry of these coals, all major-,minor-, Y, and Zr and significantly lower in total sulfur, or- 
and trace-elements are calculated to a whole coal basis ganic sulfur, pyritic sulfur, sulfate sulfur, ash, Si, Mg, 
and are presented in percent or as parts per million Na, Fe, Ti, Ag, B, Cd, Ce, Ga, Hg, La, Li, Nb, Nd, P, 
@Pm)- Th, U, and Zn. Contents of Al, K, As, Ba, Be, Co, Cu, 
Ge, Mo, Pb, Se, and Yb are similar for both the No. 3 
Selected Usjbelli coal samples were ground to bed and western U.S. Tertiary coals. 
pass 80 mesh and were then ashed in an International 
Plasma Corporation low temperature asker for 160 3) Comparison between the No. 4 bed and western 
hours at temperatures no greater than 150°C. This low- US. Tertiary coals 
temperature-asher (LTA) method oxidizes and removes 
organic material without altering the inherent mineral A statistical comparison between the No. 4 bed and 
matter in the raw coal (for more information, see western U.S. Tertiary coals shows that the No. 4 bed is 
Gluskoter, 1965; Frazer and Belcher, 1973; Rao and significantly higher in Si, Al, Ca, K, Cr, Cu, F, Mn, Ni, 
Gluskoter, 1973; and, Miller and others, 1979). The Pb, Sb, Sc, V, Yb, and Zr and significantly lower in 
LTA coal ash was ground and loaded into cavity-mount total sulfur, organic sulfur, pyritic sulfur, sulfate sulfur, 
specimen holders and then X-rayed. Mg, Na, Fe, Ag, B, Be. Cd, Ge, Hg, Li, Nb, Nd, P, U, 
and Zn. The contents of ash, TI, As, Ba, Co, Ga, La, 
STATISTICAL COMPARISONS Mo, Se, Sr, Th, and Yb and similar for both the No. 4 
bed and western U.S. Tertiary coals, 
Three statistical comparisons (student's t test, 
95% confidence level) Were made for C O J  from the ELEMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
Usibelli Coal Mine (No. 3 and No. 4 beds). The first CONCERN 
, 
comparison was made between the No. 3 and No. 4 
beds to show the main difference between these two As utilization of both high and low sulfur coal 
beds. The next two comparisons were made cornpar- increases, more research will be needed to deal with 
ing the No. 3 bed and No. 4 bed to western U.S. Ter- the stricter environmental regulations and the problems 
tiary coals. The reason for this compmson is that West- of increased coal use. Problems such as increased SO2 
ern U.S. Tertiary coals are repesentative of most coals emissions, potential greenhouse conditions, and the 
mined in the western U.S. and give a good idea of how effects of acid rain will all have to be addressed with 
coal from the Usibelli Coal Mine would compare in future increases in coal utilization. Alaskan coals have 
: quality to other proven areas of marketable U.S. coals. the lowest reported sulfur contents of any coal in the 
Western U.S. coals chemical summaries used in the United States (Affolter and others, 1981; Affolter and 
mmparisons are from Affolter and Hatch (1984,1993). Stricker, 1984; Stricker, 1992). The sulfur content for 
the No. 3 bed (table 2) ranges from 0.03% to 0.32% 
1) Comparison between the No. 3 bed and No* 4 bed with a mean of 0.14% and the sulfur content for the 
No. 4 bed (table 4) ranges from 0,01% to 1 .O% with a 
A statistical amparison between the No. 3 bed (table mean of 0.31%. When compared to westkrn U.S. Ter- 
1 and table 2) and the NO. 4 bed (table 3 and table 4) tiary coals the average sulfur content from the Usibelli 
shows that the No. 3 bed is significantly higher in Na, Coal Mine is 5.5 times lower for the No, 3 bed and 2,5 
Ba, Be, Cr, Ge, and Sr and that the No. 4 bed is signifi- times lower for the No. 4 bed. 
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Table 1. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean. and standard deviation of ash and 41 
elements in coal from the Usibelli Coal Mine, No. 3 bed. (All analyses are in percent or parts per 
million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less than value shown.) 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 57 24.5 8.60 4.4 
Si 57 : ?2 7.1 1.20 1.5 
A1 57 0.13 2.8 0.66 0.59 
Ca 57 1.3 2.0 1.60 0.17 
Mg 57 0.065 0.19 0.13 0.04 
Na 57 0.003 0.32 0.074 0.06 
K 57 0.006 0.33 0.050 0.07 
Fe 57 0.26 0.56 0.35 0.06 
n 57 0.002 0.18 0.030 0.04 
Parts per million 
As 57 0.63 
B 57 14L STg 2i.3 ::: 
Ba 57 160 960 550 180 
Be 57 0.05 6.8 1.2 1.8 
Cd 57 0.006 0.073 0.0 19 0.010 
Ce 57 0.47 24 6.4 5.9 
Co 57 0.58 24 3.5 3.6 
Cr 57 0.7 1 570 47 120 
Cu 57 0.31 39 1 1  10 
F 57 10 500 170 140 
Ga 57 0.05L 15 2 .O 2.8 
Ge 57 0.22L 26 1.8 4.8 
Hg 57 0,002 0.13 0.020 0.04 
La 57 0.3 1 16 3.7 3.5 
Li 57 0.29 14 1.9 2.1 
Mn 57 43 800 120 170 
Mo 57 0.50 3.0 1.4 0.72 
Nb 57 0.0% 6.9 1.4 1.7 
Nd 4 1 3 .OL 22 6.2 4.0 
Ni 57 6.2 3 5 10 4.9 
P 57 22 92 47 25 
Pb 57 0.29 13 3.5 3.0 
Sb 57 0.04L 4.7 0.88 1. I 
Sc 57 0.15 26 4.3 6.3 
Se 57 0.1OL 1.5 ,54 0.37 
Sr 57 73 890 410 140 
Th 57 0.04L 6.5 1.3 1.6 
U 57 0.15L 2.3 0.60 0.55 
V 57 1.3 110 24 28 
Y 57 0.36 37 8.3 9.8 
Yb 57 0.050 3.5 0.74 0.96 
Zn 57 0.48 1 1  3.0 1.9 
Zr 57 2.5 90 26 23 
Table 2. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of total sulfur, and forms-of-sulfur 
from the No. 3 bed, Usibelli Coal Mine (All values are in percent, and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less 
than value shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Total sulfur 57 0.030 0.32 0.14 0.084 
Sulfate sulfur 57 0.002L 0.058 0.013 0.01 1 
Pyritic sulfur 57 0.01L 0.050 0.013 0.008 
Ornanic sulfur 57 0.01L 0.29 0.013 0.079 
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Table 3. Number of samples. range, arithmetic mean. and standard deviation of ash and 41 elements in coal from 
the Usibelli Coal Mine. No. 4 bed. (All analyses are In percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole 
coal basis. L. less than value shown.) 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 116 5.0 47.0 12.1 7.5 
S i 116 0.14 13 2.2 2.3 
A1 116 0.080 6.1 1.3 1.1 
Ca 116 0.23 2.7 1.6 0.29 
MJ2 116 0.066 0.4 1 0.16 0.050 
Na 116 0.001L .077 .015 0.020 
K 116 0.005 0.98 0.12 0.16 
Fe 116 0.25 0.91 0.43 0.10 
Ti 116 0.002 0.28 0.055 0.050 
Parts per million 
As 116 0.38 16 4.7 3.8 
B 116 5.3 63 28 11  
Ba 116 240 1300 460 1 70 
Be 113 0.050 4.2 0.69 0.79 
Cd 116 0.005 0.47 0.05 1 0.06 
Ce 1 1  1 0.58 50 13 12 
Co 116 0.61 21 3.9 3.3 
Cr 116 0.1L 70 15 14 
Cu 116 2 .O 95 25 22 
F 116 10 1 100 270 260 
Ga 116 0.076L 28 3.6 4.3 
Ge 110 0.23L 2.6 0.33 0.32 
Hg 116 0.00SL 0.14 0.022 0.030 
La 110 0.40 30 7.3 6.7 
Li 116 0.27 28 3.9 4.5 
Mn 116 42 330 100 44 
Mo 116 0.39 6.5 2.1 1.4 
Nb 114 0.06 1 L 10 1.7 1.7 
Nl 107 2.1L 55 9.1 9.2 
Ni 116 4.7 49 12 7.1 
P 116 2 1 430 71 70 
Pb 116 0.30 22 6 .O 4.7 
Sb 116 0.035 5.6 1 .S 1.4 
Sc 116 0.15 14 3.8 3.1 
Se 116 0.1L 2.5 0.72 0.54 
Sr 116 73 460 240 90 
Th 115 0.056 9.7 2.5 2.5 
U 116 0.075 5.1 1.2 1.4 
dr V 116 1.2 140 28 27 
Y 116 0.74 33 8.0 6.9 
Yb 116 0.10 2.4 0.75 0.6 1 
116 0.54 72 1 1  15 
116 2.9 140 26 23 
Table 4. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of total sulfur, and forms-of-sulfur 
from the No. 4 bed, Usibelli Coal Mine (All values are in percenl and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less 
than value shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standa~l 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
116 0.014 1.00 0.3 1 0.25 
116 .002L 0.030 0.012 0.008 
116 .OIL 0.36 0.054 0.09 1 
116 OlL 0.90 0.24 0.23 
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Environmental concerns over stack emissions that hlgh-Cr content in coals Erorn the Glacier area, 
from the combustion of coal may also be affected by Washington may be the direct result of detrital chro- 
the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990, which has iden- mium-bearing grains incorporated into the inorganic 
tified several potentially hazardous air pollutants fraction of the coal from nearby dismembered ophiolite 
(HAP). These elements are listed in table 5 along with bodies. A mineralogical examination of the No. 3 bed 
mean values for the No. 3 bed, No. 4 bed, western U.S. so far has not identified any Cr-bearing minerals. At 
Tertiary coals and Interior Province Pennsylvanian coals this time we are not able to identify the source of the 
(Affolter and Hatch, 1984). When the No. 3 and No. 4 high Cr content. 
beds are compared to western U.S. Tertiary coals, the 
contents of Cr, Mn, Ni, and Sb show slight increases; The distribution of Cr within Alaskan coals 
however, when compared to Interior Province Penn- (fig. 4) shows that high Cr concentrations in Alaskan 
sylvanian coals, then only the Cr content from the No. coals are not unusual. Alaskan coals generally show 
3 bed is significantly higher, The contents of Mn, Ni high values of Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, and Pb (Affolter and 
and Sb are slightly elevated in the Usibelli coals, how- Stticker, this volume). Limited work has been done on 
ever, no mineral forms have been identified for these some of these elements, but recent studies on Alaskan 
three elements and at present we do not have enough North Slope coals indicates that the high values may 
information as to why these elements are higher in be related to the source areas for the coal-bearing sedi- 
Usibelli coals. Cr content for the No. 3 bed ranges mentary deposits, Provenance for some of the clastic 
from .71 ppm to 570 ppm. Mean Cr content for the material in the coal bearing units of the central and east- 
No. 3 bed is 47 ppm, which is 3 times greater than the ern North Slope is believed to be located to the south 
No. 4 bed, 4.7 times greater than western U.S. Tertiary in the central Brooks Range plutonic belt (Bartsch- , 
coals, and 3 times greater than Interior Province Penn- Winkler, 1985; Bartsch-Winkler and Huffman, 1988; I 
sylvanian coals. Most of the Cr content from the No. 3 Affolter and others, 1992), which probably served as a I 
bed is found in the uppermost meter of the coal bed possible source for the higher contents of Co, Cr, Mn, 1 
(fig. 3). Average Cr content in table 6 for selected coals and Ni, and Pb in these coals. In the case of the Nenana ' 
and rocks indicate that this value is the second highest coals, the source area is related to the Yukon-Tanana 1 for U.S. coals. Brownfield and others (1991) repart Upland and the Alaska Range, which may have affected 
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Figure 3. Vertical profile of Cr concentration from a selected bench channel of 
the No. 3 bed. The No. 3 bed is 5.2 m thick. 
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Table 5. Cornparision of mean element contents for elements that have been classified as 
hazardous air pollutants (HAPS) by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment. Cornparisions are 
made for the No. 3 bed and No. 4 bed with Alaskan Tertiary and Western U.S. Tertiary coals. 
The mean values for Interior Province Pennsylvanian age coals are included for cornparision. 
(All element contents are in parts per million and are presented on the whole coal basis). 
No. 3 bed, No. 4 bed, Alaskan Western U.S. Interior Province 
Usibelli Usibelli Tertiary Tertiary Pennsylvanian 
&ment Coal ~ i n e '  Coal Mine1 ~ e a n ~  ~ e a n ~  ~ e a n ~  
As 4.7 4.6 7.4 12 
Be ;: 0.69 0.84 1.1 2.0 
Cd 0.019 0.05 1 0.12 0.10 .6 1 
Co 3.5 3.9 5.9 3.5 6.7 
Cr 47 15 22 10 15 
H g 0.020 0.022 0.038 0.12 0.15 
Mn 120 100 120 62 100 
Ni 10 12 20 4.6 25 
Pb 3.5 6.0 4.9 4.2 42 
Se 0.54 0.72 0.99 0.72 3.4 
~b 0.88 1.5 0.97 0.63 1.3 
This Report 
Affolter and Stricker, this volume 
Affolter and Hatch, 1993 
Affolter and Hatch, 1984 
Table 6. Comparison of chromium contents for Usibelli coals with other coals and mafic, 
intermediate, and felsic rocks. 
Chromium content 
Description (ppm whole coal) 
N W  Washington coal' 100 
No 3 Bed Usibelli Mine 47 
Svea Bed, spitzbergen2 38 
Average U. S. coal3 15 
No 4 Bed Usibelli Mine 15 
Western U.S. Tertiary coal4 10 
Nova Scotia coal2 5 
Ultramafic rocks5 2,000 
Matic rocks5 200 
Intermediate rocks5 50 .- - 
Felsic rockss 25 
'Brownfield and others, 199 1 
2Nicholls, 1968 
3Swanson and others, 1976 
4Affolter and Hatch, 1993 
SKrauskopf, 1979 
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ngure 4. Distribution of mean Cr concentrations for most Alaskan coal fields 
and western U.S. Cretaceous and Tertiary coals. 
the amount and type of elastic material introduced into 
the mire. 
VERTICAL VARIATIONS 
The verttcal variations within the No. 3 and 
No. 4 beds were studied for 41 elements, ash, and total 
sulfur, sulfate sulfur, pyritic sulfur, and organic sulfur, 
Generally, most of the high element concentrations are 
concentrated at the tops or bottoms of these beds; how- 
ever, these trends vary slightly for each bed. All eleven 
locations (No. 3 bed, 5 locations and No. 4 bed, 6 loca- 
tions) within the Usibelli Coal Mine were evaluated, 
aad the vertical profiles of elemental distributions are 
generalized by dividing each bed into three equal parts 
in order to show the basic trends described below. 
Number 4 bed (figures 5-6) 
tically higher in the upper 1.5 m. Sulfur content is 
0.62% in the top 2.2 m and 0.14% in the bottom part 
(2.2 m). 
Number 3 bed (figures 7-8) 
A generalized vertical profile of this coal bed shows a 
tugkr concentration at the top (1.7 rn) and bottom (1 
.7 m) and lower concentration in the middle part (1.7 
m) of the bed for most elements. Over 5 1 % of the ele- 
ments are statistically higher in the upper and lower 
1 .? m. Over 50% of the elements are statistically lower 
in the middle part of the bed than at either the top or 
bottom. Statistical comparisons of elemental concen- 
trations between the top 1.7 m and bottom 1.7 m of the 
bed shows no significant differences. Sulfur content is 
only .07% in the middle part compared to .20% in the 
top and .12% in the lower part. (see fig 7) 
A generalized vertical profile of this coal bed shows a The reasons for the differences observed in 
higher concentration at the top of the bed and a lower these beds may be directly related to tectonic changes 
concentration at the bottom of the bed for most ele- that occurred in the Yukon-Tanana Upland and Alaska 
ments. Over 60% of all analyzed elements are statisti- Range during the time: of accumulation of the No. 3 
cally higher in the upper part (upper 2.2 rn) of No. 4 and No. 4 beds. We believe that tectonic changes al- 
bed, many are 2-6 times higher in the upper part than tered erosional patterns by exposing different rocks, 
in the lower part. Over WO of the elements are statis- which changed both stream flows and accompanying 
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Figure 5. Variation between top, middle, and bottom of the No. 4 bed for selected elements. 
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Figure 6.  Variation between top, middle, and bottom of the No, 4 bed for selected elements. 
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Figure 7. Variation between top, middle, and bottom of the No. 3 bed for selected elements. 
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Figure 8. Variation between top, middle, and bottom of the No. 3 bed for selected elements. 
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1 sediment loads to the Nenana basin. Tectonic changes Crandallite (Ca end-member) 
1 also altered subsidence patterns increasing the influx (C~N~@O~)~(OH)S*H~O), 
of clastic material and changing ground water patterns Goyazite (Sr end-member) 
in the mires (Stanley and others, 1992). (S~A~~(PO~)~(OH)S,HZO) 
Gorceixite (Ba end-member) 
MINERALOGY ( B ~ A ~ ~ ( P O ~ ) ~ ( O H ) ~ . H Z O ) .  
Bulk-mineralogy determinations indicate the 
presence of quartz, kaolinite, and varying amounts of 
mica-type clays and feldspars in both the No. 3 and 
No. 4 beds. X-ray difftactograms of the No. 4 bed also 
show indications of a possible Crandallite group min- 
eral (figure 9). Even though P, Ba, and Sr element val- 
ues were high, they were not as high as found in other 
Alaskan coals. Based on previous studies of Alaskan 
coals, the presence of high concentrations of P, Ba, and 
Sr commonly indicates the presence of Crandallite 
j group minerals and, therefore, indicates possible vol- 
canic influences (Brownfield and others, 1987; Stricker 
and others, 1986; and, Affolter and others, 1992). l l e y  
suggest that the enrichment of phosphate may be due 
to the alteration of apatite-bearing air-fall tuffs that were 
deposited into the reducing environment of a mire and 
that the Crandallite group minerals formed early dur- 
ing diagenesis of the peat and were localized in the 
kaolinitic-altered ash partings. These Crandallite group 
minerals are difficult to differentiate by X-ray diffrac- 
tion alone since they are members of a solid-solution 
series that includes: 
No 4 Bed 
Vertical plots of the concentrations of P, Ba, 
and Sr were made for one bench channel of the No. 4 
bed (fig. 10). At several locations within the bed, high 
concentrations of P, Ba, and Sr were observed. At one 
location near the middle part of the bed, P content was 
2.4 times greater (170 pprn), Sr 1.4 times greater (350 
ppm), and Ba 1.4 times greater (660 pprn) than the av- 
erage for this bed. These associations were later seen 
in several other bench channels of the No. 4 bed. Semi- 
quantitative X-ray diffraction methods, based on the 
reference-intensity-ratio method of Snyder and Bish 
(1989). were made o n  several of these samples. These 
studies indicated the presence of quartz, kaolinite, feld- 
spar, bassanite (an artifact of the LTA procedure formed 
by extended ashing), and an unknown Ca-phosphate 
mineral (table 7). Analyses using a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) were not available, which made 
mineral identification difficult. At present, we have 
tentatively identified this mineral as an unspecified 
Crandallite group mineral, based on the high values of 
P, Ba, and Sr and the X-ray diffraction results. If this 
60 5 0 40 30 2 0 10 0 
I 
Degrees Two Theta Cu K Alpha 
Figwe 9, X-my diffractogram, which indicates the presence of an unidentified Crandallite group mineral. 
(Q-q- uartz, Kzkaolinite, F~feldspar, P=Ca Phosphate mineral, B=bassanite). 
Bottom 
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Figure 10. Vertical profile of Sr, Ba, and P from a selected bench channel of the No. 4 bed show 
where the high values coincide. 
Table 7. Mineralogy of the No. 4 bed using semi-quantitative x-ray methods based on the 
reference intensity ratio method of Snyder and Bish (1989). [All values are in percent] 
M~nlrnum Maxlmum Mean 
17 54 32 
Kaolinite 19 60 38 
Feldspar 9 17 12 
Ca-Phosphate 12 43 19 
Bassanite 9 32 20 
interpretation is verified in future studies, this would 
be the first time that volcanic ash partings have been 
identified in these beds. 
SUMMARY 
Based on the data from this study, Usibelli coal 
compares favorably with other western U.S. Tertiary 
coals. Greater than 65% of the analyzed elements from 
Usibelli coals are lower or similar in concentration to 
other western U.S. Tertiary coals. However, some ele- 
ments of environmental concern, such as Cr, Mn, Ni, 
and Sb, are slightly higher in concentration in Usibelli 
coal than in other U.S. coals and require further studies 
to determine their modes of occurrence. The mean sul- 
fur content for the No. 3 bed (mean= 0.14%) is 5.5 
times lower than other western U.S. Tertiary coals and 
the No. 4 bed (mean= 0.31%) is 2.5 times lower, thus 
making these coals some of the lowest sulfur coals 
mined in the United States. Possible volcanic ash part- 
ings in the No. 4 bed may add information to the depo- 
sitional history of these coals and should be studied to 
further our understanding of the effects of how volca- 
nic activity may have affected the elemental chemistry 
and distributions in the coals of the Usibelli Coal Mine. 
Alaska's onshore coal resources are estimated 
to be 5.3 trillion short tons (Merritt and Hawley, 1986; 
Stricker, 1991). More than half the total coal mined in 
Alaska has been produced from the Nenana coal basin. 
Within this basin, the Usibelli Coal Mine is now the 
only active mine in Alaska and supplies most of Alaska's 
coal power plants. The mining and utilization of this 
coal will continue to have a large impact on the entire 
state of Alaska for many years. Soon a new 50-mega- 
watt power plant will be built adjacent to the present 
25-megawatt power plant. When this new plant is op- 
erational, it will have the potential to become one of 
the cleanest coal-fired power plants in the world. With 
increasing attention for elements of environmental con- 
cern (Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990), more infor- 
mation on the chemistry of Usibelli coals should be 
collected and evaluated. Future studies should focus 
on detailed mineralogical and petrological studies of 
the coals, partings, overburden, and underburden and 
to their relationships with respect to coalquality issues. 
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SELF-HEATING CHARACTERISTICS OF ALASKAN COALS 
Olayinka I. Ogunsola, P.D. Rao, and Daniel E. Walsh 
MIRL, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a brief description of the 
three methods (adiabatic calorimetry, oxygen sorption, 
and thermogravimetry) available at the Mineral 1 ndustry 
Research Laboratory (MIRL) for evaluating the self- 
heating characteristics of coal and the preliminary resul ts 
obtained from an on-going experimental study aimed at 
assessing the self-heating behavior of Alaskan coal, 
For the experimental study, the self-heating 
characteristics of four Alaskan coals (Deadfall Syncline, 
Usibelli, Beluga, andLittle Tonzona) were investigated 
using the adiabatic coal oxidation calorimetry method. 
A 1 kg, 16 x 50 mesh, coal sample was charged into the 
calorimeter, then heated and maintained at 50 % in 
nitrogen for about 16 hours. The gas was then switched 
to oxygen and temperature dse in the coal, as a result of 
oxi&tive reactions, was monitored for 30 hours to 
obtain a temperature-time profile. The maximum heating 
Most of the accessible coals in Alaska are low- 
rank coals. With increasing interest in expanding 
Alaskan coal markets (domestic and foreign), thermal 
upgrading is important. Upgrading of low-rank coals 
most often results into a product with reduced oxygen 
and moisture contents, but with increased moisture 
readsorption and self-heating propensity. Hence, 
accurate assessment of the self-heating behavior of 
Alaskan coals is essential. 
Many methods, reviewed by others, [351 have 
been utilized for assessing the self-heating chmcteristics 
of coal. Three of these methods are currently available 
at MIRL forevaluatingself-heating behaviorofAlaskan 
coals. These methods are: (1) adiabatic calorimetric, 
(2) oxygen absorption, and (3) thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA). This paper presents a brief description 
of the three methods available at MIRL and preliminary 
results obtained from one of these; the adiabatic 
calorimeuic method, 
rate, a measure of self-heating, was obtained from the DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS USED characteristic temperature-time w e .  It was found AT MIRL that the Deadfall Syncline coal was significantly less 
susceptible to self-heating than the other three lower Calorimtrif 
rank coals. Usibelli and Beluga coals exhibited 
comparable degrees of self-heating susceptibility, and 
showed more susceptibility than the Little Tonzona This is the method that best simulates actual 
coal, a coal of similar rank and comparable properties. coal stockpile conditions. The adiabatic system at MIRL is acoal oxidation calorimeter (COC) develowd 
by Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) Research in AU&- 
INTRODUCTION lia. The COC is designed to determine the self-heating 
characteristics of coal in a controlled, adiabatic envi- 
Many factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic, are ronment. 
responsible for the self-heating propensity of a given 
coal. Some of the intrinsic factors are oxygen and The COC system (Figure 1) consists of a fur- 
moisture contents and distribution of oxygen-beating nace, temperature, and gas (nitrogen and oxygen) flow 
polar groups. Exposure of coal to an oxidizing monitor and control systems, water bath/humidifier, 
atmosphere, even at ambient conditions, can cause controller and an IBM compatible personal computer, 
cxothermicoxidativereactions,whichmayreleaseheat. The computer, with custom menu driven software, ' Such heat release, if nor removed, can cause controls the COC. 
temperature rise, which eventually may lead to 
spontaneous cornbuslion. Ihncfore, mills prone to The furnace assembly, clearly illustrated in 
Oxidation, such as low-rank coals, are more liable to F~gure 2, consists of an outer casing, insulation, outer 
Self heating than higher rank coals. E block, and the inner block. The inner block has 16 
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sample compartments, which hold the coal sample. The 
sample compartments are separated from each other to 
ensure consistent heating and temperature monitoring. 
There is an air gap between the inner and outer block for 
temperature isolation. A stainless steel gauze at the 
bottom of the inner block allows the gas to pass upward 
through the coal sample. Both the inner and outer 
blocks have precision RTD thermometers to control 
and monitor the block temperatures. The cylindrical 
sample compartments can hold about 1 kg of sample 
altogether. The outer block is wound with a heater i element which, in conjunction with a computer propor- 
I tional controller, raises the temperature of the outer 
shell to match the temperature rise being generated by 
the oxidation of the coal sample contained in the inner 
block. This adiabatic system controls the coal environ- 
ment to 0.01 'C. The temperature of the two calorimeter 
blocks is measured by highly sensitive and accurately 
calibrated thermistors. A second, larger heater, is also 
contained within the inner block to enable the sample 
temperature to be raised quickly to its initial tempera- 
tye, typically 50'C. 
I 
'Ihe oxidizing gas is passed into the inner block 
via a manifold, down through the coal and out an 
exhaust manifold. The gas is heated to the temperature 
of the coal before entering the block to eliminate cool- 
ing affects. The flow rate of the oxidizing gas is 
monitored continually. 
Oxygen Sorption Method 
This methodinvolves the measurement of pres- 
sure drop and the concentrations of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and carbon monoxide in the head gas of a 
sealed flask containing 50 g coal (initially at one atmo- 
sphere of oxygen), kept at constant temperature for 7- 10 
days. The volume of oxygen absorbed by the coal and 
associated production of carbon monoxide andlor car- 
bon dioxide at the end of the test are a relative measure 
of the coal's liability to spontaneous combustion. The 
pressure drop is monitored daily. From oxygen pres- 
sure drop measurement only, it is not possible to deter- 
mine if the changes are due to oxidative reactions or 
simply to sorption of oxygen on the coal surface. 
The oxygen sorption method, whlch has been 
used to evaluate spontaneous combustion characteris- 
tics of some naturally occurring and upgraded coals, 13. 
&slcomplements the liability index obtained from cross- 
ing point and calorimeuic methods. Chakravorty 
Kar "reported that high rank coals absorbed little o 
oxygen and that the emission of carbon monoxide 
the coals correlated with oxygen sorption. I 
The method now routinely used at MI 
performed under static conditions and is similar to 
used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. ral It is a simple 
versatile method that can be taken to the field. 
pressure drop in a sealed jar containing 50g of 16 x 
mesh coal is monitored daily by a pressure transduc 
Six jars containing six different samples, or replicat 
can be connected to a single pressure readout. 
oxygen, CO and CO, concentration of the gas in the j 
can also be monitored. .i 
ThermogravimeMc Analysis (TGA) Method I 
TGA is another method used in evaluating sel 
heating characteristics of coal. TGA measures th 1 
weight change in a small amount of coal as it is heated 
If the coal sample is heated in an oxidative atmosphert 
one can sometimes detect a weight increase as the coa 
chemisorbs oxygen, followed by a weight drop as the 
coal burns. When one combines this with evolved gas 
analysis (TG-EGA) one can obtain data necessary to 
follow the oxidative reactions that occur in the coal. At 
MIRL, Perkin-Elmer TGA Models TGS2 and TGS7 are 
used. Typical TG/DTG (themogravimetric/diffetental 
thennogravimetric) curves are shownin Figure 3. From 
these curves, kinetic data and reactivity of the coal can 
be computed. The higher the reactivity, the higher the 
liability to self-heating. The difficulty with this method 
is that it involves extensive interpretation of data. It 
requires only small quantities of material and hence, 
raises question of sample heterogeneity and represen- 
tation. The reactions observed (at temperatures of 300' 
C and higher) may not be similar to those occurring 
during spontaneous combustion under stockpile condi- 
tions. It is possible, however, to do DTG and TO in an 
isothermal mode at more appropriate temperatures. In 
differential thermal analysis, the amount of energy 
released at these lower temperatures, when held in an 
oxidative atmosphere, may correlate with spontaneous 
combustion propensity. Isothermal TG-EGA provides 
data similar to the oxygen sorption technique discussed 
earlier. It has the advantage of directly monitoring 
weight gains and weight losses of the coal as well as 
simultaneously analyzing the evolved gases. 
Figure 1. Adiabatic Coal Oxidation Calorimeter 
Figure 2. Furnace Showing the Sample Compartments 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Samples And Their Preparation 
Preliminary experimental work on the self- 
heating characteristics of Alaskan coals was conducted 
using the adiabatic calorimetfic method. Four Alaskan 
coals (Usibelli, Beluga, Little Tonzona, and Deadfall 
Syncline) were used for this study. The bulk coal 
samples collected from the various mines were taken to 
MIRL. A representative split of each sample was stage- 
crushed to 16 x 50 mesh. me crushed samples were 
then divided into 1 kg splits. Table 1 summarizes the 
properties of the four feed coal samples. 
Test Procedure 
About 60 g of the 16 x SO mesh coal samples 
were charged into each of the 16 sample cornparunents 
shown in Figure 2. The sample was first heated in 
nitrogen and maintained at 50' C for 16 hours. The gas 
was then automatically switched to oxygen. The tem- 
perature rise in the &a1 bed, which occurs as a result of 
the oxidative reaction between the coal and oxygen, 
was continuously monitored. From the temperature- 
time data obtained, the maximum heating rate was 
determined. The maximum heating rate is a measure of 
the coal's liability to spontaneous combustion. The 
higher the maximum heating rate exhibited by a coal, 
the more susceptible the coal is to self-heating. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The temperature-time profiles for Usibelli, 
Beluga, Little Tonzona, and Deadfall Syncline coals are 
shown in Figure 4. In general, a steady increase in the 
coal bed temperature, as a function of time, could be 
seen for all four coals. This rise in tempera- is 
attributed to oxidative reactions occumng betweencoal 
and oxygen. However, Beluga and Usibelli coals 
showed similar characteristic temperature-time history 
that is quite different from the other two Alaskan coals 
studied While a maximum temperature of about 93' C 
was reached at about 12.5 hours, followed by a plateau 
for the Usibelli coal, for example (Fig. 4), no such 
maximum was observed for Little Tonzona and Dead- 
fall Syncline coals. 
Although Figure 4 shows a steady rise in tem- 
perature with time for all four coals, the rate of tempera- 
ture rise (heating rate) was found to be different for the 
coals. This difference is more obvious when comparing 
the maximum heating rates. Table 2 shows the maxi- 
mum heating rates for all four coals. The maximum 
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Figwe 3. Typical Thermogravimetric and Differential Thermogravirnetric Curves 
of an Alaskan Coal 
Table 1. Characteristics of Four Alaskan Coals Used 
in the Preliminary Spontaneous Heating Study 
Table 2. Maximum Heating Rates of Four Alaskan Coals Used 
in the Preliminary Spontaneous Heating Study 
I Beluga I Usibelli Little Tonzona Deadfall Syncline 
Proximate analysis (wt%, ASTM equilibrium moisture basis) 
heating rate (MHR) obtained from temperamre-time ties that alter coal's susceptibility to self-heating and 
profiles generated by the adiabatic coal oxidation calo- spontaneous combustion. Some of the other intrinsic 
rimeter, has been reported to be a reliable measure of factors include, sulfur and material content and type and 
coal's susceptibility to self-heating. ['Om ''I ?he higher distribution of oxygen functional groups. ['-3-61 Further- 
the maximum heating rate, the more susceptible the more, the effect of some of the factors/coal properties 
coal is to spontaneous combustion and self-heating. differ in different coals. 11.21 For example, pyrite has 
4.2 
8 -7 
33.3 
53.8 
COAL 
Belu~a 
Usibelli 
Little Tonzona 
Deadfall Synciine 
The results of Table 2, clearly indicate that the 
Deadfall Syncline coal from Northwest Alaska is sig- 
nificantly less susceptible to self-heating than the other 
: three Alaskan coals examined in this study, This is not 
, Surprising because the Deadfall Syncline coal is of a 
higher rank (high volatile A bituminous) than the other 
three coals, which are subbituminous. Generally, hgh 
rank coals are less susceptible to self-heating and spon- 
taneous combustion than lower rank coals. This is 
, because of the low oxygen and moisture contents in 
high rank coals relative to coaIs of lower rank. r'-71 
27 -4 
4.5 
38.1 
29.9 
G- In addition to the moisture and oxygen con- 
k tents, there are other numerous factors and coal proper- 
! 
18 
t 
27.3 
4.0 
35.9 
32.8 
Moisture 
Ash 
Volatile matter 
Elxed carbon 
Ultimate analysis (wt%, ASTM equilibrium moisture basis) 
Maximum Heating Rate ('Cthr) 
been found to increase susceptibility of some coals to 
self-heating, while some high pyrite-containing coals 
have been shown to have low susceptibility . [le6] It has 
also been found that susceptibility increases with in- 
creasing moisture content, only up to a point, beyond 
which the effect is reversed. [6.121 This complex depen- 
dence of susceptibility to self-heating oncoal properties 
may explain the difference in the results obtained for the 
Little Tonzona coal, a coal of similar rank and compa- 
rable properties to the other two subbituminous coals 
(Beluga and Usibelli, Tables 1 and 2). Beluga and 
Usibelli coals exhibited comparable susceptibility to 
self-heating, but a significantly higher susceptibility 
than the Little Tonzona coal. 
24.4 
7.7 
33.7 
34.2 
Averane 
2.67 
2.68 
1.23 
0.23 
Replicate 1 
2.78 
2.69 
1.22 
0.23 
45.4 
6.5 
0.5 
0.8 
47.2 
7.1 
0.5 
0.1 
41.0 
453 1 
0.30 
Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
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Oxygen 
Heating value (c-) 
Vitrinite Reflectance % 
Replicate 2 
2.56 
2.66 
1.24 
72.7 
5.1 
1.1 
0.2 
46.7 
6.9 
0.7 
0.2 
37.8 
4500 
0.32 
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4195 
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Figure 4. Temperature-time Profile for the Four Coals 
CONCLUSIONS 
Three methods (oxygen absorption, 
thermogravimetric analysis, and adiabatic coal oxida- 
tion calorimetry) available at MIRL for determining the 
self-heating characteristics of coal have been described 
briefly in this paper. The three methods not only 
provide accurate determinationof the spontaneous com- 
bustion characteristics of coal, but can also used to 
evaluate the oxidation potential and reactivity of other 
carbonaceous materials. 
From the preliminary experimental study con- 
ducted in order to assess the self-heating characteristics 
of Alaskan coals using the adiabatic coal oxidation 
calorimetric method, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 
(a) The high rank coal (Deadfall Syncline) is sig- 
nificantly less susceptible to self-heating than 
the lower rank coals (Usibelli, Beluga, and 
Little Tonzona). 
(b) Beluga and Usibelli coals appear to have com- 
parable susceptibility to spontaneous combus- 
tion. 
(c) Little Tonzona coal, although of similar rank 
and properties to Beluga and Usibelli coals, 
showed less susceptibility to self-heating. 
(d) A coal's susceptibility to self-heating is acorn- 
plex function of coal rank and properties. 
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QUALITY OF ALASKAN COAL- A STATEWIDE SUMMARY 
Ronald H. Affolter and Gary D. Stricker 
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 
ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 
! 
11 In 1974 the U.S. Geological Survey began a 
limited sampling program and collected 56 outcrop 1; samples of Alaskan coal from the Kenai, Herendeen 
Bay, and Nenana coal fields. Since then, the U.S. Geo- 
'1 logical Survey, with the help of state and federal agen- 
cies, the coal mining industry and various colleges and 
universities, has collected and analyzed over 670 coal 
samples throughout Alaska. These samples represent 
most major coal bearing areas in Alaska and consist of 
stratigraphic and chemical data from drill core, drill 
cuttings, face channel mine, and outcrops. Infona- 
tion on these samples is currently stored in the U.S. 
Geological Survey's National Coal Resources Data 
System (NCRDS). 
A statistical comparison of Alaskan coals to 
western U.S. coals of similar age and rank shows that 
Alaska Cretaceous and Tertiary coals collectively are 
significantly lower (95% confidence level) in total sul- 
fur, organic sulfur, pyritic sulfur, sulfate sulfur, and 
contents of B, Nb, and Nd. Cretaceous Alaskan coals 
are significantly lower in Si. Ca, Cu, Pb, and Se and 
Tertiary Alaskan coals are significantly lower in Mg, 
Na, Be, Ge, Hg, Sr, and U. When compared to western 
U.S. coal both Cretaceous and Tertiary Alaskan coals 
are higher in Ba, Co, Cr, Ni, P, Sc, Yb, and Zr. Creta- 
ceous Alaska coals are higher in Na, K, As, Sr, and Th 
and Tertiary Alaskan coals are higher in Si, Al, Ca. Cu, 
Pb, and Se. 
Alaskan coals have the lowest average sulfur 
content of any U.S. coal. However, there is concern 
that some elements that have been classified as haz- 
ardous air pollutants (HAPS) by the Clean Air Act 
Amendment (1990). such as As, Be, Cd, Cr, Co, Hg, 
Ni, Pb, Sb, and Se, may be higher in some coal fields 
in Alaska. Because of this, more work must be done to 
adequately evaluate the quality of all Alaskan coals. 
Since 1971, the U.S. Geological Survey has 
been involved in a comprehensive program to obtain 
coal quality data from major coal basins in the conter- 
minous United States. The goals of this program are to 
collect and analyze United States coals using standard- 
ized methods for chemical evaluation (Swanson and 
Huffman, 1976). In 1974, the U.S. Geological Survey 
began a limited sampling program in Alaska and col- 
lected 56 outcrop samples of Alaskan coal from the 
Kenai, Herendeen Bay, and Nenana coal fields. From 
1974 to 1993, with the help of state and federal agen- 
cies, the coal mining industry, and various colleges and 
universities, the U.S. Geological Survey has collected 
and analyzed over 670 samples throughout the state of 
Alaska. These samples represent most major coal-bear- 
ing areas in Alaska and consist of stratigraphic and 
chemical data from drill core (65 samples), drill cut- 
tings (8 samples), face channel mine (521 samples), 
and outcrops (76 samples). These data are stored in 
the U.S. Geological Survey's National Coal Resources 
Data System (NCRDS). 
Hatch and Swanson (1977) list the following 
four reasons why coal quality data are necessary for 
the proper evaluation and utilization of United States 
coal. These include: 
(1) Evaluation of the environmental impacts of min- 
ing and combustion of coal. 
(2) Evaluation of the best and most effective tech- 
nological use of coal (combustion, liquefaction, 
gasification, etc.). 
(3) Deciding the economical aspects of extracting 
elements such as Ge, Se, U, V, and Zn from coal. 
(4) Development of geological and geochemical 
models to help interpret and predict coal quality 
and also relating these factors to the stratigraphic 
and sedimentological framework. 
Coal quality data are also an essential compo- 
nent of the U.S. Geological Survey's resource classifi- 
cation system (Wood and others, 1983). Any evalua- 
tion of coal resource potential must consider quality as 
well as quantity. The chemical composition of coal 
will become more of a concern in the future during the 
mining, coal cleaning, and reclamation stages. Envi- 
ronmental concern over stack emissions from the com- 
bustion of coal may also be affected by the Clean Air 
Act Amendment of 1990, which has identified several 
hazardous air pollutants (HAP). Problems will also 
arise for the proper disposal of the bottom ash and fly 
ash that will be generated by these power plants, With 
this increasing emphasis on environmental concerns, 
the quality of coal (sulfur content, heat-of-combustion, 
major-, minor-, and trace-element content) will become 
almost as important as the resource itself. 
The main purpose of this paper is to surnma- 
rize the chemical data that have been collected and to 
statistically compare these data with western United 
States coal of similar age and rank. This is done to 
provide a better understanding of the quality and chemi- 
cal composition of Alaskan coal in relationship to other 
United States coal. 
METHODS 
Chemical Analyses 
Proximate and ultimate analyses, heat-of-com- 
bustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperature 
determinations are reported on the as-received-basis and 
were done either by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the U.S. 
Department of Energy, or by Geochemical Testing, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Analyses of ash content and major-, 
minor-, and trace-elements were done by the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey (Denver Co). Analytical procedures used 
for chemical analyses have changed several times dur- 
ing the last 20 years. Detailed descriptions of analyti- 
cal techniques and procedures used by the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey can be found in Swanson and Huffman 
(1976). Baedecker (1987). and Golightly and Simon I (1989). a 
h Only samples with Iess than 50% ash content 1. were selected for the summary tables and statistical 
comparisons. Most of the proximate and ultimate analy- 
ses, heat-ofambustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fu- 
Si0n-temperature determinations were made on com- 
posite samples, whereas the ash content and major-, 
minor-, and trace-elements were run on single samples. 
Accuracy of analytical values is reported to two sig- 
nificant figures for elements and to two decimal places 
for proximate and ultimate analyses and forms-of-sul- 
fur. Heat-of-combustion and ash-fusion-temperatures 
are rounded to the nearest tenth. In order to make all 
of our comparisons consistent and to reflect the true 
nature of the chemistry of these coals, all elements are 
calculated to a whole coal basis and are presented in 
percent or as parts per million (ppm). 
Statistical Comparisons 
In order to distinguish between Alaskan coal 
and other U.S. coals, statistical comparisons were made 
for Alaskan Cretaceous and Tertiary coals with simi- 
lar-aged western U.S. coals of the Northern Great Plains 
and Rocky Mountain Provinces (Affolter and Hatch, 
1984, 1993). We choose these coals for comparison 
because these groups make up the majority of western 
mined coal and would aid in characterizing Alaskan 
coal with other proven areas of marketable coal. Three 
statistical comparisons (student's t test, 95% confidence 
level) are ma& with the Alaskan coal data. The first 
comparison is made between Alaskan Cretaceous and 
Tertiary coals. The second comparison is made be- 
tween Alaskan Tertiary coal and western Tertiary U.S. 
coal. The last comparison is made between Alaskan 
Cretaceous coal and western Cretaceous U.S. coal. All 
proximate and ultimate analyses, forms-of-sulfur, and 
heat-of-combustion were compared on an as-received- 
basis, All major-, minor-, and trace-elements were com- 
pared on a whole-coal basis. 
RESULTS 
Summary mbles 
Sample distributions of Cretaceous and Tertiary 
coal are divided into Regions (Table 1). coal fields and 
formations (Table 2, Figure 1). Mississippian age coal 
and cod from the Susitna field were not statically evalu- 
ated in this paper because of the limited amount of 
Table 1--Distxibution of Alaskan coal samples by region 
Total 
number of Cretaceous Terliary 
Coal Region samples samples samples 
Alaska Peninsula 13 12 1 
Central Alaska 259 -- 259 
Cook Inlet Susitna 9 8 -- 98 
Northern Alaska 296 132 162 
Seward Peninsula 6 -- 6 
.91 
samples, however, Mississippian coals are included in 
the summary tables. Summary tables (Tables 3-15) of 
proximate and ultimate analyses, heat-of-combustion. 
forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperature, as well as 
major-, minor- and 'trace-element data (Tables 16-29) 
are included for each coal field. Distributions by coal 
field for ash content, total sulfur, and heat-of-combus- 
tion are shown in Figures 2-4. Graphic comparisons 
of 32 major-, minor-, and trace-elements for Alaskan 
Cretaceous and Tertiary coals to western U.S. coals are 
shown in Figures 5-8 (Cretaceous) and Figures 9-12 
(Teniary). 
ous -v Cod 
Statistical comparisons between Alaskan Cretaceous 
and Tertiary coals show that Cretaceous coals are higher 
in fixed C, C, N, heat-of-combustion, Na, B, Ba, Ce, 
Ga, Ge, Hg, La, I, Nb, Nd, P, 'Ih, U, and Zr. Tertiary 
coals are higher in moisture, volatile matter, H. 0, Ca, 
Mg, Fe, As, Cr, Cu, F, Mn, Mo, and Sb. The contents 
of total S, sulfate S, pyritic S, organic S, ash, Si, Al, K, 
Ti, Be, Cd, Co, Ni, Pb, Sc, Se, Sr, V, Y, Yb, and Zn are 
similar for both Cretaceous and Tertiary coals. 
Tertiary Coal Verses Western U.S. Te- 
ml 
Statistical comparisons between Alaskan Tertiary coals 
and western U.S. Tertiary coals show that Alaskan coals 
are higher in volatile matter, N, Ash, Si, Al, Ca, K, Ti, 
Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, F, Mn, Ni, P, Pb, Sb, Sc, Se, V, Y, Yb, 
and Zr, and lower in moisture, fixed C, H, 0, total S. 
sulfate S, pyritic S, organic S, Mg, Na, As, B, Be, Ce, 
Ge, Hg, La. Li, Nb. Nd, Sr, and U. The contents of C, 
heat-of-combustion, Fe, Cd, Ga, Mo, Th, and Zn, are 
similar for both Alaskan Tertiary and western U.S. Ter- 
tiary coal. 
s Coal Nxgs West- 
-
Statistical comparisons between Alaskan Cretaceous 
coals and western U.S. Cretaceous coals show that Alas- 
kan Cretaceous coals are higher in fixed C, 0, Na, K, 
As, Ba, Co, Cr, Hg, Ni, P, Sc, Sr, Th, V, Yb, and Zr and 
lower in volatile matter, H, total S, sulfate S, pyritic S, 
organic S, heat-of-combustion, Si, Ca. B, Cu, Nb, Nd, 
Pb, and Se. The contents of moisture, C, N, ash, Al, 
Mg, Fe, 'IT, Be, Cd, Ce, F, Ga, Ge, La, Li, Mn, Mo, Sb, 
U, Y, and Zn are similar for both Alaskan Cretaceous 
and western U.S. Cretaceous coal. 
Table 2--Distribution of Alaskan coal samples by coal field DISCUSSION 
and formation 
Coal Field Formation Cretaceous Tertiary 
samples samples 
Beluga Tyonek +- 19 
CaPPs Tyonek +- IS 
Chignik Chignik 7 -. 
Chuitna Tyonek -- 16 
Death Valley Unnamed -- 6 
Farewell Unnamed -- 18 
Herendeen bay Bear Lake -- 1 
Chignik 5 +- 
Jawis Creek Suntrana -- 2 
Heal y Creek -- 6 
Kenai Slaling - 2 9 
Beluga - 20 
Nenana Suntrana - 2 17 
Hedy Creek - 3 
Cantwell -- 8 
Northern AK Sagavanirktok -- 162 
Prince Creek 5 -- 
Chandler 27 -- 
Corwin 100 -- 
Rampart Suntrana -- 3 
Susitna Beluga -- 1 
Differences in the composition of coal ashes 
and the elemental contents of coal result from varia- 
tions in the total and relative amounts of inorganic min- 
erals, the elemental composition of these minerals, and 
the total and relative amounts of any organically bound 
elements. The chemical form and distribution of a given 
element are dependent on the geological history of the 
coal bed. A partial listing of the geologic factors that 
influence element distributions would include chemi- 
cal composition of original plants; amounts and com- 
positions of the various detrital, diagenetic, and epige- 
netic minerals; chemical characteristics of the ground 
waters that come in contact with the bed; temperature 
and pressures during burial; and extent of weathering. 
Few evaluations of all of these factors have been made 
for most Alaskan coal deposits. However, the follow- 
ing generalizations about Alaskan Cretaceous and Ter- 
tiary coals can be made: 
1) Alaskan coals have the lowest reported mean total 
sulfur, sulfate sulfur, organic sulfur, and pyritic 
sulfur content of any known U.S. coal (Affolter and 
others, 1981; Affolter and Stricker, 1984; and 6) 
Stricker, 1992). Mean total sulfur content for Ter- 
tiary Alaskan coal is .30% verses -79% for western 
U.S. Tertiary coal. Mean total sulfur content for 
Cretaceous Alaskan coal is .34% verses .77% for 
western U.S. Cretaceous coal, Affolter and Stricker 
(1989) suggest that one of the reasons for low sul- 
fur content in Alaskan coals may be related to the 
the latitude at which the original swamp developed. 
They suggest that lower temperatures at higher lati- 
tudes (Alaskan coals formed at latitudes greater 
than 60 degrees) affected the rate of microbiologi- 
cal activity therefore inhibiting sulfate reduction, 
This would then supress the amount of reduced 
sulfur available for incorporation in the peat as or- 
ganic sulfur, which would also limit pyrite and other 
sulfur minerals. 
Over 50% of all the elements analyzed for Creta- 
ceous and Tertiary Alaskan coals are lower or simi- 
latin content when compared to western U.S. coals. 
Alaskan coal is generally lower than other western 
U.S. coals in B, Nb, and Nd content and higher in 
Ba, Co, Cr, Ni, P, Pb, Sc, V, Yb, and Zr content. 
The contents of ash, Fe, Ti, Ga, Mo, and Zn are not 
significantly different. 
3) Over 70% of the highest meanelement contents 
are from the following four Alaskan coal fields 
@able 30): 
a) RjimpaL- Si, Al, Mg, Fe. 3, Cu, La, Nb, Y, 
and Yb, and Zr; 
b) Chlgmk - B, Li, Pb, Th, and Zn; 
c) Farewell - K, Ba, Cd, Cr, Ga, Ge, Ni, Sb, Sc, 
-& ** Se, V, and 
d) L W U Q k y -  As, Be, Hg, Mo, Nd, and U. 
Over 60% of the lowest mean-element contents are 
from the following three Alaskan coal fields (Table 
3 1): 7) 
a) &atti Valleg -Ash, Si, Al, Ca, R, Cd. Ce, Co. 
Cr, Cu, Ga, La, Ni, Pb, Sc, Sr, and V; 
b) Chuitna -Mo, Nd, and Y; and 
c) larvis Creek -Mg, Na, B, U. 
X-ray diffraction analysis of low temperature ash 
(LTA) from selected coal fields demonstrate that 
the average bulk mineralogy of these coals is basi- 
cally quartz, kaolinite, with traces of mica-type 
clays, which is similar to other western U.S. coals. 
Some of the lughest reported values of Ba, P, and 
Sr for any U.S. coal (Figures 13-15) are found in 
Cretaceous and Tertiary Alaskan coals. For ex- 
ample, ten out of the thirteen coal fields summa- 
rized in this report have higher P content than Cre- 
taceous and Tertiary western U.S. coals. High val- 
ues of phosphorus (9,000 ppm, whole coal) are 127 
times higher, barium values (24,000 ppm whole 
coal) are 48 times higher, and strontium values 
(4,400 ppm, whole coal) are 18 times higher in 
North Slope coals than conterminous U.S. coals 
(Affolter and Others, 1992). High values for Ca 
range from 2.7% to 3.1% for Alaskan coaIs. X-ray 
diffraction of the low temperature ash of coals with 
high Ba, Ca, Sr and P has confirmed the presence 
of authigenic phosphate minerals of the crandallite 
group. The crandallite minerals are difficult to dif- 
ferentiate by X-ray diffraction since they are mem- 
bers of a solid solution series that includes: 
crandallite (CaAl,(P0,)2(OH),H20) 
goyazite (SrAl,(PO,),(OH),H,O) 
gorceixite (BaA.l,(PO,),(OH),-H,O) 
Many Alaskan coals with high P content display 
variable Ba and Sr contents. This relationship can 
be further demonstrated by the plot of Ba+Sr ver- 
sus P for most North Slope Cretaceous and Ter- 
tiary Alaskan coals (Figure 16). The enrichment 
of phosphate is believed to be the result of the al- 
teration of apatite-bearing air-fall tuffs that were 
deposited into the reducing environment of the coal 
mire (Brownfield and others, 1987). The crandallite 
group minerals that formed early during diagen- 
esis of the peat mires help document that volcanic 
activity during the development of these coals was 
instrumental in affecting their final chemical com- 
position. 
Some elements that have been classified as haz- 
ardous air pollutants (HAPS) by the Clean Air Act 
Amendment (1990). which includes As, Be, Cr, 
Co, Hg, Ni, Pb, and Sb, Se, are higher in some 
Alaskan coals. Table 32 shows mean contents of 
elements of environmental concern for Cretaceous 
and Tertiary Alaskan coal compared to western U.S. 
coal and Pennsylvanian coal. Statistically, when 
compared to western U.S. coals, Tertiary Alaskan 
coals are higher in Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Pb, Se, and Sb, 
Cretaceous Alaskan coals are higher in As, Co, Cr, 
Hg, and Ni. However, most of the higher values 
are actually from Alaskan coal fields that are not 
currently being mined or that will probably not be 
mined in the future. When compared to Pennsyl- 
vanian Interior Province coals, only Cr and Mn are 
higher in Alaskan Tertiary coals. Recent studies 
on North Slope Tertiary coals have indicated that 
high values for these elements can be related to 
source areas for some of the coal-bearing sediments. 
Rovenance for some of the clastic material in the 
coal-bearing units of the central and eastern North 
slope coals is believed to be located to the south in 
the central Brooks Range plutonic belt (Bartsch- 
Winkler, 1985; Bartsch-Winkler and Huffman, 
1988; Affolter and others, 1992), Major chemical 
differences between Cretaceous and Tertiary North 
Slope coals are the result of changes in the source 
areas for the coal bearing sediments. During Cre- 
taceous time, the source area consisted of preJu- 
rassic clastic rocks to the west, whereas during the 
Tertiary, the source area was to the south in the 
central Brooks Range plutonic belt, which prob- 
ably served as a possible source for the higher con- 
tents of Co, Cr, Mn, and Ni, and Pb in these coals 
(Affolter and others, 1993). 
SUMMARY 
Alaska's onshore coal resources are estimated 
to be 5.3 trillion short tons (Memtt and Hawley, 1986; 
Stricker, 1991). This estimate includes coals which 
range in age from Mississippian to Terttary and in rank 
from lignite to anthracite (Barnes, 1961). The major- 
ity of Alaskan coal resources are Cretaceous (3.2 tril- 
lion short tons) and Tertiary (2.1 trillion short tons) in 
age. If offshore coal is also considered, there would be 
an additional 6 trillion metric tons of undiscovered coal 
resources from the continental shelf of Alaska (Affolter 
and Stticker, 1987). 
Presently, the only active coal mine is the 
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. in Healy, Alaska. This mine 
produces 1.5 million short tons per year, half of which 
is exported to Korea (Bohn and Schneider, 1992, p. 
32-35). Even though Alaska is endowed with large re- 
sources of low-sulfur coal, many of these coals may be 
diMcult to develop because of 1) remote locations and 
lack of infrastructure, 2) inhospitable climate, and 3) 
long overland and overseas distances to potential mar- 
kets. The major constraint on the utilization of Alas- 
kan coal deposits is economic. The conterminous 
United States has vast developed and known but unde- 
veloped coal deposits that are currently minable by 
today's technology. And because of the easy access to 
western U.S. coal deposits, it is not as economical to 
explore or utilize the majority of Alaskan coal. Present 
coal production in Alaska likely will not change in the 
near fume and the large resources of low-sulfur coal 
will not be utilized, unless some major changes take 
place in the world energy picture or in global environ- 
mental concerns. 
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Table 3. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximarc and ultimate analyses. 
heat-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur. and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Beluga field (All values are in 
percent except BtuAb and ash-fusion-temperatwes. and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less than value 
Number of Range Arithmetic S tandrml 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 19 16.78 27.49 22.42 2.93 
Volatile matter 19 27.27 41.17 35.91 3.48 
Fixed carbon 19 22.12 35.20 29.9 1 3.55 
Ash 19 3.59 29.87 11.76 7.57 
H Y C ~ ~ W  19 5.08 6.74 6.14 0.50 
(.Mxm 19 33.99 52.39 46.15 4.80 
Nitmgen 19 0.60 0.95 0.74 0.13 
Oxygen 19 29.54 39.09 35.06 2 3  1 
Sulfur 19 0.08 0.32 0.15 0.07 
Heat-of-combustion 
BtuAb 19 5,750 8,980 7,920 850 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 19 0.0 1 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Pyritic 19 0.0 1 L 0.02 0.01 0.01 
Organic 19 0.06 0.30 0.14 0.07 
Ash-fusion-temperatures 'F 
Initial deformation 19 2,140 2,490 2,3 10 100 
Softening temperahue 19 2180 2,600 2,370 1 10 
Fluid temperahue 19 2,260 2,730 2,450 120 
Table 4. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Capps field (All values are in 
percent except BtuAb and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less than value 
shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standarrl 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 15 4.80 26.05 17.93 7.19 
Volatile matter 15 9.05 41.20 3 1.03 7.28 
carbon 15 16-65 59.95 29.0 1 9.57 
Ash 15 9.31 40.30 22.03 9.74 
Hydrogen 15 1.89 6.43 5.18 1.21 
Carbon 15 27.47 64.67 43.03 8.53 
Nitrogen 15 0.40 0.66 0.56 0.08 
oxygen 15 6.58 36.82 28.98 7 9 4  
Sulfur 15 0.12 0.33 0.22 0.07 
Heat-of-cwrbustion 
B tuAb 15 4,640 9,850 7,3 10 1,300 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 15 0.01L 0.05 0.02 0.02 
Pyritic 15 0.0 1 0.09 0.02 0.02 
Organic 15 0.07 0.32 0.18 0.07 
Ash-fusion-temperatures "F 
Initial deformation 15 2,330 2,600 2460 90 
Softening temperature 15 2,420 2,700 2,560 100 
Fluid temperature 15 2.450 2,770 2,6 10 110 
Table 5. Number of samples, range. arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion. forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Chignik field (All values are 
in percent except BtuAb and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. G, greater than 
than value shown.). 
Number of Ran~e Arithmetic Standmi 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 3 2.20 2.30 2.23 0.06 
Volatile matter 3 32.10 33.70 33.17 0.92 
Fixed carbon 3 36.80 41.10 39.67 2.48 
Ash 3 23.00 28.80 24.93 3.35 
Hydrogen 3 4.30 4.80 4.63 0.29 
Carbon 3 52.30 56.90 55.37 2.66 
Niuogen 3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 
Oxygen 3 13.00 13.50 13.33 0.29 
Sulfur 3 1.10 1.30 1.23 0.12 
Forms-of-sul fur 
Sulfate 3 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 
Pyritic 3 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.00 
Organic . 3 0.49 0.76 0.67 0.16 
Ash-fusion-ternmatures 'F 
Initial deformation 3 2,580 2,800G 2,730 130 
Softening temperature 3 2,690 2,800G 2,760 70 
Fluid temperature 3 2,770 2,800G 2,790 20 
Table 6. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Chuitna field (All values are in 
petcent except Btu/lb and mh-fusion-lemperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less than value 
shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 16 19.19 26.15 23.83 I .69 
Volatile matter 16 24.9 1 38.55 33.44 3,76 
carbon 16 17.23 34.40 30.1 1 4.39 
Ash 16 4.83 38.57 12.62 9.08 
Hydrogen 16 4.70 6.83 6.24 0.56 
Carbon 16 28.91 50.37 45.2 1 6.00 
Nitrogen 16 0.57 0.88 0.73 0.08 
Oxygen 16 26.98 37.38 35.08 2.64 
Sulfur 16 0.08 0.18 0.13 0.03 
Heat-of-combustion 
Btu/lb 16 4,960 8,750 7,840 1,070 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 16 0.01 L 0.03 0.0 1 0.01 
Pyritic 16 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 
! Orpanic 16 0.06 0.17 0.1 1 0.04 Ash-fusion-tempwatutes 'F [ Initial deformation 16 2,070 2,620 2,350 160 
Softening temperature 16 2,200 2,750 2,470 150 
Ruid temperature 16 2,290 2,790 2,530 150 
Table 7. Number of samples, range. arithmetic mean, and smdard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Death Valley field (All values 
are in percent except Btdb and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are repomd on the as-received basis. L, less than 
valueshown.). ' -  
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 6 23.86 44.63 35.31 7.50 
Volatile matter 6 14.39 24.51 21.24 3.74 
Fixed carbon 6 3 1.34 45.48 39.59 5.63 
Asb 6 1.75 6.15 3.87 1.62 
H Y ~ W Z ~ ~  6 6.18 7.52 6.82 0.46 
Carbwr 6 38.99 54.66 47.03 6.18 
Nitrogen 6 0.53 0.77 0.67 0,lO 
Oxygen 6 31.75 49.24 41.11 6.53 
Sulfur 6 0.30 1.16 0.5 1 0.33 
Heat-of-combustion 
.. 
Btuflb 6 6,520 9.420 7,970 1,120 
Fonns+f-suLfux 
Sulfate 6 0.01L 0.09 0.03 0.03 
Pyritic 6 0.04 0.4 1 0.11 0.15 
manic 6 0.25 0.66 0.37 0.15 
Ash-fusion-ternpaam 'F 
Initial deformation 6 2,230 2,390 2,330 60 
Softening temperature 6 2,330 2,460 2,410 40 
Fluid temperam 6 2,500 2,770 2,640 100 
Table 8. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
beat-ofcombustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Herendeen Bay field (All 
values are in percent except BtMb and ash-fusion-temperatws, and are reported on the as-received basis. G. 
Fteater than value shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 3 2.50 4.10 3.57 .92 
Volatile mawr 3 23.50 33.40 30.10 5.72 
F~xed carbon 3 25.20 45.20 38.53 11.54 
Ash 3 17.30 48.80 27.80 18.19 
Hydrogen 3 3.40 4.90 4.40 .87 
Carbon 3 36.80 60.20 52.40 13.5 1 
Nitrogen 3 0.20 0.70 .53 .29 
Oxygen 3 10.20 16.60 14.47 3.70 
Sulfur 3 0.30 0.60 .40 .17 
Heat-of-combustion 
Btuhb 3 6,360 10,370 9,030 2,320 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 3 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 
Pyritic 3 0.05 0.42 0.17 0.21 
Orp.anic 3 0.16 0.23 0.21 0.04 
Ash-fusion-temperam 'F 
Initial deformation 3 2,170 2,800G 2,590 370 
SoREning temperature 3 2,250 2,800G 2,620 320 
Fluid temperature 3 2,330 2,800G 2,640 270 
Table 9. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
beat-of-combustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal fram the Jarvis Creek field (All values 
are in percent except Btuhb and ash-fusion-temwratures, and are remrted on the as-received basis). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 8 18 .OO 26.17 22.49 3.29 
Volatile matter 8 32.97 36.20 34.54 1.24 
Fixed carbon 8 25.41 35.68 33.15 3.30 
Ash 8 5.81 19.30 9.83 4.42 
Hydmgen 8 5.80 6.54 6.20 0.3 1 
Carbon 8 43 -72 51.17 48.84 2.33 
Nitrogen 8 0.70 0.84 0.76 0.07 
Oxygen 8 29.90 36.35 33.50 2.48 
Sulfur 8 0.42 1.47 0.88 0.30 
Heat-of-com bustion 
Btuflb 8 7,720 8,660 8,350 320 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 8 0.0 1 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Pyritic 8 0.02 0.54 0.17 0.19 
Organic 8 0.39 0.90 0.70 0.17 
Ash-fusion-temperahues "F 
Initial deformation 8 2,100 2,480 2,300 120 
Softening temperature 8 2,300 2,610 2,450 140 
Fluid temperature 8 2,360 2,670 2,520 140 
Table 10, Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperamres of coal from the Kenai field (All values are in 
percent except Btdlb and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less than value 
- 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
sam les mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 16 11.00 26.50 19.66 4.10 
Volatile matter 16 30.00 43.20 37.85 4.16 
Exell carbon 16 20.50 33.10 28.18 4.08 
Asb 16 4.80 26.90 14.3 1 7.16 
Hydrogen 16 5.20 6.60 5.94 0.40 
Carbon 16 35.40 50.40 44.34 5.24 
; Nitrogen 16 0.60 1.10 0.88 0.17 
Oxygen 16 24.60 40.20 34.16 3.90 
Sulfur 16 0.20 1.30 0.38 0.25 
Heat-of-combustion 
T Btuflb 16 6,170 8,610 7,620 870 
Forms4f-sulfur 
Sulfate 16 0.01L 0.03 0.02 0.0 1 
16 0.01 0.12 0.04 0.04 
16 0.16 1.29 0.32 0.27 
Ash-fusion-temperatures 'F 
Initial deformation 10 1,870 2,270 2,050 120 
Sofkening temperature 10 1,910 2.350 2,160 1 20 
Fluid temperature 10 1,950 2,450 2.260 130 
199 
Table 11. Number of sarnples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Lisbume field (All values are 
in percent except Btu/lb and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. G, greater than 
value shown.). 
Number of Range - hthrnetic SQnclard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 2 12.80 16.10 14.45 2.33 
Volatile mauer 2 9.40 12.80 11.10 2.40 
Fixed carbon 2 48.40 68.90 58.65 14.50 
Ash 2 5.60 26.00 15.80 14.43 
Hymen 2 3.80 4.60 4.20 0.57 
Carbon 2 49.70 70.60 60.15 14.78 
Nitrogen 2 0.80 1.00 0.90 0.14 
oxygen 2 17.70 18.40 18.05 0.50 
Sulfur 2 0.50 1.30 0.90 0.57 
Heat-of-combustion 
Bhtflb 2 8,330 11,640 9,990 2,340 
Forms+f-sulfur 
Sulfate 2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 
Pyritic 2 0.05 0.23 0.14 0.13 
Organic 2 0.47 1.07 0.77 0.42 
A s h - f u s i o n - e m  'F 
Initial deformation 2 2,500 2,630 2,560 90 
Softening tiempture 2 2,600 2,740 2,670 lo0 
Fluid tempemme 2 2,710 2,800G 2,750 70 
Table 12. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Nenana field (All values are in 
percent except BtuAb and ash-fusion-tempwatures, and are reported on the as-received basis. L. less than value 
shown.). 
Number of Ranne Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 30 14.80 32.70 24.70 4.97 
Volatile rna~er 30 27.30 40.10 35.89 2.82 
Fixedahon 30 23.10 34.10 29.52 3.23 
Ash 30 5.20 34.50 9.89 5.49 
Hydrogen 30 4.60 6.90 6.1 1 0.58 
Carbon 30 35.60 52.40 45.58 4.63 
Nitrogen 30 0.50 1.00 0.67 0.12 
Oxygen 30 24.50 44.60 37.48 4.73 
Sulfur 206 0.0 1 1.49 0.27 0.24 
Heat-of-combustion 
BaJlb 30 6,130 9,210 7,780 9 10 
Eorms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 206 0.0 1 L 0.14 0.0 1 0.01 
-tic 206 0,OlL 0.55 0.05 0.08 
Organic 206 0.01L 0.90 0.2 1 0.21 
Mi-fusion-tempaatum 'F 
Initial defomtion 22 1,970 2,320 2.170 100 
Softening temperature 22 2.050 2420 2.250 120 
Fluid temperature 22 2,150 2,530 2,330 130 
Table 13. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Northern Cretaceous field (All 
values are in percent except Btu/lb and ash-fusion-tempemtt~res, and are reported on the as-received basis. L, less 
than value shown. G, greater than value shown.). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 68 1.80 33.10 12.52 7.12 
Volatile matter 68 22.10 40,W 30.07 3.72 
Fixedcatbon 68 24.50 60.20 47.13 7.87 
Ash 68 2.30 37.20 10.28 7.82 
Hydrogen 52 3.82 6.25 5.24 0.48 
Carbon 52 43.92 72.50 60.96 8,54 
Nitrugen 52 0.72 1.80 1.29 0.30 
Oxygen 52 1 1.30 39.33 23.73 6.58 
Sulfur 73 0.10 2.00 0.3 1 0.23 
Heat-ofsombustion 
BtMb 68 5,610 13.820 10,140 1,810 
Forms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 37 0,OlL 0.04 0.0 I 0.01 
Pyritic 37 0.01L 0.06 0.01 0.01 
Organic 37 0.05 0.55 0.28 0.12 
Ash-fusion-temperatures 'F 
Initial deformation 51 2,180 29 10G 2,540 200 
Softening temperature 5 1 2,130 2910G 2,410 200 
Fluid temperature 51 2.030 2,9 1OG 2,300 200 
Table 14. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of pmximate and ultimate analyses, 
ha-of-combustion, fonns-of-sulfur. and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Northern Tertiary field (All 
values are in percent except B t d b  and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reported on the as-received basis). 
Number of Ranae Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 68 18.44 35.97 27.04 3.85 
Volatile matter 68 23.78 36.09 30.16 2.73 
fixed carbon 68 25.05 42.35 34.65 4.35 
Asb 68 1.16 25.46 8.15 6.24 
H Y ~ P  68 5.11 7.12 6.19 0.42 
Carbon 68 35.07 55.11 46.22 4.94 
-7.7 
-it+ Nitrogen 62 0.59 1.70 1.04 0.22 
'. Oxygen 68 30.09 49,21 38.16 3.86 
<Z Sulfur 160 0.06 1.65 0.3 1 0.33 
w Heat-of-combustion 
Bcullb 68 5,930 9,330 7,770 860 
Foms-of-sulfur 
Sulfate 160 0.01L 0.23 0.03 0.03 
Pyritic 160 0.01L 0.24 0.03 0.03 
Omanic 160 0.01L 1.54 0.26 0.3 1 
Ash-fusion-temperatures 'F 
Initial deformation 69 2,070 2,800G 2,460 240 
Softening temperature 69 1,930 2,800G 2,360 240 
Fluid temperature 69 1,890 2,800G 2,240 230 
20 1 
Table 15. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of proximate and ultimate analyses, 
heat-of-combustion, forms-of-sulfur, and ash-fusion-temperatures of coal from the Rampart field (All values are 
in percent except B t d b  and ash-fusion-temperatures, and are reponed on the as-received basis). 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Proximate and ultimate analyses 
Moisture 3 25.80 34.50 28.83 4.9 1 
Volatile matter 3 27.90 34.60 3 1.37 3.36 
Fixed carbon 3 24.00 32.70 28.00 4.39 
Ash 3 6.50 22.30 1 1.80 9.09 
Hydrogen 3 4.90 5.80 5.43 0.47 
Carbon 3 33.10 43.90 38.17 5.43 
Nitrogen 3 0.80 1.30 1.03 0.25 
I Oxygen 3 38.30 49.00 43.20 5.41 
I 
1 Sulfur 3 0.40 6.60 2.53 3.52 
I Foms-of-sulfur Sulfate 3 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.00 1 Pyritic 3 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.04 a 1 O r e c  3 0.15 0.5 1 0.32 0.18 
Ash-fusion-temperatures 'F 
Initial defonnation 3 2,120 2,540 2.260 24Q 
Softening temperature 3 2,210 2,620 2,340 230 
Fluid temperature 3 2,310 2,720 2,450 230 
Table 16. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Beluga field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown.] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 19 4.7 34.7 13.7 8.9 
Ti 19 0.005 0.20 0.077 0.058 
Parts per million 
As 19 1.8 7.5 4.5 1.9 
1 B 19 5.1 50 20 14 
Ba 19 290 1,500 690 340 
Be 19 0.061L 1.8 0.59 0.59 
Cd 19 0.015 0.13 0.04 0.033 
Ce 12 2 40 13 12 
Co 19 0.5 9 -0 3.9 2.4 
Cr 19 1.9 68 25 22 
Cs 12 0.10L 4.4 1.4 1.5 
Cu 19 4.7 42 16 12 
F 19 20 480 190 140 
Ga 19 0.67 16 5.2 4.4 
Ca 12 0.7 1 L 10 2.6 3.6 
Ge 12 0.22L 0.80 0.33 0.24 
Hg 19 0.02 0.16 0.059 0.038 
La 18 1 23 8.9 6.7 
Li 19 0.23 20 5.8 6 
Mn 19 8.6 110 40 27 
Mo 16 0.22 34 3.5 8.2 
Nb 19 0.42L 4.5 1.8 1.4 
M 12 4 16 9 3.1 
Ni 19 4.4 38 1 1  7.7 # P 19 87 1,800 440 410 
0 Pb 19 0.24 14 4.1 3.6 Sb 19 0.2 3.1 1 .O 0.75 f sc 19 0.62 1 1  4.5 3.3 Se 19 0.1OL 2.5 0.46 0.56 
Sr 19 73 430 180 98 
Th 15 0.3 6.5 2.8 2.1 
U 19 0.2 3.3 1.2 0.83 
V 19 2.6 160 43 42 
Y 19 1.9 23 7.3 5.9 
Yb 19 0.2 2.3 0.99 0.70 
Zn 19 3.5 42 13 9.6 
z1. 19 3.4 36 18 9.4 
203 
Table 17. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Capps field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
- 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 15 11.6 45.6 26.2 10 
Si 15 1.9 13 6.6 3.3 
Al 15 1.6 5.5 3.3 1.2 
Ca 15 0.83 1.8 1.1 0.20 
1 \ Mg 15 0.077 0.35 0.19 0.082 11 Na 15 0.009 0.28 0.077 0.084 
1 I K 15 0.053 1.1 0.50 0.28 Fe 15 0.34 1.5 0.75 0.32 
"1, Ti 15 0,053 0.26 0.13 0.055 i Parts per million 
As 15 2.8 50 9.9 11 
B 15 4.3 57 20 13 
Ba 15 150 430 280 75 
k 15 0.39 2.2 0.94 0.52 
Cd 15 0.088 0.33 0.19 0.06 
Ce 15 7.2L 50 28 14 
Co 15 3.6 11 5.9 2.1 
Cr 15 8.4 6 1 31 15 
Cs - - - - - I Cu 15 6.8 40 21 8.5 F 15 35 230 130 53 Ga 15 2.3 11 7.3 2.7 
a 15 i .n 11 4.7 4.0 
Ge 15 0.53L 1.1 0.60 0.24 
HS 15 0.03 0.24 0.10 0.058 
La 15 5.9 19 12 4 .O 
Li 15 4.3 18 10 4.7 
Mn 15 24 170 84 43 
Mo 15 0.36L 3.7 1.1 0.97 
Nb 15 0.90L 3.6 2.1 L.l 
MI 15 3.7L 14 5.4 3.3 
Ni 15 6.4 32 15 6.8 
I 
I P 15 43 1,100 430 310 
Pb 15 1.5 13 6.0 3.1 i Sb 15 0.65 2.6 1.6 0.57 Sc 15 3.1 9.3 6.4 2.1 
Se 1 - - - - 
I Sr 15 170 590 320 110 
Th 15 1.3 4.8 3.1 1.2 
U 15 0.65 3.0 1.7 0.72 
V 15 17 90 54 23 
Y 15 5.3 20 11 3.9 
Yb 15 0.76 3 .O 1.5 0.61 
Zn 15 14 83 39 16 
Zr 15 17 61 37 12 
I 
I 
204 
Table 18. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Chignik field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 7 9.9 32.3 20.2 9.2 
Si 7 1.5 7 .O 4.2 2.5 
A1 7 1 .O 6.0 2.9 2.1 
Ca 7 0.12 1.6 0.78 0,50 
Mi! 7 0.06 0.34 0.24 0.087 
Na 7 0.007 0.04 0.022 0.014 
K 7 0.029 0.16 0.09 0.052 
Fe 7 0.44 1.2 0.79 0.24 
Ti 7 0.057 0.19 0.1 1 0.055 
Parts per million 
As 7 3 .O 5 .O 4.4 0.98 
B 7 65 220 110 49 
Ba 7 20 1 SO 79 41 
Be 5 0.38 1.5 0.79 0.46 
Cd 7 0.1L 0.16 0.10 0.046 
Ce - - - - 
Co 7 1.08 4.8 2.6 1.7 
Cr 7 4 22 1 1  6.4 
Cs - - - - 
Cu 7 9.4 26 16 6.6 
F 7 40 110 55 25 
Ga 7 2,6 10 6.5 3.3 
a - - - - - 
g & - - - - - 
.; HS 3 0.07 0.12 0.087 0.029 
La 2 6.9 16 12 6.5 
d Li 7 11  8 1 36 28 
Mn 7 32 110 72 29 
Mo 7 0.90 2.3 1.8 0.55 
Nb 5 1.3 6.5 3.5 2.1 
- 1 M - - - - - 
Ni 7 2.6 9.7 5.1 2.3 
P 7 47 710 300 280 
Pb 7 3.2L 13 6.7 4.4 
Sb 7 0.2 8.2 2.9 3.5 
Sc 7 3.9 . 15 6.7 3.9 
Se 7 0.3 4.4 1.3 1.5 
Sr 7 19 130 63 38 
Th 3 4.2 6.4 5.3 1.1 
U 7 0.41 1.6 0.9 1 0.43 
V 7 19 65 33 18 
Y 7 6.5 22 14 5 .O 
Yb 6 0.9 3.2 1.8 0.83 
Zn 7 12 440 79 157 
Zr 7 19 97 43 28 
Table 19. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Chuitna field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 16 6.0 46.5 15. 11. 
Ti 16 0.023 0.32 0.086 0.075 
Parts per million 
As 16 1.7 4.1 2.5 0.65 
Table 20. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Death Valley field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, 
less than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 6 3.9 8.2 6.0 2.0 
Ti 6 0.02 1 0.07 1 0.043 0.019 
Parts per million 
As 6 10 59 22 19 
B 6 25 80 46 18 
Ba 6 35 170 9 1 48 
Be 6 0.77 4.8 1.7 1.5 
Cd 6 0.028 0.043 0.032 0.006 
Ce 6 5.4 9.4 7.2 1.6 
Co 6 0.7 2 1.2 0.56 
Cr 6 1.7 4 2.6 1 .O 
Cs 6 0.17 1 .8 0.64 0.59 
Cu 6 3.9 9 .O 5.5 2.0 
F 6 40 120 70 30 
Ga 6 0.99 2.9 2.1 0.70 
Gd - - - - - 
C;e 6 0.66 9.6 3.5 3.3 
Hg 6 0.05 0.5 0.24 0.2 
La 6 2.2 3.9 2.9 0.7 
Li 6 1 .O 5.9 2.3 1.8 
Mn 6 2 1 140 63 44 
M o  6 8.8 16 12 2.8 
Nb 6 1.2 4.4 2.2 1.2 
IW 6 5.5 32 13 10 
Ni 6 1.1 5.8 2.6 1.6 
Table 21. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean. and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in cod from 
the Farewell field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
I analyses above the lower detection limit] Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 15 7.2 49.5 22.9 17.7 
S i 15 0.12 14 5.3 6.1 
A1 15 0.23 6.4 2.6 2.6 
I 
11 Ca 15 0.10 2.2 1.2 0.88 
/ <  I?. Mi3 15 0.11 0.44 0.25 0.10 
Na 15 0.003 0.05 0.02 1 0.019 
K 15 0.007 1.6 0.55 0.67 
Fe 15 0.18 1.8 0.64 0.40 
Ti 15 0.008 0.33 0.13 0.13 
Parts per million 
As 9 2.0 23 13 7.8 
B 15 17 86 38 22 
Ba 15 370 2,300 1,300 590 
Be 7 0.22 0.92 0,58 0,26 
Cd 9 0.073 13 2.6 4.1 
Ce - - - - 
Co 15 3,4 30 8.4 6.6 
Cr 15 8.6 220 63 67 
C s - - - - - 
Cu 9 8.8 72 34 22 
F 9 35 190 lo0 51 
Ga 15 1.4 43 12 12 
a - - - - - 
(3 2 1 .I 8.7 5.2 4.9 
Hh! 9 0.1 1 0.8 1 0.23 0.22 
La - - - - - 
Li 9 0.72L 6.0 2.0 1.8 
Mn 15 8.2 150 45 47 
Mo 14 1.5 44 8.8 1 1  
Nb 7 1.5L 5.0 3.8 1.5 
M + - - - - 
Ni 15 7.3 98 47 32 
P 15 22 1.300 400 430 
Pb 9 0.91 5.6 2.7 1.7 
Sb 9 0.69 7.4 3.5 2.3 
Sc 15 1.7 37 12 8.7 
Se 9 2.0 43 15 12 
Sr I5 37 300 130 73 
Th 9 0.28 1.4 0.8 1 0.36 
U 9 0.93 8.5 3.3 2.2 
V 15 2.2 350 160 120 
Y 15 5.1 65 18 14 
Yb 15 0.51 6.5 1.8 1.5 
Zn 9 2.8 190 63 56 
Zr 15 4.4 150 5 1 58 
Table 22. Number of samples, range. arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Herendeen Bay field [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, 
less than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 4 13.2 27.7 18.6 6.53 
Si 4 1 .8 6.2 3.7 1.8 
A1 4 1.3 5.6 2.9 1.9 
Ca 4 0.09 3.1 0.86 1.5 
Mg 4 0.03 0.62 0.20 0.28 
Na 4 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01 1 
K 4 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.01 
Fe 4 0.17 0.43 0.27 0.12 
Ti 4 0.09 0.3 1 0.16 0.11 
Parts per million 
As 4 2.0 8.5 3.9 3.1 
Table 23. Number of samples, range. arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Jarvis Creek field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, 
less than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 8 7.5 22.7 11.5 4.93 
Ti 8 0.025 0.15 0.074 0.05 
Parts per million 
As 8 3.7 18 7.5 4.3 
Table 24. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in cod from 
the Kenai field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---) indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range hthmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 44 5.8 49.1 15.2 9.38 
Si 44 0.46 11. 3.0 2.5 
A1 44 0.31 6.3 1.6 1.3 
Ca 44 0.32 1.6 1.1 0.23 
Mg 44 0.061 0.57 0.2 1 0.14 
Na 44 0.0 18 0.68 0.19 0.17 
K 44 0.02 1.3 0.23 0.24 
Fe 44 0.21 2.4 0.58 0.38 
Ti 44 0.014 0.25 0.073 0.055 
Parts per million 
As 44 2.0 25 7.4 5.2 
B 44 5.5 75 24 16 
Ba 44 160 980 500 180 
Be 36 0.18 1.5 0.54 0,32 
Cd 44 0.029L 0.25 0.076 0.047 
Ce - - - - 
Co 44 2.1 12 5.5 2.1 
Cr 44 2.4 74 2 1 16 
Table 25. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean. and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Lisburne field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---I indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit1 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 2 5.0 27.8 16.4 16.1 
Ti 2 0.033 0.18 0.1 1 0.1 1 
Parts per million 
As 2 3.5 2 1 12 12 
15 
loo 
3.5 
0.07 5 
Table 26. Number of samples, range, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
the Nenana field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are reported on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. 1 
Number of Ran~e Atlthmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 206 4.9 47 11.4 7.19 
Si 206 0.12 13 2.0 2.3 
A1 206 0.080 6.1 1 . 1  1 .O 
Ca 206 0.15 2.7 1.5 0.37 
ME 206 0.054 0.48 0.16 0.065 
Na 206 0.001L 0.32 0.033 0.042 
K 206 0.005 0.98 0.1 1 0.16 
Fe 206 0.12 1.4 0.4 1 0.15 
Ti 206 0.002 0.28 0.05 1 0.050 
Parts per million 
As 206 0.38 43 4.1 4.3 
Table 27. Number o 
the Northern Cretac 
basis. L, less than value shown. J 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 127 
Si 
10.7 7.94 
f samples, range, arithmetic mean. and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
eous field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per million and are repomd on a whole coal 
]
ange rith etic 
 
2.0 38.9 10.7 7.94 
106 0.030 
A1 
11 
106 
1.9 2.1 
0.13 6.4 
Ca 
1.2 
106 
1.1 
0.040 2.2 0.4 1 0.30 
Mg 106 0.020 0.72 0.15 0.1 1 
Na 106 0.0 15 0.85 0.15 0.13 
K 106 0.003 0.16 0.3 1 2.4 
Fe 106 0.040 0.35 0.36 3.0 
Ti 106 0.004 0.52 0.07 0.077 
Parts per million 
As 97 0.1L 
B 
8.7 2.4 
127 
1.7 
17 
Ba 
190 59 
127 
33 
140 25,000 1,100 2,300 
Be 122 0.032 12 0,96 
Cd 97 0.008 0.6 1 0.10 0.13 
1.4 
Ce 68 2.0 
Co 
120 23 
127 
24 
0.40 
Cr 
58 6.6 
127 
8.0 
0.lL 
Cs 
59 I t  
37 
14 
0.050 3.1 0.49 0.70 
Cu 97 0.99 
F 
32 6.1 
97 
6.1 
10 
Ga 
400 83 
123 
78 
0.25 
ca 
19 4.9 
37 
4.4 
0.51L 
Ge 
11 2.0 
56 
2.3 
0.064 
Hs 
55 
97 
3.5 8.7 
0.13L 0.50 0.10 0.12 
La 11 1 1.1 
Li 
65 10 
97 
11 
0.44 
Mn 
84 12 
106 
12 
1.8L 
Mo 
390 33 
75 
5 1 
0.07 
Nb 
5.9 1 .o 
124 
1.1 
0.20 
M 
17 2.5 
69 
2.9 
2.6 
Ni 
90 
127 
11 12 
1 .o 
P 
83 18 
106 
16 
22 
Pb 
9,000 670 
97 
1 ,OOo 
0.17 
Sb 
26 
97 
4.1 4.4 
0.02 2,3 0.25 0.39 
Sc 127 0.19 
Se 
25 4.0 
97 
4.0 
0.05 2.0 0.45 0.32 
St 127 16 
Th 
4,400 
102 
230 450 
0.1L 
u 
37 
80 
3.8 5.5 
0.23L 
v 
11 
127 
2.0 1.9 
1.2 
Y 
370 
127 
35 52 
0.42 
Yb 
28 
127 
7.3 5.8 
0.063 2.7 0.8 0.64 
Zo 97 1.7 
Zr 
67 
127 
9.1 10 
1.3 540 50 73 
Table 28. Number of samples, range. arithmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in coal from 
h e  Northern Tertiary field. [All analyses are in percent or parts per miilion and are reported on a whole coal basis. 
L, less than value shown. 1 
Number of Range hthmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
Ash 1 60 1.3 47.8 11.8 10 
Si 158 0.070 14 2.3 2.9 
A1 158 0.060 6.3 1.4 1.5 
Ca 158 0.020 1.5 0.6 0.30 
Mg 160 0.001 0.67 0.19 0.16 
Na 158 0.001 0.12 0.025 0.028 
K 158 0.002 1.2 0.19 0.26 
Fe 158 0.14 10 1.1 1.4 
- 
Table 29. Number of samples, range, ariIhmetic mean, and standard deviation of ash and 43 elements in cod fmm 
the Rampm field. [ ~ l l  aoalyses are in percent or parts per million and are reparted on a whole coal basis. L, less 
than value shown. Leaders (---I indicate means could not be calculated owing to an insufficient number of 
analyses above the lower detection limit] 
Number of Range Arithmetic Standard 
samples Minimum Maximum mean deviation 
Percent 
43.8 29.8 12.9 
I I. 7.1 3.3 
5.8 3.7 1.9 
1.7 1.4 0.33 
0.40 0.26 0.12 
0.19 0.10 0.075 
0.45 0.32 0.1 1 
1.6 1.2 0.37 
0.29 0.22 0.062 
Parts per million 
2.7 2.3 0.4 
8 1 67 13 
1.300 850 430 
1.4 1.1 0.31 
3.1 1.1 1.7 
- - - 
6.9 6,1 0.72 
77 
- 
58 17 
- - 
69 50 16 
160 1 SO 5.8 
- 
13 8.9 
- 
3.9 
- - 
- 
- 
- - - 
0.22 0.12 0.087 
31 20 1 9.0 
29 8.7 
140 74 64 
2.8 2.7 0.053 
- 
8,8 
- 
5.9 2.6 
- - - 
- 
3 1 26 6.1 
- - - 
13 6.3 6.0 
0.8 0.77 0.058 
13 10 2.6 
0.10 0.10 0 
190 150 70 
6 4.4 1.4 
4.1 3 0.99 
88 75 17 
3 1 26 6.1 
4.4 3.3 0.95 
47 39 11 
130 74 50 
216 
Table 30. Distribution by coal field of the highest mean values for ash and 43 elements. 
Element Mean Coal Field 
Percent 
Ash 
Si 
A1 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
Fe 
Rampart 
Rampart 
Rampart 
Nenana 
RampadEleluga 
Kenai 
Farewell 
Rampart 
Parts per million 
As 22 Death Valley 
B 110 Chignik 
Ba 1300 Farewell 
Be 1.7 Death Valley 
Cd 2.6 Farewell 
Ce 28 C ~ P P ~  
Co 15 Herendeen Bay 
Cr 63 Farewell 
C s  1.4 Beluga 
Cu 50 Rampart 
F 240 Nenana 
Cia 12 Farewell 
GI 4.7 C ~ P P ~  
Ge 5.2 Farewell 
HS 0.24 Death Valley 
la 21 Rampart 
Li 36 Chignik 
Mn 160 Northern Alaska (Tertiary) 
Mo 12 Death Valley 
Nb 5.9 Rampart 
M 13 Death Valley 
Ni 47 Farewell 
P 740 Northern Alaska (Tertiary) 
Pb 6.7 Chignik 
Sb 3.5 Farewell 
Sc 12 Farewell 
Se 15 Farewell 
Sr 370 Chuitna 
Th 5.3 Chignik 
, u 14 Death Valley 
V 160 Farewell 
Y 26 Rampart 
Yb 3.3 Rampart 
Zn 79 Chignik 
k E 74 Rampart 
Table 31. Disvibution by coal field of the lowest mean values for ash and 43 elements. 
Element Mean Coal Field 
Percent 
Ash 6.0 Death Valley 
Si 0.93 Death Valley 
A1 0.70 Death Valley 
Ca 0.33 Death Valley 
Ml4 0.094 Jarvis Creek 
Na 0.009 Jarvis Creek 
K 0.04 Hereadeen Bay 
Fe 0.27 Herendem Bay 
Ti 0.043 Death Valley 
Parts per million 
As 2.3 Rampart 
B 12 Jarvis Creek 
Ba 79 
k 
Chignik 
0.54 
Cd 
Kenai 
0.032 Death Valley 
Ce 7.2 Death Valley 
Co 1.2 Death Valley 
Cr 2.6 Death Valley 
Cs 0.49 Northern Alaska (Cretaceous) 
Cu 5.5 Death Valley 
F 4 1 Hmndeen Bay 
Ga 2.1 Death Valley 
Ca 1.6 Northern Alaska (Tertiary)/ Nenana 
Ge 0.33 Beluga 
HS 0.0 1 Northern Alaska (Tertiary) 
La 2.9 Death Valley 
Li 2.0 Farewell 
Mn 17 Hesendeen Bay 
Mo 0.86 
Nb 
Chui taa 
1.7 
MI 
Nenana 
3.3 Chuitna 
Ni 2.6 Death Valley 
P 76 
Pb 
Nenana 
1.7 Death Valley 
Sb 0.25 Northern Alaska (Cretaceous) 
Sc 3.1 Death Valley 
Se 0.10 
Sr 53 Rampart Death Valley 
'Ih 0.8 1 Farewell 
U 0.77 
v 
Kenai 
13 Death Valley 
Y 6.0 
Yb 
Chui tna 
0.66 Jarvis Creek 
Za 9.0 
Zt 
Nema 
18 Beluga 
I 
I Table 32. Cornparidon of mean element m n m  for elements of en-enw concern acmrding to the 1990 C l m  
I 
Air Act. Cornparisions an made between Cretaceous and Tertiary Alaskan mala and W c a m  U.S. C r e w u s  and 
Terrky coals. The mean valup fa Interior Rovince Pemsylvanh m d s  is included for cornparision. (All element 
contents are in par& per miUion aud are rmsmted on the whole coal basis). 
Alaskam Western U.S. Alaskan Western U.S. Interior Province 
csemf.Rous Cre-vs Tertiary 
'9 Pennsylvanian Element Mean1 Mean2 ~ e a n l  Mean Mean3 
As 2.6 1.70 4.6 7.4 12 
Be 0.96 1.2 0.84 1.1 2 
Cd 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.10 .61 
Co 6.7 1.9 5.9 3.5 6.7 
Cr 11 7.1 22 10 15 
0.10 0.07 0.038 0.12 0.1s 
Mu 35 29 120 62 100 
Ni 17 4.3 20 4.6 25 
Pb 4,4 6.1 4.9 4.2 42 
Se 0.5 1 1.4 0.99 0.72 3.4 
Sb 0.46 0.44 0.97 0*63 1.3 
This ~eport 
Affolter and Hatch, 1993 
Molter and Hatch, 1984 
I 
Northern Alaska Northern Alaska 
(Tertiary 1 
\I 
valley ', 
,Rampart , 
2 \ \ Ney iarvis \ 
Creek 
Figure 1. Location of Alaskan coal fields summarized in this paper. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of mean ash contents by coal field. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of mean sulfur contents by coal field. 
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figure 4. Distribution of mean heat-of-combustion contents by coal field 
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Figure 8. Comparison of mean element contents of Be, Hg, Mo, Nb, Sb, Se, U, and Yb for 
Alaskan Cretaceous coal to western U.S. Cretaceous coal. 
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Figure 9. Camparison of mean element contents of Si, Al, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Fe, and Ti for 
Alaskan Tertiary coal to western U.S. Mary coal. 
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figure 10. Comparison of mean element contents of B, Ba, F, Cu. P. Sr, V, and Zo for Alaskan 
Tertiary coal to western U.S. Tertiary coal. 
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figure 12. Comparison of mean element mntents of Be, Hg, Mo, Nb, Sb, Se, U, and Yb for A l w b  
Tertiary coal to western U.S. Tertiary coal. 
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Figure 13. Dishibution of mean Barium contents by coal field. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of mean Phosphorus contents by coal field. 
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Figure 15. Distribution of mean Strontium contents by coal field. 
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Figure 16. Distribution of Barium + Strontium versus Phosphorus for Cretaceous and Tertiary North Slope coals. 
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ABSTRACT reduce the cost of power, both electrical and thermal. 
Current power generation is based upon diesel genera- 
The high cost of providing power in remote tion sets. Cost of fuel oil in some remote location a p  
regions of Alaska through the traditional use of diesel proaches $1.3Uliter ($5.00/gal). Most of the fuel cost 
electric generator sets has prompted the Alaska Energy is due to transportation expense. The reduced fuel costs 
Authority (AEA) to evaluate Pressurized Fluidized-Bed along with reduced size of PFBC components due to 
Combustors (PFBC's) as a replacement technology. pressurization, modular construction, high-efficiency, 
The Morgantown Ewrgy Technology Center (METC) and quick field erection can be extremely beneficial in 
of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has been sup- remote locations. 
plying AEA with data to further their analysis of the 
application of PFBC technology to power generation Second-generation PFBC plants integrate a 
on village-scale systems. Starting with the results from coal earbonizer (partial gasifier) with a PFBC. The 
studies managed by METC, a review of how modular carbonizer produces char and low-heat value fuel gas. 
PFBC construction could be applied to remote villages The char with or without additional coal is burned in 
was undertaken Results of this study have applica- the PFBC. The flue gas from the PFBC and the low- 
tions to remote micngrid village sites in Alaska as Btu fuel gas from the carbonizer are combined and 
well as to off-grid located in other regions of the world. burned in a topping combustor to achieve high gas tur- 
bine inlet temperatures compatible with modern com- 
INTRODUCTION mercially available machines. Utility size second-gen- 
eration PFBC systems will be capable of high-cycle 
PFBC plants provide a cod-fired, high-el%- efficiencies (45 percent, HHV) while burning coal in 
ciency, combined-cycle system for the generation of an environmentally acceptable manner. 
electricity and steam. Coal is the most available source 
of fossil energy in Alaska and the world. PFBC's have DOE studies indicate that second-genetation 
&monstram fuel flexibility, especially in the firing of PFBC'S can be competitive in sizes greater than 
low-rank coals. PFBC's lime (calcium) based sor- 20 MWe where the cost of electricity exceeds $0.07 
bents to obtain environmental air quality s-h with- per kwh. same set of studies also showed that a 
out back-end flue gas desulfurization. This form of 8.5*MWe One and One-half generation PFBC could be 
emission control yielh am waste may competitive with conventional power generation SYS- 
be utiljzed as a co-ction material. m e  are addi- temS depending On site-~pecific onditions. 
tional environmental benefits, such as reduced nitro- 
gen oxide (NO,) emissions and reduced emissions of Alaskan Profile 
carbon dioxide due to increases in plant efficiency. Alaska is the largest of the 50 states which com- These same increases in plant eficiency result in lower pdse United Slats of America, The land mpJs is 
coal usage and, therefore, lower operating costs. equal to the area covered by the entire area of the 16 east 
and gulf coast states, excluding Texas. The actual land 
In remote, rural locations like many villages area is 1,478,458 square kilometers and about a third 
in Alaska, the use of local coal supplies could greatly is located above the Arctic Circle. 
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FIGURE 1 
'Ibis large state has a small population of ap 
proximately 550,000 people. TWO large cities, Anchor- 
age and Fairbanks, account for ow-half of the popula- 
tion; the rest is located in smaller cities and towns and 
in more #an 350 remote villages. Village sizes range 
from tens to several thousands of inhabitants and tend 
to be situated along the state's many rivers. Much of 
the state territory has been set aside for national parks 
and wildlife refuges, which cover an area equal to 13 
of the northeastern states from Maine to West Virginia 
as shown in Figure 1. In general, there are few devel- 
oped land transportation networks. Alaska has limited 
roads, railroads, and has seasonally limited water trans- 
portatioa A well-developed system of air transporta- 
tion is used to move a considerable amount of goods 
and services used in the remote villages. 
The remote ~ommunitte~ suffer high electric- 
ity and/or power costs due to the high cost of &livered 
f h h b d  petroleum products. While Alaska has large 
remote crude oil reserves, it has a small refining capac- 
ity. This limited refining capacity is directed at trans- 
portation Euels, especially aircraft fuels. Refined fuel 
oil to operate remote village diesel generator sets must 
travel thousands of miles before reaching its fmd des- 
tination. 
cat.& equipment or systems. The need to import skilled 
labor adds to the cost of field construction along with 
the remoteness of the villages and lack of land trans- 
portation. These high construction costs are similar to 
those found in many underdeveloped countries. 
The remote rural communities cannot be eco- 
nomically connected into a large power grid or single 
large power station. Therefore, each village represents 
TABLE 1. Alaska Energy Authority 
FY90 PCE Program Facts 
Tams 
(R.sidWrial rn m m M m n h )  
st. Plul 320 
A I F ~ [ ~ V ~ I ~ W  ma 
TrliQ 1004 
A m  (4QennmldW a 4  
wsam n.e 
Grv lc l * . lmpoW as 
404 
Gabm 2b0 
lCaabrw 147 
caw 1M 
Nofm 176 
h addition to the high fuel costs, the remote 
villages encounter extremely high cost for field fabri- -. ahl-wuulanm-a~s~m~ 
a "micro-grid" electrical system, similar to those found PFBC's high-efficiency combined-cycle opera- 
in underdeveloped countries. tion results in lower overall emissions per unit of power 
produced. 'lhs not only causes reductions in sulfur 
The AEA currently administers subsidy pro- and nitrogen emissions but also reduces the amount of 
grams to defray the high cost of electricity in the rural carbon dioxide emitted. Based upon efficiency and 
villages. These subsidies are tied to Alaska's decreas- environmental concerns, PFBC'S would be the prefemed 
ing oil revenues. Therefore, the AEA is interested in technology as shown by the comparison of utility size 
electrical power generating systems which are not (300 W e )  systems in 'Itdble 2. 
linked to the high cost of fuel oil. Coal-fired advanced 
power generation systems could prove to be a viable Predicted capital costs of PFBC's are compared 
option to diesel-based power generation. to other technologies in Figure 2. This presentation 
indicates that PFBC's have a cost advantage over other 
Many of Alaska's rural villages are close to technologies. Natural gas fired, combined-cycle, gas 
known shallow coal deposits. In general, if coal is not turbines were not considered in this analysis based upon 
found locally, a regional source near water Uansporta- the assumption that it was not available, not available 
tion can be identified. The 1,440 billion metric ton coal 
resource of Alaska represents over 40 percent of the 
U.S. estimated coal resource. Only a small fraction of 
this abundant resource has been developed for use. The 
major portion of Alaska's reserve is subbituminous coal. Generatin Costs Comparison of 
Large deposits of bituminous coal have also been found. ~ombned-8ycl;de. Gas-Fred Turbine 
Generally geological surveys indicate that Alaskan coal With Advanced Coal Technologies 
reserves contain less than 0.5 percent sulfur, ~kamty COSI (a wh) 5 
(XLM ~apltal Fuel PFBC System for Alaska 
DOEVME'K is chartered to study and further 
the commercial development of fossil fueled, advanced 2 . 
energy systems. METC's initial discussions with the 
AEA reviewed a number of advanced coal-fired tech- ' 
nologies. The fluidized-bed combustor's (FBC's) abil- 
ity to control sulfur dioxide (S02) and NO, emissions P F ~  & r i~ r N. 
'.ala-m CCGT 
without scrubbers while producing a dry ash focused PFBC 
further discussions on atmospheric fluidized-bed com- --US W ~ I P & H ~ N ~ ~ - O  IODZII w 
bustors (AFBC's) and PFBC's. Fuel flexibility and 
, possible construction use of the dry ash further en- FIGURE 2 
hanced Fl3C's acceptance, 
TABLE 2 
*PC/FGD plant matched to NSP&2/90, 
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Self- First- 1-112 Second- 
Performance Summary for PFBC Generation Generation Generation Generation 
Systems P C K D *  . PFBC PFBC PFBC PFBC 
Net Eff~ieocy. % -36 -36 -40 
-46 -45 
Power Output Gas Turbine, % 0 0 -22 44 to 79 40 to 60 
1.6 1.6 1.75 1.75 1.75 
Sulfur Retention, % 90 90 to 98 90 to 95 95 90 to 95 
NOx Emission, gm/MM joules 0.26 ~ 0 . 4 9  0.04 to 0.12 0.04 to 0.12 0.04 to 0.12 
Particulate Emission. grn/MM joules 0.0 13 ~ 0 . 0 1 3  0.004 to 0.013 0.002 to 0.009 0.004 to 0.013 
Excess Xi, % 2 0 15 to 30 25 9 6 25 to 124 
A Fluid-Bed Temperature, 'C NIA -871 -871 -871 -87 1 
in large quantities, or the cost was not favorable. METC TABLE 3. Comparison of System Efficiencies 
and AEA reviewed both first- and second-generation for Small Power Plants 
PFBC systems as defined below. 
First-Generation PFBC 
First-generation PFBC is an extension of the 
atmospheric fluidized-bed concept that operates at pres- 
sures between 7 and 14 atrn. At these higher pressure 
levels, expansion of the boiler flue gases across the gas 
turbine provides not only the energy needed to drive 
the compressor but an additional amount that can be 
used to generate electricity. 
In this concept, steam production is split be- 
tween in-bed PFBC heat transfer surface and econo- 
mizer located after the gas turbine as shown in Fig- 
ure 3. While the fluidized bed operates at -1.600 O F ,  
flue gases are not cooled before entering the hot gas 
cleanup system or turbine. The higher gas temperature 
increases gas turbine output and thus becomes a net 
electrical power generator. This 1,600 'F gas at a higher 
gas pressure increases the potential for hot gas cleanup 
system problems and turbine fouling. 
Plant 
Efficient 
Gas Turbine OiVGas 
The first-generation concept is approaching 
commercialization with plants being constructed world- 
wide. The American Electric Power's Ohio Power 
Company is operating the 79-MWe xdd demonstra- 
tion plant at Brilliant, Ohio. DOE is supplying a por- 
tion of the funds for the l idd demonstration plant un- 
der the Clean Coal Technologies program, 
Second-Generation PFBC 
METC is actively involved with the develop- 
ment of the second-generation PFBC. This concept 
attempts to utilize the full power producing potential 
First Generation PFBC System 
Flue Gas 
I PFBC 
7 7  G a l  Air 
FIGURE 3 
Second Generation PFBC System 
7
FIGURE 4 
of modem gas and steam turbines in coal-fired, com- eration concept through pilot plant component and in- 
bined-cycle plants. This is accomplished by increas- tegrated system test programs. 
ing the temperature of the gases entering the gas tur- 
bine via a topping combustor as shown in Figure 4. The first- and second-generation PE;BC's can 
function successfully as power generating systems in 
Coal is fed to a pressurized fluidized-bed par- Alaska However, the AEA believed the second-gen- 
tial gasifier that produces a low-Btu gas and char. eration system was too advanced at this time. A Arst- 
Char is then burned in a PFBC, and the flue gas is generation system could be used, but there were con- 
cleaned of particulate and sent to the topping combus- cerns about its ability to approach the load following 
tor. Low-Btu he1 gas from the partial gasifier is also capabilities of the diesel generator sets currently in use. 
cleaned and piped to the topping combustor. In the Because of the remoteness of Alaskan villages and the 
topping combustor, any air required to complete corn- severe weather conditions, the AEA wanted dual-fuel 
bustion is mixed with the fuel gas and the flue gases, operating capability and some duplication of generat- 
The topping combustors in second-generation systems ing capacity. A one and one-half generation PFBC 
are designed to achieve turbine inlet temperatures of could meet the mA's needs. 
2,100 to 2,500 'F, consistent with the high power out- 
put of modern gas turbines. A one and one-half generation PFBC system 
substitutes a premium fuel such as oil or natural gas in 
place of the low energy fuel gas generated by the SGeam Is pmduced from transfer surfaces -&a in 
smnd-generation system. ms sub- in me PFBC @ a refovery 'learn genem- stitution of premium fuel negatively impacts operating 
costs while reducing capital costs, The substitution of 
premium fuel should increase the load following capa- Second-generaQon studies both Foster biIi&ifies of one and ae-half genefation PFBC to 
Wheeler Development Company (FWDC) and the approxime those of a diesel genentor set. In emer- M-W- Ke11og$ Cornppny have that the gency situations, both gas turbine and (he PFBC could 
of ~wal gsifcation and char combustion makes an be fired on dl. If necessary, the gas turbine could be 
OPWum balance between the steam and turbine uncoupled from the PPBC aod Bred on oil thus giving 
cycles Possible. From this, system efficiencies aP- the plant internal equipment redundancy. Alone the 
proaching 45 perant On a higher heating value basis gas turbine could generate between one-third and one- 
result. FWDC is continuing work on their second-gen- half of the plant's normal power output. 
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FIGURE 5 
To ensure the load following potential, a cir- 
culating one and one-half generation PFBC system 
shown in Figure 6 was selected. 
4-MWe Plant 
The AEA indicated that a plant having an out- 
put of approximately 5 MWe was of interest. Based 
on available gas turbines and using information from 
previous studies, equipment components for a 4-MWe 
system were sized as shown in Figure 7. 
sonally limited, as well as, shallow draft water trans- 
portation creates major challenges. The use of aircraft 
to move the PFBC modules could resolve the transpor- 
tation challenge. Figure 8 illustrates that the compo- 
nents required for the 4-MWe second-generation PFBC 
plant can be airlifted to remote villages. Limited cal- 
culations indicated that PFBC plants up to 30 MWe may 
be airlifted if necessary. 
TABLE 4 
Cost Summary k$, 4 MW Plant 
Again, using information developed by the ! U.S. DOE, two other small, advanced PFBC power 
b systems were configured. The cost summary shown in 
m l e  4 was then prepared based upon these system con- 
I: figurations. 
Tkansportation of PFBC Modules 
k Alaska's remote villages suffer extremely high 
fieid erection cost due to imported labor. Modular con- 
r 
struction methods used to fabricate PFBC's will reduce 
field erection costs. Further modular construction of 
i PFBC components will help overcome transportation 
problems. Alaska's lack of roads, railroads. and sea- 
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Airlifted PFBC's 
Medium to long-range military transpDlt built by Lockheed / /  1 \\ 
CONCLUSIONS 
I Flfer I 5.M I 2.39 O.D. I 
I I 
FBHE I 15.m2 I 2.59 0.0. I 
l nner I 5.1 I 2.2 O.D. 1 
FIGURE 8 
PFBC's provide the small remote rural village 
micro grids with the same b e d &  as the large-gridutil- 
ity. Both large and small grids can obtain PFBC capi- 
tal and operating cost saving from the following: 
Use of local coal resources and fuel flexibility. 
Emission c o m l  of NOx and SO;! without scrub- 
bers. 
Dry sulfur waste product, as CaO4. 
Highefficiency combined-cycle operation, reduced 
C@ emissions. 
Reduced size, modular consbmction, quick field 
erection 
The airlifting of PFBC components probably 
has limited application, but the possibility demonstrates 
that modular advanced coal-fued PFBC's can be trans- 
ported into remote locations. Shallow draft barge trans- 
portation is probably the most practical method for 
moving PFBC parts. Whether the remote village is in 
Alaska or Somalia, the modularity of PFBC compo- 
nents makes environmentally acceptable coal-fired 
power generation available worldwide. 
Site conditions, especially the size of the vil- 
lage or micro grid will dictate the type of PFBC to be 
installed, but the one and one-half generation plant ap- 
pears to have advantages in the areas of load follow- 
ing and increased availability via internal equipment 
redundancy. The one and one-half generation PFBC's 
major disadvantage is that it does not fully remove the 
small village's dependency on imported oil. 
The small PFBC will not suffer from scale-up 
uncertainties like the large utility units. me small sys- 
tem needed in Alaska and other micro-grid locations 
around the world closely match the size of the major 
PFBC test facilities. 
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